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During the New Deal the Farm Security Administration (FSA) developed what is 

arguably one of the most provocative and far-reaching programs for farm workers 

undertaken by the U.S. federal government to date. Through the Migratory Labor Camp 

Program the FSA promised to efficiently funnel workers to fulfill agricultural industry’s 

labor demands while providing migrants modern up-to-date housing and services to 

alleviate the well-documented substandard conditions many faced. Most scholars have 

analyzed the camps primarily as sites of labor, capital, and state regulation. Rather than 

view the camp program as simply a government effort to more efficiently coordinate the 

nation’s farm labor market, this study argues that the services, programs, and activities 

FSA officials administered in the camps sought to regulate and transform significant and 

often intimate social and cultural aspects of migrants’ daily lives. By examining the role 
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of the camps’ architecture, medical clinics, nurseries and elementary schools, as well as 

the “self-governing” camp committees and councils, this dissertation engages in a 

gendered analysis of labor to reveal how the federal camps were unique dual-purpose 

domestic and labor spaces. Analyzing the camps as simultaneous productive and 

reproductive sites allows us to see them as part of a contested terrain in which complex 

issues of identity, community, citizenship, and labor were negotiated on a daily basis, 

affecting U.S. farm labor and race relations well beyond the perimeters of the federal 

camps.  
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 1 

 

Introduction 

 
 

In 1946, The Texas Spectator, a periodical known for muckraking journalism, 

reprinted the first of three stories from the Washington Post on migrant workers and 

Texas labor camps. The story, by Agnes E. Meyer, covered the Robstown federal camp 

located near Corpus Christi in South Texas. The account described the tragic case of a 

pregnant migrant woman whose experiences she felt exemplified “the contrast in health 

conditions as well as in the whole tenor of life between the camp and the Mexican quarter 

of Robstown.” The story reported as follows: 

She could have had her baby delivered without charge through the camp 
arrangements with the local physicians. But this poor creature had more 
confidence in the mid-wives to which she had always been accustomed. She 
slipped out of camp when she felt the baby coming, to an old hag who acts not 
only as midwife but as curandera or curer of all ills, natural [and] supernatural. 
As the woman’s placenta would not separate from the uterus, the midwife pulled 
at it until she had turned it inside out. When the distracted husband summoned 
help, rigor mortis had already set in but the midwife still had the bloody mess in 
her hands.1 
 
Meyer’s report carefully contrasted what she presented as the superstitious, 

supernatural, and unconventional practices of the curandera, or “witch doctor,” to the 

more modern, sanitary, and professional services of the camp physicians. After offering 

                                                
1 Emphasis in quote added by author. Agnes Meyer, “Camps Aid to Valley Workers: Projects at Robstown 
are Transformation for Migrants,” The Texas Spectator May 5, 1946, 3. The original articles appeared in 
The Washington Post as part of a series Meyer conducted on wartime America focusing on selected 
Southern states. Agnes Meyer, “Life on the Rio Grande: 1946 Model,” April 22, 1946; and “Rio Grande 
Problem,” The Washington Post (1877-1954); April 23, 1946; Pro Quest Historical Newspapers The 
Washington Post (1877-1990).  
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some insight into the curandera’s healing rituals, and dual home and work environment, 

Meyer concluded, “no wonder Robstown has a staggering infant and maternity death 

rate.” In contrast, Meyer gushed, “whereas the camps where housing is clean and medical 

facilities first-rate have conquered even the all-prevalent intestinal afflictions to a point 

where not a single infant has succumbed to them.” If one believes Meyer’s positive 

portrayal of the Robstown camp’s medical facilities, then the question arises—why did 

the migrant woman choose the services of the curandera, which cost her $35, over those 

of the camp doctor and medical clinic covered by the Farm Security Administration’s 

migrant health plan, the Agricultural Workers Health Association (AWHA)?  

Although it is impossible to know for sure what motivated the migrant woman’s 

decision, her tragic story and Meyer’s coverage of it suggests that there was an important 

struggle taking place within the Robstown federal migrant camp and surrounding ethnic 

Mexican community—a struggle over more than just labor. That Meyer’s report would 

focus on this kind of labor (i.e., childbirth) and not field work is revealing in that it 

demonstrates how the federal camps were more than just sites where work-related matters 

were negotiated. While scholars who have studied the camp program have examined it 

primarily in traditional labor and economic terms—for example, as a means by which 

growers, workers, and federal officials coordinated efforts to more efficiently meet 

agribusiness’ demands—the camps were never simply labor stations. They were also 

domestic spaces where state agents sought to transform and regulate significant aspects of 

migrants’ personal and day-to-day lives.  
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A study of the varied amenities and social projects that the camp program 

maintained illuminates how it afforded migrants more than just housing and employment 

opportunities. For example, in addition to having their own medical clinics, each of the 

camps also had a nursery school, grade school, and library in the community center 

building. The community center was likewise the site for regular meetings, educational 

workshops, and recreational activities such as weekend dances. In addition, each camp 

typically had its own cooperative garden and community store which migrants regularly 

maintained. Finally, and perhaps most notably in terms of the camps’ infrastructure, all of 

the camps had their own system of “self-government,” in the form of a Camp Council to 

which migrants elected fellow representatives. The camps were, therefore, vibrant 

communities and domestic environments where a complex set of social, political, and 

cultural relations and negotiations took place on a daily basis, involving a diverse group 

of historical actors and affecting U.S farm labor and race relations well beyond the 

perimeters of the federal camps. 

By analyzing the camps as dual-purpose domestic and labor spaces, this 

dissertation reveals how migrants’ struggles surrounding the camp program regularly 

occurred outside of conventional labor, economic, and productive realms of contestation. 

Although it builds on previous studies that have pointed to the camps as important sites 

of labor, capital, and state regulation, it highlights the camps’ reproductive and cultural 

terrain to demonstrate the extraordinary context in which entire migrant families (i.e., not 

just adult male wage-earners) negotiated broader questions of identity, community, and 

citizenship. Failing to consider the camp program from this two-fold perspective obscures 

the fact that the labor and social reform projects federal officials enacted through the 
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camp program had profound implications beyond migrants’ wages and working 

conditions. 

More broadly speaking, this study reconsiders the contours of federal officials’ 

involvement in migrants’ lives to underscore how the camp program manifested a more 

complicated relationship between migrants and the state than has previously been 

considered. It does so, for instance, by examining how federal planners and architects 

imagined the camps’ built environment as a modernist tool, fostering a new and improved 

way of living among migrant families; by exploring how the camps’ self-governing 

council aimed to teach migrants about their democratic privileges and responsibilities as 

American citizens both inside and outside the camps; and by analyzing, through a 

discussion of the program’s migrant health plan, how intimately the camps’ services and 

cultural reform objectives sought to alter migrants’ daily lives. In each of these contexts, 

this study considers the diverse resources and strategies that migrant families employed 

to mediate the camp program’s initiatives and take advantage of the amenities and 

opportunities it afforded. 

Situating the analysis of the camp program with this approach is important for 

understanding its role as one of the last initiatives of the New Deal in advocating for the 

power of an interventionist state. In seeking to shape, and ostensibly to improve, the lives 

of those who have commonly been described as being among the most marginalized 

people, the camp program represented a critical moment where state officials attempted 

to address migrants’ poor conditions and, more notably, to bring them into the fold of 

national discourse, policy, and social membership. Such efforts were especially 

remarkable given that the camp program materialized at a time in which farm workers 
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were deliberately excluded from other liberal New Deal legislation and provisions, 

including the National Labor Relations Act and the Social Security Act. While the 

following analysis makes clear that the camp program often reinforced problematic 

ethno-racial, gendered, and class-based assumptions concerning migrants, the extensive 

services, resources, and opportunities it provided were nevertheless exceptional. With the 

onset of World War II, and the development of a foreign labor importation program, this 

project was largely abandoned. What potential that existed for migrants to utilize the 

camp program as a way to make claims on the state, based on their socio-economic 

condition, identity, and citizenship, was subsequently compromised. 

The Migratory Labor Camp Program existed under the Resettlement 

Administration (RA) and later the Farm Security Administration (FSA) from 1935 to 

1947.2 The program began in California as an emergency measure aimed at providing 

decent shelter and sanitary facilities for the estimated 300,000 to 400,000 Dust Bowl 

migrants arriving in the state during the 1930s. The Great Depression, combined with 

severe drought and dust storms, compounded existing problems in the Great Plains 

resulting from a fluctuating agricultural economy and changes in farm production. 

Intensive mechanization and the New Deal’s Agricultural Adjustment Act (AAA), which 

                                                
2 In 1943, Public Law 45 transferred the FSA to the newly established War Food Administration (WFA). 
At this point all migrant camps, formerly known as “farm workers communities,” were renamed “farm 
labor supply centers.” In 1946, President Harry S. Truman signed the Farmers Home Administration (FHA) 
Act that ultimately abolished the FSA. In the following year, after lengthy discussion about what would 
happen to the programs, projects, and responsibilities under the FSA, the Migratory Labor Camp Program 
was officially ended. On July 31, 1947 Congress approved Public Law 298 that allowed the Secretary of 
Agriculture to “dispose of any labor supply center, labor home, labor camp facility… and any equipment 
pertaining thereto or used in the Farm Labor Supply Program.” Sidney Baldwin, Poverty and Politics: The 
Rise and Decline of the Farm Security Administration (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina 
Press, 1986), 401. Public Law 298—80th Congress, Chapter 413—1st sess. Copy of law found in the George 
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curtailed cash-crop cultivation by one-third, for instance, exacerbated conditions of rural 

poverty, forcing thousands of displaced farmers, sharecroppers, farm laborers and their 

families to take to the road.3  

The “Okie exodus,” depicted in John Steinbeck’s influential novel The Grapes of 

Wrath (1939), sparked wide debate and brought public attention to the issue of 

government intervention on migrants’ behalf. Although ethnic Mexican and Asian farm 

workers had waged impressive strikes during the early 1930s, highlighting the sorely 

inadequate earnings and housing conditions prevailing in California agriculture, it was 

not until “Americans of the old stock” entered the fields that the government decided to 

intervene.4 Ignoring the intense battles for improved socio-economic standards that non-

white and immigrant workers organized, Steinbeck warned that Dust Bowl migrants were 

white American laborers who would “refuse to accept the role of field peon” imposed on 

foreign “cheap labor” and insist on a higher standard of living.5 Steinbeck’s novel—

adapted from field reports collected in 1936 while on assignment for the RA—was 

                                                
Mahon Papers, 1887-1986 and Undated, Lamesa Camp Files, box 464, A226.4A, Southwest Collection, 
Texas Tech University, Lubbock, Texas. 
3 Most of the migrants who traveled to California in search of work came from Arkansas, Missouri, 
Oklahoma, and Texas. On factors influencing the Dust Bowl migration, see Walter Stein, California and 
the Dust Bowl Migration (Westport: Greenwood Press, 1973), 6-16, 29.  
4 Between January 1, 1933 and June 30, 1939 there were 156 large-scale strikes on California farms. Many 
of these protests were headed by the Cannery and Agricultural Workers Industrial Union (C&AWIU) in 
which Mexican families composed 95 percent of the rank and file. For further discussion, see Katharine 
Douglas, “West Coast Inquiry,” Survey Graphic: Magazine of Social Interpretation (April 1940): 227-231; 
Cletus E. Daniel, Bitter Harvest: A History of California Farmworkers, 1870-1941 (New York: Cornell 
University Press, 1981); and Linda C. Majka and Theo J. Majka, Farm Workers, Agribusiness, and the 
State (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1982). 
5 John Steinbeck, The Harvest Gypsies: On the Road to the Grapes of Wrath (Berkeley: Heyday Books, 
1988), 22-23, 56-57. 
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instrumental in promoting the federal camp program.6 By depicting “Weedpatch Camp” 

(based on the government camp in Arvin, California) as a haven where migrants like the 

“Joads” could find reprieve, safety, stability, and an opportunity to restore their health 

and human dignity, Steinbeck demonstrated the promise of the camp program and helped 

the RA bargain for its expansion.7  

 While the broader context of the nation’s economic depression, the Dust Bowl 

migration, and California’s socio-political landscape during the 1930s framed the 

emergence of the camp program, it was not actually until the early 1940s that the 

program truly developed. In 1936, for example, there were less than 30 permanent and 

mobile federal camps in operation or under construction across the country, with 

California accounting for close to half of these. According to the FSA, these facilities had 

a combined shelter for approximately 7,000 families.8 By 1942, there were 95 permanent 

and mobile camps in service across the nation with accommodations for an estimated 

                                                
6 The work of fellow writers and prominent liberals, Carey McWilliams and Paul S. Taylor, was equally 
central, though their work did not garner the same mainstream attention as did Steinbeck’s. See, for 
example, Carey McWilliams, Factories in the Field: The Story of Migrant Farm Labor in California 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1939); and Paul S. Taylor and Dorothea Lange, An American 
Exodus: A Record of Human Erosion (New York: Reynal & Hitchcock, 1939). 
7 Steinbeck, The Harvest Gypsies, 38-44. Various scholars have written about Steinbeck’s role in the camp 
program. See, for example, James N. Gregory, American Exodus: The Dust Bowl Migration and Okie 
Culture in California (New York: Oxford University Press, 1989); Anne Loftis, “Steinbeck and the Federal 
Migrant Camps,” San Jose Studies 16, no. 1 (Winter, 1990): 76-90; Michael Denning, The Cultural Front: 
The Laboring of American Culture in the Twentieth Century (New York: Verso Press, 1997); and Douglas 
Cazaux Sackman, Orange Empire: California and the Fruits of Eden (Berkeley: University of California 
Press, 2005). 
8 Permanent camps, or “standard camps,” as the FSA called them, consisted of a series of fixed buildings 
and amenities. These included different structures for workers’ homes, a clinic, a community center, 
laundry facilities, and communal showers and bathrooms. “Mobile camps,” on the other hand, offered 
semi-permanent housing and services (usually in tents) that could easily be loaded onto trucks or trailers 
and moved from one location to another. They were intended to serve successive peaks in different crops 
and areas, often serving three or more sites in one year.  
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19,464 families or 83,695 individuals.9 Even more impressive is the fact that in 1940 

there were only 53 total camps; in other words, from 1940 to 1942 camp construction 

throughout the country had nearly doubled.10 Most of the migratory labor camps were 

located in seven states—California, Oregon, Washington, Idaho, Arizona, Texas, and 

Florida. California had the largest concentration of permanent labor camps, followed by 

Texas (see map 1 and appendix, table 1). 

 

 

 Map 1: Location of Federal Migratory Labor Camps, 1942. 

                                                
9 U.S. Congress, House of Representatives, Committee on Agriculture to Investigate the Activities of the 
Farm Security Administration, Hearings, Pursuant to H. Res. 119, Part 3 (1944), 1164-1167.  Calculation 
of population capacity for individuals (83,695) is based on multiplying 19,464 by the average migrant 
family size (4.3) inhabiting the camps in 1944, according to the FSA. “FSA Migratory Camp Population 
Reports and Employment and Earnings of Families Living in FSA Camps,” box 19, folder “AD 124 All 
Regs. 183 Migratory Labor Social Security Tables on Interstate Migrants 1937,” Record Group (RG) 96, 
FSA, National Archives and Records Administration (NARA). 
10 “Migratory Farm Workers Camps” [Camp Statistics], box 8, folder “AD-124 Migratory Labor All Regs. 
Eastern Seaboard Report,” RG 96, Farmers Home Administration (FHA), NARA. 
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By 1942, camp inhabitants included Japanese Americans (transferred to the labor 

camps from World War II U.S. internment camps), Mexican Americans, African 

Americans, and increasingly after 1942, imported foreign-born workers primarily from 

Mexico, Jamaica, and the Bahamas.11 White Dust Bowl migrants of the early 1930s had 

not entirely disappeared, but their numbers had dwindled considerably as many found 

employment in better-paying wartime industries. Camp population reports through 1942 

also reveal that families, not individual workers, accounted for the majority of those 

residing in the camps. For instance, a 1941 national survey concluded that of the 68,700 

people living in all 53 camps, an estimated 30,700 were 19 years of age and under, 

15,400 were between the ages of 5 and 14, and 9,200 were less than 5 years old.12 A 

snapshot of the Raymondville, Texas, camp for this year also reveals that out of a total of 

4,385 people who made use of the camp, 1,574 were men, 1,014 were women, 897 were 

boys, and 900 were girls (under 15 years of age).13 Recognizing the family-based 

structure of the labor camps is critical for situating our analysis of the camp program in 

domestic terms, and for demonstrating how entire families, not simply male workers, 

were at the center of everyday labor negotiations taking place inside the camps.  

                                                
11 In 1942 the FSA launched the Emergency Farm Labor Supply Program, also known as the Labor 
Importation or Transportation Program, to recruit foreign contract-workers for U.S. agriculture. Texas was 
excluded from participating in the Bracero Program—the labor agreement FSA officials coordinated with 
the Mexican government—until 1947. The Mexican government prohibited Texas growers from 
contracting bracero workers until the state could demonstrate improved labor and social conditions for 
Mexican nationals. Also beginning in 1942, the FSA coordinated the U.S. Farm Labor Agreement, known 
informally as “leave programs,” that allowed Japanese Americans to be employed in farm labor while 
under the status of internment. 
12 Nelson Cruikshank, Chief Migratory Labor Section, to Mr. Leonard Outhwaite, Associate Director, 
Resettlement Division, April 29, 1941, box 8, folder “RP-M-124 Housing,” RG 96, FHA, NARA. 
13 Based on a compilation of weekly population reports for the Raymondville, Texas, FSA Camp. These 
reports can be found scattered withing RG 96, FSA, NARA. 
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Although government officials rarely commented on migrants’ citizenship status, 

it appears that the majority of those who occupied the camps, especially prior to 1942, 

were U.S.-born or legal residents. In Texas, where the Bracero Program did not begin 

until after the camp program officially ended, federal officials made a clear effort to 

distinguish between ethnic Mexican farm workers who were American citizens, and those 

who were Mexican nationals. For example, camp population reports refer almost 

exclusively to migrants of Mexican origin as “Latin Americans,” and sometimes more 

specifically as “Latin American Citizens,” thus alluding to their status as U.S.-born 

citizens.14 Non-citizens were eligible to receive the privileges of camp occupancy, 

according to the FSA, but it is possible many avoided the camps for fear of deportation 

since government officials reported a general suspicion among Mexican migrants 

concerning the camps’ activities.15  

This dissertation provides one of the first comprehensive examinations of the 

camp program outside of the context of Depression era California and the experiences of 

white Dust Bowl migrants.16 By highlighting the significance of the Texas camps within 

                                                
14 The FSA’s careful distinction of the camps’ population as “Latin American” versus “Mexican” signified 
an important awareness of the political implications involved in these labels. This issue, specifically its 
relationship to ethnic Mexicans’ battles for civil rights, will be discussed further in Chapter 6.  
15 Because it is difficult to know migrants’ particular citizenship status unless it was documented, I have 
generally used the term “ethnic Mexican” when referring to all migrants of Mexican origin who inhabited 
the federal camps. Where possible, though, I have been careful to differentiate between citizens and non-
citizens, as well as foreign- and U.S.-born individuals, for example, by employing the terms “Mexican 
American,” “Mexican immigrant,” or “Mexican” when referring to Mexican nationals. On the difficulty of 
delimiting ethnic Mexican’s ethno-racial identity, see David G. Gutiérrez, Walls and Mirrors: Mexican 
Americans, Mexican Immigrants, and the Politics of Ethnicity (Berkeley: University of California Press, 
1995). 
16 For example, the following monographs contain some discussion of the federal camp program. With the 
exception of Hahamovitch’s work, they all center on California and the 1930s. Gregory, American Exodus; 
Cindy Hahamovitch, The Fruits of Their Labor: Atlantic Coast Farmworkers and the Making of Migrant 
Poverty, 1870-1945 (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 1997); Gregory Hise, Magnetic 
Los Angeles: Planning the Twentieth Century Metropolis (Baltimore: The John Hopkins University Press, 
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the larger national geography of the federal camp program, and demonstrating the camps’ 

impact on the lives of mostly ethnic Mexican farm worker families, this study challenges 

the framework by which much of the camp program has been evaluated. Shifting our 

analysis of the camp program in temporal, regional, and demographic terms is critical for 

understanding how the labor-related politics and struggles surrounding the federal camps 

affected migrants’ identity formation and understandings of citizenship. 

Texas’s position at the forefront of national farm labor debates throughout the 

1930s and 1940s accounts for part of the reason why FSA officials granted the region 

considerable attention. The camp program in Texas developed (beginning in 1939) at a 

critical time, when the FSA was reorienting its agenda to better reflect the camps’ 

contribution to national defense and wartime labor relations. The Texas camp program 

allowed the agency to increase its commitment towards regulating, coordinating, and 

stabilizing the nation’s farm labor market in order to bring about a more efficient system 

of agricultural production. In Texas, for instance, the FSA initiated efforts to work 

closely with the United States Employment Service (USES), which included placing one 

of their labor agents on-site in each of the migrant camps—a change that was eventually 

modeled nationally. The FSA’s success in touting the camps as a site for labor 

recruitment and distribution explains why the program expanded so dramatically after 

1940.   

                                                
1997); Linda C. Majka and Theo J. Majka, Farm Workers, Agribusiness, and the State (Philadelphia: 
Temple University Press, 1982); Carey McWilliams, Factories in the Field; Don Mitchell, Lie of the Land: 
Migrant Workers and the California Landscape (Minneapolis: The University of Minnesota Press, 1996); 
Walter Stein, California and the Dustbowl Migration; and Devra Weber, Dark Sweat, White Gold: 
California Farm Workers, Cotton, and the New Deal (Berkeley: The University of California Press, 1994).  
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Analyzing the experiences of ethnic Mexican migrants occupying the Texas 

camps is equally critical for shifting our interpretation of the federal camp program and 

its role in U.S. farm labor and race relations. Beginning in 1940, congressional attacks on 

the New Deal, and the FSA more specifically, forced camp officials to minimize their 

objectives towards improving migrants’ socio-economic welfare. The FSA was criticized, 

for example, by leaders of the American Farm Bureau Federation (AFBF), a farmers’ 

organization, for undermining rural families’ self-reliance and for “promoting un-

American social experiments.”17 The nation’s shift from depression to wartime-fueled 

prosperity contributed to camp opponents’ claims that the government no longer needed 

to intervene in providing migrants relief. Despite these pressures and the FSA 

leadership’s touting of the effectiveness of its labor distribution, the FSA officials on the 

ground remained firmly dedicated to advancing their progressive ideals by working to 

transform migrants’ cultural practices, social behavior, and standard of living. This 

involved teaching migrant families the virtues of better hygiene, nutrition, childrearing, 

and social responsibility, including cooperation.  

By exploring the camps’ impact on ethnic Mexican families, however, we see that 

the FSA’s social reform measures were deeply problematic in that they were rooted in 

both racialized and gendered middle-class American notions of domesticity and 

citizenship. The conflict evidenced by the Robstown migrant woman and her husband’s 

decision to use the medical services of the curandera over the camp’s “first-rate” 

facilities, for instance, represented a more fundamental anxiety over ethnic Mexican’s 

ability to conform to American standards of health, cultural identity, and citizenship. In 

                                                
17 Baldwin, Poverty and Politics, 353-354. 
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this sense, migrants’ efforts to mediate state forces of labor control extended far beyond 

economic concerns over wages and job placement.  

Ethnic Mexican families in the Texas labor camps also posed a unique challenge 

to the camp program’s foundational principles and objectives regarding the process of 

community formation. From the outset, FSA officials organized the camps to function as 

both symbolic and material structures for social (i.e., collective) living. Community 

planning was integral to the camp project because federal officials believed that migrants, 

as transitory people, lacked a sense of place and belonging. According to the federal 

planners, this lack of community—an unsettlement in both social and physical terms—

contributed to the migrants’ poor socio-economic condition.18 Unlike the Dust Bowl 

families first occupying the camps, however, most ethnic Mexican migrants participating 

in the camp program were not new to the itinerant lifestyle that modern farm production 

demanded. More importantly, those who resided in camps in South Texas (where most of 

the state’s camps were located) were almost exclusively from the surrounding area. As a 

result, these families considered the labor camp part of their home base (i.e., not just a 

point along their migratory route), where they maintained significant social networks and 

community ties that extended across and outside the camps’ material space. Such bonds 

were significant in that they complicated how camp officials understood ethnic Mexican 

migrants’ sense of community in both local and national terms. Again, we see this 

contention exemplified in the case of the pregnant Robstown woman, who “slipped out” 

                                                
18 On the FSA’s community planning philosophy, see Paul K. Conkin, Tomorrow a New World: The New 
Deal Community Program (New York: Da Capo Press, 1976). 
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of camp to seek the services of the curandera “to which she had always been 

accustomed” and in whom she confided.  

Most of the focus in this study centers on the experiences of ethnic Mexican 

migrants in the Texas camp program, placing their experiences within a broader scope of 

key theoretical and methodological issues concerning labor, migration, identity 

formation, and gender. Even as FSA officials considered specific regional needs and local 

concerns in their establishment and management of the camps, the Migratory Labor 

Camp Program remained a national program dependent on federal subsidies and policies. 

Camp procedures, practices, and administrative reports, for instance, were shared 

regularly between FSA staff members across the country, often influencing what 

occurred in one region or another. In order to demonstrate the possibilities for future 

research in more general comparative and relational terms, this study includes some 

discussion of the camp program in areas outside of Texas, and as it affected distinct 

ethno-racial groups. This perspective offers a rich insight into how diverse communities 

of migrants negotiated their relationship with the state and allows for a more critical 

examination of the camp program’s agenda and impact. It encourages us to question, for 

instance, how the Camp Council, aimed at teaching migrants the virtues of American 

democracy and citizenship, may have functioned differently for the Japanese American 

families housed in the camps during the early 1940s (at a time when they were classified 

as “alien enemies”) than it did for ethnic Mexicans in South Texas (at a time when the 
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United States was trying to prove to Mexico that it could be a “good neighbor” by 

rectifying the discriminatory conditions affecting ethnic Mexicans).19  

In analyzing the significant social, cultural, and political impact the camp 

program had in the more personal and day-to-day aspects of migrant families’ lives, this 

study contributes to four central and interrelated areas of scholarship. The first involves 

studies on the New Deal, the Farm Security Administration, and the role of state 

intervention in farm labor relations and welfare reform. Scholars writing about the FSA 

have generally credited the agency for redressing the serious inequality, poverty, 

oppression, and dislocation affecting thousands of rural families during the Great 

Depression. Sidney Baldwin, who has written the most comprehensive study on the FSA, 

for example, described it as a “heroic institution” and Richard Couto, building from 

Baldwin’s examination, as a “heroic bureaucracy,” one of few in American history.20 

Under this light, the camp program has been cast as part of what Irving Bernstein has 

coined, the New Deal’s “caring society.”21 

While the FSA’s efforts to provide migrant families with various amenities and 

social services were certainly progressive and liberal—at times even radical—they were 

                                                
19 Governor Coke Stevenson founded the Good Neighbor Commission in 1943 with financial assistance 
from the Office of Inter-American Affairs. It focused on improving social and race relations, and 
strengthening ties between Anglos and Mexicans in Texas. For more on this topic, see Emilio Zamora, 
Claiming Rights and Righting Wrongs in Texas: Workers and Job Politics During World War II (College 
Station: Texas A&M University Press, 2009). 
20 In Baldwin’s assessment, champions of the FSA understood it as, among other things, “an heroic 
institution designed to secure social justice and political power for a neglected class of Americans.” 
Baldwin, Poverty and Politics, 4. Along with the Freedman’s Bureau and the Office of Health Affairs, 
Richard Couto lists the RA (later FSA) as one of America’s chief “heroic bureaucracies.” Richard A. 
Couto, Ain’t Gonna Let Nobody Turn Me Round: The Pursuit of Racial Justice in the Rural South, 
(Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1991), 306. 
21 Irving Bernstein, A Caring Society: The New Deal, the Worker, and the Great Depression (A History of 
the American Worker 1933-1941) (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1985), 286.  
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also seriously flawed. As the FSA “cared” for migrant families within its camps, it aimed 

to alter their way of life in ways that not only regulated their labor, but also questioned 

their cultural values, identity, domestic habits, and claims to American citizenship. 

Herein lies one of the central contentions underlying much of this study; essentially, the 

camp program was as promising as it was problematic.22 The camps allowed government 

officials to provide for workers’ needs while simultaneously managing, monitoring, and 

choreographing (in both spatial and conceptual terms) their everyday actions.23 Most 

migrants who occupied the camps appear to have understood the program in both these 

terms—namely, as a resource offering the potential to improve their socio-economic 

status, while requiring them to compromise some of their autonomy.  

In this respect, this study aims to position the labor camp program within a 

broader historical trajectory of the American welfare state and contribute to a body of 

scholarship that disrupts the New Deal narrative as one of progress. New Deal historians 

generally agree that the mid-1930s marked a pivotal moment for political progressives, 

yet most position the onset of WWII as turning point in the government’s liberal reform 

movement.24 In The End of Reform, for example, Alan Brinkley outlines a shift in the 

                                                
22 In this sense, I agree with Cindy Hahamovitch who concludes that one of the main paradoxes of the New 
Deal, more generally, is that its liberal reforms “ultimately did farmworkers the most good and the most 
damage.” She makes this point by suggesting that while the government “provided shelter, food, and safe 
transportation to the fields,” it did so mainly “to operate a large and very effective labor supply effort.” 
Where this examination builds on Hahamovitch’s work, however, is by contending that federal intervention 
in migrant affairs went well beyond standard “labor supply” concerns. The “good” and “damage” federal 
officials caused in migrant families lives must also be weighed in broader domestic terms if we are to grasp 
its full implications. Hahamovitch, Fruits of Their Labor, 10. 
23 Don Mitchell has usefully labeled such state systems a form of “benevolent repression” or “progressive 
repression.” For more, see Mitchell, Lie of the Land, 42, 5-56.  
24 See, for example, Irving Bernstein, A Caring Society; Alan Brinkley, The End of Reform: New Deal 
Liberalism in Recession and War (New York: Vintage Books, 1996); Lizabeth Cohen, Making a New Deal: 
Industrial Workers in Chicago, 1919-1939 (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1990); Robert S. 
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liberal logic of the New Deal beginning in 1937, when “reform liberals” abandoned most 

of their progressive origins and became less interested in challenging the existing 

structure of corporate capitalism. While the course of the camp program in many ways 

fits well within this narrative—for example, by the early 1940s, the FSA had indeed 

shifted its political rhetoric to more prominently reflect agribusiness’ (not migrants’) 

interests—it also represents an important exception. When the camp program expanded 

in 1939, camp officials had not abandoned their social reform ideologies and practices; 

instead, they found ways to reformulate and advance them under what appeared to be a 

traditional labor-based ideology.  

A study of the camp program thus encourages further consideration of how 

government measures aimed at restructuring migrants’ lives continued well beyond the 

Progressive and New Deal eras and outside of the context of urban-related liberal reform, 

a realm that has dominated much of the historiography on the American welfare state.25 

Moreover, by demonstrating how the camp program’s social reform measures were 

deeply problematic—for instance, in that they promoted a racialized, class-bound, and 

gendered understanding of migrants’ status—this study contributes to a growing body of 

research that considers the New Deal’s progressive limitations.26  

                                                
McElvaine, The Great Depression: America, 1929-1941 (New York: Three Rivers Press, 1984); Gerald D. 
Nash, The Crucial Era: The Great Depression and World War II, 1929-1945, 2nd ed. (Long Grove: 
Waveland Press, Inc., 1998); and selected essays in The Rise and Fall of the New Deal Order: 1930-1980, 
ed. Steve Fraser and Gary Gerstle (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1989). 
25 For a discussion on the ideological link between the Progressive and New Deal Eras, and eventually the 
War on Poverty, see Brinkley, The End of Reform, 9-11, 170; McElvaine, The Great Depression, 339; and 
Ira Katznelson, “Was the Great Society a Lost Opportunity?” in The Rise and Fall, ed. Fraser and Gerstle, 
185-211. 
26 On the marginalization of women’s interests during the New Deal, see, for example, Linda Gordon, 
Pitied But Not Entitled: Single Mothers and the History of Welfare, 1890-1935 (New York: The Free Press, 
1994); Suzanne Mettler, Dividing Citizens: Gender and Federalism in New Deal Public Policy (Ithaca: 
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A second central methodological and analytical concern of this project involves 

gendering the camps’ labor history. Beyond simply highlighting migrant women’s role in 

the camp program, this study questions to what extent the activities, rhetoric, and long-

term implications of the camp program (including its treatment within U.S. labor history) 

have been gendered. It also examines how gender was central to the power relations 

inscribed in everyday life in the camps.27  This analysis builds on the work of women’s 

labor historians—like Ava Baron, Gay Gullikson, and Alice Kessler-Harris—who have 

challenged scholars to apply a cultural studies approach to labor history by exploring the 

ways in which gender, regardless of women’s presence at the site of inquiry, has, in 

Baron’s words, “shaped the work process, the wage form, work place conflicts, and class 

relations between men and women in the family, community, and union” in addition to 

the worksite.28  

                                                
Cornell University Press, 1998); and Alice Kessler-Harris, “In the Nation’s Image: The Gendered Limits of 
Social Citizenship in the Depression Era,” The Journal of American History 86, no. 3 (December 1999): 
1251-1279. Several studies exist that discuss the New Deal’s impact on African Americans, a central 
monograph remains, Harvard Sitkoff, A New Deal for Blacks: The Emergence of Civil Rights as a National 
Issue: The Depression Decade (New York: Oxford University Press, 1981). On the experiences of Mexican 
Americans and Mexican Immigrants under the New Deal, see, for example, Abraham Hoffman, Unwanted 
Mexican-Americans in the Great Depression: Repatriation Pressures, 1929-1939 (Tucson: University of 
Arizona Press, 1974); Francisco E. Balderrama and Raymond Rodríguez, Decade of Betrayal: Mexican 
Repatriation in the 1930s (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1995); and Camille Guerin-
Gonzáles, Mexican Workers and American Dreams: Immigration, Repatriation, and California Farm 
Labor, 1900-1939 (New Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 1994). 
27 My understanding of gender stems from Joan Wallach Scott’s Gender and the Politics of History. She 
defines it as both “a constitutive element of social relationships based on perceived differences between the 
sexes,” and as a “primary way of signifying relationships of power.” For more, see Joan Wallach Scott, 
Gender and the Politics of History (New York: Columbia University Press, 1988). 
28 Ava Baron, “Gender and Labor History: Learning from the Past, Looking to the Future,” in Work 
Engendered: Toward a New History of American Labor, ed. Ava Baron (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 
1991), 8. On the topic of gender and labor history, also see Joan Wallach Scott, Gender and the Politics of 
History; Gay L. Gullikson, “New Labor History From the Perspective of a Women’s Historian,” in 
Rethinking Labor History: Essays on Discourse and Class Analysis, ed. Lenard R. Berlanstein (Urbana: 
University of Illinois Press, 1993), 200-213; Alice Kessler-Harris, “A New Agenda for American Labor 
History: A Gendered Analysis and the Question of Class,” in Perspectives on American Labor History: The 
Problems of Synthesis, ed. J.Carroll Moody and Alice Kessler-Harris (DeKalb: Northern Illinois University 
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As these scholars contend, the community-based approach in “new labor history” 

introduced various important elements to our understanding of working-class culture—

for instance, by featuring an analysis of workers’ families, religions, politics, social 

activities, and labor associations—however, most of these studies continue to discuss the 

worksite and the community as two separate spheres.29 More recent examinations have 

provided excellent interventions concerning the gender-class split in labor history. In the 

process, they have highlighted the importance of women’s work to the family economy. 

Yet, even as they have demonstrated the connections between community and workplace 

organizing, these studies have largely maintained the existing labor/domestic divide.30  

Previous studies evaluating the impact of the camp program have done so mainly 

from the perspective of traditional labor theory. They have generally accepted, for 

instance, the Fordist terms of male head of household and family wage that have 

dominated much of twentieth-century labor history. As a result, historians have continued 

to privilege a working-class history where male workers are at the center of labor 

negotiations, and have evaded the role of workers’ domestic space and daily cultural 

practices as central to, if not inseparable from, their identity and position as laborers. That 

is to say, they have generally ignored the significant social, cultural, and political impact 

                                                
Press, 1989), 55-79; and Kessler-Harris, Gendering Labor History (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 
2007). 
29 According to Baron, even women’s labor historians often adopted a dual systems approach to the study 
of class and gender, for instance, by assuming that women’s domestic values primarily shaped their relation 
to work. Baron, “Gender and Labor History,” 12, 17. For a useful synthesis on the difference between “old” 
and “new” labor history, see David Brody, “The Old Labor History and the New: In Search of an American 
Working Class,” Labor History 20, no. 1 (Winter 1979): 111-126. 
30 See, for example, Elizabeth Faue, Community of Suffering and Struggle: Women, Men, and the Labor 
Movement in Minneapolis, 1915-1945 (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 1991) and 
Dana Frank, Purchasing Power: Consumer Organizing, Gender, and the Seattle Labor Movement, 1919-
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the camp program had in the more personal and day-to-day aspects of migrant families’ 

lives, and the fact that most family members (not just adult males) were working in the 

fields.31 As simultaneous productive and reproductive spaces where the dialectical 

relationship between public and private was always at play and constantly negotiated, the 

New Deal labor camps offer a valuable opportunity to disrupt the home (or 

community)/workplace binary.32 A gender analysis points to a contested terrain where 

entire families were present as community members and workers, and where battles over 

labor control were intrinsically tied to migrants’ domestic environments and practices.  

A cultural studies framework also underlies a third major analytical interest of this 

study, which involves examining the camp program’s role in shaping migrants’ self-

identity, community formation, and citizenship. In exploring how ethnic Mexican 

migrant workers negotiated the daily politics and pressures associated with labor camp 

living, this dissertation builds from the work of ethnic and postcolonial scholars who 

have argued for interrogating workers’ cultural spaces and expressions in order to 

broaden our understanding of their struggles against labor exploitation and racial 

discrimination.33 In particular, the works of Gilbert G. González, Matt García, and, more 

                                                
1929 (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1994), two important contributions to gender labor history 
which are, nevertheless, representative of this critique.  
31 Cindy Hahamovitch, for example, provides one of the most sophisticated examinations of the FSA’s 
involvement in farm labor relations during the 1930s and 1940s. She defines the agency’s primary role to 
be that of labor supplier, labor regulator, and at times labor advocate. Consequently, her discussion of the 
labor camp program (which is only a few pages long) centers on its use as a mechanism for labor supply 
and control. Written from this perspective, her study obscures the broader socio-cultural implications the 
camp program yielded, for instance, regarding migrants’ health, education, and civil rights. Hahamovitch, 
Fruits of Their Labor.  
32 On the subject of separate spheres, see Gendered Domains: Rethinking Public and Private in Women’s 
History, ed. Dorothy O. Helly & Susan M. Reverby (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1992). 
33 On the interplay between working-class politics, culture, and race, see, for example, Robin D.G. Kelley, 
Race Rebels: Culture, Politics, and the Black Working Class (New York: The Free Press, 1994); and 
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recently, José Alamillo, which centers on the experiences of ethnic Mexican farm worker 

communities in Southern California, have provided models from which to expand.34 

Their studies transcend traditional labor theories to demonstrate how labor-related 

politics and workers’ acts of resistance were commonly waged as cultural battles. In 

doing so, they reveal how issues of civil rights, racial equality, and citizenship were 

equally central to (and often inseparable from) ethnic Mexicans’ struggles against labor 

oppression and exploitation.35 In a related manner, this study examines the significant 

interplay between labor, politics, identity, and culture.36 For example, it reveals how 

public health concerns regarding ethnic Mexican migrants’ diseased bodies played as 

much of a role as did labor-supply concerns in the FSA’s reasoning for camp expansion. 

                                                
George Lipsitz, Dangerous Crossroads: Popular Music, Postmodernism, and the Poetics of Place (New 
York: Verso, 1995), and A Rainbow at Midnight: Labor and Culture in the 1940s (Urbana: University of 
Illinois Press, 1994). Both Kelley and Lipsitz build on the prominent work of subaltern and postcolonial 
scholars, including Stuart Hall, Resistance Through Rituals: Youth Subcultures in Post-war Britain 
(Working Papers in Cultural Studies no. 7 & 8, 1975); Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, “Subaltern Studies: 
Deconstructing Historiography,” in Selected Subaltern Studies, ed. R. Guha and Gayarti Spivak (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 1988); and James C. Scott, Domination and the Arts of Resistance: Hidden 
Transcripts (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1990). 
34 José Alamillo, Making Lemonade out of Lemons: Mexican American Labor and Leisure in a California 
Town, 1880-1960 (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 2006); Gilbert González, Labor and Community: 
Mexican Citrus Worker Villages in a Southern California County, 1900-1950 (Urbana: University of 
Illinois Press, 1994); Matt García, A World of Its Own: Race, Labor, and Citrus in the Making of Greater 
Los Angeles, 1900-1970 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2001). 
35 García, A World of Its Own, 6-7. Scholars within Mexican American studies have long noted the intrinsic 
relationship between ethnic Mexican labor and civil rights organizing. See, for example, Zaragosa Vargas, 
Labor Rights are Civil Rights: Mexican American Workers in Twentieth-Century America (Princeton 
University Press, 2005); David Gutiérrez, Walls and Mirrors, 110-114; and Emilio Zamora, The World of 
the Mexican Worker in Texas (College Station: Texas A&M University Press, 1993), 86-109. These works 
have focused primarily on analyzing ethnic Mexican workers’ practices of cultural citizenship—that is, the 
community-based resources and cultural expressions they used to claim a political identity, civil rights, and 
national belonging in the United States. On the topic of cultural citizenship, see William V. Flores and Rina 
Benmayor, Latino Cultural Citizenship: Claiming Identity, Space, and Rights (Boston: Beacon Press, 
1997). 
36 My analysis, however, does not focus on the study of popular or expressive culture, but rather examines 
culture in terms of a field in which competing concepts and practices were struggled over and given 
meaning, ultimately shaping migrants’ material reality and daily lives. My understanding of culture in these 
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Where this examination contributes to the farm labor community studies noted 

above is not only in its distinct geographical focus, but, more importantly, in its 

consideration of the role of the state. Whereas previous analyses have centered on 

grower-owned, company-sponsored, or privately funded farm worker housing, this study 

considers the unique dynamic created by government intervention and thus addresses the 

question of citizenship and rights at the nexus of legal definitions of citizenship and 

cultural notions of citizenship.37 Migrants’ self-organizing strategies for improved labor 

conditions, civil rights, and community empowerment were certainly critical to 

negotiating their status, but so was the FSA’s federal power. Claims that the FSA was 

“meddling” where they did not belong—namely, in the realm of social and race 

relations—often resulted in some of the most heated disputes involving the camp 

program.  

Acknowledging the government’s role in mediating social relations is also critical 

for reframing the standard narrative concerning ethnic Mexicans’ experiences under the 

New Deal. Scholars addressing this topic have mainly focused on the rise of anti-

Mexican sentiment in the United States, on urban socio-economic tensions, and the large-

scale efforts to repatriate and deport ethnic Mexicans—that is to say, on matters of ethnic 

                                                
terms is informed by Paul Gilroy’s “There Ain’t No Black in the Union Jack:” The Cultural Politics of 
Race and Nation (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1987), 17. 
37 While many works have discussed migrants’ claims to cultural citizenship, as described above, and 
others have focused much more on the relationship between ethnic Mexican migrant workers and the 
Mexican government, my work closely considers the role of the U.S. federal government in defining 
citizenship in migrants’ day-to-day lives. On ethnic Mexican migrants’ relationship to the Mexican 
government in these terms, see, for instance, Gilbert G. González, Mexican Consuls and Labor Organizing: 
Imperial Politics in the American Southwest (Austin: The University of Texas Press, 1999); Francisco E. 
Balderrama, In Defense of La Raza: The Los Angeles Mexican Consulate and the Mexican Community, 
1929-1936 (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1982); and George J. Sánchez, “The ‘New Nationalism,’ 
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Mexicans’ exclusion from U.S. national polity rather than inclusion. This study, however, 

considers an important link between Progressive Era projects to Americanize ethnic 

Mexican families (carried out mostly in urban settings) and similar measures practiced by 

FSA officials in the farm labor camps during the late 1930s and early 1940s. Rather than 

simply being a part of emerging anxieties over ethnic Mexicans’ assimilation during the 

early WWII period, the camps’ social programming efforts represented an abiding 

concern to make ethnic Mexicans “good citizens” (e.g., who would conform to normative 

American customs, values, and culture). 

Finally, a fourth area of scholarship shaping this project’s analytical framework 

involves that of cultural historians and geographers interested in exploring the ways that 

space, both in its material and symbolic form, has operated to foster particular forms of 

social and power relations.38 Despite its dynamic and operative role, to borrow from 

Foucault, the camps’ built environment and its broader socio-economic and cultural 

effects have not attracted much attention from scholars. What few studies do exist center 

primarily on the camps’ planners, architects, or the buildings themselves, with little 

discussion on the profound impact they had on migrants’ daily lives.39 The camps were 

                                                
Mexican Style,” in Becoming Mexican American: Ethnicity, Culture and Identity in Chicano Los Angeles, 
1900-1945 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1993), 108-125. 
38 The “spatial turn” in cultural studies has produced a vast amount of literature. Some of the most 
prominent and influential work been: Michel Foucault, interview by Paul Rabinow, “Space, Knowledge, 
and Power,” trans. Christian Hubert, Skyline (Mar. 1982) in The Foucault Reader, ed., Paul Rabinow, (New 
York: Pantheon, 1984); David Harvey, The Condition of Postmodernity: An Enquiry into the Origins of 
Cultural Change (New York: Blackwell, 1989); Henri Lefebvre, The Production of Space, trans. Donald 
Nicholson-Smith (New York: Blackwell, 1991); and Edward Soja, Postmodern Geographies: The 
Reassertion of Space in Critical Social Theory (New York: Verso, 1989) and Thirdspace: Journeys to Los 
Angeles and Other Real-and-Imagined Places (New York: Blackwell, 1996).  
39 Don Mitchell and Greg Hise offer one of the most nuanced readings of the camps’ built environment, 
however, their treatment is limited by the fact that it focuses mainly on the architects’ intentions, providing 
little interpretation from the migrants’ perspective. See, for example, Don Mitchell, Lie of the Land, 176-
188; and Greg Hise, Magnetic Los Angeles, 86-116. Similarly, Marc Treib and Dorothé Imbert’s study of 
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more than simple illustrations of model housing. They also functioned as active agents in 

carrying out the state’s social and labor reform and regulatory objectives. For example, 

FSA architects designed migrants’ housing in a hierarchical manner so that short-term 

families typically lived in “shelters” located in the inner circle of the camp (and close to 

the FSA’s administrative buildings), while more permanent families lived in “homes” 

constructed on the outskirts of the camp. In Texas, this arrangement had important class 

and racial implications since a majority of those who resided in the homes (because they 

had more stable employment) were Anglo, while those who lived in the temporary 

shelters were usually of Mexican origin. According to federal planners, short-term 

migrants were placed in the interior of the camp because they were usually greater in 

number and required the most use of the camps’ community facilities and services, which 

were centrally located. Nevertheless, this layout also resulted in temporary migrants 

having less privacy since both camp officials and fellow migrants could more readily 

monitor their behavior. 

As one of the first examples of modern public housing in the United States, the 

migrant camps offer an important opportunity to examine how government officials 

addressed matters of reform in spatial and domestic terms. Cultural historians have 

produced a number of important studies that illustrate the role that federal planners 

played in the formation and/or preservation of racial and class-bound divisions in housing 

and society. For example, both Arnold Hirsch and Kenneth Jackson have shown how the 

                                                
Garrett Eckbo’s (one of the federal camp architects) work presents a valuable reading of the camps’ 
material space, yet it includes hardly any discussion of the individuals who would make use of it. Marc 
Treib and Dorothé Imbert, Garrett Eckbo: Modern Landscapes for Living (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1997), 115-143. 
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federal government was responsible for establishing housing practices and policies during 

the post-WWII period that, while coated in benevolent terms—such as fighting infant 

mortality, disease, poverty, and crime—actually reinforced American socio-economic 

and racial divisions. A study of the labor camps is central to this narrative, not only 

because it represents an early and rural example of federal efforts to regulate living 

patterns, but more notably, because many of the FSA’s planners and architects went on to 

work for prominent federal housing agencies during and after the war, including the 

Federal Works Agency (FWA) and the Federal Housing Authority (FHA).40 

Although the chapters that follow maintain some chronological structure, the 

dissertation as a whole is organized more specifically around a series of thematic 

discussions. This allows for an analysis that situates the federal camp program beyond 

traditional periodizations concerning the New Deal and the Second World War. In this 

manner, it becomes clear that the FSA’s social reform and welfare agenda did not 

dissolve with the onset of WWII and emerging labor-supply concerns; in fact, as I aim to 

show, it intensified. By addressing the different cultural, political, and domestic arenas in 

which significant contestations over labor and community took place, this approach also 

highlights the varying perspectives of the historical actors involved in the camp program. 

Naturally, not all individuals representative of, for example, “the state,” “migrants,” “the 

local community,” or “growers,” understood the politics of the camp program in the same 

                                                
40 Arnold R. Hirsch, Making the Second Ghetto: Race and Housing in Chicago, 1940-1960 (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1998); and Kenneth Jackson, Crabgrass Frontier: The Suburbanization of the 
United States (New York: Oxford University Press, 1987). On the subject of federal housing, also see Eric 
Avila, Popular Culture in the Age of White Flight: Fear and Fantasy in Suburban Los Angeles (Berkeley: 
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terms. For this reason, I have done my best to avoid presenting a monolithic view of their 

opinions and involvement. 

Chapter 1 serves as an introductory chapter providing a brief outline of the 

economic, political, and social conditions that gave way to the establishment of the 

Migratory Labor Camp Program. In these terms, it also evaluates the factors that 

facilitated the program’s expansion beginning in 1939. Additionally, the chapter situates 

the dissertation within a gendered framework by demonstrating why it is imperative that 

the camps be understood as concurrent productive and reproductive spaces. I argue that 

by problematizing migrants’ position as both workers and citizens inside the federal 

camps, a more dramatic narrative emerges revealing the centrality of domestic conditions 

and entire families to the negotiation of struggles over worker autonomy and farm labor 

control.  

To further illuminate the ideological context that produced the camp program, 

Chapter 2 analyzes the intentions of the federal planners and architects who literally 

shaped the camps’ community and labor space. More than a simple response to the 

“problem of migrant labor” during the Great Depression, I argue that the camps were 

instruments through which federal officials hoped to develop a new socio-economic order 

among America’s rural poor. Furthermore, I demonstrate how, through their construction 

of the federal camps, FSA engineers and architects laid the foundation for future building 

practices and discourses. This resulted, for example, in the participation of several FSA 

architects in designing U.S. WWII internment facilities, defense housing, and postwar 

suburbs. 
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Chapter 3 builds on the previous chapter by more closely examining the different 

components, styles, materials, and techniques used in the construction of the labor camp 

buildings. Following the work of architectural historians, I illustrate how the FSA camps 

were representative of modernist philosophies of social design. Moreover, I argue that a 

reading of the camps’ material space reveals how it operated both to choreograph the 

daily practices of farm labor families and to reinforce certain racial, gendered, and class-

based notions and divisions within agribusiness and society more broadly.  

 In Chapter 4, I move beyond the intentions of federal planners to explore the way 

the camps’ built environment was experienced, perceived, utilized, and remembered by 

the migrants who occupied it. Through a reading of migrants’ “mental maps,” I show 

how migrant families ascribed their own meaning to the camps’ material space—often 

defining it in ways that challenged federal planners’ intended purpose. In this sense, I 

complicate the notion of “community” posed by FSA officials to argue that migrants 

inhabiting the camps actually saw themselves as part of multiple communities located in 

different sites. Thus, although the FSA sought to build a community for migrants largely 

defined by the camps’ space, migrants’ own understandings of community extended far 

beyond the camps’ demarcated physical and conceptual boundaries. 

 To highlight the extensive role the FSA played in seeking to modify and regulate 

the more private matters of migrant families’ lives, Chapter 5 focuses on the camp 

program’s intervention in the realm of medical care and family and home management. I 

argue that as camp program officials worked to “clean up,” “transform,” and modernize 

migrants’ bodies and daily cultural practices, they claimed to restore migrants’ civic 

virtue and demonstrate their potential (in both labor and social terms) to the rest of the 
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nation. Moreover, I demonstrate how the camps’ migrant women and adolescent girls 

(toward whom much of the medical and domestic program was aimed) were central in 

mediating the pressure to conform to American middle-class ideologies and normative 

practices of health and hygiene, respectable domesticity, morality, and modernity. 

 Chapter 6 provides a closer look at how migrant families negotiated dominant 

conceptions of American identity, citizenship, and democracy promoted by camp 

officials. More specifically, I examine the role of the “Camp Council,” made up of 

migrant residents, in order to demonstrate how the camps’ “self-governing” democratic 

system was intended to aid the FSA in molding model citizens out of the camps’ migrant 

population. I argue that the democratic power and idealized citizenship FSA officials 

hoped to foster inside the camps was, however, both inherently limited and problematic, 

given the significant marginalization and disempowerment most migrant families faced 

outside of the federal camps. To illustrate this point, I examine the struggle that 

developed over the education rights of ethnic Mexican migrant children in South Texas. I 

suggest that in refusing to accommodate the camps’ ethnic Mexican children, local 

school officials revealed the fundamental paradox concerning the construction of migrant 

citizenship within the camp program: While in the camps FSA officials claimed to teach 

ethnic Mexicans the advantages of American identity and belonging, outside the camps 

ethnic Mexicans were reminded of the difficulty in locating these entitlements given their 

status as both non-whites and migrant workers. 

 A concluding chapter to the dissertation offers an explanation about how the camp 

program officially ended. It also evaluates some of the legacies the camp program 

produced and considers future directions for expanding this study. In this sense, I discuss 
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the long-term impact the program had in the lives of the individuals who resided there 

and reiterate why it is critical that we evaluate the FSA’s actions in socio-cultural terms, 

and not simply standard labor terms. I do so by demonstrating how the FSA’s social 

reform practices among migrant families were eventually modeled elsewhere.  

 This study began in Lamesa, Texas, at the site of the old “farm workers’ 

community,” or FSA camp, built in 1941.41 I was intrigued by the fact that the Texas 

Historical Commission had granted the camp landmark status in the National Register of 

Historic Places in 1993, for its architecture and its contributions to agriculture and 

“Hispanic ethnic heritage and social history.”42 Driving through the circular road that 

defines the camp site, I was immediately struck by the camp’s material reality, which 

evoked a sense of the camp’s function and daily operations that went far beyond merely 

housing farm laborers. Had this camp only served the purposes of coordinating the 

region’s farm labor market, I realized, it would not have been built in a manner that so 

clearly considered the arrangement of migrants’ homes, and that included (among other 

facilities) designated spaces for community programming. Upon recognizing the camp’s 

role as a site of both labor and domesticity, I sought to uncover the dynamic processes, 

social relations, and competing practices which took place there. 

 What started as a research project involving one camp community and its labor 

struggles quickly developed among a wealth of architectural, photographic, and textual 

                                                
41 This location is known today as the city of “Los Ybanez,” named after Israel and Maria Ybanez, who 
purchased the camp property in 1980. The Ybanez family were members of the Dawson County Farm 
Labor Association at the time they bought the site. They planned to use it to provide low-income housing 
for farm workers. It continues to house many families to this date, most of whom are of Mexican origin. 
Texas Historical Commission (THC), “Report on Lamesa Farm Workers Community Historic District, 
1991,” 15-16. 
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documents, material culture, and oral histories. Employing an interdisciplinary 

methodology revealed the program’s intricate function. Blueprints and aerial 

photographs, for example, highlighted federal planners’ intentions to build the camps as 

spaces for community formation (i.e., collective living) and social reform. Government 

documents from the United States and Mexico, as well as documents from community-

based sources such as city council minutes, likewise illuminated how debates surrounding 

the camp program often involved broader concerns about migrants’ socio-economic 

status, including their effect on public health and their right to public schooling. Such 

discourses helped uncover the complex connection between the camps, the migrants, and 

the surrounding communities. Moreover, camp officials’ monthly reports included 

detailed records that chronicled labor conditions and migrants’ daily activities, focusing 

primarily on the social, educational, domestic, and self-governing programs practiced 

within the camps. Finally, the historical memory expressed in oral history interviews by 

the men and women who worked and lived in the camps spoke to a more dramatic 

national account than previous narratives (including the archival documents noted above) 

have described. Migrants’ valuable testimonies, including maps drawn as part of 

interviews, affirmed the importance of examining the camps as domestic environments. 

Their stories pointed to the camps as unique spaces where migrants established and 

strengthened important community ties; negotiated competing understandings of labor, 

identity, and citizenship; and struggled with state intervention that aimed to restructure 

their everyday lives.  

                                                
42 State Historic Preservation Office, “State Board of Review Nomination Presentation Sheet, Lamesa 
Farm Workers Community Historic District,” THC, Lamesa File. 
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Chapter 1                                                                                                                  

Regulating (Re)productive Labor:                                                                 
Migrant Organizing, State Intervention, and Farm Worker’s Domestic Space                                                   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 1: “Families of Migratory Workers in Front of Their Row Shelters,”                      
FSA Labor Camp, Robstown, Texas (Jan. 1942). (Photograph by: Arthur Rothstein. 
Courtesy of The Library of Congress, Prints & Photographs Division, FSA/OWI Collection 
photo no. LC-USF35-290 Color Slide) 

 
 
 

Introduction 

Taken on a bright winter’s day in 1942, the photograph above reveals a powerful 

narrative concerning the politics of U.S. farm labor relations during the 1930s and 1940s 

and the experiences of migrant families who occupied the federal labor camps. Standing 

in front of their temporary home, the migrants depicted in this image situate our analysis 

of their condition in domestic, not simply labor terms. The very absence of male 

figures—i.e., the assumed “migratory workers” to which these families belong—
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reinforces the notion that this is an image of migrants at home, not at work.43 Yet, within 

the federal camps’ unique environment, the reproductive and productive spaces of 

industrialized agriculture were one in the same.44 In other words, despite the camp 

program’s increasing objectives toward better rationalization and regulation of farm labor 

movement, the camps were never simply concentration and distribution centers. They 

were also domestic spaces, where medical care, educational workshops, and recreational 

activities represented an important possibility for farm worker families who hoped to 

establish a sense of community and self-empowerment in a more stable environment. For 

these reasons, most growers and local community officials viewed the federal camps as 

potentially threatening to the power structure they maintained—one that had traditionally 

allowed them considerable control over migrants’ work and everyday lives. 

This chapter begins by examining the economic, political, and social conditions 

that initially influenced the government’s decision to institute a federal camp program. 

Declining working conditions on truck farms and cotton fields throughout California’s 

                                                
43 I recognize that the caption can also be read to infer that the women in the image are themselves the 
“migratory workers.” A comparison with similar photographs, however, demonstrates this is not what the 
Rothstein intended to convey. As will be discussed further in this chapter, accompanying portraits of 
migrant women at the Robstown, Texas, Camp are specifically titled, “Wife of Migratory Worker,” 
“Mother of Migratory Worker,” etc., consequently revealing the gendered nature by which the 
photographer and/or agency defined farm labor. 
44 The concept of “productive” and “reproductive” space emerges from Karl Marx’s analysis of labor in 
which he argues, “[that] every system of production involves both the production of the necessities of life 
and the reproduction of the tools and labor power necessary for production.” Productive labor is typically 
located outside of the home and community and in the factory or work-site. It involves producing the 
material goods to be consumed in the capitalist market. Reproductive labor, on the other hand, has 
traditionally been viewed as occurring away from the workplace and thus does not directly engage in 
production for the market. It includes activities such as purchasing household goods, preparing and serving 
food, washing and repairing clothing, maintaining care of materials in the home, childrearing, and nurturing 
and providing care for elders. Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels, Selected Works, vol. 1. (Moscow: Progress, 
1969) as cited in Evelyn Nakano Glen, “From Servitude to Service Work: Historical Continuities in the 
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Central and Imperial Valleys stimulated an unprecedented number of agricultural strikes 

in which farm labor, mostly nonwhite and foreign-born, demanded better wages, working 

conditions, and improved housing. Farm workers’ organizing activities during the early 

1930s included housing as a labor issue, prompting federal officials from the 

Resettlement Administration (RA) to build migrant camps. By the time the government 

intervened to alleviate farm workers’ poor conditions, however, it was clear their 

attention was centered on the large number of primarily white and American Dust Bowl 

families entering the migrant stream. Political pressures to restrict immigration and 

encourage the repatriation of foreign-born workers, especially those of Mexican and 

Filipino origin, resulted in further altering the ethno-racial composition of American farm 

labor by the mid-1930s, particularly in places like California where the camp program 

began.  

The emergence of a new war economy in the 1940s, however, forced federal 

officials to redefine the camp program’s agenda. As the camp model transformed from an 

effort to alleviate the poor conditions of American farm worker families, to the promotion 

of labor efficiency, contradictions and conflicts surrounding the program became more 

apparent. Although many of the government’s progressive efforts continued, the Farm 

Security Administration (FSA) increasingly promoted the camps’ contribution toward 

more efficiently regulating and coordinating the nation’s farm labor market. The federal 

camps had always been touted as a solution to the problem of unmanaged farm workers’ 

                                                
Racial Division of Paid Reproductive Labor,” Signs: Journal of Women in Culture and Society 18, no. 1 
(1992): 1-43. 
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mobility, yet growers’ complaints of WWII-related labor shortages shifted their focus 

from managing a mobile but adequate supply of labor to addressing the case of a 

perceived labor scarcity. With the help of the United States Employment Service (USES), 

the federal camps became permanent spaces in which to centralize workers and bring 

about order to the nation’s agricultural production system. An underlying objective of the 

Migratory Labor Camp Program by the early 1940s, thus, centered on controlling farm 

workers’ actions and movement so as to best facilitate the broader goals of industrial 

peace, agribusiness profitability, and wartime economy.  

In seeking to rationalize and immobilize migratory workers, federal officials 

limited their bargaining capabilities and ignored the fact that many had well-established 

migratory routes that they used to seek better working conditions. As several scholars of 

farm labor history have noted, migrants often utilized their mobility as a critical source of 

organizing power.45 In a job in which wages were rarely stable, and conditions hardly 

predictable, farm laborers depended on their ability to find better work elsewhere as a 

means of contesting their adverse position. By regulating migrant families’ movement, 

the FSA undermined their ability to informally negotiate better working conditions and 

controlled the spread of laborers’ radicalism.46 Ironically, for most of the program’s 

                                                
45 On the issue of farm labor mobility and organizing, see Emilio Zamora, The World of the Mexican 
Worker in Texas (College Station: Texas A&M University Press, 1993); Devra Weber, Dark Sweat, White 
Gold: California Farm Workers, Cotton, and the New Deal (Berkeley: The University of California Press, 
1994); and Gunther Peck, Reinventing Free Labor: Padrones & Immigrant Workers in the North American 
West, 1880-1930 (Cambridge; New York: Cambridge University Press, 2000). 
46 Indeed, the federal camps functioned partially as a labor repressive mechanism—that is to say, as part of, 
what David Montejano has described as, “the web of labor controls” that growers imposed upon (primarily 
Mexican) farm workers so as to immobilize them or discipline them in the interest of agricultural capitalist 
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duration, the majority of growers and their influential lobbying associations argued that 

the camps were doing quite the opposite. In their eyes, federal intervention through camp 

construction challenged well-established and productive employer-employee relations, 

facilitated labor militancy, and fostered socialist principles by encouraging idleness and 

dependency on governmental largesse. Given these critiques, migrants’ self-organizing 

efforts and strategies for improved working conditions were carefully monitored within 

the FSA camps.  

As government agents worked to coordinate a more efficient labor system, they 

simultaneously sought to transform significant and often intimate aspects of migrants’ 

personal and day-to-day lives. Consequently, analyzing the program’s actions and 

policies in standard labor and economic terms, obscures its profound impact in other 

realms, including migrants’ culture and identity. Federal officials demanded that migrants 

actively participate in various camp activities, such as regular committee meetings, 

educational programs, and camp-sponsored workshops and events. They also expected 

camp residents to abide by several rules that dictated social behavior. The guidelines and 

programming efforts federal officials employed were based primarily on dominant 

American middle-class notions and standards for respectability, family management, and 

social citizenship. Regardless of their labor potential, migrants who did not abide by the 

program’s social reform measures were usually expelled from the camps.47 

                                                
gains. David Montejano, Anglos and Mexicans in the Making of Texas, 1836-1986 (Austin: The University 
of Texas Press, 1987). 
47 For instance, migrants were commonly evicted from the camps for lacking “good citizenship,” see 
Chapter 6 for further discussion. 
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Failing to view the camps as a dual-purpose domestic and labor space also 

contributes to a gendered labor history where the contributions of farm worker women 

are omitted and ignored. In both discourse and practice, labor camp representatives 

conceived of women’s labor mainly within the domestic sphere. Although migrant 

women occupied the labor camps, and regularly toiled in the fields or canneries alongside 

their male relatives, their labor was typically seen as secondary or supplemental and thus 

regularly went unreported by camp administrators. Examining the FSA’s commitment to 

farm labor regulation through a traditional labor analysis, therefore, disregards the 

significant role migrant women and families played in sustaining the camp program and 

in contributing to the nations’ (and their household’s) farm labor economy. It also fails to 

consider male migrants’ actions as workers and family members in the context of the 

household.  

Establishing the Labor Camp Program: 1930s Agricultural Labor Relations and the 
Politics of Race  
 

John Steinbeck’s highly influential novel The Grapes of Wrath (1939), and his 

depiction of the “Weedpatch Camp” (located in Arvin, California), provided most 

Americans with the first real image of the government sponsored migrant camps.48 

Steinbeck portrayed migrant workers as abject and in need of government intervention in 

order to “restore the dignity and decency that had been kicked out of [them] by their 

                                                
48 John Steinbeck, The Grapes of Wrath (New York: The Viking Press, 1939). 
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intolerable mode of life.”49 Without the government’s hand, Steinbeck warned that farm 

laborers would continue to experience some of the worst abuses (in terms of living and 

working conditions) imaginable and that eventually the “present system of agricultural 

economics” would be destroyed.50 Through his idyllic and romanticized depiction of 

“Weedpatch”—a place where the Joads found hot showers, indoor privies, free medical 

care, and regular recreational activities—Steinbeck intended to show Americans the 

promise of the federal camps in addressing these concerns.51  

Steinbeck and fellow prominent liberals like Carey McWilliams—who in the 

same year published Factories in the Fields, an equally provocative account of 

California’s agricultural conditions—played a critical role in the camp program’s early 

formation.52 Through their writing and political lobbying, the authors’ garnered much 

needed publicity for the program. In a telling statement, Garrett Eckbo, one of the FSA’s 

                                                
49 John Steinbeck, The Harvest Gypsies: On the Road to the Grapes of Wrath (Berkeley: Heyday Books, 
1988), 39. 
50 In 1936, Steinbeck wrote in The San Francisco News that: “While California has been successful in its 
use of migrant labor, it is gradually building a human structure which will certainly change the State, and 
may, if handled with the inhumanity and stupidity that have characterized the past, destroy the present 
system of agricultural economics.” Ibid., 25, 57. 
51 Brian Cannon, “Keep on-a-goin’: Life and Social Interaction in a New Deal Farm Labor Camp,” 
Agricultural History 70, no. 1 (Winter 1996), 1. 
52 Carey McWilliams, Factories in the Field: The Story of Migratory Farm Labor in California (Boston: 
Little, Brown and Co., 1939). For a cultural analysis of both Steinbeck and McWilliams contributions to 
1930s farm labor politics, see Michael Denning, The Cultural Front: The Laboring of American Culture in 
the Twentieth Century (New York: Verso Press, 1997), 259-282 and 445-454; and James Gregory, 
American Exodus: The Dust Bowl Migration and Okie Culture in California (Oxford University Press, 
1989). I would also include the work social economist Paul S. Taylor in this group of liberals central to the 
founding of the camp program. In 1939, Taylor, along with his wife Dorothea Lange, published An 
American Exodus documenting the destitute condition in California agriculture. Later that same year, 
Taylor convinced John H. Tolan, a House of Representatives member from California, to conduct a 
Congressional investigation into migratory farm labor conditions. Tolan became the chairman of the 
“Select Committee to Investigate the Interstate Migration of Destitute Citizens,” which played a prominent 
role in supporting the Resettlement Administration’s petition for expanded resources. Paul S. Taylor and 
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most renowned camp architects, once remarked, “The Grapes of Wrath was our bible.”53 

Even so, both Steinbeck and McWilliams wrote their accounts after the California camp 

program had been initiated in 1935. In fact, McWilliams based much of his work on 

research conducted in collaboration with the camp program, including the use of the first 

camps’ monthly narrative reports. Steinbeck’s novel similarly relied on his experiences 

and research while working for the Resettlement Administration’s (RA) Information 

Division.54 While both authors helped promote the camp program, they were not 

responsible for the government’s initial commitment to establishing housing facilities for 

migrants.  

The impetus for federal attention to migrants’ domestic conditions came from 

striking farm workers, not progressive liberals. Although article 7(a) in the National 

Industrial Recovery Act (NIRA) allotted only industrial workers the right to bargain 

collectively, its passage also spurred agricultural workers to organize on their own behalf. 

Agricultural strikes, which occurred sporadically in the 1910s and 1920s, increased 

dramatically in the 1930s. While most of these strikes erupted in California among 

Mexican and Filipino farm workers, twenty-eight states recorded 275 strikes involving 

                                                
Dorothea Lange, An American Exodus: A Record of Human Erosion (New York: Reynal & Hitchcock, 
1939). 
53 Marc Treib and Dorothée Imbert, Modern Landscapes for Living (Berkeley: The University of California 
Press, 1997), 102. 
54 Anne Loftis, Steinbeck and the Federal Migrant Camps,” San Jose Studies 16, no. 1 (Winter, 1990), 82. 
The RA was the FSA’s predecessor. It was created in 1935 to meet the problems of chronically 
impoverished farm families. Although the RA was not intended to deal solely with the plight of migratory 
farm workers, it was the most significant among New Deal agencies in combating the devastating 
conditions they encountered in the fields. On the history of the RA, see Sidney Baldwin, Poverty and 
Politics: The Rise and Decline of the Farm Security Administration (Chapel Hill: The University of North 
Carolina Press, 1968).  
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more than 175,000 agricultural workers during the 1930s.55 In 1933 alone (the year 

Congress passed the NIRA), agricultural laborers mounted sixty-one strikes involving 

56,800 workers in seventeen different states.56 

The initial effort to establish a federal camp program emerged out of a realization 

in government circles that a majority of the agricultural strikes had grown out of workers’ 

demands for decent housing and sanitary conditions.57 In general, wages and living 

conditions for farm workers worsened considerably during the Depression. California 

cotton pickers, for example, saw their wages drop from $1 per hundred pounds in 1928, 

to only 40 cents in 1932.58 Better earnings were certainly critical to the farm workers, 

however, housing constituted a principal site of struggle because it represented (both 

physically and symbolically) the authority growers exerted over migrants’ daily lives. For 

example, even if migrants’ wages increased, it was unlikely that they could invest them in 

better housing since their employment was temporary and they usually resided on 

grower’s property. The migrants’ reliance on grower-supplied housing also limited their 

bargaining power since farmers frequently used eviction as a strikebreaking tool. Even in 

                                                
55 Truman Moore, The Slaves We Rent (New York: Random House Inc., 1965), 126. 
56 Cindy Hahamovitch, The Fruits of Their Labor: Atlantic Coast Farmworkers and the Making of Migrant 
Poverty, 1870-1945 (Chapel Hill; London: The University of North Carolina Press, 1997), 139. For more 
information on the Great Depression and the rise of farm labor unionism, see Linda and Theo Majka, Farm 
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semblance of a home at worst.” Paul S. Taylor, Adrift On The Land, Public Affairs Pamphlet No. 42 
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improvised camps, growers pressured local agencies to intervene and dispose of 

migrants’ housing on the ground that it constituted a threat to the community’s public 

health.59 Domestic space was, therefore, central to migrants’ negotiations for improved 

farm labor conditions.60  

During the Progressive Era, the California Commission of Immigration and 

Housing (CCIH)—created during the strike activity of the pre-WWI era in California 

agriculture—sought to educate growers on the benefits of good housing.61 Initially led by 

Simon J. Lubin, the CCIH argued that the quality of workers’ housing was fundamentally 

linked to their level of productivity and general feeling of contentment (such that striking 

would be unnecessary). Good housing would lead to a better class of workers, Lubin 

claimed—ones that would most likely be well rested, fed, clean, and open to embracing 

the cultural values of American citizenship. The CCIH officials also believed that better 

housing would encourage migrant laborers to travel with their families, making them less 

likely to leave before employers desired and contributing to a cleaner and happier camp 

with higher standards of morality.  

                                                
59 This was the case in El Centro, California, during a 1934 strike among pea pickers. After workers’ 
organizing and strike activities continued despite repeated warnings by local growers, “a force recruited 
from the Sheriff’s Office, the local Police (sic), the State Highway Police and vigilantes obtained in the 
towns, under the command of the ‘County Health Officers,’” raided the strikers’ camp (Young Camp) and 
burned it to the ground. McWilliams, Factories in the Fields, 224-225, 299.  
60 At Corcoran, California—the site of one of the earliest and most impressive cotton strikes waged during 
the 1930s—the workers rented a small forty-acre farm where they established their camp and headquarters. 
During the bitter confrontation between strikers and strikebreakers, the Corcoran Camp served as both the 
location and symbol of workers’ resistance and labor oppression. Ibid., 219-224. On the San Joaquin Valley 
Cotton Strike (1933) and the Corcoran Camp, see Weber, Dark Sweat, White Gold, 79-111. 
61 The CCIH was created shortly after the “Wheatland Riot”(1913), one of California’s most notable 
agricultural strikes in history, involving the Industrial Workers of the World (IWW). The CCIH was 
empowered by the United States Commission on Industrial Relations to make investigations into migratory 
labor conditions (particularly matters of housing) on behalf of the federal government. 
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The efforts to convince growers and the general public on the benefits of labor 

camps accompanied construction activities. In 1915 the Labor Camp Sanitation Act 

allowed the commission to build and regulate labor camps for rural industries that used 

temporary labor—agriculture, mining, and lumber. In the process, the commission 

developed blue prints with floor plans to serve as models for cheap and sanitary worker 

housing. Although it did little to actually enforce the attendant labor camp standards, the 

state agency was fairly active until the early 1920s when it lost much of its backing.  By 

the early 1930s, the material conditions of the labor camps had deteriorated significantly, 

resulting in housing that was inadequate or worse than when the CCIH was established. It 

was not until 1939, when Carey McWilliams took over as head of the CCIH, that the 

agency once again aggressively pursued housing reform.62 

While varying widely, migrant housing in California during the 1930s was poorly 

built, vulnerable to extreme weather, and lacked sanitary facilities or running water. 

Typically growers, growers’ associations, civic organizations, or the corporations that 

owned the area crops, provided on the job housing for farm workers and their families. 

With no practical incentives, and a deteriorating agricultural economy, many growers 

refused to invest in better housing facilities for farm workers. Growers commonly argued 

that migrant workers were only temporary and thus not their responsibility. Racial 

attitudes towards America’s predominantly nonwhite and foreign-born farm labor 

population also led growers to argue that migrant workers were used to poor living 
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conditions, or that these conditions were better than what migrants had known in their 

home country. Growers also stated that farm workers were “satisfied to live anywhere,” 

or were “themselves not interested in good houses and do not take care of good houses 

which are provided.”63 

Publicly sponsored housing during the early 1930s was seldom better than that 

supplied by growers. Housing provided by civic organizations and local communities 

included what were commonly referred to as “concentration lots,” “labor supply centers,” 

or “labor supply depots.” They were usually situated in county fairgrounds or on large 

lots on the outskirts of town. By providing a place where migrants could gather to be 

recruited by local farmers, community officials hoped to limit the number of “squatters’ 

camps” or “ditch-bank camps” set up by migrants along the roads and in their cities. 

Rarely, however, did these facilities provide better shelter or resources than those that 

migrants created on their own. Many of them were overcrowded with thousands of 

migrants seeking employment in a limited number of fields, lacked sufficient toilets or 

clean water, and only offered short-term accommodations. Moreover, these locations 

closed down at the end of the harvest, forcing migrants to fall back on their own 

resources for shelter.64 

                                                
Fruits of Eden (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2005), 159-163, 168-177. 
63 Paul S. Taylor, Mexican Labor in the United States, V.1 1928-1930 (New York: Arno Press, 1970), 55-
58, 165. 
64 Even with pressure from migrants to improve housing facilities, publicly-sponsored centers across the 
United States were slow to improve. As late as 1948, for instance, the city of Lubbock, Texas, allocated 
$5,220 to build a 200-foot long and 15-foot wide corrugated iron structure to serve as “an itinerant Mexican 
Labor Camp.” Lubbock City Council Minutes, Vol. 8: 176-335. As quoted in Texas Historical Commission 
(THC), “Report on Lamesa Farm Workers Community Historic District, 1991,” 20. For additional 
descriptions of housing conditions before the development of the FSA camps, see Carey McWilliams, Ill 
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Government officials, adamant in establishing camps to stabilize the labor market, 

offered another argument to convince growers and the general public. Investigations by 

the CCIH after 1913, for instance, led government officials to conclude that, “unbearable 

living conditions inoculate the minds of otherwise peaceful workers with germs of 

bitterness and violence…giving the agitators a fruitful field wherein to sow the seeds of 

revolt and preach the doctrine of sabotage.”65 Similar inquiries made by federal 

administrators after the 1933 strike wave, confirmed that, “good camps [were] conducive 

to better industrial relations.”66 The California Department of Industrial Relations argued 

in a 1934 report that, 

Public housing will go far toward stabilizing agricultural labor and making it 
immune to the lurid appeals of the professional agitator. Its advantages will mean 
increased efficiency through satisfied workers, thus minimizing the economic 
losses that is (sic) yearly visited upon the industry through strikes, and it will be 
good insurance against disease, filth, poverty and petty crime.67 
 

In order to avoid a recurrence of the violent and costly battles plaguing California’s 

fields, state officials proposed a labor camp program that would ultimately control 
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workers’ organizing power and make the state responsible for determining their needs, 

entitlements, and demands.68 

Although the radicalism of a predominantly Mexican and Filipino workforce 

encouraged government officials and some growers to consider improving farm workers’ 

domestic conditions, a simultaneous change in the ethno-racial composition of 

California’s agricultural labor force finally resulted in the formation of the government 

camp program.69 Between 1935 and 1938, severe unemployment combined with drought, 

dust storms, increased mechanization, and acreage reduction programs like the 

Agricultural Adjustment Act (AAA), brought an estimated 300,000-400,000 mostly white 

Dust Bowl refugees to California.70 The Dust Bowl encompassed several Great Plains 

states—including Arkansas, Missouri, Oklahoma, and Texas—where severe drought and 

soil erosion contributed to a decade of major dust storms, forcing thousands of families 

off their lands. 

While mechanization and hard times increased the size of the nation’s migratory 

work force, U.S. immigration policy also contributed to altering its character. 

Immigration legislation and enforcement measures initiated during the 1930s included 

overzealous efforts to deport and repatriate Mexican and, to a lesser extent, Filipino 

                                                
68 Mitchell, The Lie of the Land, 177-178. Also see, Walter J. Stein, California and the Dust Bowl 
Migration (Westport; London: Greenwood Press, 1973), 151. 
69 Ibid., 178. 
70 The AAA was signed into law on March 12, 1933. The objective of the act was to adjust farm production 
to national consumption. To do so, the federal government would pay farmers to reduce their acreage or 
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sharecroppers, see Neil Foley, The White Scourge: Mexicans, Blacks, and Poor Whites in Texas Cotton 
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workers and their families. According to some estimates, as much as one-third of the 

Mexican population in the United States left the country during the Depression, though 

others suggest a fifty percent figure.71 Abraham Hoffman calculated that around 400,000 

Mexicans left, either voluntarily or involuntarily, during the most intense period of 

government-sponsored deportation and repatriation efforts between 1929-1935.72  

The Mexican forced exodus made room for the Dust Bowl refugees. By 1936, 

white migrants composed approximately 90 percent of the total agricultural work force in 

California, largely replacing the Mexican work force that had once dominated in the 

fields.73 Voicing a racial concern over this transformation in farm labor, Dr. George 

Clements of the Agricultural Department of the Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce, an 

agency that habitually represented growers’ interests during the 1920s and 1930s, 

exclaimed: 
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Of the 175,000 Mexicans who from 1917 to 1930 met the agricultural labor 
requirements of the whole state, moving from place to place to meet seasonal 
demands, there were possibly not more than 10% available in 1936…[Mexican 
workers] were adaptable labor in the agricultural field. They were impossible of 
unionizing; they were tractable labor. Can we expect these new white transient 
citizens to fill their place? The white transients are not tractable labor. Being 
American citizens, they are going to demand the so-called American standard of 
living.74 

 

Not unlike many of the officials involved in the repatriation campaigns, Clements 

assumed that Mexican agricultural workers were apathetic and mostly non-citizens. 

Moreover, he voiced a popular view that as non-citizens, they would work and live in 

substandard conditions and would not demand anything better—even though unionizing 

efforts by ethnic Mexican agricultural workers had been at their highest during the early 

1930s.75 Despite this obvious and possibly unconscious—and self-serving—misreading 

of the charged political terrain, his observation signifies the growers’ and state officials’ 

racialized view of Mexicans and a fear that labor organizing would increase if white 

Americans continued to displace foreign-born workers. 

John Steinbeck made a similar observation regarding the ethno-racial politics in 

California agriculture during the early 1930s, when he stated: 
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One has only to go into the squatters’ camps where the families live on the ground 
and have no homes, no beds, and no equipment; and one has only to look at the 
strong purposeful faces often filled with pain and more often, when they see the 
corporation-held idle lands, filled with anger, to know that this new race is here to 
stay and that heed must be taken of it…It should be understood that with this race 
the old methods of repression, of starvation wages, of jailing, beating, and 
intimidation are not going to work; these are American people.76 
 

Steinbeck reminded audiences that the Dust Bowl migrants were displaced Jeffersonian 

yeoman farmers, the backbone of rural America, now reduced in dignity, beaten in spirit, 

sick, miserable, defeated, and “cut down to a kind of subhumanity.”77 They were not 

typical foreign-born workers from a peon class, yet they were being neglected and 

mistreated and, Steinbeck suggested, would not tolerate the horrifying conditions for 

long. As he foresaw, “farm labor in California will be white labor, it will be American 

labor, and will insist on a standard of living much higher than that which was accorded to 

the foreign ‘cheap labor.’”78 

  The advent of the white migratory workers and the racialized challenge that they 

posed provided officials the necessary argument to finally establish the labor camp 

program. Government officials claimed that California’s new migrant population required 

(or would demand) better domestic and work conditions than previously afforded to farm 

workers.79 According to these officials, the displaced farmers and tenants were not 
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migrant laborers by nature, but instead victims of a transformation occurring in 

agriculture.80 The social services and stable and sanitary environment that the camps 

would provide, could help Dust Bowl families recover their lives from times past and be 

“rehabilitated” or “restored” to their rightful status in the nations’ agricultural system.81 

In this sense, the camp program was a domestic solution designed, at least initially, to 

address the poor socio-economic condition facing white Dust Bowl families.82 Although 

Mexican and Filipino farm labor had alerted government officials to the problems (both 

labor and domestic) in agriculture, it was ultimately the arrival of the Dust Bowl migrants 

that explains the federal response and the approval of the camp program.83  
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Playing on the nations’ racial sensibilities, and growers’ fears of labor unrest, the 

RA developed the first “demonstration camps” in 1935—one in Arvin, California, and 

the other in Marysville, California. After visiting the camp sites in October of that same 

year, Rexford Tugwell, Chief Administrator for the RA, announced that he was 

“favorably impressed” with the camp program and approved plans for its expansion.84 

With this decision, the government began to establish labor camps in earnest. 

Toward the Rationalizing and Regulating of Migrant Farm Workers’ Mobility 
  

In a 1940 essay for Survey Graphic magazine, Lewis T. Nordyke celebrated the 

actions of the Texas State Employment Service (TSES) to bring about improved order, 

living conditions, and earning power to the “Lone Star State’s 600,000 migrant farm 

workers.”85 He wrote: 

Although Texas was part of the vineyard that produced the grapes of wrath, the 
success of her plan for migrant control has been held up as an example for other 
states by the Federal Placement Service. Caught in the spotlight of John 
Steinbeck’s novel, California plans to cope with the nation’s number one migrant 
problem by adopting the Texas’ plan for farm labor placement and control, and 
Robert M. McKinley, who developed the Texas program, is helping start the 
placement system there.86 
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By 1940 “the nation’s number one migrant problem” shifted from a concern over 

stabilizing farm worker families (so as to improve their socio-economic condition), to 

facilitating their migration in order to bring about a more efficient and profitable labor 

distribution system.87 Aiding in this transition was the fact that a non-white and foreign-

born workforce, in whom the country felt less inclined to invest substantial measures of 

relief, once again represented the primary demographic of the nation’s migrant 

agricultural population.88  

As the onset of the Second World War intensified the demand for farm production 

and labor, the FSA (which in 1937 had succeeded the RA in the U.S. Department of 

Agriculture) redefined the camp program agenda to more aptly demonstrate how the 

camps would assist in the more efficient regulation of the farm labor supply. The FSA’s 

ability to convince congressional opponents and other critics of its intention to serve 

agribusiness’ interests helped save the camp program from the budgetary cuts and the 

possibility of elimination facing most New Deal agencies in the early 1940s. It also gave 
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the agency license to expand the camp program dramatically.89 While in 1936 there were 

26 federal permanent camps in operation or under construction serving approximately 

7,000 families in California, by 1942 the agency claimed 95 labor camps (both permanent 

and mobile) across the nation with accommodations for an estimated 19,464 families or 

83,695 individuals.90 Even more remarkable is the fact that only 53 federal migrant 

camps existed in 1940—meaning that camp construction had nearly doubled between 

1940 and 1942.91 As suggested earlier, the labor camp program outside of the context of 

the New Deal, white Dust Bowl migrants, and California—the setting which has 

dominated most historiography on this topic—favored the purpose of satisfying growers’ 

needs and sustaining a more demanding agricultural system, rather than a progressive 

concern for the migrants’ welfare.  

 This is not to suggest that the camp program in places like Texas had abandoned 

its more liberal intention to help farm worker families improve their socio-economic 
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calculation of population capacity for (83,695) individuals is based on multiplying 19,464 by the average 
migrant family size (4.3) inhabiting the camps in 1944 according to the FSA. Most of the camps were 
located in seven states—California, Oregon, Washington, Idaho, Arizona, Texas, and Florida. “FSA 
Migratory Camp Population Reports and Employment and Earnings of Families Living in FSA Camps,” 
box 19, folder “AD 124 All Regs. 183 Migratory Labor Social Security Tables on Interstate Migrants 
1937,” Record Group (RG) 96, FSA, National Archives and Records Administration (NARA). Also, see 
Hahamovitch, The Fruits of Their Labor, 156 and Baldwin, Poverty and Politics, 222. 
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condition. Federal officials managing daily activities within the camps still spoke of the 

progressive benefits of safe and sanitary housing, improved health and diet, and social 

reform. Even so, much of the rhetoric surrounding the camps’ social programming efforts 

now emphasized their contributions to improved labor relations and conditions—for 

example, by molding better, more reliable, and stronger workers. Perhaps the best way to 

understand the state’s involvement in camp construction, especially by the 1940s, is to 

view the program as Don Mitchell suggests, it was an act of “benevolent repression.”92 

Even as federal officials utilized the camps to provide migrants with improved domestic 

conditions and unprecedented social services, they sought to neutralize migrant workers’ 

unrest, control worker mobility, and deny them opportunities to escape farm work.  

 As the United States entered WWII, it became clear the nation’s political mood 

was no longer centered on socio-economic depression and public assistance. 

Congressional critics of the New Deal, many of whom were powerful representatives of 

agribusiness, argued that federal attention had to shift its direction from providing relief 

to fighting the war.93 Consequently, they insisted upon the “curtailment of non-defense 

                                                
91 “Migratory Farm Workers Camps” [Camp Statistics], box 8, folder “AD-124 Migratory Labor All Regs. 
Eastern Seaboard Report,” RG 96, FSA, NARA. 
92 Mitchell, The Lie of the Land, 42, 55-56. 
93 With Congressional consideration of the FSA’s budget in the spring of 1940, efforts to restrict the 
agency’s practices mounted. For example, Democratic Representative Malcolm C. Tarver of Georgia, a 
conservative Southerner who considered himself an advocate of small farmers, argued that, “rural 
rehabilitation activities raised the level of needy farm families ‘too rapidly,’ which was ‘morally bad for 
them.’” He also considered the migratory farm labor program as “a subversive attempt to ‘steal’ the labor 
supply from the South for the benefit of large-scale farmers in the West.” Meanwhile, Democrat Clarence 
Cannon of Missouri and Republican Evert M. Dirksen of Illinois were openly sympathetic to the interests 
of the American Farm Bureau Federation (AFBF) and the cause of commercial farming. In 1940, leaders of 
the AFBF formed a bi-partisan coalition to pressure for administrative reorganization of the USDA. They 
proposed that administration of the USDA’s “action programs” be centralized in the hands of “a five-man 
‘non-partisan board,’ composed of the ‘nation’s agricultural leaders.’” With regard to the FSA, the AFBF 
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governmental spending,” and called for an end to any federal program doing 

“sociological experimentation.”94 With a new sense of priority on the circumstances of 

wartime America, local community leaders also argued more aggressively that the 

construction of migratory labor camps was a wasted expenditure. In response to the 

possibility of a labor camp opening in Lamesa, Texas, for example, Dawson County 

citizens expressed the following concerns to a local newspaper on February 7, 1941: 

The labor camp conditions here now do not seem to warrant the establishment of 
such a camp: that it might create such a surplus of migrants as to create a serious 
relief problem in our town and county, and; in the face of the present emergency 
everything that is not urgently important, should be deferred in order that our 
NATIONAL DEFENSE PROGRAM may be pushed to the utmost.95 

 

The Lamesa announcement represented a common perception of the camps as an official 

form of relief that would financially drain the communities that sponsored them. More 

importantly, it also suggested that agricultural laborers were outside the defense effort 

and economy.96 If FSA officials were going to find support for the continuation of the 

camp program, they had to convince critics of both migrant labor and the camps’ central 

role in fighting and winning the war.  

                                                
aimed to significantly curtail the agency’s spending and programs. In January of 1941, FSA Administrator 
C.B. Baldwin, was called to testify in Congress under a hostile interrogation led by Tarver, Cannon and 
Dirkensen. Baldwin, Poverty and Politics, 328, 335-346. 
94 Ibid., 325. 
95 Original emphasis. “Bring it Out in the Open,” The Dawson County Courier, February 7, 1941. This ad 
was paid by “some of the 105 men” who according to the paper had previously signed a petition against the 
idea of a migrant camp in their local. George Mahon Papers, 1887-1986, Lamesa Camp Files, box 464, 
folder A226.4A, Southwest Collection, Texas Tech University, Lubbock, Texas. 
96 The USDA did its best to combat such notions by implementing a number of programs linked to the war 
effort. Examples include the “Food for Defense” program, the “Food for Freedom” campaign and the 
Office of Agricultural Defense Relations in the Office of the Secretary, as well as a system of USDA 
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 In order to link the agency’s objectives to the war effort, FSA officials argued that 

by “creating new opportunities for disadvantaged farm families” they were “mak[ing] a 

contribution to national defense,” and “improving democracy itself.”97 Most opponents 

were not convinced, however, instead viewing the FSA’s attempt to reword their 

rationale as simply a last-minute measure to hold on to federal support. It was not until 

the FSA adopted a stance that was more committed to facilitating growers’ labor needs 

and maximizing farm production that the agency found the rhetorical ground upon which 

to save its role in federal politics and maintain legitimacy of the camp program.  

Taking advantage of growers’ hysteria concerning the possibility of a farm labor 

shortage, FSA officials began to argue more assertively that the camp program was 

integral to the rationalization and regulation of the farm labor supply, which they 

maintained was necessary to reverse crop losses. It was not so much labor shortages that 

were creating a setback in agricultural production, they claimed, but a maldistribution of 

labor. The camp program could alleviate this problem by expanding into regions that 

farm workers may have avoided for lack of adequate housing, and by concentrating them 

for recruitment and redistribution in a manner previously unaccomplished.98  

                                                
Defense Boards (later called War Boards) under which a wartime food program would be coordinated. For 
more information on this topic, see Baldwin, Poverty and Politics, 327-331. 
97 Raymond C. Smith, address at regional FSA conference in Indiana, Sept. 13, 1940, as cited in Baldwin, 
Poverty and Politics, 327.  
98 Hahamovitch, The Fruits of Their Labor, 166. According to the TSES, the problem of regulating the 
labor supply existed prior to the 1930s because, “there was no disinterested agency at the time to organize a 
labor market that would provide a labor supply when needed within the state and to set up an economy of 
employment that would abolish waste movement and loss to both employer and worker.” TSES, “Origins 
and Problems of Texas Migratory Farm Labor” (Austin: 1940), 26. 
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 The Migratory Labor Camp Program was established in Texas amid such 

concerns over matters of farm labor supply and regulation. The implications were 

significant, as Nordyke’s statement (opening this section) suggests, because the state’s 

ability to utilize the camps to resolve the problem of “labor placement and control” 

modeled a national structure. Signaling the FSA’s revised agenda, the proposal to 

establish a camp program in Texas emerged out of a joint conference between FSA and 

USES officials in September 1938.99 After conducting an agricultural survey to identify 

the areas of commercial farming that would most benefit from a camp, the FSA in 

collaboration with the TSES, made several recommendations for the establishment of 

permanent labor camps. The first structure, the Raymondville Camp, was built in 1939. 

Camps in Robstown, Sinton, and Weslaco, also located in the South Texas region, 

followed later that same year. By 1941 a total of nine permanent federal camps had been 

constructed throughout the state, with the final five located in Crystal City, Harlingen, 

McAllen, Lamesa, and Princeton (see map 2).100 

                                                
99 TSES, “Annual Report of the Farm Placement Service in Texas 1938” (Austin, 1939), 42. Traditionally 
pro-grower, the USES commonly shared information from their studies with the Associated Farmers, a 
notoriously anti-union and conservative growers’ organization, as well as the U.S. Immigration Service. 
Mitchell, The Lie of the Land, 186. Also, José Guillermo Pastrano, “The Bureaucratic Origins of Migrant 
Poverty: The Texas Cotton Industry, 1910-1930,” Journal of Peasant Studies, 35, no. 4 (October 2008): 
704. 
100 TSES, “Annual Report of the Farm Placement Service in Texas 1938,” 42. 
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 Map 2: Location of Permanent FSA Migratory Labor Camps, Texas.      
Source: Map adapted from David Montejano, Anglos and Mexicans, 216. Based on Texas 
State Employment Service, Annual Report of the Farm Placement Service, 1939. 

 
 

 
The TSES had spent much of the second half of the 1930s convincing growers 

that their labor shortages resulted from an unorganized labor market. By 1939 this 

initiative drew greater support as the claims of labor scarcity became more real than even 

the state employment officials had been willing to recognize.101 In a 1940 annual report, 

                                                
101 As several scholars have indicated, Texas growers were often quick to pressure state and federal 
officials in times of perceived “labor shortages” to implement ways to control the flow of migrant labor or 
supply them with an additional source. The question of “labor surplus” or “labor shortage,” however, rarely 
had much to do with the amount of labor available to farmers. As David Montejano has argued, farm labor 
shortages and surpluses were more often about how much growers were willing to pay for their labor, the 
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for instance, the TSES noted that there were “fewer migratory workers available for the 

seasonal peaks in 1939 than there have been for many years.” The TSES attributed the 

shortage of labor to a number of factors, including: 1) the tightness of immigration 

restriction along the U.S.-Mexico border, “with the effect,” as they noted, “that it is daily 

becoming more difficult for illegal entrants to enter or to remain in Texas and the United 

States as a whole”; 2) the movement of farm labor out of agriculture and into urban-based 

industrial jobs—especially in national defense projects; and 3) the rising number of farm 

laborers leaving Texas for other states—particularly those in the North and Midwest.102 

 The FSA positioned the migrant camps along the migratory trail to regulate the 

flow and more effectively meet local labor needs. In order to justify the camps, agency 

officials argued that although they were doing all they could, they lacked permanent 

spaces to more efficiently regulate the movement of workers and distribute them as 

needed by area farmers.103 As C.M. Evans, FSA Regional Director for Texas, testified in 

1940: 

This problem [regularizing the flow of migratory labor] can be solved to a great 
extent if camp facilities are provided to take care of workers as they move from 
one harvest area to another. The camp will tend to bring the worker in closer 
contact with the placement service and, thereby, with the employer. He can be 
directed to where there is work available and discouraged from going on a wild 
chase for a job that results in his losing the little money he might have 

                                                
urgency with which they wanted the crop picked, and the willingness of farm labor to do the work under 
those conditions. Montejano, Anglos and Mexicans, 213-219. 
102 TSES, “Employment Problems of Migratory Farm Workers”(Austin: 1940), 60-69. 
103 The TSES had attempted to regulate the migrant labor flow by encouraging civic leaders and local 
businessmen to build temporary “reception centers,” and “concentration lots” in their towns during peak 
moments in the harvest, however, few of these centers were actually established and few of them had the 
necessary facilities to house and service the large number of migrant workers on the road. Nordyke, 
“Mapping Jobs,” 153. 
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accumulated from the last harvest. Strategically located camps will likewise help 
in controlling out-of-State migration, by making it easier for the placement 
service to keep the workers advised of where to go or where not to go.104 

  

To facilitate the process of labor control, the USES played a prominent role in 

managing everyday labor relations within the camps. Almost from its inception, the camp 

program required that “all persons staying at the camps be registered at a public 

employment office. If not so registered when they apply, then they should be required to 

register within the next 24 or 48 hours.”105 As the camp program developed in Texas, 

however, the Employment Service assumed a more central function in the camps.106 For 

instance, almost all of the camps in Texas had a USES field office located at their 

entrance. The camps that did not have an employment office had TSES agents visit or 

call the camp every day “for the purpose of registering and replacing labor.”107 Camp 

managers reported frequently on the regular visits, calls, and general employer-worker 

negotiations made by TSES representatives. They also noted the privileged position 

migrant residents maintained in having the agency working so closely with the camp 

program. The workers who lived in the camps typically received the first opportunity for 

employment. According to Nordyke, “the camps proved to be a godsend” for the USES, 

                                                
104 Interstate Migration Hearings, 2199. 
105 “Recommendations Concerning Labor Camps,” June 1936, box 19, folder “G Labor Non-
Administrative & Non-Appointive AD-120,” RG 96, Farmers Home Administration (FHA), NARA. 
106 In the case of the Weslaco camp, for example, William A. Canon, Chief of the Resettlement Division, 
advised that, “until further notice, all persons admitted to the camp shall be only those referred to [the camp 
manager] by the local Texas State Employment Service official.” W.A. Canon, Chief Resettlement 
Division, to Clay L. Cochran, Weslaco Camp Manager, April 23, 1940. Weslaco Files, RG 96, FSA, 
Southwest Region, NARA, Fort Worth, Texas. 
107 Monthly Narrative Report (MNR), Harlingen, Texas, FSA Camp, April 9, 1942, box 486, folder “RP-
TX-36-183-01 Monthly Narrative Report of Home Management—Sept., 1941,” RG 96 FSA, NARA. 
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whose “main function [was] that of orderly placement of migratory workers and the 

harvesting of the crops to the satisfaction of the farmers.” “Before the camps were 

established,” he noted, “there were no concentration points for the workers, and the 

Service had much difficulty in keeping track of labor, particularly during the peak harvest 

seasons when all available workers were needed. Now the workers go to the camps, and 

the Service has hourly figures on the labor supply and can fill orders without delay.”108 

Indeed both FSA and TSES officials boasted about the camps’ successful role in 

organizing the state’s farm labor supply and bringing about a more efficient agricultural 

system.  

While their program may have worked toward the “satisfaction of the farmers,” 

migrant families did not necessarily benefit from the state’s labor management efforts. 

Certainly having a better sense of where work was available, how much could be earned, 

and for how long employment would be offered, aided farm working families. Still, by 

allowing state agents to more carefully supervise labor negotiations, migrants 

relinquished some of the autonomy that had traditionally allowed them to bargain for 

better working conditions.109 Meeting the nation’s farm labor needs required a mobile 

workforce that was readily available when crops were ripe for harvesting. The orderly 

                                                
108 Nordyke, “Mapping Jobs,” 154. 
109 In his study on the Mexican worker in Texas, for example, Emilio Zamora illustrates how Mexican 
workers’ mobility served as one of the most powerful tools for their self-organization. While farmers 
constantly searched for more efficient measures of labor control, “Mexican workers persisted in their 
attempts to informally bargain improvements in their condition by seeking the highest wage in neighboring 
farms and towns.” Zamora, The World of the Mexican Worker, 30. Gunther Peck also discusses the 
significance of Mexican immigrant’s mobility in his analysis of padrone and immigrant workers’ relations 
in the North American West. As he notes, between 1880-1930, Mexican sojourners had succeeded better 
than Italian and Greek immigrants in maintaining control over their mobility, thus limiting their amount of 
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agricultural system federal agents sought to create, with the help of the camp program, 

could not profit if migrants were stabilized longer than was necessary. In this sense, the 

camps kept workers moving in a more “rationalized” manner—depending on growers’ 

descriptions of when and where work was needed—even if it came at a cost to migrant 

families’ wellbeing and opportunity for socio-economic advancement.  

The dispute that resulted among migrant families and the FSA over the “one-year 

residence rule” (limiting migrants from living at a camp for more than one year 

consecutively) best demonstrates how the program’s objectives affected migrants 

adversely in ways more generally related to their social welfare and domestic position. It 

also illuminates the contradictions inherent in the camp program’s purpose as it moved 

away from its more progressive origins, towards serving as a mechanism for labor 

concentration and distribution. According to camp administrators, the one-year residence 

rule existed in order to: 

Prevent campers from taking up permanent residence which if permitted would 
defeat the main purpose for which the camps were built. [Also, to avoid] the 
problem that will develop if the camps are allowed to become the places of 
permanent residence for grant clients rather than the temporary shelter 
communities of agricultural workers.110 

 

Although workers expressed a desire to keep their children enrolled in school and in the 

camps’ safe and healthy environment—something FSA officials themselves noted had 

                                                
reliance on padrones, labor agents, or contractors—among the strongest symbols of labor control. Peck, 
Reinventing Free Labor, 193-197.  
110 Mason Bar, Director of the Resettlement Division, to C.M. Evans, FSA Regional Director (Texas), 
October 23, 1941. General Camp Files, RG 96, FSA, NARA Southwest Region, Fort Worth, Texas. . 
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rarely been possible for the majority of the “Latin-American” families they served in 

Texas—the nation’s farm labor needs took priority.  

As a result, in July 1941, several families residing at the migrant labor camp in 

Weslaco, Texas, were informed that they had exceeded the one-year residence limit and 

received two-weeks notice to vacate. In a petition addressed to President Franklin D. 

Roosevelt, 157 migrants, mostly Mexican American and Anglo, signed their names 

contesting the FSA’s actions. The petition stated: 

[We have been asked] to “Vacate” with out any Provisions and Examination as to 
our Financial, Physical or Other Conditions; We have No Money to go on, neither 
no where to go…We are as yet “In Battle” and now asking for a Chance to Live. 
As Qualified Citizens and Eager to Work, Earn our Living, We are Offering our 
Labor... As to the Up keep of our little Camp, we are all trying to keep it looking 
Nice, With Flowers, and Eats [i.e., gardens] in front of our Respective Shelter, 
We are not a Bunch of “Dead Heads” or “HoBos” or Non- Working People, or 
Trash of the Earth; as Probably some might have us be. Is the Administration 
Listening? We are Waiting.”111  

 

In considering the case of these families, the FSA determined that an exception on the 

one-year rule could be made “if a family [had] legitimate agricultural employment,” 

because they did not wish to “disrupt the normal flow or supply of labor” in the area.112 

Although some officials may have been more concerned about evicting migrants who, for 

whatever reason, lacked employment—since they were more likely to end up in a 

                                                
111 Original emphasis in quote. “A Petition and Explanation of Reason for a STAY of Execution on Certain 
Orders of this U.S.D.A. Camp of Recent Date,” July 2, 1941, box 486, folder “RP-TX-35-912-035 
Complaints Weslaco Migratory Labor Camp,” RG 96, FSA, NARA. 
112 W.A. Canon, Assistant Regional Director, to G. Travis Melton, Camp Manager (Weslaco), June 3, 
1941, Weslaco Files, RG 96, FSA, NARA Southwest Region, Fort Worth, Texas. . 
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destitute condition—the FSA’s greater aim no longer centered on stabilizing migrant 

families, even if they were “good camp citizens.” 

 Perhaps recognizing the contradictions involved in their renewed agenda, several 

FSA officials, particularly the managers who resided in the camps, had a difficult time 

enforcing the one-year occupancy rule. For example, Henry C. Daniels, the manager at 

the Robstown camp, requested permission to house a number of Mexican American 

families beyond their termination date, as the “head of family” migrated to West Texas 

for cotton picking. He assured leading supervisors that it would not “be a question of 

turning away eligible farm workers so that these women and children can remain in the 

community.”113 Moreover, he submitted information on many of the families in question, 

so as to highlight—for reasons of health conditions, economic subsistence, educational 

factors, and general domestic safety and wellbeing—why they desired to have some of 

their relatives remain in the camp.114 After making a case for each family, Daniels 

argued, that the camp staff was “convinced that the cause of these people [was] one 

which [was] very closely tied up with the fundamental reasons for setting up migratory 

labor camps, and that in order to do the job for which [they] were established, it [was] 

                                                
113 Henry C. Daniels, Robstown Camp Manager, to W.A. Canon, FSA Assistant Regional Director, 
November 7, 1941, Robstown Files, RG 96, FSA, NARA Southwest Region, Fort Worth, Texas. . 
114 In a conversation with Bertha Suarez of Weslaco, Texas, I mentioned the fact that her parents had been 
listed on the FSA’s roster for camp eviction, and that in July of 1941 they had signed a petition in 
opposition. She noted that her brother was born in June of 1941, meaning he would have been less than a 
month old, and that her older sister was about a year and a half. Her comment was expressed with a sense 
of heartache at how hard it must have been for her parents to receive the news they would have nowhere to 
live, considering their family condition. Bertha Suarez, interview by author, Weslaco, Texas, February 29, 
2008. 
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sometimes necessary to change [the] rules.”115 FSA supervisors agreed to allow camp 

managers to make some exceptions to the application of the rule; however, they reiterated 

that ultimately the labor camps should remain temporary shelter communities.116 

 The concerns over the migrants’ social welfare, expressed by both camp 

inhabitants and FSA representatives, indicate that although the camp program aimed to 

rationalize farm labor relations, the camps were never simply places for labor 

concentration and distribution. They were also domestic spaces where migrants hoped to 

improve, as the petitioners above expressed, their overall prosperity and welfare. “These 

people look upon this project as their home,” Daniels emphasized when appealing for 

leniency concerning the one-year occupancy rule. Federal officials understood the impact 

that quality housing would have in attracting workers’ to the camps. Without adequate 

facilities, migrants might refuse to occupy the camps and therefore the agency’s 

commitment to labor distribution would be compromised. Even as they sought to reform 

the nation’s farm labor contracting system, therefore, the FSA remained dedicated to its 

broader socializing objectives. Their economic initiatives were tied to concurrent efforts 

to transform more intimate matters of migrants’ everyday lives; including what foods 

they ate, how they disciplined their children, and how often they visited a doctor. For this 

reason, opposition to the camp program cannot be viewed in simple labor and economic 

terms. Growers and local community representatives (often one and the same) also 

                                                
115 Henry C. Daniels, Robstown Camp Manager, to W.A. Canon, FSA Assistant Regional Director, 
November 7, 1941, Robstown Files, RG 96, FSA, NARA Southwest Region, Fort Worth, Texas. . 
116 W.A. Canon, FSA Assistant Regional Director, to Henry C. Daniels, Robstown Camp Manager, 
November 28, 1941, Robstown Files, RG 96, FSA, NARA Southwest Region, Fort Worth, Texas. . 
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objected to the camp program because federal intervention, as they saw it, undermined 

existing social and power relations that best served their interests. 

Local Opposition to the Camp Program and Migrants’ Organizing Efforts 
 
After a public discussion with local community leaders in early May 1941, Paul 

Freier, manager for the Crystal City, Texas, camp, issued the following complaint in a 

letter to W.A. Canon, FSA Regional Director: 

This community knows very little about social rehabilitation or the social 
rehabilitation program. To them it is foreign, alien, and dangerous. They have 
regarded the purposes of the labor camps to be concentration points for a supply 
of labor which the Farm Security Administration would attempt to provide. It is 
very obvious that much public relations work along the thesis of rehabilitation is 
necessary. It is difficult for the population to accept an interpretation which is 
different from the interpretation they had assumed since the beginning of the 
camp program.117  

 
 
Freier’s statement offers a revealing perspective of how camp officials continued to view 

improving migrants’ social welfare as central to the camp program’s underlying 

objectives. Although local citizens refused to entertain the notion that the camps were 

anything but labor recruitment centers, Freier hoped to educate them on the advantages of 

the program’s broader rehabilitation efforts. Despite these efforts, most local community 

leaders believed that the FSA was spoiling workers and encouraging labor resistance by 

aiding the migrants’ socio-economic condition.   

                                                
117 Paul H. Freier, Crystal City Acting Camp Manager, to W.A. Canon, FSA Assistant Regional Director, 
May 3, 1941, Crystal City Files, RG 96, FSA, NARA Southwest Region, Fort Worth, Texas. . 
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Most of the complaints expressed at the public meeting in Crystal City dealt with 

the issue of labor control and the FSA’s alleged lack of cooperation with local farmers 

and civic agencies. For example, one person noted that, “families accommodated at the 

camp [were] removed from the labor supply and [could] not be depended upon.” In this 

sense, community representatives argued that camp management needed to do a better 

job of “providing [growers] laborers on call.” Suggesting that camp officials were 

working against their best interests, the farmers attending the meeting were also 

concerned that the camp “disturb[ed] labor and compel[ed] them to ask for more [wages] 

which [would] result in sabotage and inefficiency.” They also criticized the governments’ 

grant budget (i.e., the amount of relief granted to migrants), claiming that it had been 

established “from experience with Anglo-American families,” and, therefore, was “out of 

proportion for a Latin-American family.” They added that, “camp residents should not be 

allowed relief aid if [they] refused to accept labor at any wage.”118 

The concerns expressed at Crystal City were not uncommon. Objections often 

arose where the government built a labor camp.119 To be sure, some civic leaders 

welcomed the federal camps as an important public welfare measure that benefited 

                                                
118 Ibid. 
119 As C.B. Baldwin, Chief FSA Administrator, explained in a letter to his staff: “Usually as soon as a 
Labor Relations representative arrives in the area to make a tentative survey, his presence gives rise to a 
flood of rumors. For example, stories get around that we are planning to set up a kind of concentration 
camp; that we plan to force all agricultural workers to join a union; that the camp will bring hordes of 
undesirables who will create major police problems for the local community; that the camp will throw huge 
burdens on the local education and relief agencies; [and] that the camp will be an eyesore, which will force 
down the value of property. As a result of such rumors many people have become alarmed, and the groups 
which always oppose our migrant program have an excellent opportunity to organize an attack upon the 
proposed camp.” C.B. Baldwin, FSA Administrator, to Payson Irwin, Acting Regional Director 
[Pennsylvania], March 21, 1941, box 8, folder “AD-124 All Regional Migratory Labor General 1941,” RG 
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everyone—migrant families, the local community, and agribusiness. More generally, 

however, the stigma surrounding migrant labor—for instance, as poor, uneducated, 

carriers of contagious diseases—served as a catalyst for anti-migrant prejudice in the 

larger Anglo society. For years, the migratory workers came into an area, picked the 

crops, and, as far as local farmers and critics of Mexican farm labor were concerned, 

disappeared. Now, even if workers did not become permanent residents in the camps, the 

federal camps did not close down at the end of the season as previous facilities had done. 

The government’s labor camps, thus, represented a more permanent presence of migrant 

labor that most communities viewed as threatening. Exemplifying this perspective, V.O. 

Key—a prominent lawyer, and one of the founders of a petition signed by “105 local 

residents” against the construction of a labor camp in Lamesa, Texas—exclaimed in a 

letter to Senator Morris Sheppard, “We have no earthly need for this camp here but the 

location of it will bring a vast number of undesirables to roam our streets, steal our 

chickens, spread disease and be a general nuisance to our town and community.”120 

The most vocal objections to the construction of labor camps typically concerned 

a loss of control over the social and economic conditions that had traditionally shaped 

agricultural relations in the region. In fact, the loudest opponents to the camps were 

usually large growers who, ironically, stood to benefit the most from the state’s program 

and its labor supply objectives. According to FSA reports, growers were often 

                                                
96, FHA, NARA.  Note: The same letter was sent to all Regional Directors, Regional Labor Relations 
Advisors, and Regional Information Advisors across the country. 
120 THC, Report on Lamesa Farm Workers Community (Austin, 1991), 9. It is unclear from this document 
if V.O. Key is actually Vladimir Orlando Key Jr., a political scientist who wrote extensively on the topic of 
American political behavior and theory. 
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responsible for fueling community protest by spreading unfavorable rumors regarding the 

program’s intention and role. With leadership positions in most community-based 

organizations, farmers’ opinion carried considerable weight. At a community meeting in 

Corpus Christi, in March 1941, for example, FSA officials discovered that “the moving 

force” behind the opposition organized against the camp program in that region had been 

“seven or eight large farmers.”121 One of these farmers, W.S. Gandy, was upset because 

two laborers, who formerly lived on his farm, had been admitted for occupancy at a 

nearby federal camp. FSA inquiries disclosed that Gandy himself had run off one of the 

laboring families, and that the other moved because there was no work on his farm. Even 

so, Gandy protested the fact that the FSA was disrupting his labor supply. J.W. Sartwelle, 

a large grower and millionaire, agreed with Gandy and sought, among other things, to 

reduce the amount of aid the FSA offered to migrant families through their relief grants. 

The growers’ position, according to Jack Bryan, Chief Administrator of the FSA’s 

Information Division, demonstrated how they had “very little feeling for the people for 

whom [the camp] program is designed.”  

Camp reports suggest that some local farmers and ginners, typically those 

operating on a smaller scale, appreciated the efforts of the FSA.122 One reason is because 

they frequently utilized the camps to hold meetings or house workers they recruited. 

Many even admitted that if it had not been for the domestic amenities provided by the 

                                                
121 Memorandum for Nelson Cruikshank, Gregory Silvermaster, and Paul Maris, from Jack H. Bryan, 
Acting Chief, Information Division, April 29, 1941, box 10, folder “AD-124 Reg. VIII Migratory Camps 
1941,” RG 96, FHA, NARA.  
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camps, workers would not stay in the area for as long as they needed. Still, the majority 

of commercial growers and their powerful organizations (including the AFBF) resented 

the meddling of the FSA, and blamed them along with union organizers for upsetting 

labor and race relations in the region. By allotting workers more autonomy over their 

lives and labor, growers argued that the camps undermined and threatened the power 

structure in the regions’ agricultural system. The long-standing paternalistic labor 

relations that had made farm laborers dependent on growers for food, housing, and access 

to medical care and other necessary provisions was now being subverted by federal 

agents who, in the growers’ minds, desired to act as custodians of migrants’ labor and 

welfare.123  

In a letter, submitted on June 9, 1939 to the USDA, for example, thirty Nueces 

County farmers declared: 

We have always handled our labor satisfactory and peaceably and we believe by 
locating a camp in this community, it will agitate a feeling of unsatisfaction 
among the peaceful laborers who have been employed in this community for 
several years, and for that reason, we consider the locating of a camp here a 
nuisance to the community.124 

                                                
122 MNR, Princeton, Texas, FSA Camp, June 6, 1942; MNR, Princeton, Texas, FSA Camp, January 3, 
1942; MNR, Raymondville, Texas, FSA Camp, July 10, 1942; MNR, Raymondville, Texas, FSA Camp, 
September 13, 1941. All above Monthly Narrative Reports are located in box 484, RG 96, FSA, NARA. 
123 In this discussion, I have benefited from the work of Nan Elizabeth Woodruff on the Mississippi Delta 
region and the relationship between planters, the FSA, and African American migrant workers during the 
1940s. Woodruff argues that white planters viewed the interventions of the FSA as destructive of the 
plantation system that historically allotted them control over black workers. Both in terms of what it would 
do to labor relations and civil rights, Delta planters feared federal intervention in their locality. See 
Woodruff, “Mississippi Delta Planters and Debates over Mechanization, Labor, and Civil Rights in the 
1940s,” The Journal of Southern History 60 (May 1994) and “Pick or Fight: The Emergency Farm Labor 
Program in the Arkansas and Mississippi Deltas During World War II,” Agricultural History 64, no. 2 
(Spring 1990): 74-85. 
124 Letter to the USDA, June 9, 1939. As cited in Jeffery B. McDonald, “Following the Harvest: Migrant 
Workers in Texas and the New Deal” (Master’s Thesis, Stephen F. Austin State University, 1993), 42. 
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In a similar manner, Mr. W.E. Springer, President of the Agricultural War Commodities, 

testified in 1943 that he disagreed strongly with the FSA’s interventions in farm labor 

relations. “It is the manner in which they [the FSA] handle or take care of these people 

[the migrants] or supposed to take care of them,” he explained. “I don’t think they need 

any care. I think the people who own these farms and have been operating them all their 

lives are able to take care of them without any outside interference from Government 

agencies or anyone else.”125 Both statements speak to the degree to which growers 

believed that the camps would incite workers to become more “unsatisfied” with what 

they had previously been afforded. They also suggest that prior to the government’s 

involvement, migrants had not been displeased with their working and living conditions, 

or if they were, had not acted upon it. In general, both implied that the situation would be 

far more satisfactory if the FSA simply left matters alone. In fact, when asked if he 

believed this should be the case, Springer responded to the Congressional Chairman, 

“there is no question about it.”  

 Almost from its inception, large growers attempted to gain control over the 

practices of the labor camp program. For instance, during the late 1930s, the Associated 

Farmers (AF), who believed the camps were “incubators of radicalism,” lobbied heavily 

to have them placed under “community” (i.e., farmers) management and out of the 

                                                
125 Select Committee to Investigate the Activities of the Farm Security Administration, Hearings on H. 
Res. 119, 78 Cong., 1st sess., 1943, 1552. 
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government’s hands.126 Although initially unsuccessful, growers continued to pressure 

state officials for more inclusion in the program’s administration. In an article appearing 

in the Robstown Record, dated March 27, 1941, for example, the “Coastal Bend Group” 

(made up of Corpus Christi area commercial farmers) made the following request: 

That a supervisory board of local citizens be set up to govern the administration of 
the FSA Migratory Labor Camps, correcting policies which the resolution [passed 
at one of their recent meetings] said at present are having a noticeable effect 
throughout the region in causing laborers to be indifferent towards securing 
regular resident employment on farms, and dissatisfied with the wage scale which 
present commodity prices make necessary upon the farm.127 

 

Migrants’ refusal to work for growers at low wages and as temporary residents on their 

farms represented a clear threat to growers’ who depended on them to harvest their highly 

perishable crops. While growers had traditionally held the power in negotiating wages—

for example, by threatening workers with eviction from grower-supplied housing if they 

attempted to organize for better pay—the camps had turned these dynamics around. 

Workers now had the protection of government housing and economic assistance by 

which to pressure growers into better employment conditions. Upset over their perceived 

loss of authority, growers blamed the FSA for the labor trouble and militancy that existed 

in the fields. 

 Although the growers may have exaggerated their claims of camp interference, 

they were not always off the mark. FSA officials often claimed to take a neutral stance on 

                                                
126 C.B. Baldwin, FSA Acting Administrator, to Paul H. Appleby, Assistant to the Secretary, June 10, 
1938, box 2578, folder “Camps 2 (Migratory Labor),” RG 16, Office of the Secretary of Agriculture 
(OSA), NARA. Mitchell, The Lie of the Land, 188-189.  
127 TSES, “Employment Problems of Migratory Farm Workers, 60-62.  
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the issue of labor organizing—“being very cautious about any remarks [made] either pro 

or con”—but camp residents were allowed, and sometimes even encouraged, to engage in 

union activities.128 The following policy statement circulated among Washington officials 

with jurisdiction over the camp program, for instance, suggests that, “there [were] no 

objections to organizers talking with groups of workers in the camps, provided they 

[were] invited by the workers.”129 Indeed, during the first years of the camp program in 

California, the federal camps served as an important resource for farm worker union 

organization. For example, according to Linda and Theo Majka, the United Cannery, 

Agricultural, Packing and Allied Workers of America (UCAPAWA)—an international 

union founded in 1937 and affiliated with the Congress of Industrial Organizations 

(CIO)—did most of its serious recruiting inside the FSA camps, often hosting meetings 

there, and even using the facilities as strike headquarters.130  

                                                
128 In response to a “labor situation” that arose in Harlingen concerning a family who applied to reside at 
the FSA camp, the camp manager reported: “It was determined that they had the misconception that the 
camp was a place to secure many advantages, and after talking with both the family and the employer, 
admittance was refused to the family making [the] application. Some of their dissatisfaction was the age-
old question in the Rio Grande Valley of inadequate wages; however, we cannot do anything toward this in 
our position…We realize that this is thin ice and are being very cautious about any remarks that we make 
either pro or con on this labor situation.” MNR, Harlingen, Texas, FSA Camp, April 9, 1942, box 486, 
folder “RP-TX-36-183-01 Monthly Narrative Report of Home Management—Sept., 1941,” RG 96, FSA, 
NARA. Majka & Majka, Farm Workers, Agribuisiness, and the State, 111. 
129 Major Walker, Director of Resettlement Division, to Mercer Evans, Director of Labor Relations 
Division, November 2, 1937, box 2578, folder “Labor,” RG 16, OSA, NARA.  
130 “[UCAPAWA] organizing campaigns took place in at least eight [FSA] camps [in California], and at 
least five—Visalia, Arvin, Shafter, Marysville, and Gridley—had active locals of the workers alliance or 
UCAPAWA or both.” Majka & Majka, Farm Workers, Agribusiness, and the State, 127; Weber, Dark 
Sweat, White Gold, 183. Most of the union’s early organizing efforts in California’s federal camps centered 
around Dust Bowl migrants, nevertheless, because it was one of the first major agricultural unions to 
attempt to organize farm workers, UCAPAWA, under the slogan of “organize the unorganized,” played a 
major role in organizing nonwhite workers as well. On July 22, 1940, for instance, the San Francisco News 
reported that UCAPAWA was the fastest growing agricultural union in California history primarily because 
of its popularity among Mexicans. As quoted in Ruiz, From Out of the Shadows, 77-78.  
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Perhaps because of their success in California, UCAPAWA President, Donald 

Henderson, sent a letter to the Secretary of Agriculture in 1938 requesting that the FSA 

consider extending the camp program into the sugar beet regions of Colorado, Nebraska, 

Wyoming, and Montana. According to Henderson, these sites represented the ideal place 

for the FSA to carry out its domestic and health programs since sugar beet workers—of 

whom 95% were of Mexican origin and 65% American citizens—constituted one of the 

lowest income groups in the country and were living in substandard housing.131 Similar 

efforts were carried out by UCAPAWA in Texas when, for example, in 1942, union 

representatives approached Joseph Cowen, FSA Camp Manager of the Sinton facility, 

regarding the deplorable conditions affecting ethnic Mexican agricultural workers in the 

vicinity of Mathis. According to a survey made by Cowen, between 800-1,000 migrants 

were living in “squalid conditions” and earning poor wages that, “obviously act[ed] as a 

safeguard against [their] possible escape [from their] miserable plight.”132 For 

UCAPAWA and the farm workers the union represented, the FSA had a responsibility to 

address the needs of migrant families by protecting them against the unscrupulous 

practices of employers and the discriminatory conditions in local communities.133 

                                                
131 Henderson reported that the average beet worker family had a yearly income of about $300 and that 
they were living in colonies “consisting mostly of adobe (mud and straw) houses.” Donald Henderson, 
General President, UCAPAWA, to Henry A. Wallace, Secretary of Agriculture, November 29, 1938. Also, 
J.D. LeCron, Assistant to the Secretary, to Donald Henderson, December 9, 1938, (both letters) box 8, 
folder “AD-124 All Regs. Migratory Labor General 1937 & 1938,” RG 96, FHA, NARA. 
132 B.J. Walker, Labor Relations Specialist, to Dr. N. Gregory Silvermaster, FSA Director of Labor 
Division, February 24, 1942, box 10, folder “AD-124 Reg. VIII Migratory Camps 1941,” RG 96, FHA, 
NARA. 
133 If the nation was to “succeed in achieving maximum agricultural production,” UCAPAWA 
representatives claimed that federal authorities had to take “vigorous action” in order “to eliminate, once 
and for all, [the] undemocratic and Nazi-like system of discrimination” affecting “Spanish-speaking” 
workers throughout the Southwest. Donald G. Kobler, UCAPAWA Texas Regional Director, to Hon. 
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Although there is no evidence that the union leaders influenced FSA officials, news of 

such conversations may have been frequent and open enough to reach the ears of the 

local farmers. 

Against growers’ wishes, the FSA at times intervened rather directly in labor 

disputes and other tensions affecting migrants. A highly publicized case, for example, 

involved a bitter struggle between approximately 3,500 striking workers—represented by 

the Agricultural and Citrus Workers’ Union (ACWU) under the American Federation of 

Labor’s (AFL)—and various citrus growers in Ventura County, California, during the 

spring and summer of 1941. The AFL wrote to the FSA requesting that the agency 

maintain a mobile labor camp in the region in order to aid the strikers—over 700 

families, most of whom were “Mexican American permanent residents”—who faced 

eviction from the grower-supplied camps in which they were housed. Approximately 98 

migrant families and 569 individuals—of which at least 400 were estimated to be striking 

lemon pickers—resided in the El Rio camp in Oxnard, California, throughout the 

duration of the strike, utilizing the space as a site in which to organize for improved 

conditions. According to camp reports, the FSA experienced considerable resentment 

from the community for its efforts, leading the Associated Farmers to petition the local 

Chamber of Commerce to have the FSA (and all other state relief agencies) removed 

from the county. Even so, FSA leading officials agreed to keep the camp in the area, 

                                                
Claude A. Wickard, Secretary of Agriculture, October 14, 1942, box 16, folder “Migratory-160-02 
General,” RG 96, FHA, NARA. According to at least one statement, Kobler visited the Weslaco and 
Robstown camps frequently (and, once it opened, would probably visit the Raymondville facility) in order 
to organize workers. Anonymous letter to Honorable Milton H. West, Texas Congressman, March 4, 1940, 
box 10, folder “AD-124-Reg 8 Migratory Camps 1940,” RG 96, FHA, NARA. 
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acknowledging that striking workers were relying on the government’s domestic 

provisions to secure an agreement in their favor.134  

In South Texas, growers and agricultural industries had—mainly because of 

Mexican farm workers’ predominantly non-citizen status—mostly managed to control 

organizing activities among migrants. Indeed, the growers often threatened the 

deportation or replacement of workers by cheaper more compliant labor and this 

contributed to some of the lowest wages and other difficult working conditions in 

Texas.135 Even so, the camp program allowed farm worker families to mobilize for better 

labor conditions. The more repressive methods of labor control that existed in Texas, 

however, forced migrants to rely mainly on informal and spontaneous measures of self-

organization to challenge poor working conditions.136   

The federal camps represented a means to strengthen the informal bargaining that 

migratory families entered. The camps served as important sites where workers’ domestic 

space was central to their individual and collective self-organization. Migrants utilized 

                                                
134 The lemon strike became so heated that even the Mexican government got involved as the embassy, for 
example, complained that local newspapers were stirring up racial trouble by publishing highly prejudiced 
statements against Mexican people in an attempt to pressure the strikers to concede. See correspondence 
regarding,“Huelga piscadores de limón en el condado de Ventura,” box 1457, folder “1457-7 Huelga de 
Rigeadores de Limón,” AEMEAU (Archives of the Mexican Consul), Secretaria de Relaciónes Exteriores 
(SRE). In this file, also see “Mexicans Flood Courts to Answer Eviction Cases” (April 10, 1941); “Racial 
Strife Rumors Absurd!” (April 4, 1941) and “The Race Question” (April 1, 1941)—newspaper articles on 
the strike from The Santa Paula Chronicle. In the FSA’s archival collection, see box 8, folder “RP-M-121-
02 Reg. 9 1941 Lemon Pickers Strike—Ventura C.,” RG 96, FHA, NARA. 
135 On farm workers’ formal organizing efforts in Texas between 1930-1940, see Victor B. Nelson-
Cisneros, “La Clase Trabajadora en Tejas, 1920-1940,” Aztlán 6 (1975): 239-265 and “UCAPAWA 
Organizing Activities in Texas, 1935-50,” Aztlán 9 (1978): 71-84; and Foley, The White Scourge, 183-201.  
136 Several scholars have documented the wide variety of actions, on a less formal basis, that farm workers 
employed in order to protest their working conditions. On this topic, see Zamora, The World of the Mexican 
Worker, 55-85; Weber, Dark Sweat, White Gold, 48-78; Montejano, Anglos and Mexicans; and Matt 
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the camps to negotiate and secure an improved status as farm workers and citizens by 

establishing valuable socio-economic and political networks, for example, through the 

formation of mutual aid associations and various workers’ committees.137 In Crystal City, 

Texas, for instance, the FSA camp opened in April of 1941 to considerable “furor” and 

“hysteria” over the “revelation of union activity among the [mostly Mexican-origin] 

workers in the camp.”138 Paul Freier, the camp manager, admitted this fact although he 

downplayed it, probably because he feared a negative reaction from local farmers. He 

acknowledged a “labor union or a labor association in existence in the camp,” but he 

assured the public, that he found “no verification that it [was] an affiliated movement 

with the AF of L or the CIO.” Moreover, he insisted that, “no agitator or organizer” lived 

in the camp, and that from his best estimation “only about half of the workers in camp 

[about 200 people]” were “committed to any ‘labor association.’” Although Freier 

minimized the importance of labor organizing in the camp, his report indicated a 

successful movement by farm workers against the corrupt practices of labor contractors 

in the area.139  

                                                
Garcia, A World of Its Own: Race, Labor, and Citrus in the Making of Greater Los Angeles, 1900-1970 
(Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 2001). 
137 On the topic of citizenship and migrants’ struggles to claim civic rights, see Chapter 6. 
138 MNR, Crystal City, Texas, FSA Camp, May 9, 1941, and Paul H. Freier, Acting Camp Manager, to 
W.A. Canon, FSA Assistant Regional Director, May 21, 1941, box 487, folder “RP-TX-38-183 Reports,” 
RG 96, FSA, NARA.  
139 “When the workers here organize associations, their most specific demand is the liquidation of the 
contractor as an individual, not as a system,” wrote Freier. According to him, “the past labor history in this 
area includes the wrecking of trucks by drunken contractors and drivers, the maiming and killing of 
individuals, the utter disregard of workers as more than cattle, the exposure to cold, rain, and long hours to 
fit nothing more than an individual contractor’s convenience.” Ibid. 
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Based on the migrants’ organizing, the Crystal City camp began requiring that all 

independent contractors sign a written agreement, “stipulating civil treatment of the 

workers and [a safe return] to their homes promptly upon the finish of a job.” Freier 

suggested that the federal camp program was not necessarily opposed the use of the 

camps as places for organizing. He stated that the camps’ “success in gaining such 

pledges [from the contractors], depended upon the workers’ organized control of their 

labor.” As he contended, “labor must be able to control its supply, and must place its 

supply into demand before cooperative projects like this [the FSA camps] can prove a 

showing.” For Freier, the labor camps were not simply places where state agencies could 

more efficiently coordinate labor relations; they were also community spaces in which 

migrants could organize to gain control over their labor and to improve working 

conditions.140 Indeed, in a seemingly contradictory manner, the domestic setting (i.e., the 

labor camp) in which the battles over farm labor control were played out, ultimately 

facilitated both migrant workers’ self-empowerment and regulation. The following 

section broadens our sense of the camps as sites of contestation. 

Negotiating The Domestic/Labor Paradigm 
 

 Understanding the federal camps as simultaneous productive and reproductive 

spaces—one in which the dialectical relationship between work and home (or 

community) was always operative—illuminates the program’s dramatic impact in the 

                                                
140 In this perspective, Freier was not alone. Several documents by camp officials similarly suggest the 
extent to which the FSA found itself in a somewhat oppositional role by the early 1940s. That is to say, 
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lives of migrant farm worker families. The labor camp program went well beyond strictly 

shaping the labor-related aspects of migrants’ lives. As citizens of the camp communities, 

the farm workers’ more personal and private matters were also subject to the state’s 

regulation and were equally contested. An analysis that problematizes migrants’ dual-

identity and position as citizens and laborers inside the camps reveals a more complex 

history where the battles over labor control were intrinsically connected to workers’ 

domestic space. From this perspective, entire migrant families shaped the dynamics of the 

household and national farm labor economy that the camp program facilitated. 

Migrant women and adolescent girls typically occupied the mediating ground 

between the camp program’s domestic and labor-related aims. Although they played a 

galvanizing role in creating a space within the federal camps that allowed for workers’ 

self-organization, federal officials rarely acknowledged migrant women’s central position 

as farm laborers. Instead, the rhetoric and activities sponsored by the FSA, located 

women’s labor and social responsibilities within the domestic sphere (based upon 

dominant American notions of domesticity). As residents of the labor camps, and 

participants in the camps’ social programming, however, migrant women negotiated the 

same economic and labor-related pressures as their male counterparts, albeit on different 

terms. For example, mothers volunteered at the camps’ nursery school not only to 

                                                
functioning to better meet growers’ demands, while still promoting (albeit more privately) a sense of liberal 
benevolence towards migrant workers. 
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demonstrate their commitment to the program, but also to secure a safe place to leave 

their children while they went to work away from camp.141  

 The FSA’s gendered assessment and rendering of migrant women’s labor was 

rooted in Progressive Era ideals that upheld the notion that the work of women and men 

were located in separate spheres. Although women’s farm labor had long blurred the 

division between productive and reproductive work, the rise of industrialized agriculture 

gave way to a new agrarian ideology where women were increasingly relegated to the 

domestic sphere as “breeder[s] of a labor supply.”142 As historian Neil Foley and others 

have demonstrated, government-sponsored farm policies created during the Progressive 

Era placed a market-based standard of value upon farm labor that depreciated the 

economic contributions of women’s agricultural work. For example, agencies like the 

U.S. Extension service (established in 1914), reinforced women’s domestic role by 

demanding their participation in various home economics and demonstration workshops 

where they were taught that their primary task was to manage an efficient, safe, and 

                                                
141 My interest here is not simply to examine how the camp program may have excluded women from its 
conception of farm labor—and by response make migrant women more “visible”—but rather to suggest 
that the activities, rhetoric, and long-term implications of the camp program were in and of themselves 
gendered. On this matter, see Ava Baron, Work Engendered: Toward a New History of American Labor 
(Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1991); Joan Scott, Gender and the Politics of History (New York: 
Columbia University Press, 1988); Gay L. Gullikson, “New Labor History From the Perspective of a 
Women’s Historian,” in Lenard R. Berlanstein, Rethinking Labor History: Essays on Discourse and Class 
Analysis (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1993), 200-214; and Alice Kessler-Harris, “A New Agenda 
for American Labor History: A Gendered Analysis and the Question of Class,” in J.Carroll Moody and 
Alice Kessler-Harris, Perspectives on American Labor History: The Problems of Synthesis (Northern 
Illinois University Press, 1989), 55-79, and Gendering Labor History (University of Illinois Press, 2007). 
142 Ruth Allen, The Labor of Women in the Production of Cotton (University of Texas Bulletin, no. 3134, 8 
September 1931), 71. As cited in Foley, The White Scourge, 142. On this topic, also see Nancy Grey 
Osterud, “Gender and the Transition to Capitalism in Rural America,” Agricultural History 67, no. 2 
(Spring 1993): 14-29. 
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happy home.143 For migrant women who occupied the federal camps—most of whom had 

long-standing experience working in fields, packing sheds, and canneries, either as 

individuals or as part of a family group—such understandings of women’s labor 

contribution were problematic.144 Even as camp officials enforced various programs and 

practices (including home management classes) that situated women’s role within the 

home, the camps facilitated migrant women’s position as farm laborers and producers. 

The camps’ amenities—which, in addition to a nursery school, included access to hot and 

cold running water and the provision of food commodities—benefited migrant women 

who worked outside the camp for wages.145 Although camp administrators maintained 

and institutionalized a gendered division of farm labor, the camps twofold domestic and 

labor space allowed migrant women to challenge these distinctions.146 

The FSA’s view of women’s farm labor as marginal is made strikingly clear in the 

captions of many of the photographs taken by the agency’s renowned documentary 

photography division—which included individuals like Dorothea Lange, Walker Evans, 

Arthur Rothstein, and Russell Lee. A study of Arthur Rothstein’s portraits of migrants 

residing at the Robstown camp in January of 1942, for instance, demonstrates how men 

                                                
143 Foley, The White Scourge, 156. 
144 As Osterud contends, women in structurally different positions within rural society—i.e., based on 
class, racial, and ethno-cultural distinctions—understood the meaning of gendered work in different ways. 
Osterud, “Gender and the Transition to Capitalism,” 4. 
145 Indeed, Mildred Bennett, who worked as the nursery school attendant at the Harlingen, Texas, camp, 
explained that the nursery school program existed, “so that mama could go out to work.” Ms. Mildred 
Bennett, interview by author, Harlingen, Texas, February 25, 2008 and May 3, 2008. 
146 For further discussion concerning the New Deal’s material and ideological focus on traditional 
representations of manhood and womanhood, and the manner in which it was contradictory to the liberal 
ideals it sought to advance, see Denning, The Cultural Front, 136-151, Sackman, Orange Empire, 239-248, 
and Alice Kessler-Harris, “In the Nation’s Image: The Gendered Limits of Social Citizenship in the 
Depression Era,” The Journal of American History 86, no. 3 (December 1999): 1251-1279. 
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were categorized as “migratory workers” while women were identified distinctly as 

“wives of migratory workers” (see fig. 2-3).  

 
 

  

 

 

 

 

          

 Figure 2: “Migratory Worker,” Robstown Camp, Texas (1942). (Photograph by: Arthur 
Rothstein. Courtesy of The Library of Congress, Prints & Photographs Division, FSA/OWI 
Collection photo no. LC-USF34-024868) 

 Figure 3: “Migratory Worker’s Wife and Child,” Robstown Camp, Texas (1942). 
(Photograph by: Arthur Rothstein. Courtesy of The Library of Congress, Prints & Photographs 
Division, FSA/OWI Collection photo no. LC-USF34-024868) 

 
 
In many of these portraits, gendered distinctions are also made among migrants of an 

older age. For instance, older men are identified in several images simply as “campers,” 

instead of “migratory workers,” and older women as “mothers of migratory workers.”147 

                                                
147 For specific reference, see the following sample images by Rothstein: (negative numbers) 024833-D; 
024835-D; 024836-D; 024837-D; 024848-D; 024849-D; 024856-D; 024858-D; 024860-D; 024867-D; 
024868-D; 024871-D; 03622-M1; 03622-M4; 03622-M5; 03623-M3; 03623-M5; 03624-M5; 03639-M1; 
03627-M5. FSA/OWI Photographic Collection, LOC. Perhaps the most infamous depiction of this 
perspective is Dorothea Lange’s image of the “Migrant Mother.” In one caption of this picture it reads: 
“Squalor, hunger, and despair have etched deep lines in the face of this migratory worker’s wife and her 
two children sitting in the doorway of their shabby tent.” As included in, “United States Department of 
Agriculture, FSA, Proposed Migratory Labor Camps, Portland, Oregon, July 29, 1938,” box 14, RG 96, 
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Further examples provide evidence that even when women’s labor was 

recognized and recorded by the FSA photographers—as is evident in the images entitled 

“Campers’ wives in the weaving shop” and “Mexican girl helping to save the cotton 

crop”—it was typically depicted as supportive, but not necessarily pivotal to the family’s 

economy.148 Because of the FSA’s careful selection of desirable photos and particular 

attention to the description in captions—which is made evident in the lengthy 

correspondence between the various photographers and their supervisor Roy Stryker—

the depiction of migrant women as non-workers, but instead as wives, mothers, or 

daughters of workers, should not be viewed as incidental. Marking migrant women’s 

identity as relational and secondary to migrant men not only ignored and devalued the 

significant role they played as individual workers in the U.S. farm labor economy, but 

also obscured the dramatic and gendered impact they experienced as women in the labor 

camp program.  

The camps’ weekly employment reports—which camp managers, with the help of 

the USES agent on site, compiled and submitted to the FSA’s regional office and federal 

headquarters—offers the best evidence of how federal camp administrators repeatedly 

overlooked the labor performed by migrant women. The employment form clearly 

requested for federal officials to “list separately each member of the family household 

                                                
FHA, NARA. For further information on the role of the FSA’s photographic division, see James Curtis, 
Mind's Eye, Mind's Truth: FSA Photography Reconsidered (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1989) 
and Pete Daniel, Official Images: New Deal Photography (Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian Institution 
Press, 1987). On the image of the “Migrant Mother,” see Sackman, Orange Empire, 239-247. 
148Arthur Rothstein, “Campers’ wives in the weaving shop,” LC-USF33-003640-M5, and Howard Hollem, 
“Mexican girl helping to save the cotton crop which was threatened with ruin because of the wartime 
manpower shortage,” LC-USE6-D-007285, FSA/OWI Photographic Collection, LOC. 
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who worked or would have worked if employment had been available,” and even 

reminded agents, just a few lines down, to “be sure to list all members of the household 

who either worked or were available for employment.” However, the information 

submitted regularly excluded women’s labor and rarely listed their unemployment.149 

Even in the instances when women’s labor was recorded, it is evident that federal 

officials defined a family’s labor condition via the male head of household. For example, 

not only were federal officials instructed to list the employment condition of the male 

head of household first, but in more detailed employment reports, next to the information 

provided for a woman or a child, they often wrote something like, “helping husband at 

…” or “accompanied father to…” Unless migrant women were working outside of the 

labor camp, and separate from their male relatives, such as in a local cannery, officials 

rarely made note of their personal labor impact in the family’s economy—whether as 

employed or unemployed workers.150  

Even if we accept the information documented in the employment reports as valid 

evidence that an overwhelming majority of migrant women were not employed away 

from the labor camp, the fact that camp officials did not commonly view the work that 

women performed on a daily basis within the camp (or better said, for the camps) as an 

                                                
149 Original FSA emphasis in quote. For a sample of such records, see folders entitled “Weekly 
Employment Reports,” NARA, RG 96, FSA & Predecessor Agencies, Project Records 1935-1940, Texas 
Project Records, Box No. 484-489, Acc 59A-I2I3. Most of the employment reports are careful to note 
when men are residing in the camps as part of a work crew and thus would be considered “single men.” A 
lack of indication otherwise, therefore, would suggest that most of the men listed in the reports were 
members of a migrant family in which it was likely that women existed.  
150 They also failed to acknowledge the conscious decisions migrant women made as laborers. For 
example, in one monthly narrative report, camp officials noted that while “there have been some calls for 
maids, none of the women will go as they can make more in the fields.” MNR, Harlingen, Texas, FSA 
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act of labor, is in itself remarkable. This is particularly notable because the federal camp 

program had a policy of compensating men’s work performed on behalf of the camps—

typically by crediting the hours they had contributed toward the amount they and their 

family owed in monthly dues or grants.151  

In addition to the work migrant women may have performed off camp, they were 

central in managing the day-to-day functions of the labor camps and thus ensuring the 

overall success of the program. As the chapters that follow will show, it was primarily 

women who managed the cooperative stores and gardens, ran the nursery schools on site, 

welcomed and educated new arrivals about the rules and responsibilities of camp life, 

maintained and regulated “sanitary conditions” in the camp, and planned recreational and 

other programming activities for camp inhabitants. Though most often under the watchful 

eye of the Home Management Supervisor or other camp administrators, it was, 

nevertheless, migrant women’s labor for the federal camp program that enabled it to 

function (see fig. 4). 

 

 

 

 

                                                
Camp, January 8, 1942, box 486, folder “RP-TX-36-183-01 Monthly Narrative Report of Home 
Management—Sept., 1941,” RG96, FSA, NARA. 
151 In one report, for example, the camp’s Home Management Supervisor notes that, “the girls who are in 
the club of home training are going to keep the small children under school age and use the rooms in the 
Nursery School. This will be done so the women in camp can work out their husband’s grant time while he 
is working outside the camp.” Emphasis in quote added by author. MNR, Crystal City, Texas, FSA Camp, 
July 31, 1941, box 487, folder “RP-TX-38-183 Reports,” RG 96, FSA, NARA. 
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 Figure 4: “Harvesting Spinach Crop. Community Garden” Robstown, Texas, 
FSA Camp (1942). (Photograph by: Arthur Rothstein. Courtesy of The Library of Congress, 
Prints & Photographs Division, FSA/OWI Collection photo no. LC-USF34-024828-D) 

 

 
One of the most significant factors contributing to the gendered ideology of farm 

labor was the FSA’s commitment to the nation’s wartime concerns and demands related 

to production. At a time when the labor of urban women, particularly in the nation’s war 

industry, was extensively celebrated, the contributions of farm working women as wage 

earners and war workers were further ignored, if not relegated to the domestic sphere, by 

camp administrators. For example, in a 1942 “educational program,” entitled “War 

Weapons for War Workers,” published by various home economists from the Texas 

federal camps, the FSA clearly indicated where they situated migrant women’s 

responsibilities as “war workers.” Most suggestive was the cover of the document, which 

presented the following image (see fig. 5). 
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 Figure 5: “War Weapons for War Workers: An Educational Program for 
Migratory Farm Workers” (1942).   

 
 
 

According to the information provided in the document authored by the Texas 

Agricultural Worker’s Health Association, farm families needed to develop good health 

habits, sanitary practices, and adequate personal skills to “make a greater contribution to 

the democratic way of life,” that is, the war effort.152 Migrant women were central in this 

effort “to attack the mental and physical disabilities which may prevent his [i.e., the farm 

laborer] attaining maximum usefulness as producer and processor of essential war 

materials.” Clearly the “educational program” sought to train the women to “produce” 

                                                
152 “War Weapons for War Workers: An Educational Program for Migratory Farm Workers,” July 1942, 
Department of Agriculture, Farm Security Administration, Region 8, box 17, folder “RP-M-88-163 
Newspapers & Magazines,” RG 96, FHA, NARA. 
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good farm workers. Their contributions as wage workers, though they were considerable, 

were virtually ignored.153  

As the FSA assumed responsibility for the development of the Emergency Farm 

Labor Supply Program, or Bracero Program, in 1942, the gendered ideology surrounding 

the camp program was solidified.154 Acting as the principal U.S. agency coordinating the 

recruitment and importation of foreign-born workers—the majority of whom were 

categorically defined in terms of their labor status as “single” men, although many were 

married with children in Mexico—the FSA reinforced the notion of farm labor in terms 

that excluded women and families.155 By the mid-1940s, federal officials involved in 

managing the labor camp program were arguing that it was more efficient to utilize the 

camps as a place to house individual male workers rather than entire migrant families. 

Because women and children were not viewed as pivotal to the nation’s farm economy, 

only its reproduction, FSA officials, contended that, “they simply took up space.”156 A 

                                                
153 According to one sample study conducted by the Texas A&M Extension Service between 1943 and 
1947, approximately “two-thirds of the migratory labor force that picked the greater part of Texas’ cotton 
was composed of women and children [under the age of sixteen].” Texas Agricultural Extension Service, 
“Farm Labor Program in Texas, 1943-1947,” (College Station: Texas A&M College Extension Service, 
1947). As cited in Robert C. Eckhardt, “The Southwest’s Forgotten Men,” The Texas Spectator, June 16, 
1947. 
154 The Emergency Farm Labor Supply Program is also known as the Labor Importation Program  (soon 
after renamed the Labor Transportation Program) and the Bracero Program (which refers specifically to the 
agreement between the U.S. and Mexican governments). It is important to note that Texas did not officially 
participate in the Bracero Program until 1947. The Mexican government initially excluded Texas from its 
labor agreement based on the opinion that it could not guarantee the protection and fair treatment of 
Mexican workers. 
155 On the gendered implications of the labor importation agreement between the U.S. and Mexico in terms 
of workers’ familial relationships, see Ana Elizabeth Rosas, “Flexible Families: Bracero Families’ Lives 
Across Cultures, Communities, and Countries, 1942-1964” (PhD diss., The University of Southern 
California, 2006). 
156 In recommending that the Pahokee camp in Florida be used to house imported Bahamian laborers 
versus white domestic families, for instance, Paul Vander Schouw, the regional FSA supervisor, argued 
that “white workers’ children simply took up space.” As he reasoned, “if the camp was solely for Bahamian 
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shifting bureaucracy and new priorities within the agency, including a transfer of the 

camp program to the War Food Administration beginning in 1943, shaped the FSA’s 

stance. Throughout this period, the camps’ domestic space manifested itself to more 

prominently serve the labor needs of agribusiness; even as growers continued to take 

issue with the government’s role in farm workers’ domestic lives.  

Housing remained a critical battleground, both as FSA agents utilized the camps 

to convince foreign officials that their emigrant workers would be cared for, and as they 

pressured U.S. growers to abide by the housing stipulations they had agreed to. “We can’t 

ask Mexicans to come over and live under the Mesquite bushes,” Major John Walker, 

FSA Assistant Administrator, declared as he explained growers’ responsibility to provide 

adequate housing for imported laborers157 “We are required to check on housing 

facilities,” he stressed. Senator Carl Hayden of Arizona, with whom Walker was 

speaking on this occasion, responded, “but those people in Arizona [i.e., Pinal County 

cotton growers] don’t believe that. They think the FSA is using the Mexican agreement 

as a means of not taking care of Mexicans, but raising housing standards of all labor in 

this country.” While growers were open to the government’s role as labor supplier, in fact 

they encouraged it, they were less enthusiastic about the FSA’s effort in challenging 

existing standards of agricultural labor conditions. 

                                                
workers, it could easily house 800 people, whereas, in the previous year, only 213 of the white domestic 
workers residing at the camp were old enough to work.” As cited in Hahamovitch, The Fruits of Their 
Labor, 175. 
157 Telephone conversation between Major Walker and Senator Hayden, Arizona, September 26, 1942, box 
6, folder “Foreign Labor Migratory,” RG 96, FHA, NARA. 
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Conclusion 
 
By viewing the federal camps as concurrent domestic and labor spaces, it 

becomes apparent that the negotiations within them had significant implications beyond 

the domain of agribusiness and traditional farm labor relations. Economic factors or 

concerns over labor control were never the only issues that affected the camp program. 

As the chapters that follow will reveal, the federal camps served as contested spaces 

where labor struggles crossed over into the domestic and cultural terrain. Labor disputes 

within the camps had less to do with worker’s demands for improved wages and 

conditions, than with claims to decent housing, health, education, and more general civic 

entitlements. While conflicts relating to power and control had always existed within 

agricultural labor relations, the camp program created a unique space where migrant 

families, federal officials, employers, and community representatives, were forced to 

negotiate their different meanings and boundaries on a daily basis. In order to grasp the 

full implications of the federal camp program, therefore, we must recognize that it did far 

more than just intervene in farm labor affairs; it sought to transform the way migrant 

farm worker families lived their lives. 
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Chapter 2 

Planning a Modern Community:                                                                                 
Public Housing, Social Reform, and the Federal Labor Camp Program 

 

What started out to be a mere matter of furnishing shelters for wandering 
laborers and their families became inevitably a matter of building highly 
developed communities.158  

         Talbot F. Hamlin, Architect  
 
 

Introduction 

When government officials contemplated the establishment of the Migratory 

Labor Camp Program during the 1930s, they knew that the physical structure of the 

camps would play a central role in achieving their broader objective of aiding migrant 

families while more efficiently regulating and coordinating the farm labor market. 

Federal officials, particularly the Farm Security Administration’s (FSA) team of 

engineers, architects and planners, understood that they were doing more than simply 

providing migrant families facilities in which to work and live. Rather, they were 

“building highly developed communities” that if successful, would create a migrant 

population that was, among other things, healthier, more self-respecting, and more 

                                                
158 Talbot Hamlin, “Farm Security Administration: An Appraisal,” Pencil Points 22, no. 11 (November 
1941), 710. 
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socially responsible.159 Imbedded in the FSA’s site plans for the labor camps was, 

therefore, a broader project attempting to shape migrants’ social and economic reality by 

means of the physical and symbolic structures within the camp space.  

FSA officials believed that the labor camp program would create “a new pattern 

of community life” that would follow the migratory workers and their families after they 

left the camps.160 Shaping their opinion was a broader ideology developing during the 

Great Depression that idealized a sense of localism or regionalism as means by which to 

repair the nation.161 In such a time of dislocation and uncertainty, New Deal 

administrators presumed that security and stability, or better said, a known “sense of 

place,” held the promise of a brighter future for the countless migrants “adrift on the 

land.”162 To promote this ideal, FSA architects and planners constructed the labor camps 

                                                
159 Hamlin, “Farm Security Architecture,” 710. Inferred in this language of development was the notion of 
modernity. To be more developed was to abandon traditional customs and adopt ones that federal officials 
considered more advanced. The services the labor camps provided migrants—such as, the medical clinics, 
schools, and home demonstration workshops—promoted this transformation. Through their design and 
planning interventions, the architects of the FSA camps, like Garrett Eckbo and Vernon DeMars, regularly 
spoke of promoting the “social ideals of modernism.” For more, see Marc Treib and Dorothée Imbert, 
Garett Eckbo: Modern Landscapes for Living (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1997), 140.  
160 According to Hamlin, “The grasp of community fundamentals led at once to the conception that what 
was necessary was not mere shelter but rather the creation of a new pattern of community life.” Hamlin, 
“Farm Security Architecture,” 709. 
161 For instance, the “back-to-the-land” movement, which romanticized the notion of subsistence 
homesteading and farming, gained considerable popularity during the Depression Era. According to Paul 
Conkin, “industrialists, agriculturalists, land economists, agrarians, physical culturists, politicians, 
economists, social workers, and city planners all had schemes for moving the unemployed and discontent 
back to the soil.” While some saw it as a temporary solution to the economic problems of the depression, 
many argued that it was the key to a new social order. Even, Henry Ford, one of the most celebrated 
industrialists, was calling for people to “return to the land.” Paul K. Conkin, Tomorrow a New World: The 
New Deal Community Program (New York: Da Capo Press, 1976), 11-12 and 27-28. For further reading, 
see Michael C. Steiner, “Regionalism in the Great Depression,” The Geographical Review 73, no. 4 
(October 1983): 430-446.  
162 Treib and Imbert, Modern Landscapes for Living, 43-44, 140. “Adrift on the land” is the title of Paul 
Taylor’s 1940 well-known study on migrant farm workers. It was a phrase commonly used to describe the 
sense of restlessness and wandering such migrants were said to experience. Paul S. Taylor, Adrift on the 
Land (New York: Public Affairs Committee, Inc., 1940).  
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to function like “miniature societies” or “new towns” where a democratic and collective 

spirit would develop. Within the built environment of the federal camps, the migrants’ 

were expected to alter their traditional values and adopt “new,” more “developed,” 

notions of community.163  

 This chapter analyzes the perspectives and actions of the engineers, architects, 

and planners who designed the camps to evaluate how the camps’ built environment 

affected migrant families. The persons responsible for planning the first camps, from 

which additional facilities were later modeled, were employed at the FSA’s regional 

office in San Francisco, California (Region IX).164 Garrett Eckbo, one of the FSA’s most 

successful and renowned architects, recalled that the office had “30 engineers, 20 

architects and 3 landscape architects.” Herbert Hallsteen, District Engineer, was in charge 

of coordinating the work of the planners who included Burton Cairns and Vernon 

                                                
163 Efforts to link matters of social reform and spatial development did not originate with the FSA. 
Reformers involved in the “community center” and settlement housing movements at the turn of the 
twentieth century dramatically influenced the discourse surrounding American housing. For instance, early 
“housers” similarly argued that neighborhoods and community spaces, including playgrounds and 
gathering halls, were essential to the socialization process that prepared poor and immigrant residents for 
citizenship. Howard Gillette, “The Evolution of Neighborhood Planning: From the Progressive Era to the 
1949 Housing Act,” Journal of Urban History 9, no. 4 (August 1983), 423-424. 
164 The San Francisco planning team designed camp “communities” for migrant workers in the following 
locations:  Ceres, Gridley, Winters, Thornton, Westley, Firebaugh, Mineral King, Tulare, Shafter, Arvin, 
Brawley, Marysville, Yuba City, and Coachella in California; Walla Walla, Granger, and Yakima in 
Washington; Yamhill in Oregon; Caldwell and Twin Falls in Idaho; Yuma, Glendale, Agua Fria, Chandler, 
Casa Grande, Eleven-Mile Corner, and Baxter in Arizona; and Weslaco, Harlingen, Robstown, and Sinton 
in Texas. As cited in Treib and Imbert, Modern Landscapes, 122. The impact of the FSA’s Region IX 
design and architectural team, however, was not limited to these western states, since future camp 
developments in Florida, and New Jersey, for example, took on practically identical shape. The FSA simply 
applied the same construction and planning methods (with few variations) as the program expanded 
nationally.  
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DeMars as leading District Architects. Overseeing the regional operation from 

Washington D.C. was John Donovan, Chief Engineer for the FSA.165  

While the FSA’s central office in Washington reviewed all construction plans and 

costs before approval, the FSA’s regional team of engineers and architects had a 

considerable amount of freedom and power to shape the camps’ design as they saw fit.166 

It is important when analyzing their impact on the labor camp program, therefore, not to 

separate the architects’ and planners’ visions from the greater social project taking place. 

Though one might imagine architects and planners as simply interested in their design 

ideas for material purposes—that is, having little comprehension or concern for their 

socio-cultural, economic, or political implications—this was not the case among those 

employed by the FSA. They were well aware of the social debates out of which the 

project emerged and designed each building, road, and landscape, with their broader 

social and political implications in mind.  

The accomplishments FSA planners achieved with regard to the construction of 

migrant housing brought them considerable acclaim from leaders in the American 

                                                
165 Treib and Imbert, Modern Landscapes, 102. Also see, Greg Hise, “The Roots of the Postwar Urban 
Region: Mass-Housing and Community Planning in California, 1920-1950” (PhD diss., University of 
California, Berkeley, 1993), 219. 
166 Treib and Imbert, Modern Landscapes, 119. In an interview, DeMars clarified how unlike construction 
procedures for the “resettlement homes” and other Resettlement Administration projects, the FSA’s 
planning team experienced “a remarkable amount of power to make decisions” in their design of the 
migrant camps. He noted, “in our particular case, our head engineer, Herb Halsteen, came from 
Washington, I think, or at least he started from the central office there and then was sent out to run this 
program.” DeMars explained, “I’d overhear him on the phone: “Look, do you guys want this [done] this 
year? Okay, then get off our backs. When something’s under construction we’ll send you some blueprints.” 
His argument was, “look you guys in Washington Don’t know anything about this whole migrant 
problem…we know all about it.” Vernon Armand DeMars, “A Life in Architecture: Indian Dancing, 
Migrant Housing, Telesis, Design for Urban Living, Theater, Teaching,” an oral history conducted in 1988-
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housing industry during the New Deal. As many of the most distinguished staff members 

went on to work for other federal housing agencies throughout WWII and the postwar 

period, their experiences with the FSA continued to influence their design and building 

practices. More generally, the FSA’s migrant housing initiatives provided a model for the 

development of future low-cost, large-scale, housing projects across the country. In this 

respect, the FSA camps had a considerable impact, not only in the lives of thousands of 

migrant families, but of numerous Americans who would be similarly affected by the 

practices and policies of government built and subsidized housing for decades to follow. 

A study of the camps’ architectural history reveals how the camps represented more than 

simply labor centers. The camps, and the migrants who occupied them, were part of a 

larger national political U.S. narrative involving both New Deal liberal social-reform 

politics and U.S. public housing developments.  

Federal Housing during the New Deal: Cultivating Modern Communities and 
Collectivist Ideologies   

 
Often credited by contemporary critics for creating some of the best examples of 

early American modern design in their work for the FSA, the architects applied much of 

their professional training in high art and modernist architecture in the construction of the 

labor camps.167 In describing the camps’ landscape designs by Garrett Eckbo, for 

                                                
1989 by Suzanne B. Riess, Regional Oral History Office, The Bancroft Library, University of California, 
Berkeley, 1992, 99-102.  
167 Vernon DeMars and Burton Cairn’s plans and designs for the cooperative farm in Chandler, Arizona, 
for instance, were selected as one of two examples of American modern architecture in Alfred Roth’s Die 
Neue Architektur 1930-1940 (Reprint, Zürich: Verlag für Architektur Artemis, 1975). Similarly, Elizabeth 
Mock, Curator of Architecture and Design at the Museum of Modern Art in New York, categorized the 
“handsome buildings” located at the Woodville, California, FSA migrant camp “[as] the result of careful 
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example, Dorthée Imbert notes how “all schemes, modular yet varied, bore a close 

resemblance to modern art, with formal manipulations of green elements—lines, arcs, 

and free forms.”168 As a student at Harvard University’s Graduate School of Design, 

Eckbo trained in renaissance romantic history and architecture under the mentorship of 

some of the world’s leading figures in the expressionist movement and the formation of 

modernist architecture.169 Walter Gropius and Marcel Breuer, central figures in the 

establishment of the Bauhaus school in Germany after World War I, for instance, taught 

at Harvard at this time. The Bauhaus school has been recognized for developing one of 

the most influential currents of modern art, sculpture, photography, design, and 

architecture. From a philosophical standpoint, those employed at the Bauhaus school 

were heavily concerned with the social aspects of design. They argued that rational and 

functional architecture was more important than the ornate and impractical. Influenced by 

a post-WWI era in which Germany was searching for a new social order by which to 

                                                
and economical design.” According to Mock, “FSA’s San Francisco office has shown that ‘bureaucratic 
architecture’ can also be distinguished.” Elizabeth Mock, Built in USA since 1932 (New York: The 
Museum of Modern Art, 1945), 61. As cited in Treib and Imbert, Modern Landscapes, 121, 129. Vernon 
DeMars discusses being heavily influenced by Catherine Bauer’s Modern Housing (Boston: Houghton 
Mifflin, 1934) in his conception of the camps’ design. He also traveled throughout Europe for six months 
while he was employed for the FSA. According to DeMars, while in Europe he showed various people his 
designs for the migrant communities the FSA was planning, this is how his work was eventually featured in 
Roth’s book. For more, see DeMars, “A Life in Architecture,” 150, 160. 
168 Treib and Imbert, Modern Landscapes, 129. Eckbo’s landscape designs, which included plans for 
approximately 50 rural government projects throughout the western U.S., have been compared to Wassily 
Kindinsky and Pablo Picasso, among others. For more on the role of the arts in the development of 
modernist landscape architecture see Dorthée Imbert, “A Model for Modernism,” 92-107, and Marc Treib, 
“Axioms for a Modern Landscape Architecture,” in Treib, Modern Landscape Architecture (Cambridge: 
MIT Press, 1993): 36-67. Also see, Peter Walker and Melanie Simo, Invisible Gardens: The Search for 
Modernism in the American Landscape (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1994). 
169 Garrett Eckbo, “Farm Security Administration Projects,” Arts and Architecture 1, no. 4 (1982), 42.  
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rebuild, such artists were imagining their work to have a broader influence beyond simply 

the built or material form.170 

Eckbo’s final thesis project at Harvard entitled “Contempoville” reflects the direct 

influence of the Bauhaus school on his development as an architect and landscape 

designer (see fig. 6).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 Figure 6: Contempoville: A Modern Block of Suburban Homes, 1938, Harvard 
University Thesis Project, Garrett Eckbo. (Courtesy of Environmental Design Archives, 
University of California, Berkeley) 

 

 
Based on his vision for the “ideal American suburb” for contemporary living, 

Contempoville applied theories of spatial relations central to modernist design, more 

                                                
170 Treib, “The Social Art of Landscape Design” in Modern Landscapes, 2-105 
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specifically, the manipulation of space and its use by those inhabiting it.171 This was 

especially evident in its arrangement of homes and communal public space. Eckbo 

envisioned a group of single-family homes circling a central park intended for shared 

recreational use. A close examination of Eckbo’s thesis project reveals a direct 

correlation to the eventual design plans of the migrant labor camps. Eckbo’s concern for 

spatial arrangement and social involvement, and his basic theories about the use of lines, 

geometric arrangements, and the importance of landscape in breaking up the rigidity of 

such design forms, continued to factor in his site plans as he imagined them serving 

migratory workers and their families.172  

Though they were designing housing and living spaces for some of the country’s 

poorest families and most disadvantaged workers, FSA architects and planners often 

expressed a sense of pride that they could bring such modernist architectural elements to 

the camps’ design and in the process alter prevalent conceptions on the role of vernacular 

architecture, especially within a rural context. In describing the two-story row houses 

designed by Burton Cairns and Vernon DeMars for migrants in the camps, Eckbo once 

                                                
171 Treib and Imbert, Modern Landscapes, 36 & 47. According to Walter Gropius, “whereas a building is 
merely a matter of methods and materials, architecture implies the mastery of space.” Walter Gropius, The 
New Architecture and the Bauhaus (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1965), 20. As cited in Modern Landscapes, fn. 
36, 100. 
172 Ibid., x, 113. According to Treib and Imbert, “Eckbo’s vision always transcended the individual house 
and garden. A neighborhood, a community, symbolized the American democracy, balancing the will of the 
individual with that of the collective body.”  
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noted, for example, that they were “like a touch of European modern in the western 

landscape (see fig. 7).”173  

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 Figure 7: “Multi-family unit designed for permanent agricultural workers at the 
migratory labor camp. Sinton, Texas” (1940). (Photograph by: Russell Lee. Courtesy 
of The Library of Congress, Prints & Photographs Division, FSA/OWI Collection photo no. LC-
USF34-035766-D) 

 
 
 

Commenting on the ability of the FSA’s architects and planners to design spaces that met 

the basic needs of America’s migrant population while still maintaining a distinguished 

design quality, the architect Talbot Hamlin acknowledged at the time that “the details of 

the actual construction of all [the camps’] buildings are extraordinarily interesting 

because they show how the need for economy, creatively conceived, can itself become a 

                                                
173 Ibid., 176. In describing some of the FSA’s work with regard to subsistence homesteads, Vernon 
DeMars suggested that the designers “were going to bring architecture and good taste to the peasants, in a 
sense.” DeMars, “A Life in Architecture,” 120. 
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means to new and beautiful architectural forms.”174 In a similar manner, the architect 

William Wurster praised the work of the architects who “chose to work for the 

Government, for their design of the Farm Security Administration migrant camps,” 

arguing that they were “minimum shelters for human beings that [had become] 

‘architecture.’” “The design of the buildings,” he noted, “emerged as social art,” that he 

hoped would “never be placed exclusively on the luxury shelf again.”175  

More than a symbol for the development of modern architecture in the rural 

environment, the federal camps were intended to serve as a model for a new and 

improved form of social living. As Paul Conkin contends in his study on the New Deal’s 

community programming efforts: 

The many architects of the New Deal communities, despite varying philosophies, 
were all striving to create, within the conducive environment of their planned 
villages, a new society, with altered values and new institutions. The new society 
would, of course, be a “better” society, with “better” necessarily defined by the 
architects themselves. The communities, always on exhibit, were to demonstrate 
and advertise the new society to the rest of mankind.176  

   

Central to each aspect of the New Deal’s housing and community programs that were 

developed under the Resettlement Administration (RA) and later the FSA—such as, the 

subsistence homesteads, the Federal Emergency Relief Administration communities, the 

cooperative farms, the greenbelt towns, and the migratory labor camps—was the desire to 

                                                
174 Hamlin, “Farm Security Architecture,” 718. According to DeMars, the fact that the camps’ designs 
were “very modern” was done “sort of self-consciously.” DeMars, “A Life in Architecture,” 124. 
175 As cited in Treib and Imbert, Modern Landscapes, 106 & 108. It should be noted that William Wurster 
was married to Catherine Bauer, a leading figure in the social/public housing movement at the time. By the 
mid-1940s, he also worked for the FSA designing WWII defense housing among other projects.  
176 Conkin, Tomorrow a New World, 186.  
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create a new social order that recognized the value of a more “collectivist” spirit among 

America’s population. For the administrators responsible for imagining these New Deal 

communities, a “better” society meant, among other things, a more communal and less 

individualistic society.  

Rexford Tugwell, head of the RA from 1934-1936, believed that “the Great 

Depression had been caused by an inequality in income distribution, leading to a lowered 

purchasing power on the part of too many people.” According to Tugwell, uncontrolled 

capitalism “permitted the ‘ganging up’ of the unscrupulous few against the many.” It was 

a “system that invited struggle rather than co-operation, divisiveness rather than unity, 

[and] bitterness rather than tolerance.” Tugwell argued that the principles of 

independence and individualism, upon which the nation was founded, had to be contested 

and displaced if American society was truly to become more democratic. Alternatively, 

new values and institutions would emerge that would advance an economic and political 

tradition rooted in the ideology of collectivism.177 This philosophy, according to Conkin, 

created a context during the New Deal in which the very notion of “community” became 

synonymous with the virtues of collectivism and antonymous with ideas of 

individualism.178 

 New Deal officials also emphasized the need for increased government planning 

and organization to create a new social order that demonstrated the possibility of a 

                                                
 
177 Ibid., 148-149. As Conkin notes, the attack against individualism had been well under way prior to the 
depression, but “the early program of the New Deal was almost a complete vindication of the anti-
individualistic, anti-Jeffersonian, collectivist approach.” Ibid., 6.  
178 Ibid. 
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brighter future. “Planning” became a central concern among federal agencies during the 

1930s, but for the RA and later the FSA, planning was crucial to the type of ideal 

communities they envisioned—ones that were better regulated, more rational and 

practical, and conducive to the development of collectivist values and attitudes. 

Government intervention, through the expertise of professional planners who were highly 

skilled and trained, held the promise of a less impoverished condition when applied to the 

development of new rural and urban communities. In this sense, FSA planners were 

rather explicit in stating that the labor camps were designed specifically to modify, and 

ostensibly improve, migrant families’ domestic lives beyond simply material or economic 

terms.  

Though scholars have identified the migratory camps as one of the earliest 

examples of public housing in the United States, their development is best understood in 

relation to parallel projects in community planning emerging from the New Deal.179  The 

subsistence homesteads communities and greenbelt towns built under the RA, for 

example, bore a close resemblance to the federal labor camps. While the expenditures 

allotted to each of these projects was radically different—in general, less was assigned to 

the camp program—fundamental aspects of their design scheme were not. The 

ideological and structural commonalities existing between these New Deal housing 

                                                
179 As Treib notes, “[FSA migrant] housing by Burton Cairns and Vernon DeMars at Chandler, Arizona, 
and Yuba City [California] were among the earliest social housing in the United States, cited and published 
widely.” Treib and Imbert, Modern Landscapes, 46. Similarly, Paul S. Taylor, upon studying the initial 
camps built in California, stated that they represented “the first federal public housing in the United States.” 
As cited in Michael Denning, The Cultural Front: The Laboring of American Culture in the Twentieth 
Century (New York: Verso Press, 1996), 266. 
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projects demonstrates the extent to which FSA planners and architects utilized the 

dynamics of spatial relations as a mechanism of social reform. 

Like the labor camps, the greenbelt towns, modeled in part after English garden 

cities, were to function as “complete community developments” for low-income rural and 

industrial families.180 Built with their own cooperative farms and gardens, schools, retail 

centers, parks, clinics, and municipal services, these suburban cities were designed to 

provide residents with all the modern elements of urban living surrounded by the 

tranquility of the rural environment.181 While there was some variation in the planning of 

the greenbelt towns that were built—Greenbelt, near Washington D.C., in Maryland; 

Greendale, outside Milwaukee, Wisconsin; and Greenhills, near Cincinnati, Ohio—they 

shared similar design characteristics. These included the placement of houses and/or 

apartment buildings facing one another along a large block (often circular) pattern, the 

use of cul-de-sacs to regulate movement of pedestrian and automobile traffic, and, 

perhaps most importantly, the formation of walkways and roads leading residents to a 

central park and community center area placed symbolically at the “heart” (i.e., center) of 

the town.182    

                                                
180 Founded in early twentieth-century England by Ebenezer Howard, the Garden City Movement was 
aimed at creating a new approach to urban planning. Garden cities were to be carefully organized self-
contained communities (surrounded by defining greenbelts) that included allocated areas for residence, 
industry, and farming. For more, see Conkin, Tomorrow a New World, 59-72 and Dennis Harding, From 
Garden Cities to New Towns: Campaigning for Town and Country Planning, 1899-1946 (New York: 
Routledge Press, 1991). 
181 Lois Craig, The Federal Presence: Architecture, Politics, and Symbols in United States Government 
Building (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1978), 391.  
182 For more on the history of the Greenbelt towns, see Joseph L. Arnold, The New Deal in the Suburbs: A 
History of the Greenbelt Town Program, 1935-1945 (Columbus: Ohio State University Press, 1971); 
Clarence S. Stein, Toward New Towns for America (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1966, c1957); and Albert 
Mayer, “Greenbelt Towns Revisited,” Journal of Housing 24 (February-March, 1967): 12-26. 
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As much as these communities were a project in economic and urban reform, they 

were also social and cultural experiments that sought to do away with the isolation, 

individualism, and competitive nature of American society that New Deal officials 

blamed for the general instability and lack of security during the Great Depression. 

According to Tugwell, the greenbelt towns, like the subsistence homesteads built for 

destitute farm families, were designed in a manner, that carefully “place[d] land, houses, 

and people together” in order “to strengthen the foundations of the whole economic and 

social structure of society.”183 Regardless of their rural or urban environment, or the 

socio-economic position of their inhabitants, a careful examination of the assorted New 

Deal community projects reveals the strong “collectivist” philosophy employed in each. 

More than simply constructing a new material and economic reality for resettled families 

or industrial and farm workers, federal officials such as Milburn L. Wilson, Director of 

the Division of Subsistence Homesteads, viewed these communities as the “locale for a 

new way of life,” where “a new improved man with new attitudes and values” would 

emerge.184 Neighborliness, cooperation, and group activity would be fostered in an 

environment where people understood that their wellbeing and prosperity depended on 

their ability to work together.  

Given their radical disposition, critics viewed the RA’s utopian dreams and 

idealistic visions for “a new way of life” with much suspicion and distaste. Politicians 

and civic leaders argued that such communities were really communist or socialist 

                                                
183 Conkin, Tomorrow a New World, 307. 
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inspired “communes” where federal officials handpicked residents, isolated them from 

the larger society, encouraged permanent poverty (by placing restrictions on resident 

eligibility through income level or occupational status), implemented mandatory social 

programming, and enforced strict rules and extensive supervision.185 Although federal 

officials worried that dissenting opinion would stifle the expansion of the projects, the 

administrators were mostly concerned that the residents would not recognize the potential 

of “the community idea” that these projects sought to create. As Wilson argued, such a 

process involved “a retreat from extreme materialism and from a highly individualistic, 

competitive society to a more simple, more secure, more socially minded existence.” In 

order to achieve this goal, it was not simply the material realities of people’s lives that 

had to change, but “man himself would have to change.” 186 In other words, residents had 

to be willing to embrace a new way of life with a different set of values and beliefs if 

such projects were to be truly successful. Rexford Tugwell likewise supported the idea 

that “a new era of cooperation and voluntary socialization” was possible only so far as 

individuals were willing to work together and be mutually invested in their future as a 

                                                
184 M.L. Wilson, “How New Deal Agencies are Affecting Family Life,” Journal of Home Economics, 27 
(1935), as quoted in Conkin, Tomorrow a New World, 102.  
185 Moreover, New Deal officials employed several practices in these communities that critics interpreted 
as “paternalistic.” These included the on-site placement of a federal official to act as “community manager” 
and a farm management and home economist expert to teach residents everything from gardening and 
subsistence farming to canning and food processing. Although the residents supposedly ran the 
communities collectively, the government owned the land and property (including individual homes and 
farms) on which the community stood. Similarly, strict rules regarding social conduct and economic 
practices were enforced by federal officials upon residents in an effort to “maintain high standards” and 
regulate (or at least influence) residents’ decisions about their investments and spending, education and 
employment, and willingness to work cooperatively. For more on this matter, see Conkin, Tomorrow a New 
World, 123, 189, 193, 316, 319. 
186 Ibid., 102.  
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community. However, he was not completely convinced this could be achieved simply 

through voluntary cooperation, instead, he argued, it had to be created.187  

The inhabitants of the New Deal settlements often found the paternalist nature of 

the government’s visions for community, modernity, and a “better” future deeply 

problematic. The FSA’s rhetoric regarding the notion of community as it applied to 

migrant farm workers, for instance, suggested that migrants were essentially people who 

lacked community, or whose sense of community needed to be transformed in some way. 

Most of the families in the government camps of the early 1940s, however, had been 

employed as migrant farm laborers for a number of years prior to their participation in the 

camp program. This meant that most of them had well-established forms of community, 

not only in their places of origin or at their migration starting points, but along their 

migratory route as well. Moreover, many if not most of the migrants were part of a larger 

network of family migrations, or regular work crews, and were also members of informal 

and formal workers’ unions and organizations.188 

A broader analysis of the New Deal’s community projects offers a critical insight 

into the attitudes federal officials maintained as they planned and constructed labor camp 

housing for migrant families. By the time the RA, and later the FSA, built larger numbers 

                                                
187 Ibid., 85.  
188 Scholars such as Juan Gómez-Quiñonez, Sarah Deutsch, and Marc Simon Rodríguez have discussed the 
significance of “regional community” relations among migratory workers of Mexican origin. Their studies 
highlight the cross-country and transnational ties ethnic Mexican migrants developed and maintained in the 
U.S. across vast geographic locations and demonstrate the importance of these relationships with regard to 
labor organizing, cultural development, and civil rights activism. See Gómez-Quiñonez, Mexican American 
Labor, 1790-1990, (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1994); Deutsch, No Separate Refuge: 
Culture, Class, and Gender on an Anglo-Hispanic Frontier in the American Southwest, 1880-1940 (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 1987); and Rodríguez, “Obreros Unidos: Migration, Migrant Farmworker 
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of camps (during the late 1930s and early 1940s), federal officials relied on their 

experience in establishing the model subsistence and greenbelt communities. J.O. 

Walker, Director of the Resettlement Division, made this clear when he informed Baird 

Snyder, Chief Engineer of the FSA, that federal planners sought to “apply in the camp 

idea some of the same principles involved in Greenbelt.”189 The social engineering 

involved in the development of these federal community projects suggests that there were 

significant structural forces built in to the camps’ material space. Identifying these forces, 

and the power dynamics they created, provides an important means by which to discern 

the various struggles relating to class, culture, citizenship, and gender encountered by the 

camps’ diverse inhabitants. 

The Camps’ Legacy in Public Housing: Community Planning during WWII and 
The Postwar Period 

 
 Although the FSA remained involved in the establishment and maintenance of 

migratory labor camps through most of the 1940s, America’s entry into WWII brought 

about a dramatic shift in its focus and priorities concerning housing. The FSA’s success 

in constructing large-scale rationalized shelter and community facilities for migrant 

agricultural workers convinced leading government officials of its ability to plan and 

build suitable housing to meet emerging war-related demands. The task of designing and 

constructing defense housing for war workers and internment facilities for “enemy 

                                                
Activism, and the Chicano Movement in Wisconsin and Texas, 1950-1980” (PhD diss., Northwestern 
University, 2000). 
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aliens,” for instance, was primarily assigned to FSA architects. By the early 1950s, the 

FSA’s influence on housing construction, particularly in terms of applying the core 

elements of social design, could be measured across a number of American landscapes, 

both urban and rural.  

That an agricultural agency, typically concerned with matters of poor farm 

families assumed the responsibility of housing defense workers and internees may have 

seemed incongruous. FSA planners, however, saw their seemingly different 

responsibilities as part of a single effort at meeting critical housing needs. They 

emphasized the similarities in their housing projects by consistently employing the 

rhetoric of “relocation” and “resettlement.” For example, Garrett Eckbo, a landscape 

designer and site-plan consultant for at least fifty war housing projects during the 1940s, 

argued that labor camps and WWII housing developments were based upon the same 

ideal in which “every technician involved in developing environments for people [was] 

responsible not just for providing shelter, but also for developing their fundamental 

potential dignity.”190  

New methods in building construction brought on by technological advances 

during the war—such as, the use of prefabricated housing—exhibited a modernist 

aesthetic that was different from the New Deal experiments constructed in the greenbelt 

towns, resettlement homesteads, and migratory labor camps. Nevertheless, a basic 

                                                
189 J.O. Walker, Director of Resettlement Division, to Baird Snyder, Chief Engineer, Mar. 29, 1939, box 
382, folder AD-ID-9 (000-900) Idaho Migratory Camps General, Record Group (RG) 96, FSA, National 
Archives and Records Administration (NARA). 
190 Garrett Eckbo, “Space and People,” Architectural Record 107, no. 1 (January 1950), 69-74. As quoted 
in Treib and Imbert, Major Landscapes, 145. 
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functionalist ideology remained in the architect’s site-plans. FSA planners believed in the 

intrinsic relationship between the formation of space—including the construction and 

arrangement of buildings and landscapes—and the social development of the people who 

inhabit it. 

Although the FSA shifted its focus to industrial defense workers, the agency 

remained committed to the design of collective landscapes that would produce the best 

conditions for working-class families regardless of the minimum standards, limited 

expenses, and basic elements that went into their construction. For instance, federal 

planners linked the establishment of adequate housing, schools, shared public spaces, 

centralized commercial facilities, and other such essential community-building amenities 

in the defense projects with the formation of a more productive workforce and a more 

democratically oriented society. They believed that industrial and agricultural workers 

would be more effective if their home environment fostered a sense of welfare for 

themselves and their families. Moreover, the spirit of cooperation these communities 

evoked encouraged a feeling of mutual investment in the community that strengthened 

the virtues of democracy.  

A closer study of the FSA’s wartime defense housing in California—including 

Marin City in Sausalito, Carquinez Heights in Vallejo, and Taft in the San Joaquin 

Valley—reveals the degree to which the labor camp project served as prototype in the use 

of building models, construction technologies, and design innovations, as well as in the 

application of community planning principles. According to Greg Hise, author of 

Magnetic Los Angeles: Planning the Twentieth Century Metropolis, the plans for the 
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“duration dormitories” and single-family “cabins” in San Diego and the row housing at 

Carquinez Heights in Vallejo, for instance, were built in such a way that the floor and 

wall panels became a kit-of-parts, meaning a variety of dwellings could easily be 

temporarily erected from identical four-by-eight modules. Over time these same panels 

could be disassembled, modified, or reused, allowing for both cost efficiency and 

building expediency. In fact, FSA planners had anticipated that they would be re-erected 

after the war to serve as farm labor housing that could be easily replicated.191  

The FSA’s migrant camps and wartime public housing projects for defense 

workers also influenced the nature of the American housing industry by facilitating the 

building of commercial and subsidized suburban developments after WWII. As Hise 

demonstrates, the FSA’s innovations in standardization, site fabrication, modular 

planning, and the use of diverse building materials, promoted the construction and rapid 

expansion of new residential towns and industrial “satellite communities” during the 

postwar period. In the way that FSA architects had planned for cooperation and 

collectivity in the built environment of the labor camps, many postwar homebuilders 

similarly sought to establish new communities that while still connected to the city 

(primarily through employment) could function independently by means of maintaining 

                                                
191 Greg Hise, Magnetic Los Angeles: Planning the Twentieth-Century Metropolis (Baltimore: The Johns 
Hopkins University Press, 1997), 104. Perhaps one of the best examples illustrating the extent to which 
these efforts were deeply connected, is the fact that at Marin City—the FSA defense project for the workers 
of Bechtel’s Marinship yard in Sausalito—the architect was Milen Dempster, a former FSA camp manager. 
Greg G. Hise, “The Roots of the Postwar Urban Region: Mass-Housing and Community Planning in 
California, 1920-1950” (PhD diss., The University of California, Berkeley, 1993), 210. 
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and developing their own resources.192 In other words, an essential element of postwar 

homebuilding involved the notion of developing “self-contained” communities with all 

the necessary amenities and facilities for recreation, health care, religion, education, 

childcare, and consumption built into the neighborhood’s core.193  

Although the FSA did not directly engage in the construction of postwar housing 

and community planning, a number of the administration’s engineers, architects, and 

designers, assumed leadership positions in other government housing agencies where 

they continued to practice and promote the fundamentals of social planning.194 Among 

the New Deal agencies that had a more dramatic role in affecting the nature of urban and 

suburban housing during the postwar period were the Public Works Administration 

(PWA) and especially the Federal Housing Administration (FHA). According to Arnold 

Hirsch and Kenneth Jackson, leading scholars on the subject of urban housing reform, the 

government proceeded, after the war, to carry out housing policies that sought to “order” 

American families and systematize new patterns of social relations. The seemingly 

progressive and liberal ideologies federal planners had once proposed with regard to 

collectivism and housing aid for poor families, however, seemed mostly a thing of the 

                                                
192 For further discussion on the development of postwar homebuilding, see Arnold R. Hirsch, Making the 
Second Ghetto: Race and Housing in Chicago 1940-1960 (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 
1983); Kenneth T. Jackson, Crabgrass Frontier: The Suburbanization of the United States (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1985); John Stilgoe, Borderland: Origins of the American Suburb, 1820-1939 
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1988), Marc A. Weiss, The Rise of Community Builders: The 
American Real Estate Industry and Urban Planning (New York: Colombia University Press, 1987), and 
Gwendolyn Wright, Building the American Dream: A Social History of Housing in America (Cambridge: 
The MIT Press, 1983). 
193 Hise, “The Roots of the Postwar Urban Region,” 17. 
194 By the mid 1940s Congress had greatly reduced if not terminated most of the FSA’s responsibilities and 
activities. Ibid., 225.  
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past by the 1950s. Hirsch and Jackson argue that government housing policies 

increasingly encouraged social division and competition among urban residents. As 

housing authorities discriminated on racial or class-based grounds in their provision of 

federal subsidies and guidelines for residential zoning (e.g., by maintaining segregationist 

practices), they called into question the government’s once-held objective of promoting 

democracy through housing. 

Contesting the Community Plan: Examining WWII Internment and the Structural 
Forces of the Labor Camp Space 
 

The FSA’s involvement in the design and construction of internment facilities for 

German, Italian, Japanese, and Japanese Americans during the Second World War 

represents a clear ideological departure from the community planning projects noted 

above.195 In their initial conception, the U.S. internment camps incorporated little 

consideration for the necessary amenities and services that might encourage and enrich 

civic participation among its inhabitants. Federal officials working for the War 

Relocation Authority (WRA) eventually argued that the internment camps for Japanese 

Americans, like the labor camps for migrant families, provided a valuable opportunity for 

social reform. In both cases, it was believed that residents could be acculturated through 

targeted instruction in the practices and virtues of American citizenship and 

                                                
195 In the early spring of 1942, the FSA assisted the U.S. Western Command and Fourth Army in designing 
buildings and site layouts for the WWII internment camps. The FSA was also involved in administering the 
use of farmland owned by interned Japanese American farmers. For more, see Lawrence I. Hewes, FSA 
Regional Director, Region IX, “Final Report of the Participation of the Farm Security Administration in the 
Evacuation Program of the Wartime Civil Control Administration Civil Affairs Division Western Defense 
and Command and Fourth Army” (March 15, 1942—May 31, 1942), U.S. Government, FSA. Also, House 
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democracy.196 Contrary to the housing constructed for migrants, however, the internment 

camps were not intended to function as idyllic communities where families would find 

the comfort of modern amenities and encounter a sense of improved general welfare. 

Rather, the internment camps were to serve the purposes of confinement and regulation, 

producing among its inhabitants mostly a feeling despair.197 Yet on several occasions 

during WWII, the federal government utilized existing FSA migrant camps for the 

purposes of internment. How could the same built environment serve such contradictory 

functions?  

From a material standpoint, the WWII internment camps were “new towns” 

requiring the same mass-scale, low-cost, standardized, and rational approaches to 

infrastructural development on open land evident in the labor camp program. The U.S. 

Army Corps of Engineers was responsible for the initial stages of the project, the design 

and the construction of the temporary assembly and semi-permanent relocation centers. 

Their plans illustrate a built environment of internment that resembled an army camp 

more than a space intended for families and community housing.198 To allow for efficient 

and timely construction, military engineers employed some of the same technology and 

                                                
Committee on Agriculture to Investigate the Activities of the Farm Security Administration, Hearings on 
H. R. 119, 78th Cong., 1st sess., 1944, 1170-1171. 
196 For more on this topic, see Chapter 6. 
197 Treib and Imbert, Major Landscapes, 144-145. 
198 Several FSA labor camps functioned as U.S. Army housing during World War II. In Texas, for 
example, the camp at McAllen accommodated army personnel and civilian employees from Moore Field, 
the camp at Harlingen housed defense workers employed at the Harlingen Air Base, and in Lamesa the 
camp sheltered workers building a glider-training base for the U.S. Army Air Force and eventually the 
glider pilots in training. FSA records suggest similar arrangements in other regions, such as the Army 
housing provided at the Redland Migratory Labor Camp in Homestead, Florida. Correspondence between 
officials from both organizations, the Army and the FSA, reveals that relations between the two were not 
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methods evident in the FSA’s migratory and defense housing, particularly the use of 

standardized and prefabricated modules arranged in carefully planned layouts. The 

military’s internment camps typically contained a series of uniform housing structures—

most often Army barracks intended for multi-family use—laid out in rigid grid or block 

systems that imposed a strict spatial order to the camp and facilitated the regulation of 

internees by federal officials.199 While washrooms, toilets, laundry facilities, and mess 

halls for dining were centrally located to accommodate camp inhabitants, the military’s 

plans did not originally include facilities for community functions. In fact, in what 

appeared to be a direct criticism of the FSA’s approach to labor camp construction, U.S. 

Army General John L. DeWitt—who convinced President Roosevelt that internment was 

a good idea—distinctly stated that the design plans for the internment camps were not to 

include “refinements such as schools, churches, and other community planning 

adjuncts.”200 

It was not until FSA architects, such as Vernon DeMars and Garrett Eckbo, 

became involved in the planning of Japanese American internment camps that these 

projects included “liberal allocations” designated for “future schools and community 

                                                
always cordial when it came to negotiating matters of camp use. In general, FSA officials believed the 
camp facilities were not suited to meet the needs of both farm laborers and army employees.  
199 Lynne Horiuchi, “Dislocations and Relocations: The Built Environments of Japanese American 
Internment” (PhD diss., University of California, Santa Barbara, 2005), 94, 114, 129, 135. For specifics on 
housing sizes, camp plans, construction details, blueprints and pictures, see Harlan D. Unrau, The 
Evacuation and Relocation of Persons of Japanese Ancestry During World War II: A Historical Study of 
the Manzanar War Relocation Center, Historic Resource Study/Special History Study, Volumes One and 
Two, Manzanar National Historic Site California (United States Department of the Interior, National Park 
Service, 1996). Also, see Jeffery F. Burton, et. al. Confinement and Ethnicity: An Overview of World War 
II Japanese American Relocation Sites (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 2002).   
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activities.”201 By designing spaces for community formation, both architects expressed a 

desire to ameliorate the stringent conditions of internment that had been instituted by 

military officials.202 Their design interventions were critical to fostering a feeling of 

community among Japanese American internees that, while perhaps not the designers’ 

intention, served to contest the hegemonic forces of internment. The camps’ recreational 

spaces, for example, allowed families to come together to participate in various Japanese 

cultural, religious, and socio-political practices. Such activities not only strengthened 

internees’ relationship to one another, but also provided a means to challenge the 

government’s pressure to conform to dominant American standards of behavior.203 

In many cases federal officials actually used existing migrant camps to house 

WWII prisoners of war and other Japanese-origin internees. By 1943 four of the FSA’s 

migrant camps served as temporary internment facilities for Japanese Americans or 

                                                
200 Emphasis in quote added by author. Memorandum of Agreement Between the U.S. War Department 
and the War Relocation Authority, April 17, 1942. As cited in Horiuchi, “Dislocations and Relocations,” 
130, 137-138.   
201 Horiuchi, “Dislocations and Relocations,” 135, 116, 173.  
202 Horiuchi describes the ironic twist of FSA architects having to design camps that would house two of 
their Japanese American colleagues—Hachiro Yuasa and Siberius Saito. They had worked as FSA 
architects prior to their internment. While DeMars expressed regret at this task, it is unclear to what degree 
the federal architects were truly sympathetic with the Japanese internees. Most of the architects claimed to 
be progressive. Yet, the fact that they agreed to engage in this work (even if only to improve the situation) 
suggests a need to examine their social ideals more closely. 
203 A number of studies on Japanese American internment have demonstrated the considerable degree to 
which internees were able to cooperate and foster a sense of community despite severe government 
pressures and controls to regulate their daily lives. Roger Daniels, Concentration Camps USA: Japanese 
Americans and World War II (New York: Rinehart and Winston, 1972) and Japanese Americans: From 
Relocation to Redress, et. al. (Salt Lake City: University of Utah Press, 1986); Gary Okihiro, Storied Lives: 
Japanese American Students and World War II (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1996); Karen Lea 
Riley, “Schools Behind Barbed Wire: A History of Schooling in the United States Department of Justice 
Internment Camp at Crystal City, Texas, during World War II, 1942-1946” (PhD diss., The University of 
Texas at Austin, 1996); and Anna Hosticka Tamura, “Gardens Below the Watchtower: Gardens and 
Meaning in World War II Japanese American Incarceration Camps,” Landscape Journal 23, no. 1 (2004): 
1-21.  
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concentration camps for foreign-born POWs, mainly Latin Americans of German, Italian, 

and Japanese ancestry. The Marysville camp, for instance, housed approximately 2,465 

Japanese American evacuees from Placer and Sacramento Counties from May 8 to June 

29, 1942. The Tulare camp, on the other hand, included approximately 5,061 evacuees 

from Los Angeles and Sacramento Counties and from the Southern California coastal 

area during the period of April 20 to September 4, 1942. The Crystal City, Texas, labor 

camp served as the largest internment site administered by the INS and the Department of 

Justice (DOJ) during WWII.204 It housed an estimated 3,500 people, the largest 

percentage of whom were Japanese prisoners from Peru. German, and Italian POWs from 

Latin America were also placed in the Crystal City facility. They were kept in a separate 

section of the camp. The Crystal City internment camp closed in 1947, the same year that 

the FSA camp program officially ended. The Princeton labor camp located near Dallas 

was also used as an internment facility for a short period in 1945. It incarcerated mostly 

German POWs captured during the war. Like in the Crystal City facility, a 10-to-12-foot 

high fence, guard towers, and floodlights surrounded the Princeton camp. These 

surveillance features were added to the camps when they were turned over to the DOJ. 

Only eight months after the internment operation began, however, the Princeton facility 

was again being used to house migratory farm workers.205 

                                                
204 The Crystal City camp was turned over to the Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) in 1942. 
205 For information, see Burton, et. al, Confinement and Ethnicity. Also, Handbook of Texas Online, s.v. 
“World War II Internment Camps,” http://www.tshaonline.org/handbook/online/articles/WW/quwby.html 
(accessed May 29, 2007) and Joseph L. O’Rourke, “Historical Narrative of the Crystal City Internment 
Camp, A Report to W.F. Kelly, Assistant Commissioner for Alien Control Office, Immigration and 
Naturalization Service, Crystal City Internment Camp,” as cited in Japanese American Historical Mapping 
Project, http:www.jahmp.org/history.php?t=Wartime (accessed May 29, 2007). For information 
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Two additional FSA camps in Rupert, Idaho, and Nyssa, Oregon, also housed 

internees during the war—although, in this context, they were Japanese American 

families working under the 1942 Farm Labor Agreement. The “leave programs,” as they 

were known, allowed Japanese American internees to be employed in agriculture as part 

of a government effort to “restore loyal citizens and law-abiding aliens to a useful 

American life.”206 While Japanese American “evacuees” resided in the labor camps they 

had access to similar social programming and self-governing committees available to 

migrant families living in other camp facilities. Japanese Americans, however, were not 

free citizens. For example, residents at the Rupert and Nyssa camps were not allowed to 

leave the camp unsupervised. The social advantages federal planners had imagined the 

camp structure to provide, including the promotion of a more democratic way of life, 

thus, were never truly feasible for these inhabitants.  

That the camps could represent such contradictory material realities—a 

democratic community for migrants in one sense and an internment facility for “enemy 

aliens” in another—indicates that life in the camps was not only shaped by the buildings 

and landscapes federal officials so carefully planned. Although FSA architects utilized 

spatial design theories to foster desired social relations, mainly a sense of community, 

these elements alone did not shape migrants’ camp experiences. Indeed, as the following 

chapters will show, the built environment of the federal camps regularly operated in a 

manner not intended or imagined by the FSA. In evaluating to what extent migrant 

                                                
specifically on the transfer of the Crystal City camp to the INS, see box 488, folder “88-TX-38-240,” RG 
96, FSA, NARA. 
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families were affected and transformed by the camp space, and how they changed its 

social meaning, it is important to consider that there were various social, political, and 

economic forces simultaneously at play in the camps. These forces, as will be evident, 

played and equally defining role in determining the camps’ structure. 

Conclusion 

The Migratory Labor Camp project can best be understood when examined within 

a broader historical context of modern community planning and social reform. 

Government planning principles, approaches, and design interventions advanced during 

the 1930s and 1940s were influenced by earlier theories on the relationship between 

space and social development emerging during the Progressive Era. The “community 

center movement” in neighborhood planning, for example, which achieved considerable 

popularity during World War I, stressed the importance of centralized neighborhood-

based facilities to serve civic purposes and provide shared recreational use. The concept 

of “neighborhood planning” was first developed at this time. Clarence Arthur Perry, 

credited for formulating the neighborhood unit idea, has argued that the community 

center movement was “but an extension of the settlement movement.”207 In other words, 

ideologically speaking, social reformers and community planners were unified in 

promoting social theories that stressed the centrality of the built environment to address 

civic needs. As FSA engineers, architects, and designers experimented with such 

                                                
206 As quoted in Horiuchi, “Dislocations and Relocations,” 217. 
207 Clarence Arthur Perry, Housing for the Machine Age (New York, 1939), 205. As cited in Gillette, “The 
Evolution of Neighborhood Planning, 423, 426.  
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ideologies during the Great Depression and World War II, they laid the groundwork for 

new building practices and architectural discourses that extended across diverse 

landscapes throughout the nation for decades to follow. A study of their efforts, therefore, 

offers a valuable insight into the way that the migrant camps represented a new spatial 

and social order in the United States—one that was influenced by the material reality of 

government housing, but that extended far beyond that. 
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Chapter 3 

 (De)Constructing Migrant Communities:                                                                  
Race, Labor, Architecture and the Federal Camp Space  

 

If the people who were to make use of these camps, were to be helped to a 
sounder, more healthy, more self-respecting life, the communities in which they 
were to live must be of such a type as to stimulate health, self-respect, and social 
responsibility.208  

         Talbot F. Hamlin, Architect  
 
 

Introduction 

Region IX engineers, architects, and designers carefully constructed living spaces 

for agricultural workers that could accomplish the Farm Security Administration’s greater 

objectives of social and economic reform among migrant families. Talbot Hamlin 

articulated the significant function the camps’ built environment would play in this 

process of transformation in his analysis of the camps’ design. The physical buildings and 

landscape of the labor camps were to offer more than a practical or functional solution to 

the serious housing problem for migratory workers and their families. State forces aimed 

at restructuring the way migrants worked and lived their lives were also embedded in the 

camps’ material space. Federal officials intended to use these “modern facilities” as a 

mechanism of acculturation where migrant families would be helped to an improved 

                                                
208 Talbot Hamlin, “Farm Security Administration: An Appraisal,” Pencil Points 22, no. 11 (November 
1941), 710.  
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standard of living, based on dominant American beliefs, while at the same time 

addressing the labor needs and concerns of local growers and community representatives. 

Consequently, the labor camps were not neutral spaces. They were imbued with state 

power, migrant contestation, and the broader politics of race and labor shaping U.S. 

agricultural and social relations during the late 1930s and 1940s. 

This chapter examines the camps’ built environment to highlight the explicit ways 

it operated as a means to choreograph the everyday practices of farm laboring families 

and served to reinforce racial, gendered, and class-based divisions in agribusiness and 

society. A reading of the camps’ physical structure and spatial arrangement reveals how 

the FSA attempted to resolve the multiple perspectives, interests, and social anxieties that 

emerged during the camps’ formation. As they constructed labor camp facilities, for 

instance, federal officials negotiated their intended purpose of aiding migrant families 

along with the growers’ increasing labor market concerns, particularly the desire to 

regulate the farm workers’ mobility. They also contended with local community 

opposition, especially from white residents, who rather than viewing the camps as 

potentially idyllic communities, considered them a permanent threat. Racial and socio-

economic tensions that involved views of migrants as inferior (e.g., lacking education, 

good hygiene, and the cultural values necessary to make good citizens) as well as needed 

sources of low-wage labor also shaped local attitudes. In the process of establishing the 

FSA camps, federal agents mediated these perspectives and interests against migrants’ 

own interpretations of the camp program, including their continued demands for 

improved working and living conditions. 
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This chapter also reveals how larger policy shifts and changes within the camp 

program were reflected in the site layout, building types, and stated purposes of the camp 

facilities. For example, as federal officials increasingly sought to stabilize migrant 

families (and not simply provide them with a temporary place to live), they added 

permanent “labor homes” equipped with a number of modern amenities—including a 

stove, a toilet, and running hot and cold water—to the camp plan. By the early 1940s, as 

the FSA became principally involved in the recruitment of imported, foreign-born farm 

labor that was primarily single and male, the labor camps began to function more as labor 

stations and recruitment sites than as small rural towns. This gendered transformation 

was reflected not only in the administration’s increased attention to the development of 

“temporary shelters” that housed such workers, but, even more symbolically, in the 

official renaming of the camps’ material space from a “farm workers’ community” to a 

“labor supply center.”209   

 
Determining Site Selection: Managing Labor Concerns and Community Opposition  
 

Although the FSA’s planning team described the camps as new towns built on 

“virgin land,” the process of site selection required substantial considerations relating to 

local conditions.210 These included economic, engineering, and climatic factors, as well 

                                                
209 Cindy Hahamovitch, The Fruits of Their Labor: Atlantic Coast Farmworkers and the Making of 
Migrant Poverty, 1870-1945 (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 1997), 173-174. 
210 In a report outlining the construction costs of housing units built in the migrant camps, Baird Snyder, 
FSA District Engineer, exclaimed that “for approximately $2,100 on average we built a town of these 
houses starting with virgin agricultural land.” Aware that such considerations were of matter in “housing 
circles,” the report noted “the possibility of building a fully modernized home with all the appurtenances of 
a modern town at $2,500 a unit or less.” Baird Snyder to Nathan Straus, Nov. 11, 1939, box 4, folder AD-
124, Record Group (RG) 96 Farmers Home Administration (FHA), National Archives and Records 
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as socio-political issues stemming from concerns voiced by the surrounding community. 

In other words, the camps were in no way established in “virgin” territory. Not only had 

the surrounding natural and social environment been shaped by earlier struggles over land 

and labor, it continued to be influenced by the actions and attitudes of agriculturalists, 

city officials, local residents, and workers. The site upon which the labor camps stood 

was, as a result, highly contested and physically shaped by the politics surrounding the 

question of how best to regulate migrants’ mobility, labor, and socio-cultural 

development. That is to say, the camps were not “self-contained communities,” as 

government administrators claimed, simply because they included all the amenities 

migrants might require. Rather, they existed in relation to the surrounding community 

and as part of a larger national project. 

 FSA engineers and architects faced one of their first challenges in the site 

selection process when they encountered strong local resistance against the establishment 

of a labor camp. Potential locations for the camps were selected along heavily traveled 

migratory routes, in many cases in close proximity to major highways, and most often 

where growers claimed labor shortages.211 The communities in which the camps were 

built were, therefore, not unfamiliar with migrant farm labor and relied heavily upon 

migrants to meet agribusiness demands. Most communities understood that the economic 

                                                
Administration (NARA). Also, see Greg Hise, Magnetic Los Angeles: Planning the Twentieth-Century 
Metropolis (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1997), 113.  
211 For information regarding the relationship of site selection to labor shortages, see C.B. Baldwin, FSA 
Administrator to Senator Sam Rayburn, Feb. 16, 1942, box 488, folder “TX-39-124 Housing (Not 
Construction),” RG 96, FSA, NARA. By the early 1940s, the FSA consulted closely with the United States 
Employment Service and coordinated local investigative planning committees to decide upon which sites to 
build labor camps.   
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interests of local farmers would be served by the camps’ promise to stabilize and regulate 

migrant families. Even so, the reality of a permanent migrant camp generated concerns 

over “undesirable neighbors.”  

While many communities had tolerated the presence of migrants during the 

harvest season, they had generally assumed that they were temporary workers and that 

they were to remain largely out of sight.212 For this reason, the possible proximity of 

camps near their communities and businesses created considerable tension and anxiety. 

Very often this opposition was expressed in pejorative terms towards the individuals and 

families who would reside in (or make use of) the camp facilities. In a letter to President 

Roosevelt, for example, Mrs. Effie Ball Magurn stated that she was against the 

establishment of a federal camp adjacent to her property in Porterville, California, 

because “knowing the character of these migrants”—which she described as “utterly 

devoid of honor and ideals” and shaped by “wanton destructiveness, filth, and 

dishonesty”—they would “depreciate [her] property” and “loot [her] ranch.”213 V.O. Key, 

a prominent lawyer in Lamesa, Texas, similarly exclaimed in a letter to Senator Morris 

Sheppard that, “the location of [a camp in Lamesa] will bring a vast number of 

                                                
212 Communities enforced this attitude towards migrants’ invisibility with the implementation of such 
regulations as “vagrancy laws” that forbade migrants from traveling into certain sections of town. For an 
example of the “web of labor controls” enacted by employers and communities in the Southwest to regulate 
ethnic Mexican workers’ mobility, see David Montejano, Anglos and Mexicans in the Making of Texas, 
1836-1986 (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1987). 
213 Mrs. Effie Ball Magurn to President Franklin D. Roosevelt, April 17, 1940, box 11, folder “AD-124 
Reg 9 Migratory Labor commendations & Complaints, 1940,” RG 96, FHA, NARA.  
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undesirables to roam our streets, steal our chickens, spread disease and be a general 

nuisance to our town and community.”214  

 The conflict that ensued over the proposed location of the McAllen, Texas, camp 

off North McColl Road, illustrates how this contention typically unfolded. A petition 

signed by local residents, growers, businessmen, and landowners complained about a 

number of factors they saw as detrimental to their interests if the camp were to be built in 

the site optioned. Most notable were claims regarding the devaluation of their property 

values, the increased competition for employment between residents and local workers, 

the economic hardship to be endured by local school districts and taxpayers who would 

have to provide public services to migrant families, and finally, the belief that “such a 

project would bring into our city and community a class of people that will be 

undiserable (sic) to our present citizenry.”215  

FSA officials responded by inviting McAllen residents to a meeting held in June 

1941 to voice their dissent. C. McNallie, a farmer who owned property on two sides of 

the proposed camp, expressed his concerns after having already sent letters to 

Congressman Milton H. West and Dr. Will W. Alexander, head of the FSA. According to 

Mr. McNallie, the camps at Weslaco and Raymondville (also in the same area, the Rio 

Grande Valley) had demonstrated, per his own investigation, that “the residents of that 

                                                
214 V.O. Key to USDA, FSA, Attention J.V. Warring, Assistant Administrator, Washington D.C., May 3, 
1941, box 489, folder “AD-TX-41 160-02 Lamesa Labor Camp” and “AD-TX-41 160-02 V.O. Key,” RG 
96, FSA, NARA. 
215 “Petition Protesting Establishment of McAllen Farm Family Labor Camp,” originally mailed to 
Secretary of Labor Henry Wallace, box 487, folder “RP-TX-37 McAllen Migratory Labor Camp,” RG 96, 
FSA, NARA. Also, see “Resettlement—Petition Protesting Establishment of McAllen Migratory Labor 
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community [were] not at all satisfied with the project, and that the inhabitants or tenants 

in the project [were] very objectionable.” This had led him to conclude that the project 

was, “not desirable for next-door neighbors.” Moreover, McNallie questioned the 

procedure and selection of camp personnel, asking if “the manager [would] be a 

communist or some other sort of radical?”216 

C.M. Evans, FSA Regional Director, and W.A. Canon, Acting FSA Regional 

Director, reassured the Dr. Alexander, who grew concerned over the opposition, that few 

of the protesters had any real grounds upon which to voice a grievance. According to 

Evans, “a check of the names on the petition reveal[ed] that no more than 10 or 12 of 

them [could] be in any way concerned with the location of the camp at this point, other 

than the fact that they [were] opposed to the establishment of a migratory labor camp at 

all.” In an earlier letter to Alexander, Evans noted that, in fact, there were “approximately 

10 adjoining property owners, and the homes of only some 3 or 4 were close enough to 

[the] project to be affected by it.” He also called attention to the fact that the land selected 

for the camp “[did] not lie within the City Limits of McAllen, and therefore the protesting 

taxpayers would not have their taxes increased when the project [was] constructed.” To 

further discredit the protesters’ argument, Canon raised questions about the validity of the 

                                                
Camp,” submitted to Dr. W.W. Alexander on February 15, 1940, McAllen Camp Files, folder “TX-37-160-
02,” RG96, FHA, Southwest Region, NARA, Fort Worth, Texas.  
216 Critiques regarding the political philosophy and liberal intentions of FSA employees were common by 
the early 1940s. Growers especially feared that government protection would serve to mobilize migrants 
and magnify the potential of labor unrest. At a time of increased concern over WWII, many also worried 
about the possibility of communist conspiracies advancing in the United States. C. McNallie to Migratory 
Labor Division, FSA, Dallas, Texas, May 16, 1941; C. McNallie to Hon. Milton West, House of 
Representatives, Washington, D.C., May 20, 1941; Tulane S. Smith, Acting Regional Director, to Mr. C.B. 
Baldwin, Administrator, FSA, June 18, 1941 in McAllen Camp Files, folder “TX-37-160-02,” RG 96, 
FHA, NARA, Southwest Region, Fort Worth, Texas. 
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estimates that they submitted on the value of their various properties. Apparently, Mr. 

E.A. Smith’s “high-class suburban district,” for example, was “rendered for tax purposes 

in the total amount of $1,140.00,” but was “composed of 11.2 acres carried in the name 

of his wife,” making it appear well overestimated in value. Similarly, J.W. Bowser’s 

“fine suburban home” was listed at $400.00, and his 10-acre block at $560.00, both 

evidently listed substantially above actual worth.217 

 The McAllen camp opponents were clearly concerned about their financial 

interests and suburban ideals that were threatened by the permanent location of 

undesirable migrants in whom they did not see civic virtue. Highlighting this point, Paul 

T. Vickers, Manager of the McAllen Chamber of Commerce, wrote to W.A. Canon, 

Regional FSA Director, that “None of these men [are] opposed to having the camp at 

McAllen…their opposition is based mainly on the fact that your men actually selected 

probably the choicest residential rural location around McAllen.”218 As an editorial in 

The Evening Valley Monitor further explained, “N. McColl Rd. is one of the more 

attractive suburban residential areas and hence is not a logical area in which to locate a 

camp whose residents will be in the extremely low wage group.”219  

                                                
217 W.A. Canon, Acting Regional Director, to Dr. W.W. Alexander, Administrator, FSA, May 7, 1940, box 
487, folder “RP-TX-37 000-900 McAllen Migratory Labor Camp,” RG 96, FSA, NARA. Canon also 
argued that local school districts would profit from the attendance of migrant children because they would 
get additional aid from the government for having large numbers of students registered during the time 
census counts were taken at schools, even though in most cases these children did not remain enrolled year-
round. Finally, he explained that the property for the camp had already been purchased before realizing that 
there were any real objections, and that it was the ideal location (mostly for infrastructural reasons, such as 
access to sewage lines, etc.), so little could be done at this point to make any changes. 
218 Vickers to Canon, Feb. 2, 1940, box 487, folder “RP-TX-37 000-900 McAllen Migratory Labor Camp,” 
RG 96, FSA, NARA.  
219 The Evening Valley Monitor, news clipping found in box 487, folder “RP-TX-37 000-900 McAllen 
Migratory Labor Camp,” RG 96, FSA, NARA. 
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Mindful of local grievances, federal officials built the camps in such a way as to 

guard—if not isolate—migrants from the surrounding community and social tensions.220 

That the camp program was seeking to isolate migrants from nearby tensions, however, 

reveals a central contradiction in the FSA’s policy of community formation. The agency 

sought to contain migrants within the camps while claiming to facilitate their broader 

incorporation into American society. In weighing the two seemingly inconsistent 

purposes, FSA officials generally favored the camps’ labor control function. 

Though federal officials often spoke of the social advantages offered to migrants 

within the camps, the FSA served local communities by containing the workers and their 

families inside of the camps. In this manner, migrants would not burden the larger 

community by, for example, camping out in ditch-banks along the roads, contaminating 

surroundings with their unsanitary practices, and absorbing public resources.221 Unlike 

the FSA’s idyllic suburban settlements and greenbelt towns, the labor camps were not 

meant to provide its residents with a sense of reprieve and detachment from the city. 

They kept the migrants away from local communities.222  

                                                
220 Treib and Imbert, Major Landscapes for Living, 133. Collaboration with local officials included 
working with the regional Chamber of Commerce and city planning committees in charge of surveying 
potential sites and giving their recommendations. “Progress of Labor Camp Program in Region VIII” 
submitted by C.M. Evans, Regional Director to W.W. Alexander, Feb. 14, 1939, box 484, folder “000-900 
General AD-TX 32, Texas Migratory Labor Camp,” RG 96, FSA, NARA. 
221 Several reports indicate the extent to which the local community representatives refused to provide 
standard public services to camp inhabitants. In Crystal City, Texas, for example “the [camp] management 
[was] advised that the county [would] not bury [the camps’] dead.” Administrators also complained that, 
“no public [school] bus [would] serve this camp,” making it especially difficult for children to attend 
school. Paul H. Freier, Acting Camp Manager, Crystal City, MNR, May 9, 1941, box 487, folder “RP-TX-
38-183 Reports,” RG 96, FSA, NARA.  
222 From the program’s inception, the question of the camps’ proximity to the local community was a 
matter of concern. Responding to the question of whether or not it would have been possible to put the 
camps right along the edge of town so as to serve as an extension of the town, FSA architect Vernon 
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Reading the Built Environment of the Federal Camps  

A reading of the camp space reflects the social tensions that existed in 

surrounding communities and suggests how federal officials attempted to mediate those 

relations through a careful choreography of migrants’ daily lives. FSA officials aimed to 

manage migrants’ movement and social interactions within the camps by positioning 

them in different locations depending on their class, gender, and race. This process of 

social spatialization facilitated the FSA’s efforts to promote migrants’ cultural 

accommodation and adaptation to U.S. normative middle-class expectations and 

standards for domesticity and citizenship. 

To understand the various functions and implications of the camps’ design, it is 

important to clarify that by the late 1930s the FSA used what it referred to as a “plan 

pool,” allowing architects and engineers to apply a highly standardized approach to camp 

construction.223 Although local resources and natural factors were taken into account in 

the use of building materials and approaches (for example, the application of adobe to the 

                                                
DeMars explained: “Probably the town wouldn’t have allowed it in the first place.” When further 
questioned: “Were these pariahs, all these people who were coming in [the migrants]? DeMars replied: 
“Yes, that’s partly it.” Vernon A. DeMars, “A Life in Architecture,” 87-88.  
223 As federal administrators explained, the “plan pool” was “an interesting device…whereby all [FSA] 
architects in the field can study the solutions arrived at in other parts of the country…” FSA, Architectural 
Forum, January 1941, as cited in Craig, The Federal Presence, p. 386. Commenting on how standard plans 
were eventually adopted for camp construction, DeMars noted: “When we got through, after about five 
years, I think we’d done about forty of these projects throughout the West. Some of them, they just stuck to 
the plans and made some adjustments. For instance, we did several in Texas. And Garett [Eckbo] had done 
the site plans. I don’t think he ever went down there. It was a piece of flat land. So he could do it like a 
billiard table, you know. And then they built them. We didn’t inspect those. I have no idea what they look 
like.” Surprised by the simplicity in this process, the interviewer in conversation with DeMars stated, “it 
sounds like they could write to you, as one would write to Sears’, and order a plan for a community.” 
DeMars responded: “This was almost it. I think in the front office this was happening. ‘We want to do a 
camp like so-and-so, send us the plans.’ So it was kind of assembled and sent down to them.” See DeMars, 
“A Life in Architecture, 106.  
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camp buildings in Arizona and the elevation of buildings above ground in Texas and 

Florida to avoid flooding), as the program expanded nationally, the FSA’s approach to 

camp construction became notably uniform. This method resulted in a “camp model” that 

could be easily replicated anywhere in a rapid and efficient manner, often even without 

the inspection or supervision of federal architects, planners, and engineers.224 For this 

reason, the camp program was as much a national development as it was a local project. 

Even as federal officials understood that local politics, race-relations, and economic 

conditions affected the camps’ success in a particular geographical area, a codified 

planning approach was evident by the early 1940s.225  

The camps involved a distinctly hierarchical plan with little informality in the 

arrangement of buildings, plantings, and roads.226 FSA architects repeatedly 

acknowledged that the location of buildings was extremely important and that there were 

                                                
224 FSA officials spoke often about the importance of the camp as a “model” that might encourage growers 
and city officials to build their own camps with similar functions and services in mind. As Laurence I. 
Hewes, FSA Regional Director, explained, “Sometimes there has been a misconception as to the 
Government’s policy in regard to these camps. A large portion of the thinking that went into them was with 
the idea of acting as a demonstration as to what could be done by growers by themselves in providing 
minimum adequate housing for their own workers.” FSA Hearings, House of Representatives Seventy-
Eighth Congress, First Session, Pursuant to H. Res. 119, “A Resolution Creating a Select Committee to 
Investigate the Activities of the Farm Security Administration,” Adopted by the House March 18, 1943, 
Part 2, June 7 to July 2, 1943, U.S. Government Printing, 1943, 624. 
225 Various reports indicate that the camps developed in Arizona, Washington, Idaho, Oregon, Texas, and 
Florida were closely patterned after the initial California models. For example, the Woodville, California, 
camp and the Harlingen, Texas, camp were based on identical construction plans. So were the Agua Fria, 
Arizona, camp and the Raymondville, Texas, camp. “Recommendations of Migratory Labor Personnel 
Representing Regions V, VIII, IX, XI,” box 8, RG 96, FHA, NARA. 
226 According to Dorothée Imbert, it was the “rugged individualism” of the migrant inhabitants “that 
appears to have warranted the strict arrangement, the supervising administration, and the constitution of 
FSA settlements.” She argues, “Instead of a layout of cabins, dining lodges, craft shops, and wash houses 
scattered amidst groves of trees by the Civilian Conservation Corps, the architecture and landscape team of 
the San Francisco FSA office favored a highly hierarchical plan more akin to the Renaissance new town 
than to any ‘delightful informality’ so scorned by [Garett] Eckbo.” Treib and Imbert, Major Landscapes for 
Living, 126. 
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consequences to the particular form or shape the camps would take. For this reason, a 

strict spatial order needed to be maintained.227 A typical element of the camps’ design 

involved shelters for temporary workers within a hexagonal or circular geometric 

arrangement. In the few cases in which this design was not adopted, the FSA planners 

used a simplified linear block pattern, such as row housing, within a similarly rigid 

orthogonal formation. The federal architects claimed this pattern encouraged migrants’ 

social interaction and contributed to the process of community formation. It was effective 

because it placed temporary migrants’ shelters close to each other and gave “visual 

prominence” to a central space where they would come together to share public facilities 

including toilets and showers, the laundry area, the community center, the playground, 

and cooperative gardens (see fig. 8-10).228 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 Figure 8: FSA Migratory Labor Camp, Yuba City, California (1942) (Courtesy of 
The Library of Congress, FSA-OWI Photographic Collection photo no. LC-US262-112988) 

                                                
227 H.P. Hallsteen, FSA District Engineer, to John F. Donovan, Acting FSA Chief Engineer, Jan. 12, 1940, 
box 8, folder “AD-124 All Regs. Migratory Labor General 1940,” RG 96, FHA, NARA. 
228 According to Hise, “visual prominence and the authority centrality secured were precisely what camp 
managers desired.” Though Hise does not discuss the matter closely, he suggests the significance of the 
camps’ material arrangement to social control. Hise, Magnetic Los Angeles, 106.  
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 Figure 9: FSA Migratory Labor Camp, Dayton, Oregon (1939) (Courtesy of The 
Library of Congress, FSA-OWI Photographic Collection photo no. LC-USF344-7471-ZB) 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 Figure 10: FSA Migratory Labor Camp, Lamesa, Texas (c.1941)              
(United States Department of the Interior, National Park Service, Texas State Historical 
Commission, Lamesa Farm Workers Community Historic District Files) 

 
Camp architects and designers also argued that the close integrated arrangement worked 

well because it “allowed for a continuity of circulation within controlled borders.”229 That 

                                                
229 Treib and Imbert, Modern Landscapes for Living, 123. On the circulatory nature of the camps’ design, 
see Hamlin, “Farm Security Administration,” 710. According to DeMars, the double-loaded hexagon was a 
compromise. FSA staff feared that a circular scheme, their preferred plan, would exacerbate problems with 
speeding automobiles. DeMars interview by Hise, Oct. 14, 1988, as quoted in Hise, Magnetic Los Angeles, 
235. 
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is to say, it served as a method for getting pedestrians and vehicles to move about the 

camp in a more orderly fashion.  

Though not a stated intention in the designers’ plans, regulation of migrants’ 

movement along a main road that circled the camp also allowed federal officials to pay 

closer attention to who entered or left the camp grounds.230 The “gate house” or “guard 

unit” was usually located at the entrance of the camp (see fig. 11). 

 

 Figure 11: FSA Migratory Labor Camp, Tulare, California (1942) (Courtesy of The 
Library of Congress, FSA-OWI Photographic Collection photo no. LC-US262-8954) 

 
                                                
230 Illustrating this point, Albert K. Short, the manager for the Raymondville camp, reported that his staff 
had established a “control chart of the [camp] area” which has made the process of “checking in 
comparatively easy.” Short was referring to the act of directing new residents to their facilities after they 
registered at the camp. Even so, he described a clearly mapped out arrangement of the camp structure and 
recommended that other managers implement similar tools to better facilitate their duties. Short to Mr. L.B. 
Arnold, Sinton, Texas, Camp Manager, May 23, 1940, RG 96, FSA, Southwest Region, NARA, Fort 
Worth, Texas. 
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The gate house accommodated all of the administrative functions of the camp and 

included the offices of the camp manager and other federal officials who might be 

present, such as agents from the U.S. Employment Service who made labor arrangements 

between local farmers and the migrants. This building also housed the mailroom, and, in 

some cases, the medical clinic.  

The location of the administrative building at the entrance of the camp made it 

difficult for an individual worker, let alone an entire migrant family, to exit or enter the 

federal camp without being noticed by camp officials. Several documents concerning the 

administration of the camps suggest federal officials believed it was important to 

supervise who entered and left the camp grounds. As one chief official explained, “while 

it is desired to have men live in the camps under as normal American conditions as 

possible, it [is] necessary to develop some arbitrary regulations for our protection with 

regard to such matters as unrestricted entrance.”231 To help facilitate this regulation, 

many of the camps had a watchman or guard that was instructed to patrol the camp and 

guard the entrance while registering each person in and out and admitting only those that 

were authorized.232 Such monitoring, facilitated by the camps’ spatial arrangement, 

discouraged free and undisturbed passage and served to immobilize migrant families 

residing in the camp. It also complicated an already tenuous relationship between migrant 

                                                
231 Letter to Jonathan Gast, FSA Regional Director, June 6, 1936, box 19, folder “G Labor Non-
Administrative & Non-Appointive AD-120,” RG 96, FSA General Correspondence, NARA.  
232 E.A. Newman, FSA Acting Chief Personnel Officer, to Walter Duffy, Regional Director, Regarding the 
FSA Employee Guide, Mar. 5, 1941, box 17, folder”RP-91-M-132 1942,” RG 96, FHA, NARA. 
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families and local citizens by creating an explicit buffer between camp residents and the 

surrounding community. Many of the camps had a gate, or some other defining marker 

such as an encircling greenbelt, that enclosed them.233 

A carefully planned landscape design softened the rigidity of the camps’ 

schematic layout, particularly its “hermetic and controlling order.”234 Plantings and 

walkways, for instance, gave the camp a seemingly fluid spatial arrangement. Even so, 

FSA architects like Garrett Eckbo viewed plants and trees as “space-organizing elements 

rather than as decoration” and as important “conductors for social patterns.”235 Just like 

the camp buildings, the landscape design was intended to reinforce a movement pattern 

about the camp and identify a designated space for social interaction, recreation, 

gardening, and other social activities. Architects also made use of existing orchards and 

shrubbery for ecological and climatic effects. Commenting on this aspect, the architect 

Talbot Hamlin explained the camps’ landscape objective: 

The most careful use has been made of existing trees, and where definite groves 
or stands of timber exist on the property these areas have been chosen wherever 
possible for the community building, the schools, and the more permanent houses, 
so that the migrant driving in dusty after a day’s work in blazing shadeless fields 
or a long run over sunbeaten and windswept highways may find his relaxation in a 
place dappled with leaf shadows, embowered with trees and with the heartening 
feel of green and growing things around.236 

 

                                                
233 At Woodville, in Tulare, California, for example, the FSA designed a permanent greenbelt along the 
entire stretch that served as the main entry to the camp. According to federal officials, this was intended in 
part to “discourage the establishment of stores [and businesses] opposite the entry.” As cited in Hise, 
Magnetic Los Angeles, 109, 245-246. 
234 Treib and Imbert, Major Landscapes for Living, 140. 
235 Ibid., 106, 135. 
236 Hamlin, “Farm Security Administration,” 711. 
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As federal officials sought to “anchor migrants to the land” in an effort to stabilize the 

migrant situation, a tree came to represent more than just a source of relief; it also 

symbolized the migrants’ ability to take root in the camp space.237 For FSA architects, the 

planting of trees, hedges, flowers, and other forms of vegetation were meant to create a 

sense of home or belonging among migrants in the camp while at the same time serving 

to regulate socio-spatial relations within the camps’ built environment. Consequently, the 

camps’ landscape design must be understood as an essential component to the material 

reality of camp life and as an element that was constructed, like all else, in a manner that 

was functional and far from arbitrary. 

 The community or central building located in the inner circle of the camps’ 

structure generally served a number of recreational, educational, and sometimes even 

religious purposes. It included the nursery school and elementary school for the camp 

children; the library; the auditorium for dances, performances, and movies; the kitchen 

and craft rooms where home demonstration workshops were held by federal officials or 

outside agencies; and meeting spaces for the Camp Council and other camp-based 

organizations and committees. Serving a number of diverse functions, the community 

center building was to be the central space where migrant residents gathered to build 

community through cohabitation and cooperation. The activities conducted in the 

community building resonate with New Deal efforts to combat migrants’ feeling of 

                                                
237 As Imbert suggests, “everyone everywhere needed a tree, especially when ‘everywhere’ was not home. 
Thus vegetation acted as an anchor to the land. It was both universal and traditional.” Treib and Imbert, 
Major Landscapes for Living, 121.  
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isolation and their individualistic attitudes by creating a new socio-cultural context from 

which they could alter their behavior (see fig. 12-13). 

 

     

 Figures 12 & 13: “Community Building,” Sinton, Texas, FSA Camp (1940). 
(Photographs by: Russell Lee. Courtesy of The Library of Congress, Prints & Photographs Division, 
FSA/OWI Collection, photo no. LC-USF34-35764-D and LC-USF34-35756-D) 

 
Though the community center building was first constructed near the home and 

apartment structures for long-term residents, FSA architects later built these living 

quarters away from the center of the camp, leaving the community center building 

surrounded by the housing and facilities for temporary migrants.238 While camp planners 

intended for the community building to be accessible to both permanent and temporary 

                                                
238 The first government camps developed in California in 1935—such as, those which existed in Arvin 
and Marysville—consisted of a “permanent, centralized, institutional core surrounded by impermanent 
dwellings,” namely tent platforms. According to Hise, “in this plan longer-term residents, who occupied a 
location closer to the community center, would maintain a stable core as the camp population fluctuated 
according to agricultural cycles.” Hise, Magnetic Los Angeles, 107. As the FSA began constructing camps 
with permanent structures, they inverted this spatial arrangement by building labor homes and apartments 
for year-round migrants away from the center of camp activity. Officials believed the autonomy of labor 
homes would encourage some degree of self-sufficiency—for example, by allowing for individual garden 
plots—while at the same time maintaining a commitment to community formation within the overall camp 
environment.  
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migrants, transient workers and their families were placed in closest proximity to it 

because, as Hamlin noted, “it was they who [were] the greatest in number and [had] the 

greatest need for intensive community facilities.”239 In this sense, the camps’ spatial 

arrangement clearly organized migrant residents within a hierarchical plan that positioned 

them at different distances from the center, depending on, for example, their perceived 

social and economic condition. The camps’ built environment, in other words, both 

represented and reinforced social class divisions among camp inhabitants. 

In a report on the Robstown, Texas, camp, Agnes Meyer of The Washington Post 

explained that the camp’s “labor homes,” located furthest from the center of camp, were 

for the more permanent families, “who have demonstrated superior ability in skills, 

working capacity, and social behavior.” The shelters, centrally situated, on the other 

hand, were “for the birds of passage,” who she later clarified were mostly, “Latin 

American fellow citizens.”240 According to W.A. Canon, FSA Regional Director (in his 

description of the type of housing offered in the Texas camps) those who resided in the 

“labor homes” were “families with good reputations for honesty, reliability and sobriety 

who have prospects of steady employment for one year or more in vicinity in agriculture 

or first processing industries.” On the other hand, the “shelter units” were “provided by 

the F.S.A. as a home, during seasonal employment in the locality, for agricultural 

workers and their families whose migratory existence isolates them from normal home 

                                                
239 Hamlin, “Farm Security Administration,” 711.  
240 Agnes Meyer, “Camps Aid to Valley Workers,” The Texas Spectator, May 5, 1946, 3.  
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and community life.”241 Despite camp officials’ objectives to provide all residents the 

same advantages of “normal home and community life,” their decision to position 

permanent families away from the administrative center of the camp suggested these 

families had earned the right (both in economic and social terms) to live somewhat 

outside of the camps’ regulatory structure. 

Other material elements made a clear distinction in the social status of migrants 

who resided in the more permanent labor homes and apartments, versus those who made 

use of the temporary shelters and facilities during the harvesting season. Although 

initially conceived as “minimal houses” for agricultural workers employed in year-round 

occupations that included, work in local processing and packing plants, mills, or 

canneries, most labor homes came equipped with a number of amenities characteristic of 

contemporary middle-class living (see fig. 14).242  

 

                                                
241 W. A. Cannon to Mr. Si Casady, Publisher, Valley Evening Monitor, McAllen Texas, October 30, 1941, 
RG 96 FSA, NARA, Southwest Region, Fort Worth, Texas. 
242 According to FSA architect Vernon DeMars, Tom Collins, manager of the Arvin, California, camp that 
Steinbeck used as a model for “Weedpatch,” suggested that the FSA should construct some little houses. 
Initially the FSA did not see the need for more permanent housing, nor did they believe it was their 
responsibility to construct them. According to DeMars, eventually “it seem[ed] so logical, you had sewage 
disposal facilities, you had electricity, you had a water system, all of these things right there in the camp, 
and they figured that you could just tap onto that, and build the most inexpensive little houses with a little 
piece of land to them. And that’s the way we started off on that, that minimum. We called it the “Minimal 
House.” DeMars, “A Life in Architecture,”133. Beginning in 1938, the FSA decided to retrofit the 
California projects with small, single-family cabins, or “garden homes.” It was not until 1940 that the first 
migrant camp, in Yuba City, California, was built with permanent housing from its inception. According to 
Hise, FSA officials believed that “the introduction of permanent housing signaled a revised objective.” 
Earlier the FSA had tried to provide relief to the largest number of migrants possible, “at this point the 
directorate began to focus its attention on transforming agricultural laborers and their families from a 
seasonal, migrant workforce to a fixed population that supplemented wage work in growers’ fields with 
domestic production, with a view towards self-sufficiency.” Hise, Magnetic Los Angeles, 107. By 1942 
there were approximately 1,960 homes, 80% of which were occupied. “FSA Migratory Camp Population 
Reports and Employment and Earnings of Families Living in FSA Camps, Weeks Ending July 18 and July 
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 Figure 14: “The farm security administration’s camp for migratory workers. 
House built for permanent agricultural workers,” (1940). (Photograph by: Russell 
Lee. Courtesy of The Library of Congress, Prints & Photographs Division, FSA/OWI Collection 
photo no. LC-USF34-35712-D) 

 
 
The labor homes at the McAllen, Texas, camp were typical of the housing types provided 

for permanent single-family residence. Eighty-five fully furnished labor home units 

rented for approximately $8.00 a month. Each unit consisted of two bedrooms, a bath 

with shower, a kitchen, a combination living and dining room, and an exterior with a 

covered porch and designated plot for individual subsistence gardening.243 FSA designers 

often incorporated elements such as a terrace, an attached car shelter, or a trellis by the 

                                                
25, 1942” box 19, folder “AD 124 All Regs. 183 Migratory Labor Social Security Tables on Interstate 
Migrants 1937,” RG 96, FHA, NARA. 
243 “Labor Camp Open to Agricultural Workers,” Valley Evening Monitor, McAllen Texas (date 
unknown), p. 12. As found in box 487, folder “RP-TX-37 000-900 McAllen Migratory Labor Camp,” RG 
96 FSA, NARA. Some of the labor homes at the McAllen camp were actually “duplex homes” that were 
composed of all of the same amenities as the single units, with the exception of an individual porch. These 
rented for $7.00 a month. The McAllen project, unlike any of the other Texas camps, was predominantly a 
labor home layout having 85 labor homes and only 48 temporary shelter units. This was atypical of the 
program that usually had between 25-50 labor homes, and an average of 200-400 shelter units.  
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front door as a means of constructing “something more than just the bare bones.”244 The 

two-story row houses or multi-family dwellings, sometimes referred to as apartments, 

provided similar conveniences to long-term residents. The prototype apartment was a 

two-bedroom or four-bedroom unit equipped with a kitchen and dining area, a living 

room, one bath and shower, and an outdoor laundry porch and children’s play porch (see 

fig. 7, Chapter 2).245  

The luxuries of indoor plumbing (with running hot and cold water) and electricity, 

along with the privileges of a private garden, play area, and individual rooms, afforded 

labor home and apartment residents a quality of life that was notably different from the 

temporary shelters. Recognizing the implications of this and other disparities, James T. 

Collins, Camp Manager for the camp in Yamhill, Oregon, reported that there was no need 

for a camp nurse to be stationed at Yamhill because “families in the labor homes are in 

comfortable quarters with inside flush toilets, shower baths, hot and cold water and are 

                                                
244 Demars,  “A Life in Architecture,” p. 143. Also, Hamlin, “Farm Security Administration,” 716. 
245 For Hamlin, the FSA’s creative and intelligent approach to architectural design was demonstrated 
especially well in the two-story row houses. As he explained: “the buildings are laid out in 16-foot units. 
The stair with a storage closet beneath it leads directly from the living-room. Back of the stair the kitchen 
equipment is grouped against the wall but separated from the living-dining space only by a thin screen at 
one end, so that the entire space of the first floor counts as one and the apartment seems much bigger than it 
is. The stair comes up to a little hall on the second floor just large enough for the doors into the bedrooms 
and the bath. Each bedroom has a closet, small but sufficient for the clothes such families as are likely to 
use the house will have. In each row the upper floor projects at the ends one whole unit beyond the lower 
floor, the projection being held up on the simplest of columns; the open space thus gained is used as a 
laundry porch at one end and a children’s play porch at the other, and the area above it forms a dormitory 
that can be divided by a curtain into two bedrooms; space is thus allowed for two unusually large families 
in each of the rows. The upper floor is also wider than the lower floor, and its projection forms a shelter 
over the kitchen door and the living-room windows adjacent. This, combined with screened walls running 
out toward the back yard, makes an additional, quite private, outdoor living space for each family.” Hamlin, 
“Farm Security Administration,” 718. For a discussion of how the two-story row houses were shaped by 
Vernon DeMars’ trip to Europe and his reading of Catherine Bauer’s Modern Housing (1934)—which 
called for the development of modern housing in the U.S. that was “motivated to try to improve and bring 
dignity to [peoples] lives”—see DeMars, “A Life in Architecture,” 117-121.  
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not subjected to health hazards, as are families living in the shelters” who, it was implied, 

had to make use of shared public facilities.246 The “House Committee on Agriculture 

Investigating the Activities of the Farm Security Administration” similarly reported in 

1944 that the “houses, shelters, or tents provided [for temporary migrants] are neither fit 

nor suitable for human habitation and constitute a menace to the health and social welfare 

of the families residing therein.” The report added that “entire families occupy one room, 

shelter, or tent which is used as a combination kitchen, dining room, and living quarters. 

The space provided does not permit desired privacy and must, of necessity, result in 

many embarrassing situations.”247 The camps’ multifamily dwellings, the Select 

Committee suggested, failed to meet the notion of stable working-class housing defined 

by a modern and private home inhabited by a nuclear family. Because temporary 

migrants’ domestic space lacked the amenities, privacy, and attributes considered ideal, 

families had little opportunity to meet dominant conceptions of respectable domesticity 

and personal behavior. 

While FSA officials celebrated the fact that the federal camps provided migrant 

housing improvements over what was typically available for seasonal workers and their 

                                                
246 James T. Collins to R.T. Magleby, FSA Assistant Regional Director, letter not dated, box 13, folder 
“AD-124 Reg. XI Migratory Labor General 1940,” RG 96 General Correspondence, NARA.  
247 Activities of the FSA, Report of Select Committee of the House Committee on Agriculture to 
Investigate the Activities of the Farm Security Administration, 78th Congress, 2nd Session, House Report 
No. 1430 (U.S. Government Printing Office: 1944), 16. It is important to note that by the mid-1940s 
considerable changes had occurred in the administration of the camp program that would have affected to 
what degree the FSA believed it needed to provide high quality housing for temporary migrants. For one, 
the FSA (as is evident from the purpose of this report) had come under increased scrutiny by outside 
agencies, growers, and politicians who viewed its objectives and purpose as outdated and dangerously 
influenced by socialist or communist intentions. The FSA had also become the central agency responsible 
for the importation on foreign-born agricultural workers, many of whom they sought to house in the labor 
camps. Agency officials assumed these workers required and merited minimum standards.  
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families—either through private or grower-sponsored means or through improvised 

shelters they constructed on their own—shelter units were rarely more than simple 

concrete bases with metal or wood structures (see fig. 15-18).  

 

 

 

Even in the rare case in which toilet facilities were provided in the housing units for 

short-term residents, they had to be shared among multiple families or other groups 

making use of the building. For example, in Lamesa, Texas, camp engineers constructed 

twenty-five Quadruplex Shelters to house temporary migrants during the cotton-

harvesting season. The design was intended to house four families, two on each side. In 
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the middle, so as to be easily accessible to both sides, the shelter included a separate toilet 

room for women and men and a designated laundry area.248 The standard metal and wood 

shelters—which were generally provisioned with two iron beds, two iron benches and a 

kerosene stove for approximately “a dime a day” or two hours of camp-related work per 

week—were perceived as a marked improvement over the platform-tent units erected in 

the early stages of the camp program.249  

Even so, itinerant families had to contend with many conditions in the metal units 

and row shelters that permanent migrants in the labor homes did not. In addition to more 

severe health risks (that included dealing with drastic temperatures resulting from poor 

insulation) and less privacy (resulting from cohabitation), temporary residents were also 

susceptible to a higher degree of supervision and control from camp administrators and 

fellow campers in close proximity. It was not uncommon for the Home Management 

Supervisor to pay residents a home visit “from time to time” to inspect, among other 

things, sanitary conditions, workers’ employment and/or grant status, and any other 

particular needs a family might have.250 While it may have been the case that permanent 

residents were also subjected to such forms of supervision, camp records indicate that this 

practice was much more common among short-term inhabitants. Officials claimed that 

                                                
248 “Report on Lamesa Farm Workers Community Historic District, 1991,” 13. Also, “Lamesa Farm 
Workers Community, Los Ybanez, Dawson County, Texas, U.S. Department of the Interior, National 
Register of Historic Places Continuation Sheet, Figure 54, Quadruplex Shelter—Floor Plan, Source FSA 
Plans, 1941.” Lamesa File, Texas Historical Commission (THC).  
249 “U.S. Sets Rent At a Dime a Day,” Philadelphia Inquirer, Feb. 1939. As found in, box 12, folder “AD-
124 California Migratory Labor General 1939,” RG 96 FHA General Correspondence, NARA. Also, Hise, 
Magnetic Los Angeles, 99.  
250 MNR, submitted June 3, 1941, Sinton Migratory Labor Camp, Sinton Files, RG 96, FSA, Southwest 
Region, NARA, Fort Worth, Texas.  
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they were less familiar with camp standards and expectations and thus required more 

careful attention.  

Temporary residents were also encouraged to keep an eye out for any violation of 

camp rules—particularly with regards to inappropriate conduct, such as rowdy behavior, 

drinking, or gambling—and report it immediately to the Camp Council or camp 

management.251 Such a process was facilitated by the fact that in most cases shelter units 

were placed within the camp structure so that they would face each other, typically along 

the main camp road. The impact such regulatory systems imposed on migrant families 

was significant because it invaded the migrants’ personal space and undermined family 

authority within the home. It also complicated the process of community-building by 

pitting migrant families against each other. For instance, in an effort to improve migrants’ 

domestic health practices, camp officials not only made “unexpected sanitation 

inspection[s]” to their homes, but also encouraged migrant families to compete against 

each other for the cleanest living environment, often awarding prizes (typically domestic 

                                                
251 By creating a system within the camp space where residents maintained discipline through a means of 
self-surveillance, the camp functioned as a kind of panopticon in which migrant labor was being disciplined 
and controlled by the state through its own subjugation. The camp structure was one aspect of this system 
of surveillance, but other programming elements also contributed to it, such as the role of the Camp 
Council and its judicial court (both of which were made up of camp residents) and the gossip sections in the 
migrants’ camp newspapers (such as, “the snooper”) that likewise encouraged “self-regulation.” Michel 
Foucault, Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the Prison (New York: Vintage, 1979).  Camp rules and 
regulations were outlined in an “occupancy agreement” which migrant residents were asked to sign upon 
entrance to the FSA camp. Such occupational agreements outlined the responsibility of residents in the 
“normal labor of policing and maintaining [camp] premises…as a condition of occupation.” The guard or 
“watchman” on site supervised this work. See “Farm Family Labor Camps,” box 16, folder “RP-M-150-01 
1941 Procedure,” RG 96, FHA, NARA. Also, “United States Department of Agriculture, Farm Security 
Administration, Proposed Migratory Labor Camps, Region XI, Washington, Oregon, Idaho,” particularly 
the section entitled “Discussion of Management for Camps,” July 29, 1938,” box 14, no folder, RG 96, 
FHA, NARA. 
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goods) in the process.252 Federal regulation of social practices among temporary migrants 

was also significant in that it potentially compromised their economic condition by 

linking migrants’ status as “good citizens” within the camp environment to their potential 

to be “good workers” in the fields or canneries. With the existence of a United States 

Employment Service official in every federal camp, so as to facilitate labor arrangements 

between employers and agricultural workers, this was a very real concern. 

The placement of housing for permanent families outside of the camps’ inner 

structure served to distinguish the social and class status of those migrant families who 

could afford to occupy the camps’ year-round dwellings. It also guaranteed them more 

autonomy (if they desired) from day-to-day camp activities. For instance, the permanent 

dwellings were typically constructed within cul-de-sac arrangements in separate 

neighborhoods, often with their own entrance and exit to the camp, and with some kind 

of landscape feature dividing them from the main camp area. In the consideration of 

design elements, administrators worried about the material aspects of the camp that might 

discourage permanent migrants from developing a cooperative attitude with short-term 

families. For example, while long-term residents had individual garden plots next to their 

homes, temporary migrants had little choice but to participate in the camps’ collective 

gardening efforts if they sought to supplement their diets. 

At least two FSA camps, located in Shafter and Coachella, California, contained 

separate community center buildings for labor home residents. The segregation between 

                                                
252 Paul Freier, Acting Camp Manager, to W.A. Cannon, Assistant Regional Director, Feb. 25, 1942, box 
488, folder “TX-39-126-01 Project Inspection Report,” RG 96, FSA, NARA. 
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permanent and temporary migrants was further institutionalized through the camps’ 

various social programming efforts. For example, monthly narrative reports from 

different camps indicate that it was not uncommon for camp meetings and social 

functions to be divided between labor home inhabitants and temporary camp residents. In 

the Texas camps, this was sometimes the result of a difference in language preference, 

with labor home residents more likely to participate in the English workshops and 

temporary migrants preferring the Spanish demonstrations. Even so, a clear social 

distinction appears in much of the rhetoric describing camp activities. For example, camp 

managers frequently spoke of labor home residents doing things for migrant families, 

suggesting that there was some degree of paternalism characterizing their relationship.  

While camp officials encouraged permanent residents to cooperate “with the folks in the 

shelters” and promote the spirit of “the kind of community [the FSA was] trying to 

build,” the camps’ site-plan reinforced socio-economic differences, oftentimes making it 

difficult for such interactions between migrants to occur.253 

 The labor camps along the Southern Atlantic Coast were the only locations where 

the FSA officially segregated migrants on the basis of race, but other factors contributed 

to promoting racial and class divisions in camps across the country.254 In Texas, for 

                                                
253 MNR, Weslaco, Texas, submitted on November 9, 1940, Weslaco Files, RG 96, FSA, Southwest 
Region, NARA, Fort Worth, Texas.  
254 Florida and Missouri contained the only officially segregated permanent federal labor camps. In 
Florida, these were located in and around Belle Glade and Pompano. At Belle Glade: Camp Osceola 
consisted of 150 metal and concrete shelters and 20 labor homes for white families. Camp Okeechobee 
contained 304 metal and concrete shelters and additional duplex labor homes for 42 Negro families. Camp 
Pahokee consisted of 30 labor homes and additional wooden duplex houses for 150 white families. Camp 
Everglades contained 13 labor homes and additional duplex wooden shelters for 300 Negro families. 
Finally, at Pompano: Camp Pompano contained duplex shelters for 300 Negro families (no labor homes). 
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instance, the racial divide existing in the agricultural industry during the late 1930s and 

early 1940s resulted in the fact that those who occupied the more permanent homes 

where usually Anglo, because they held more stable and better-paying jobs, and those in 

the temporary shelters were typically ethnic Mexican migrants. In several of the monthly 

narrative reports submitted by Texas camp managers, officials referred to the temporary 

section of the camps as “the Mexican quarters.” While there was no official policy 

indicating that ethnic Mexican migrants were not allowed to reside in the more 

permanent labor homes, few actually did.255 Camp administrators stated that this was 

primarily because ethnic Mexicans were unable to find stable employment that allowed 

them to stay in the region year-round, and that even when they could, few were able to 

afford the rent for these homes.256 Instead of making the labor homes more accessible to 

these families, FSA officials took it for granted that these conditions were fixed. In fact, it 

                                                
“United States Department of Agriculture, Farm Security Administration Region V, Florida Migratory 
Labor Camp Program, 3-7-41,” box 9, folder “AD 124 Reg. V Migratory Labor General, 1941,” RG 96, 
FHA, NARA. Missouri’s “Delmo Labor Homes” Project—which some documents classified as migrant 
camps—also segregated facilities by race. The projects at Grayridge, North Lilbourne, Wardell, and Wyatt 
were considered “colored units.” See Memorandum to Mr. C.B. Baldwin, FSA Administrator, from 
Constance E.H. Daniel, Senior Administrative Assistant, Mar. 26, 1942, box 16, folder “RP-M-132 Appts. 
& Actions,” RG 96, FHA, NARA. It should be noted, however, that other FSA camps were also distinctly 
racialized. For example, the federal labor camps in Rupert, Idaho, and Nyssa, Oregon, contained solely 
Japanese American farm workers and their families. Similarly, the FSA camp at Del Rio in Oxnard, 
California, was designated for “Mexican fruit pickers.”  
255 By the late 1940s, and increasingly during the 1950s and 1960s, after the FSA had relinquished 
management over the camps, it was more common to find ethnic Mexican families residing in the labor 
homes. In places like South Texas this was mainly due to a change in the socio-economic position of 
Mexican Americans after World War II. 
256 As FSA Social Analyst, Edward J. Rowell, noted of the Princeton, Texas, Camp, “it is not believed 
advisable to build any of the so-called labor homes since very few Mexicans stay in the district through the 
year.” Edward J. Rowell, Social Science Analyst, to Dr. Earl R. Beckner, Acting Chief Labor Relation 
Section FSA, Nov. 16, 1939, box 10, folder “AD-124 Reg. 8 Migrant Camps, 1939,” RG 96, FHA, NARA.  
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was for these reasons that the Princeton, Harlingen, and McAllen camps were initially 

designed to include only temporary shelters and no permanent housing.257 

In the case of the Princeton facility—where camp population counts indicate that 

a more racially mixed group of temporary migrants resided—recommendations for the 

construction of the camp eventually included separate specifications for housing 

“American” versus “Mexican” migrants.258 Suggesting that it might offer a solution to 

“the problem of the two racial groups” in Princeton, Edward J. Rowell, FSA Social 

Science Analyst, recommended that the FSA should revert back to the multiple-unit 

model originally used in the California camps so that separate temporary facilities 

(including bath units) could be provided for “native whites” and for “Mexicans.”259 

Similarly noting what was “possibly an unconscious segregation of races” existing in the 

Texas labor camps, F.V. Meriwether, Senior Medical Officer for the FSA, reported in 

                                                
257 “Migratory Farm Workers Camps” report by the FSA, box 8, folder “AD-124 Migratory Labor All 
Regions Eastern Seaboard Report,” RG 96, FHA, NARA. Arguments as to the reason why labor homes 
were not necessary in facilities where Mexican origin migrants predominated included statements that, 
“everyone knows they do not usually rent places to live.” See “Proposal For Construction of Migratory 
Farm Workers Camp at Lamesa Texas,” Feb. 25, 1941, box 489, folder “AD-TX-41-432 Budgets,” RG 96, 
FSA, NARA. Also, “Report of a Committee Study Made Recently of Migratory Labor Camp Conditions 
Around Phoenix, Arizona,” box 484, folder “RP-TX-32 (000-900) Raymondville Migratory Labor Camp,” 
RG 96, FSA, NARA. 
258 As C.B. Baldwin, Assistant Administrator FSA, stated to C.M. Evans, Regional Director FSA, in 
reference to the Princeton, Texas, camp: “It is our understanding that a standard migratory labor camp will 
be built on this land with 80 wood platforms and 42 shelters for Americans; and 60 wood platforms and 36 
wood shelters for Mexicans.” Baldwin to Evans, April 19, 1940, box 488, folder “AD-TD 39 432 Princeton 
Migratory Camp,” RG 96, FSA, NARA. 
259 With regards to Rowell’s statement of “racial trouble” between ethnic Mexican and Anglo migrants, it 
is likely he was referring to a “near riot” that occurred in 1934 when Princeton onion growers decided to 
replace Anglo farm workers with ethnic Mexican labor at cheaper wages. Trouble escalated when Anglo 
workers returned to the onion fields to “run [the ethnic Mexican workers] out of the country.” The local 
sheriff intervened and, upon clarifying that the Anglo workers wanted these jobs, “told the Latins to move 
on.” According to at least one account, since this incident “there hasn’t been a Latin American or Negro 
that has ‘let the sun set on ‘em in Princeton.’” MNR, Princeton Camp, June 6, 1942, box 488, folder “RP-
TX-38-183-01,” RG96, FSA, NARA. 
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1940 that “in the [Raymondville, Robstown, and Sinton] camps the population is 

dominantly Mexican, while at Weslaco, although the agricultural workers are about 90 

percent Mexicans, the population in the camp is 95 percent white.”260 Thus, while FSA 

officials may not have officially acknowledged the segregationist practices that existed in 

many of the labor camps outside of Florida, they nonetheless sanctioned them through the 

establishment of separate facilities and spaces for workers and their families depending 

on race, social status, and, in some cases, national origin.261 

 FSA officials also expressed different views regarding the economic and social 

project among men and women (or boys and girls) in the camps.  For instance, most of 

the camps included a separate workshop facility where boys would get lessons on 

woodwork, machinery, and other male crafts, while migrant men worked on 

improvements for their cars, homes, or the camp in general. Images documented by FSA 

photographers similarly indicate how camp spaces were gendered. For example, Arthur 

Rothstein’s pictures, entitled “Community Laundry on Saturday Afternoon,” illustrate 

how the outdoor laundry area provided for temporary migrants at the Robstown camp 

functioned as a distinctly female space (see fig. 19).  

 
 

 

                                                
260 F.V. Meriwether, Senior Medical Officer, FSA to Dr. R.C. Williams, Chief Medical Officer, FSA Nov. 
4, 1940, box 10, folder “AD 124 R-8 Migratory Camps Medical Care,” RG 96, FHA, NARA. 
261 During the 1940s Anglo/Mexican segregation was not legally authorized in the same way as between 
Anglos and African Americans. In other words, while racial segregation was commonly practiced against 
ethnic Mexicans in Texas, with regard to schooling and access to public facilities, it was not systematized 
by state or federal policy.  
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 Figure 19: “Community Laundry. FSA camp, Robstown, Texas” (1942).  
(Photograph by: Arthur Rothstein. Courtesy of The Library of Congress, Prints & Photographs 
Division, FSA/OWI Collection photo no. LC-USF34-024805-C) 

 

 
The construction of gender-defined spaces within the labor camps encouraged a specific 

socialization of migrant men and women based on normative conceptions of domesticity. 

In light of the labor camp’s function as both domestic and labor space, such distinctions 

were conflicting. The division between public and private was less defined in the camps, 

and male and female roles as “workers” in the home, in the fields, and for the camp, more 

fluid than traditional gender notions allowed. 

 In 1942, the FSA’s role in the “Emergency Farm Labor Supply Program” 

contributed to a change in the camps material reality in gendered and familial terms. As 

the central agency responsible for the recruitment, transportation, and housing of foreign-

born contract workers, the FSA focused increased attention to their role as “labor 

supplier.” The transfer of the camp program to the War Food Administration (WFA) in 
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1943 further demonstrated the nature of this shift. At this point, all camps were officially 

renamed “farm labor supply centers” from their previous designation as “farm workers’ 

communities.”262 This policy realignment had strong implications for the built 

environment of the federal camps where such workers would be housed. Since Texas did 

not participate in the labor importation program until 1947, after the camp program had 

officially ended, it is the only region in which these transformations would not have 

applied. 

 In most camp facilities, the FSA had to accommodate the large numbers of 

imported workers who were predominantly male and traveling without family. As a 

result, many of the camps increased the number of barrack-like shelters to house as many 

single workers as physically possible. Outside of Texas, the FSA also did away with 

many of the social provisions originally implemented to meet the needs of migrant 

families that included women and children. By the late 1940s, few camps had a nursery 

school or home demonstration workshops and camp committees sponsoring recreational 

activities. In these cases, the FSA abandoned any intention towards fostering “community 

building” that had been based on the foundation of nuclear families, meaning the 

participation of all family members in the camp. Male imported workers were defined 

strictly as laborers and not as members of communities and families.263 Community 

                                                
262 Hahamovitch, The Fruits of Their Labor, 173-174. 
263 C.B. Baldwin to Mr. W.A. Jump, Director of Finance, Mar. 11, 1943, box 844, folder “Farm Security 3-
2 Migratory Labor Camps,” RG 16, Office of the Secretary of Agriculture (OSA), NARA. Hearings Before 
the Select Committee to Investigate the Activities of the FSA, House of Representatives, 78th Congress, 1st 
Session, Pursuant to H. Res. 119, Part II, June 7-July 2, 1943 (see June 10, 1943), U.S. Government 
Printing. For more on the subject of Braceros’ family lives, see Ana E. Rosas, “Flexible Families: Bracero 
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facilities and social services—including classes in English, American History, and 

agriculture—were provided to a select few in the early stages of the transportation 

program. However, by the time most imported workers arrived to make use of such 

services, they found the buildings that housed them boarded up.264 

 
Conclusion 

The racialized, class-oriented, and gendered dynamics of the camps’ topography 

extended far beyond the location of particular buildings. Nevertheless, a reading of the 

camps’ built environment allows us to analyze its instrumental role in promoting the 

FSA’s aims with regards to the economic, social, and cultural reform of migrant labor. 

The physical regulation and social control of migrant bodies within the built environment 

of the federal camps served a broader objective that, while coated in the rhetoric of New 

Deal progressivism, implicitly sought to limit migrants’ potential threat. For example, as 

several chapters in this dissertation reveal, migrants represented a menace to employers 

as labor activists fighting for improved housing conditions, to local communities as 

carriers of contagions, and to the nation as “Others” refusing to assimilate to American 

conventions of appropriate behavior and practice. Even as the programs’ development 

was often contested, the camps addressed many of society’s anxieties about migrants. 

                                                
Families’ Lives Across Cultures, Communities, and Countries, 1942-1964” (PhD diss., University of 
Southern California, 2006).  
264 Laurence I. Hewes, FSA California Regional Director in charge of the Mexican Labor Transportation 
Program, outlined some of the educational and recreational services being offered to newly arrived 
Mexican workers by the FSA and local community organizations. He noted that in addition to sponsoring 
“fiestas,” the camps housed classes in English, American History, and Agriculture sponsored by the Office 
of Education and the “Smith Hughes Program.” Hewes to Howard Norton of the Baltimore Sun, Dec. 4, 
1942, box 7, folder “Migratory-120-A Thru G-“ RG 96, FHA, NARA.  
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The contradictions behind the camps’ community building objectives appear more 

evident as we consider the way federal officials attempted to regulate migrants’ social 

relations both within and outside the camps.  
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Chapter 4 

Mapping the Migrant Community:                                                                      
Migrants’ Community Formation Within and Beyond                                                  

the Federal Camps 

 

Con un mapa, más o menos me acuerdo donde estaba todo.265 
 

Evaristo González, Jr. 
Harlingen, Texas, Camp Resident  

 

Introduction 

One of the most telling depictions of the impact the federal camp program had in 

migrants’ lives appears in the “mental maps” they drew in order to explain camp 

relations. These maps (both material and conceptual) take the observer through a visual 

reading of the physical and social space that existed within and beyond the migrant labor 

camps.266 By juxtaposing a map of the Harlingen, Texas, camp drawn by Evaristo 

González, Jr.—who resided there in the mid-1940s—with a map drawn by Mildred 

Bennett—who worked at the Harlingen camp during the same time as a staff-member of 

the nursery school—we see a notable distinction in the spatial memories individuals 

                                                
265 “With a map, I more or less remember where everything was.” Evaristo González, Jr., interview by 
author, Edinburg, Texas, July 19, 2008.  
266 Geographers created the term “mental map” in the early 1970s as a means of introducing “differential 
perception” into their spatial analysis. Influenced by theories on “cognitive mapping,” originated by 
psychologists, geographers defined mental maps as, “a model of the environment which is built up over 
time in the individual’s brain,” as well as “images that speak to the points of contact between people and 
their environment.” Elspeth Graham, “What is a Mental Map?” Area 8, no. 4 (1976): 259-262. Social and 
cultural studies scholars have since built upon such theories in an attempt to interrogate the varied meaning 
people assign to the spaces they inhabit and share. I have been especially influenced by Elsa Barkley-
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maintain concerning camp life and their use of the camp space (see map 3-4 and 

appendix, table 2. Note: the two maps are inverted so that in Mr. González’s map the 

entrance is located at the bottom, whereas in Mrs. Bennett’s map, the entrance is located 

on the top). 

 

 
 

 Map 3: Harlingen, Texas, Migrant Labor Camp (circa mid-1940s).       
As drawn by Mr. Evaristo González, Jr. 

 

                                                
Brown and Gregg D. Kimball’s article, entitled “Mapping the Terrain of Black Richmond,” Journal of 
Urban History 21, no. 3 (March 1995): 296-346.  
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 Map 4: Harlingen, Texas, Migrant Labor Camp (circa mid-1940s).             
As drawn by Mrs. Mildred Bennett. 

 
 
 

Both Mr. González and Mrs. Bennett prepared their map, on separate occasions, 

in an effort to aid our conversations regarding their experiences as part of the labor camp 

program.267 During the interviews that I conducted with each of them, they referred 

regularly to the map they had created so as to frame my understanding of the narrative 

they were describing. In both cases, our conversation began with the individual walking 

                                                
267 It is important to emphasize that several individuals I interviewed as part of my oral history research, 
prepared some sort of visual map, chart, and/or list to aid in our conversation. It was the frequency of this 
occurrence, in fact, that encouraged me to consider the significance of migrants’ mental maps in relation 
the larger narrative concerning the camps’ space. 
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me through the map and describing what one would encounter traversing the built 

environment of the Harlingen camp. While pointing to his map, for instance, Mr. 

González explained: 

Bueno mira, comenzando de aquí pa’ca esta Harlingen [Road], y Rangerville 
Road pa’ca, para este lado de acá. Esta es la entrada, el main entrance para 
todos. Aquí estaba la office, aquí estaba el workshop, aquí estaba el salón con 
varias puertas, y aquí estaba la cafetería—porque habia una cafetería aquí [en el 
salón]. Aquí, lo que no me acuerdo, bueno sí me acuerdo, entrabas por aquí y 
aquí era donde inyectaban a uno, donde vacunaban y todo eso, aquí en esta parte 
de aquí. So todo esto por acá eran puras casitas. Aquí era un street gordita—aquí 
vivió mi hermano, y unas primas y una tía que tengo, nosotros vivimos aquí 
también. Y aquí estaban unos baños para esta área de aquí—no showers, los 
showers estaban mas pa’ca. Luego,  seguías mas pa’delante para la otra calle, y 
acá atrás teníamos el baseball field, aquí. Allí es donde me la pasaba yo casi la 
mayoría del tiempo.268 

 

Although Mr. González was only a young boy when he lived at the Harlingen 

camp, his memory was vivid. He acted assured when he recounted the various material 

aspects of the labor camp—for instance, he repeatedly noted the location of certain 

features, families, and activities with the word “here.” This suggests that migrants who 

occupied the camps maintained a strong conceptual reality of the physical space in which 

                                                
268 “Okay look, starting from here to there, it’s Harlingen [Road]—and Rangerville Road over here in this 
direction over here. This is the entrance, the main entrance for everyone. Here was the office, here was the 
workshop, here was the [community] hall with various doors, and here was the cafeteria—because there 
was a cafeteria here [in the hall]. Here, what I don’t remember, well I do remember, you’d enter through 
here and this was where they gave people shots, where they vaccinated and all of that, here in this part right 
here. So everything over here, were just small houses. Here there was a wide street—this is where my 
brother lived, and some cousins and one of my aunts, we lived here as well. And here there were some 
toilets for this area right here—no showers, the showers were more over here. Then, you continued further 
ahead toward the other street, and back here is where we had the baseball field, here. This is where I spent 
most of my time.” González, interview by author, Edinburg, Texas, July 19, 2008.  
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they lived.269 In other words, Mr. González was not simply recalling the past in temporal 

terms; his memories of social relations within the camp were notably shaped by the space 

itself upon (and through) which these relations occurred. Most striking in his 

representation, for instance, is the area where migrant’s “casitas” (homes) were 

located.270 It is evident that Mr. González’s memory was influenced by the fact that, 

unlike Mrs. Bennett, he lived at the Harlingen Camp. In other words, the migrant homes 

represented more than just buildings to him. They were, as he recalled, where many of his 

family members resided. In this sense, the labor camp, as Mr. González described it, was 

imbued with socio-cultural meaning that acknowledged relations within the camp’s built 

environment in domestic and communal terms.  

Mrs. Bennett’s map, on the other hand, ends where Mr. González’s begins. Most 

evident in her map are the camp’s administrative functions, including its buildings and 

the social landscape surrounding the entrance of the camp. As a federal employee for the 

camp’s nursery school, she recalled little about the migrants’ housing. Although Mrs. 

Bennett remembered visiting migrants’ homes on occasion—mainly with the camp nurse 

in order to inquire about a migrant child—she had little sense of the social structure and 

setting in this part of the camp.  

Viewed comparatively, Mr. González and Mrs. Bennett’s maps provide 

significant insight into how camp occupants understood the terrain in which they lived 

                                                
269 Despite the fact that many of the persons I interviewed for this project were young children at the time 
they occupied one of the federal camps, I was struck by the clarity and certainty with which they described 
the camp environment. In several interviews, the narrators seemed to transport themselves physically to the 
camp in order to speak of their experiences.  
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and worked. The maps reveal how different meaning was ascribed to the camps’ material 

space depending on one’s “location” within the program. The distance represented in the 

two maps, for example, suggests how migrants and federal employees may have viewed 

the camps administrative and domestic functions in contending ways. While this possibly 

contributed to misunderstandings and tensions between migrant families and officials, it 

also allowed migrants to establish intimate social relations away from camp 

administrators. Certainly disputes and divisions existed among camp neighbors, but the 

camps’ layout also encouraged migrants to get to know one another and to form 

relationships that permeated the camps’ physical space.  

This chapter uses the camp community as a site of analysis to understand how 

migrant families perceived, encountered, and used the camp space they occupied. It 

considers how migrants’ actions constituted a self-defined material and conceptual reality 

of camp life.271 In other words, migrant workers and their families were not simply 

recipients of the camps’ structural and social power rooted by the FSA architects and 

planners. They were also participants who enacted their own tactics as a means of 

                                                
270 In our conversation, Mr. González was careful to note that there were many more homes than his map 
depicted.  
271 James Scott’s theory concerning the process of “sedentarization”—i.e., the concentration of a 
population in planned state-based communities—suggest that such spaces, “almost always disrupted or 
destroyed prior communities whose cohesion derived mostly from non-state sources.” He argues that, 
“virtually by definition, the state-designated settlement must start from the beginning to build its own 
sources of cohesion and joint action. A new community is thus, also by definition, a community 
demobilized, and hence a community more amenable to control from above and outside.” My 
understanding of community formation within the federal labor camps seeks to complicate this perception 
of state power dynamics by demonstrating how most migrants who occupied the camps were not “starting 
from the beginning” when building communal bonds. Rather, migrants built upon and maintained 
community ties that extended across and beyond the labor camp space. James Scott, Seeing Like a State: 
How Certain Schemes to Improve the Human Condition Have Failed (New Haven: Yale University Press, 
1998), 191. 
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appropriating the camps’ purpose beyond strictly labor terms. Through their personal and 

collective efforts, migrants ascribed meaning to the camps’ built environment; at times 

challenging how federal officials understood the process of community formation taking 

place within the program. In the camps, migrant families organized around political and 

economic issues, cared for each other’s children, planned cultural and social celebrations, 

and provided each other with moral support. These efforts suggest how the camps played 

a significant role in shaping migrants’ identity and sense of community.  

Even so, migrants did not define themselves solely in relation to the camp as a 

place or program. They were simultaneously tied to, and a part of, multiple communities 

and spaces—for example, in their places of origin, at their migration starting points, and 

along their migratory routes. In this way, migrants’ understanding of community also 

traversed the boundaries—social, cultural, national, and territorial—federal officials and 

the camps’ built environment sought to impose.272  

 
Deciding to Live in a Federal Labor Camp  
 

Many migrants were suspicious of how federal intervention might bring about 

increased control over their labor, geographical mobility, and domestic lives. 

                                                
 
272 Building on the work of Sara Deutsch, I argue that the farm worker families residing in the camps were 
members of “regional communities” that provided economic and cultural sustenance during their migration. 
Like they had for Hispanos migrating from New Mexico to Colorado during the early twentieth century, 
these kin and community ties allowed migrants to maintain some degree of autonomy and self-identity 
despite dominant Anglo-economic pressures. According to Deutsch, New Deal Era programs severely 
limited the power of the “regional community,” making migrants increasingly dependent on government 
subsidies and destroying villages’ cultural independence. I contend, however, that even with the increased 
role of federal power in migrants’ lives, as in the case of the FSA’s camp program, migrant workers 
continued to be intrinsically connected to communities that extended across thousands of miles and beyond 
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Consequently, they expressed an apprehension towards living in the camps, especially in 

the early stages of the FSA program. In 1940, for instance, James Moore, Camp Manager 

of the Robstown, Texas, facility, found that people in the region generally believed that 

“the camps [were]…training centers for the military,” internment camps for “Nazi, 

Fascist, and Communists,” or “concentration camps for transients in general.”273 

Similarly, L. Burkett Arnold, the Camp Manager in Sinton, Texas, carefully remarked in 

a 1941 monthly report, “a break-down in resistance to [the] program among the Spanish-

speaking people, or at least the lessening of their fears and suspicions concerning us.”274 

According to Russell Lee, who spent considerable time photographing migrants in the 

Rio Grande Valley, white migrants were also “very suspicious of governmental activity, 

due to the use by South Texas newspapers of the term ‘concentration camps’ [when] 

referring to the FSA camps.”275  

To avoid “misinterpretation,” John Fisher, Director of Information for the FSA, 

suggested the use of “some other terms such as an ‘overnight camp’ or ‘placement center 

                                                
ethnic and national borders. Sarah Deutsch, No Separate Refuge: Culture, Class, and Gender on an Anglo-
Hispanic Frontier in the American Southwest, 1880-1940 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1987). 
273 James A. Moore to W.A. Canon, May 21, 1940, Robstown Camp Files, Record Group (RG) 96, Farm 
Security Administration (FSA), National Archives and Records Administration (NARA), Southwest 
Region, Fort Worth, Texas. Four of the FSA labor camps were in fact turned into concentration/internment 
centers, either for WWII POWs (e.g., the Crystal City & Princeton facilities in Texas) or as assembly 
centers for “relocated” Japanese Americans (e.g., the Tulare & Marysville facilities in California). An 
additional two (the Rupert camp in Idaho & the Nyssa camp in Oregon) housed interned Japanese 
Americans, though under the status of farm laborers. The relationship between the FSA and WWII 
internment can also be seen in the fact that the same FSA architects who designed the labor camps were 
hired by the War Relocation Authority to design the more permanent internment facilities for Japanese 
Americans. These internment facilities, including some of the social programming aspects employed 
within, were modeled closely after the federal migratory labor camps.   
274 Monthly Narrative Report (MNR), Sinton, Texas, January 1941, RG 96, FSA, NARA, Southwest 
Region, Fort Worth, Texas. 
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camps.’”276 The problem, however, was not necessarily one of interpretation. While 

migrants may not have clearly understood the FSA’s intentions, they were familiar 

enough with farm labor relations to know that the government’s involvement in such an 

intimate manner was unusual. The likelihood of having to answer to federal 

administrators, and potentially relinquishing some degree of independence, influenced 

most migrants’ final decision whether or not to participate in the program. This appears 

to have been the case among several migrant workers occupying makeshift camps in 

Raymondville, Texas. As Albert K. Short, manager for the camp in Raymondville 

reported:  

They offer various and sundry excuses for not moving in. One has said that he had 
lived in that manner for 8 or 10 years, and it is more desirable than living 
anywhere else. Another told me that he desired to have his personal liberties and 
exercise them to the fullest extent, and he recognizes that they could not be done 
in camp, and he prefers to live out in the brush.277 

 

Not all migrants viewed living in the camps in purely regulatory terms. In fact, 

several residents made efforts to clarify the camps’ purpose for others. In an attempt to 

“debunk the rumors among Santa Paula Mexicans” that the El Rio, California, FSA 

Mobile Unit was a “concentration camp,” for example, Gloria Castro, a representative of 

                                                
275 Russell Lee, “Migrant Camp, Weslaco, Texas,” (see photo description), 1939, FSA-OWI Photographic 
Collection, Library of Congress, LC-USF34-032108-D. 
276 Fisher notes that the use of the term concentration camps, “probably arose from the fact that the camps 
[were] located at the points of concentration of migrant workers, as disclosed by the surveys made by 
agents of the Farm Placement Service.” John Fisher, Director of Information, FSA to Victor Weybright, 
Managing Editor, Survey Graphic, Dec. 12, 1939, box 10, folder “AD-124 Reg. 8 Migratory Camps 1939,” 
RG 96, FHA, NARA.  
277 Albert K. Short, Camp Manager, Raymondville, Texas, to W.A. Canon, Director, Resettlement 
Division, March 1, 1941, RG 96, FSA, NARA, Southwest Region, Fort Worth, Texas. 
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the “Juvenil Club” (for ages sixteen to twenty-five), published an article in El Eco, the 

local Mexican paper, in which she stated that: 

The idea of this explanation is to show the residents of this Ventura County the 
truth of the life and happiness we lead in this camp. And that it is not true that 
visitors are not allowed. That it is not true that residents cannot go out at night. No 
sir, this camp is not a prison…we are happy here and we accept the laws that we 
have set on ourselves, which have been misinterpreted by outsiders. The laws here 
are for our own benefit. About cleanliness, good order, and the welfare of all.278  

 

While acknowledging a certain code of behavior governing the labor camp, Ms. Castro 

nevertheless stressed that migrants were free to choose to participate in the federal camp 

program. Emphasizing what she believed to be the egalitarian nature of camps’ governing 

element, she further exclaimed, “don’t think that we are under the yoke of persons 

superior to us.” In this way, Ms. Castro placed migrant residents in control over their own 

well-being and in doing so sought to re-define the camps’ built environment (in the eyes 

of distrusting outsiders) as a positive place where fellow ethnic Mexican migrants could 

realize their full potential.   

The alternating expressions of apprehension and trust suggest that migrant 

families maintained a contradictory relation to the camps, and that ultimately the decision 

to reside in one was an act of negotiation. Although few existing records tell of the 

migrants’ attitudes toward the camp program, the oral narratives that I obtained suggest 

an act of consciousness among those who elected to step inside the camps’ built 

environment. For these migrant families, the potential benefits emerging from the FSA 
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camps outweighed the costs associated with living there. Although the narrators 

acknowledged some social pressures within the camp space, they nevertheless spoke of it 

as a place of opportunity, social stability, economic security, and support.  

The graphic account by Mr. Alcario Samudio regarding his family’s decision to 

enter the Weslaco, Texas, camp in 1944 provides dramatic testimony to this experience: 

My family had been working for the Carter’s for a while, but in 1943 my father 
was killed and my mother was six or seven months pregnant from my little 
brother. So the big landowner, Mr. Carter, had no use for our family because my 
mother was pregnant and my oldest brother was [only] about 7 or 8. I mean we 
were pretty young and [had] no way to help out in the farm. So they kicked us 
out. And we had no place to go. We went to a comadre’s [family friend/relative’s] 
house for a while. From there we moved to the labor camp.279 
 

While not everything Mr. Samudio recalled about the Weslaco Camp was positive—for 

example, he described the lack of privacy in the communal bathrooms and showers as 

possibly “inhumane”—he believed that the camp provided a critical opportunity for his 

mother to overcome her hardship. The affordable rent and social services available in the 

camps played a big part in ensuring that the Samudio family survived their ordeal; but in 

the end, the camp community was responsible, according to Mr. Samudio, for his 

family’s welfare. He recalled one couple in particular, Mr. Atilano and Mrs. Chata 

Suárez. They were “the ones really in charge,” Mr. Samudio stated. “They did a lot of 

                                                
278 MNR, Mobile Unit #5, Oxnard, California, for June 1941, Appendix A, box 224, folder “AD-CF-41 
(000-900) California Mobile #4 General,” RG 96, FSA, NARA. 
279 Alcario Samudio, phone interview by author, Austin, Texas, May 13, 2008. 
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favors for us. A lot of the time my mother couldn’t afford the rent and they helped 

out.”280 

 The camps’ potential as a place of community support and opportunity was 

reinforced for many migrant families by the presence of relatives and/or acquaintances 

already living there. Several interviewees noted that this was a major influence on their 

family’s decision to move to the camp. As Mr. Evaristo González, Jr. and his sister, Mrs. 

María Guadalupe Barrera, remembered: 

Nosotros viviamos en el rancho. Un tío de nosotros fue el que descrubrio esto, el 
campito. Dijo que habia casas del gobierno, y que estaban muy buenas; que 
estaba muy barata la renta, y que era para gente como uno pues, que vivía 
trabajando en las labores. Eramos puros primos conocidos viejos que veníamos 
de allí del rancho, no de muchas diferentes partes.281 
  

Mr. Herón Ramírez, whose family lived at the McAllen, Texas, camp from 1942 

through about 1947, also stated that most of the residents were from neighboring Starr 

County. Consequently, many knew each other from working in the local fields and 

packing sheds. The living arrangements that family units were able to obtain also 

reinforced relations and a sense of community. For instance, Mr. Ramírez’s father, 

                                                
280 The Suárez’s had moved from the Harlingen Camp to the Weslaco Camp in the early 1940s. Mr. Suárez 
eventually became a foreman at the Weslaco Camp, which partially explains Mr. Samudio’s comment that 
he and his wife were “the ones really in charge.” Also, by the late 1940s and early 1950s, when federal 
management of the camps began to wane, Mr. Suárez remained a central figure at the Weslaco Camp. An 
individual by the name of Otto Belcher, who had previously worked for the Weslaco Camp under the FSA, 
continued to manage the camp through the mid-1950s, but it was Mr. Suárez who most campers relied upon 
on a daily basis.  
281 “We lived out in the ranch/countryside. One of our uncles was the one who discovered this, ‘el campito’ 
[the camp]. He said there were government houses, and that they were really nice; that the rent was very 
cheap and that it was for people like us, who lived working in the fields. We were mostly all old 
acquaintances/cousins that were coming from the ranch, not from a number of different places.” Evaristo 
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Secundino Ramírez, had three of his siblings—Fortunato, Ubaldo, and Goya—along with 

their families, living in one corner of the McAllen Camp (see map 5).282 

 

 

 

 

 Map 5: McAllen, Texas, Migrant Labor Camp (circa mid-1940s).           
As drawn by Mr. Herón Ramírez. 

 
 
 

Herón Ramírez added that it was customary for residents of the McAllen Camp to 

travel to Starr County every weekend to visit their extended families. He recalled that 

                                                
González, Jr., interview by author, Edinburg, Texas, July 19, 2008; María Guadalupe G. Barrera, interview 
by author, Harlingen, Texas, July 19, 2008. 
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come Saturday morning everyone packed up for the weekend and piled into a couple of 

trucks headed for ranches and homes in that region. Mr. Ramírez remembered the trips 

fondly: 

We’d go see grandma and grandpa and the house where we were born and raised. 
My mother would take powdered milk and eggs [supplied through the camp 
program] that nobody liked to eat, and give them to grandpa so that he could mix 
it with the slop to feed his pigs.283  

 
For Ms. Ofilia Ramírez, the weekend trip was especially meaningful because her mother, 

Beatriz Cantu, lived at their ranch in Fronton (then known as Lacha) with her younger 

siblings. Like Mr. Ramírez, she recalled that there were a number of families in the camp 

during the mid-1940s who were living in a similar situation—that is, divided by a home 

they maintained in the camp and elsewhere. 

Even if they had not known anyone living in the camp prior to their arrival, most 

individuals whom I interviewed described camp relations among migrant residents in 

strongly communal, even familial-like, terms.  As María Guadalupe Barrera explained:  

Viviamos entre conocidos. Todos éramos muy hermanables—compartíamos 
semillas, comida, y otras cosas—era muy bonito. En otras palabras, nos 
mirábamos como si éramos de la gente, toda la gente. Nunca había gente 
chismosa; nunca se vio que unos dijieran, “mira esta se cree muy grande, o esta 
pa’ca y esta pa’ya,” no, no, no, todos parejitos.284 

                                                
282 Herón Ramírez, interview by author, Pharr, Texas, July 18, 2008; Ofilia Cantu Ramírez, interviewed by 
Victor M. Ramírez (son) on behalf of the author, Roma, Texas, July 27, 2008. Mrs. Ofilia Ramírez was 
married to Noel Ramírez, Fortunato’s son. 
283 Herón Ramírez, interview by author, Pharr, Texas, July 18, 2008. 
284 “We lived among acquaintances. Everyone was very fraternal—we shared seeds, food, and other 
things—it was very beautiful. In other words, we saw each other as if we were all the same people/came 
from the same place, all of the people. There were never any gossiping people; you never saw that some 
would say ‘look this one thinks she’s so great, or this one this or that,’ no, no, no, everyone equal.” María 
Guadalupe G. Barrera, interview by author, Harlingen, Texas, July 19, 2008. 
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Such statements are important because they testify to the fact that migrants’ 

experiences of community formation within the camp space were often based on bonds 

and relations they, not necessarily the FSA, created and/or maintained. Moreover, these 

observations illuminate how the camp community was simultaneously shaped by a 

connection migrants sustained through family ties or previous relations in their places of 

origin.  

Recognizing the relationships camp residents maintained with places and people 

outside of the labor camp is critical for understanding how their views of community 

differed from official claims. In their planning (see Chapter 2), the FSA made several 

assumptions regarding migrants’ sense of community that were largely inaccurate. One of 

the major inferences that they made was that migrants lacked a sense of community or an 

understanding of collectivism because they were constantly on the road. In this sense, the 

camps were to (literally) build communities that would teach migrants to work together 

and develop mutual interests (e.g., through social programming), while providing 

necessary shelter and aid.285 Although the Dust Bowl migrants certainly experienced a 

transient lifestyle for the first time during the Great Depression, most of the families who 

occupied the camps by the early 1940s had worked and lived as migrant farm laborers for 

a long time. They were people for whom migration, primarily because of economic 

necessity, had become a way of life but who also had familial roots in specific geographic 

                                                
285 On this subject, see Paul K. Conkin, Tomorrow a New World: The New Deal Community Program 
(New York: De Capo Press, 1976). 
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locales, often nearby in South Texas. Consequently, they were members of well-

established communities.  

In South Texas—where seven of the state’s nine permanent camps were built—

the FSA encountered an especially difficult problem defining the boundaries of the camp 

communities they sought to establish. Inquiries into migratory labor conditions in 1940, 

when the camp program developed in Texas, suggest that approximately sixty-five 

percent of all migratory workers in the state (eighty-five percent of which were of 

Mexican origin) claimed South Texas as their home.286 Of the individuals I interviewed, 

the majority considered the Rio Grande Valley their place of origin. Many also spoke to 

having parents and grandparents born in that region as well. As the personal narratives 

quoted above reveal, these factors contributed to an understanding of community among 

those families occupying the camps that was not limited by the camps’ physical borders. 

In other words, although migrants’ daily interactions within the federal camps did create 

a communal bond that was specific to those inhabiting the camp space, these ties were 

not exclusively formed in, nor limited to, the camps’ built environment.  

                                                
286 “Migratory Farm Labor in Texas Agriculture,” report conducted by Members of the Staff of the 
Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas, College Station, Texas, Prepared at the request of Hon. W. 
Lee O’Daniel, Governor of Texas. Select Committee to Investigate the Interstate Migration of Destitute 
Citizens, Hearings on H. Res. 63 and H. Res. 491, 76 Cong., 3rd sess., 1940, p. 1925. In a memo concerning 
the establishment of an FSA camp in McAllen, Texas, Nelson H. Cruikshank, administrative officer in 
charge of the Migratory Labor Program, indicated that it was “generally accepted…that the vicinity of 
McAllen [in the Rio Grand Valley region] represented the home base for large numbers of migratory 
workers rather than a point of influx.” While acknowledging “a real need for subsistence labor homes” in 
that there was “no question that housing facilities for the vast number of agricultural workers in the area 
[was] deplorable,” Cruikshank, nonetheless, questioned the labor camp program’s role in the Rio Grande 
Valley since its intended purpose had been to house migratory workers en route. Memorandum to Major 
J.O. Walker, Director Resettlement Division, from Nelson H. Cruiksank, Administrative Officer in charge 
of Migratory Labor Program, June 13, 1940, box 487, folder “RP-TX-37 000-900 McAllen Migratory 
Labor Camp,” RG 96, FSA, NARA. 
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Community Formation and Social Conflict Within the Camps 

Monthly FSA reports, weekly camp newspapers, and oral histories, testify to the 

diverse ways that migrants participated in the process of community formation while 

living in the federal camps. An analysis of these documents reveals how families used the 

camps as a site in which to build peer networks and promote organizations and 

committees based on social, cultural, political, and/or work-related experiences. These 

activities and relations not only improved migrants’ personal condition, but also helped to 

strengthen their broader community ties.287  

Herón Ramírez recalled an incident outside the McAllen, Texas, camp that 

underscored how migrants’ shared status as camp residents strengthened these bonds: 

There was this one time where [the government] gave us this material to make 
curtains. And it was kind of a broadcloth type of thing, so we didn’t like it, mom 
didn’t like it, so she started making shirts for us and dresses and skirts for my 
sister out of that material. Pretty soon, the whole labor camp was dressed like 
curtains! So people would see you in town, and they’d go, “you’re from the labor 
camp!” Or, actually, we called it “El Campo.” You didn’t have to ask why, you 
were either wearing a shirt or skirt made out of that material, and only camp 
people would have it—it was a kind of a grayish, bluish, type of color.288  

 

While few markers so clearly identified camp residents outside of the camps’ terrain, Mr. 

Ramírez story speaks to the strong feeling of commonality camp occupants experienced 

                                                
287 On the study of farm worker communities in these terms, see, for example, José Alamillo, Making 
Lemonade out of Lemons: Mexican American Labor and Leisure in a California Town, 1880-1960 
(Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 2006); Gilbert González, Labor and Community: Mexican Citrus 
Worker Villages in a Southern California County, 1900-1950 (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1994); 
Matt García, A World of Its Own: Race, Labor, and Citrus in the Making of Greater Los Angeles, 1900-
1970 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2001) and Douglas Cazaux Sackman, Orange 
Empire: California and the Fruits of Eden (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2005). 
288 Herón Ramírez, interview by author, Pharr, Texas, July 18, 2008. 
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as a result of participating in the camp program. To wear a shirt or dress made from camp 

material, however, represented more than the just the fact that one lived there. It also 

expressed a shared experience in broader socio-economic and cultural terms—for 

example, as low-wage, mainly non-white, farm laborers. The fact that families occupying 

the camps saw each other, “como si éramos de la gente, toda la gente” [“as if we were all 

the same people/came from the same place”], indicates how an understanding of their 

shared status worked to reinforce a sense of community among them; one that was further 

cultivated by cohabitating in a close environment inside the federal camps.  

To reinforce these communal ties, for example, migrants established mutual aid 

committees and other voluntary self-help efforts. A “welfare committee”—whose main 

purpose it was to help new families that came to the camp with any food or clothing 

necessities—existed in most FSA camps, but migrants regularly worked outside of these 

more formal and carefully supervised systems to help each other out. When a fellow 

camper was ill, as was the case with Ms. Andrea Allala (sic) from Harlingen, Texas, who 

was suffering from a severe case of tuberculosis, campers frequently stepped in to raise 

funds for treatment. In Ms. Allala’s case, “the women and girls” in the camp also 

organized a shower to boost her spirits before she was sent away for hospital care.289 On 

a similar occasion, a “Latin American woman” with two small children found herself in a 

desperate situation due to a sick husband who was suffering from stomach cancer. Her 

friends and neighbors at the Crystal City, Texas, camp helped her to make a mattress, 

                                                
289 Dell M. Caver, Home Management Supervisor (HMS), MNR, Harlingen, Texas, July 8, 1942, box 486, 
folder “RP-TX-36-183-01,” RG 96, FSA, NARA. 
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obtain a loan for food from the camp council, and become certified for surplus 

commodities.290 Forced out of economic necessity to accompany her father to the 

Midwestern beet fields, the assistance the camp community provided this woman was 

indispensable.  

Other occasions similarly called upon camp inhabitants to pull together. 

Accidents and deaths among the camp population, for example, strengthened community 

relationships as families consoled each other and helped deal with tragic circumstances. 

Such was the case in December 1941, when a truck full of “Latin-American laborers” 

returning from cutting spinach, collided with a car and both caught on fire and burned. 

According to camp documents, seven of the laborers were from the Crystal City camp, 

but camp residents were familiar with many of the other workers who also lost their lives. 

For the next few weeks, social activities in the camp were limited, and Christmas 

festivities, including a public dance to be held in the community center, were called off as 

camp residents mourned the death of their friends and relatives.291 A couple of months 

later the Crystal City camp community also grieved the loss of Mr. and Mrs. Eulalio 

Villareal’s six-month-old baby, whose heartbreaking death was “caused by a foreign 

body lodged in the trachea.” Fellow migrants “worked wholeheartedly with the parents of 

the diseased” to offer the family whatever form of support they might need.292   

                                                
290 Genevieve A. Rhodes, HMS and Robert L. Elliot, Camp Manager, MNR, Crystal City, Texas, May 4, 
1942, box 488, folder “RP-TX-38-183-01 Monthly Narrative Report,” RG 96, FSA, NARA. 
291 Genevieve A. Rhodes, HMS, MNR, Crystal City, Texas, January 3, 1942, box 488, folder “RP-TX-38-
183 1941 Crystal City Migratory Labor Camp Population Report,” RG 96, FSA, NARA. 
292 Robert L. Elliot, Camp Manager, MNR, Crystal City, Texas, March 9, 1942, box 487, folder “RP-TX-
38-183 Reports,” RG 96, FSA, NARA.  
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According to monthly camp reports, the passing of women and/or infants during 

childbirth occurred somewhat regularly, enough for camp administrators to report the 

tragedies without much comment.293 The death of “Señora Estephana Temeyosa,” age 

forty-two, however, was particularly upsetting. Leaving behind four children—two girls, 

ages 13 and 9, and two boys, a 4-year-old and an infant who survived the sad childbirth—

the Harlingen, Texas, camp was deeply saddened by her passing. She was one of the first 

and most beloved residents of the camp, “admired by both the Latin-Americans and 

Anglo-Americans.” Dell Caver, the FSA Home Management Supervisor (HMS) reported 

that: 

[Ms. Temeyosa] had won a name for herself as a lover of flowers. She had many 
beautiful flowers around her cabin and took great interest in planting them around 
the Community Center. She was a good wife and mother and was active in camp 
activities; she, as well as her family, was an ideal camper.294 

 

As “an ideal camper” Ms. Temeyosa had abided by the FSA’s programming 

expectations. She had had met the program’s standards by behaving as a “good wife and 

mother” while also contributing to improving camp conditions (i.e., her domestic 

environment). The fact that she was in this way an “ideal” community member made her 

loss especially tragic, according to Ms. Caver. 

 The accounts of such incidents are evidence of the bond that migrant families 

developed while residing in the federal camps. Everyday struggles of life and labor were 

                                                
293 That serious obstetric cases were rarely discussed at length in the monthly reports is quite interesting, 
especially since migrants’ birthing practices and pre- and post-natal care was a subject of much concern for 
the FSA’s Migrant Medical Program. For further discussion of this topic, see Chapter 5. 
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often painful but they also reinforced relations in the camp communities. The transitory 

nature of migrants’ work also meant that these community relationships were especially 

critical in maintaining a family’s welfare. With less secure resources available, migrant 

families depended on one another to get by. Although the federal camps granted migrants 

needed support, families also trusted and relied on the collective strategies previously 

established in their communities outside the camps. 

With time, the camp communities assumed major importance for the residents. It 

was not uncommon, for example, for families to demonstrate their confidence on the 

support offered by the camps by entrusting each other with the care for loved ones while 

they were away. When the “head of household,” for instance, migrated to distant regions 

of the state or country for agricultural work, they often left family members behind in the 

camps (often for several weeks at a time). This was the case with Mr. Tanis Garza from 

the Robstown, Texas, camp. As the camp manager reported:  

He does not want to take his four children out of school and drag them off to the 
West Texas cotton fields to live under the conditions under which the migrant 
families on the move must exist.  He states that he would like very much to leave 
his wife and children here because he knows that nothing would happen to them 
while they were here, and that if anything did happen to them we would be here to 
help them.295 

 

Federal administrators noted other instances where children had been “left abandoned in 

the care of the camp at large,” but in doing so, they failed to recognize the way migrants 

                                                
294 Dell M. Caver, HMS, MNR, Harlingen, Texas, July 8, 1942, box 486, folder “RP-TX-36-183-01,” RG 
96, FSA, NARA. 
295 Henry C. Daniels, Robstown Camp Manager, to W.A. Canon, FSA Assistant Regional Director, 
October 24, 1941, RG 96, FSA, NARA, Southwest Region, Fort Worth, Texas. 
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entrusted the camp community with such responsibilities. For example, when eighteen-

year-old Andrew Mitchell, from the Princeton, Texas, camp was found fighting with his 

fourteen-year-old sister during the time his father was “gone to West Texas” (the mother 

being deceased), it was fellow campers who “show[ed] him wherein he was falling short 

of a good citizen.”296 His poor behavior in the camp community—according to the 

guidelines and expectations determined by camp administrators and the migrants’ self-

governing council—was corrected by other campers who assumed guardianship on his 

father’s behalf.  

 Other situations similarly point to instances where campers cared for migrant 

children in need of assistance. At the Crystal City, Texas, camp, for example, residents 

secured food, clothing, a mattress, and a few household articles, for the family of “an old 

man with two small girls, one quite deaf,” who had arrived at the camp in a severely 

destitute condition.297 Similar efforts were made on behalf of Mr. Ontiveras at the 

Harlingen, Texas, camp who arrived with ten children under the age of fourteen, each 

with “no shoes and only a few clothes.” His twenty-seven-year-old wife had died giving 

birth to their eleventh child.  According to Dell Caver, the HMS, “the family of pretty, 

bright, and attractive children, [had] won the favor of the whole camp.”298  

                                                
296 James H. Martin, Camp Manager, MNR, Princeton, Texas, December 8, 1941, box 486, folder “RP-TX-
36-183-01 Monthly Narrative Report of Home Management—Sept. 1941,” RG 96, FSA, NARA. 
297 Lillian P. Erwin, Grant Supervisor for the Sinton, Robstown, and Crystal City, Texas Camps, MNR,  
December 5, 1941, box 486, folder “RP-TX-36-183-01 Monthly Narrative Report of Home Management—
Sept. 1941,” RG 96, FSA, NARA.  
298 Dell M. Caver, HMS, MNR, Harlingen, Texas, January 8, 1942, box 486, folder “RP-TX-36-183-01 
Monthly Narrative Report of Home Management—Sept. 1941,” RG 96, FSA, NARA. 
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 The day-to-day actions migrants took to provide one another with economic and 

moral sustenance were fundamental in nurturing a community environment within the 

federal camp space. Such practices reveal how migrants utilized the camps’ amenities 

and social programming to build and reinforce community ties. While the migrants’ 

social interactions often occurred as federal officials intended them, they still existed as a 

result of the migrants’ own efforts and willingness to foster these relations. The 

community center building, for example, represented an important site for migrants’ joint 

activities. One of the most valued events that regularly took place in the centers, for 

instance, were Saturday night dances (see fig. 20).   

 
 

       

 Figure 20: Saturday Night Dance, Robstown, Texas, FSA Camp (Jan. 1942) 
(Photograph by: Arthur Rothstein. Courtesy of The Library of Congress, Prints & 
Photographs Division, FSA/OWI Collection photo no. LC-USF34-35712-D) 
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Migrants recall some of their fondest memories moving to the tunes of camp 

musicians such as Evaristo González’s cousins Pablo and Marcelo, who played the bajo 

sexto and guitar along with their father who played an accordion. Mr. González 

remembers that people, including many acquaintances, would come to the weekend 

dance at the Harlingen camp from all over the surrounding region. Many, like his sister 

Maria Guadalupe, eventually married someone they met at the dance. Her husband, 

Ramón Barerra, was from “Colonia Alta,” a nearby community. She recalled that he 

came to the dances with his uncle Cesário Barrera, who played in a conjunto with “El 

Ruco” Raul Martínez and his uncle Narciso Martínez—now widely recognized as the 

“father” of Texas-Mexican conjunto music. Known for his fast-paced polkas and 

huapangos, “El Huracán del Valle” (“The Hurricane of the Valley”), Narciso Martínez, 

was a popular attraction at the Harlingen camp.299 The FSA weekly reports suggest that 

anywhere between one-to-two-hundred people attended the camp dances, which typically 

lasted about three hours.300 

As the photo above illustrates, the community center was ideal for this occasion 

(also see Chapter 3, fig. 12-13). The folding doors used to divide the center into smaller 

rooms during the day, were easily retracted leaving a wide cement floor that allowed 

dancers to sway across the room with little interruption. Because of its auditorium-like 

architecture, musicians could set up on one side of the room (typically on a stage), 

                                                
299 Incidentally, Narciso Martínez was himself the son of migrant farm workers. For many years prior to 
the 1940s he played in farm labor camps throughout Texas and much of the Southwest. Texas State 
Historical Association, Handbook of Texas Online, s.v. “Narciso Martínez,” written by: Teresa Palomo 
Acosta http://www.tshaonline.org/handbook/online/articles/MM/fmadk.html (accessed May 19, 2008). 
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dancers could move about the middle, and there was still enough space for tables, chairs, 

and benches along the ends for spectators socializing or waiting their turn on the dance 

floor. Other building features—such as the overhead lights, insulated structure, and 

access to both bathrooms and a kitchen that provided hot and cold running water—

likewise contributed to making the community center a great place to entertain a large 

dance or gathering. In fact, local high schools and community-based clubs were regularly 

inquiring about using the building to host their events, and on several occasions it appears 

camp managers allowed this to take place.301 

Images of camp dances taken by FSA photographers in Texas show people of all 

ages in attendance, suggesting these gatherings were a family affair. Because the center 

was in the middle of the camp, however, many of the camps’ young men and women 

attended the dances unaccompanied by their parents. This provided a valuable 

opportunity, particularly for the young women in the camp, to socialize with fewer 

restrictions and without direct supervision. This was the case for both Ms. Barrera, and 

Ms. Guadalupe Mena, who stated they would probably not have been allowed to attend 

the Saturday night dance had they not been held inside the camp.  

Alcario Samudio also recalled going with his friends to watch the dancers as a 

young boy. Sometimes, however, those at the dance refused to let them in. He assumed 

                                                
300 “Weekly Activities Reports,” box 484, folder “RP-183 TX-32 Camp Population “Weekly Activities 
Report,” RG 96, FSA, NARA. 
301 Mr. Glen Housley, for example, remembered having his high school senior year dance at the 
community center in the Raymondville, Texas, camp.  He recalled this was the only big auditorium 
available in the area. Glen Housley, interview by author, Weslaco, Texas, February 27, 2008. Several of the 
camps’ Monthly Narrative Reports also indicate use of the community center building by outside civic 
organizations. 
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this was probably out of concern that they would run around and behave disruptively. 

When refused entry, Mr. Samudio and his buddies would climb onto the roof of the 

community center building or up the side-windows to take a peek inside. The community 

center building was structured in such a way that there were windows on one level of the 

roof serving mostly as skylights (see Chapter 3, fig. 13). It was this feature that allowed 

Mr. Samudio and his friends to see what was going on indoors. The boys’ actions, 

though, were not always successful. On several occasions Mr. Samudio remembers that 

Mrs. Chata Suárez, one of the mothers at the camp, caught them on the roof. As he 

recalled while laughing, “she would throw rocks at us to get us down!”302 

Mildred Bennett, who worked at the Harlingen camp, likewise remembers that the 

dances were extremely popular and that there were typically raffles, prizes, or some form 

of competition, “like a cakewalk or something.”303 She also stated that although she 

herself did not attend, staff members would go to “watch out and make sure bad things 

didn’t happen.” The fact that there was no liquor allowed in the camp, according to Mrs. 

Bennett, prevented problems from occurring at the dances, even with outsiders in 

attendance. The camps’ watchman or manager would also have likely regulated any 

trouble by positioning himself at the entrance of the camp to observe those coming in and 

out. Although the dances were held after hours, which may indicate less thorough 

                                                
302 Alcario Samudio, phone interview by author, Austin, Texas, May 13, 2008. 
303 The term “cakewalk” comes from a tradition, mainly in the U.S. South, where slaves would dress up 
and dance or perform at their master’s house on the plantation. Usually the master judged the best dance 
couple or performer, and the winner would be awarded a cake. Ms. Bennett used the term simply to suggest 
that a cake was typically presented to the best dancers at the Harlingen camp. Even so, the origins of the 
term make it a particularly interesting one for describing the activities that went on there. Mildred Bennett, 
interview by author, Harlingen, Texas, February 25, 2008 and May 3, 2008. 
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procedures, it was common practice in most camps to register all non-residents upon 

arrival. Despite Mrs. Bennett’s claim, Mr. González and Mrs. Barrera do not recall any of 

the staff acting as guards at the Harlingen camp dances. Both stated that Cyril Laffoon, 

the camp manager, never attended, and that Jack Reagan, the camp’s maintenance man, 

was indeed always there, but only because “le encantaba la música y el baile” (“he really 

enjoyed the music and loved to dance”).304 

 Unlike the dances which reinforced a Mexican cultural identity, English language 

films contributed to acculturation in the direction of the dominant culture. Although they 

may have created generational distance, the films also presented a pleasant communal 

practice that strengthened ties among the residents. Attending the weekly movie 

screening in the camps’ community center was a popular activity among migrants. 

Camps that did not have their own movie projector invited an “itinerant movie operator” 

who charged a five-cent admission fee for his picture shows. Most films were screened 

for entertainment purposes—such as, Tex Ritter’s “Song of the Buckaroo (1938)” or 

Alan Ladd and Robert Warwick’s “Meat and Romance (1940)”—but now and again 

travel, health, and other educational films were shown as well—including, “She Saves 

Who Sews for Victory (1942).”305 At the Weslaco Camp, Ms. Minerva (“Minnie”) 

Suárez recalls that during the summertime, movies were shown every Tuesday night, and 

                                                
304 María Guadalupe G. Barrera, interview by author, Harlingen, Texas, July 19, 2008. 
305 Dell M. Caver, HMS, MNR, Harlingen, Texas, June 6, 1942, box 486, folder “RP-TX-36-183-01 
Monthly Narrative Report of Home Management—Sept. 1941,” RG 96, FSA, NARA. Also, Camp Flashes, 
Harlingen, Texas, FSA Camp Newspaper, January 23, 1942, p. 2, box 486, folder “TX-36 000-900,” RG96, 
FSA, NARA. 
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that it was standard for families to bring a covered dish to share food while they watched 

the film.306    

 While the community center provided a valuable space for migrant families to 

come together, socialize, and foster a sense of camaraderie that federal officials intended, 

it was not the only place within the camp in which such relations occurred. Musicians, for 

example, did not wait until Saturday night to play their tunes. According to Ms. Aida 

Hinojosa, the Drakes, her next-door neighbors at the Weslaco camp, would frequently sit 

in front of their house and play music. In the evenings, “they’d have little concerts for 

us,” she remembered (see fig. 21).307  

 

 

 Figure 21: “Younger Members of Drake Family” Weslaco, Texas, FSA 
Camp (Feb. 1942) (Photograph by: Arthur Rothstein. Courtesy of The Library of 
Congress, Prints & Photographs Division, FSA/OWI Collection photo no. LC-USF34-
024994-D) 

 

                                                
306 Minerva Suárez, interview by author, Weslaco, Texas, May 2, 2008. 
307 Aida Hinojosa, interview by author, Weslaco, Texas, May 2, 2008. 
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Guadalupe Mena, who also lived at the Weslaco camp, similarly recalls that although 

they would come home tired from a long day of work in the fields, people would sit 

around and talk in front of “las baracas” (“the barracks,” i.e., row shelters for temporary 

migrants) while someone played the drums on a small washtub turned face down. Men 

and women would also get together in the evenings, either in someone’s home or outside 

in the common area, to play “chalupa,” a card game much like bingo. Sometimes prizes 

would be raffled off at these gatherings, with proceeds going to the camp fund.308 

 The migrants’ communal relations were also reinforced by the camps’ isolation, 

surrounded as they usually were by rural farmland consisting mainly of underdeveloped 

land, agricultural fields and orchards. In Weslaco, Texas, for instance, camp inhabitants 

recalled being encircled by cotton fields. In fact, Ms. Hinojosa remembers running 

around the camp as kids with the DDT dusters (airplanes) flying over. “There’s 

something about it [DDT] that’s nostalgic for me,” she remarked, while noting that 

perhaps it was because it reminds her of being a young girl in the labor camp.309  

Children at the federal camp were especially clever at finding ways to entertain 

themselves despite the distance from town and its attractions. Charles Lee Thomas, who 

also grew up at the Weslaco camp, liked passing time playing marbles, especially an 

odds-or-evens game they called, “cachoosee.” Minnie Suárez agreed, remembering that 

her brother, “Tito,” would take her along to make their holes with the heels of her bare 

feet. “But he would not trust me to count the marbles,” she exclaimed, “and I always 

                                                
308 Guadalupe Mena, interview by author, Weslaco, Texas, February 29, 2008. Ms. Mena’s family was 
from Mathis, Texas. For a short time they lived at the FSA camp in Sinton and Robstown, Texas, as well.  
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wanted to count the marbles” (see fig. 22). The canals surrounding many of the FSA 

labor camps provided what was perhaps the most popular form of summertime diversion 

among camp kids. “Chalk,” as Mr. Thomas’s friends used to call him, recalls fondly that 

he learned to swim in the canals surrounding the Weslaco camp. One of his favorite spots 

was in a section that went under the main road providing an entrance to the camp. As he 

remembered, “when the water would go down and there would be about that much air in 

there, we’d swim under that road like a pool.” “There was catfish in there bigger than I 

am—big catfish!”310  

 

 

 Figure 22: “Boys Playing Marbles” Robstown, Texas, FSA Camp (Jan. 
1942) (Photograph by: Arthur Rothstein. Courtesy of The Library of Congress, Prints & 
Photographs Division, FSA/OWI Collection photo no. LC-USF35-291 Color Slide) 

 

                                                
309 Aida Hinojosa, interview by author, Weslaco, Texas, May 2, 2008. 
310 Charles Lee Thomas, interview by author, Weslaco, Texas, May 2, 2008. Individuals I spoke to from 
both the Harlingen and McAllen, Texas, camps described similar adventures swimming in the canals near 
the labor camps. Mr. González remarked, in fact, that because the kids liked swimming so much, Mr. 
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Migrants’ memories of swimming in the canales are particularly notable given 

that most of the city’s public pools in the Rio Grande Valley were segregated, meaning 

they did not admit families of Mexican origin.311 Even if they found a way to get into 

town, the majority of the camps’ children did not have the financial means to make use of 

entertainment opportunities. This resulted in a painful memory for Herón Ramírez who 

recalled being invited to the Cascade Swimming Pool in McAllen, Texas, by one of the 

Anglo families in the camp, the Donies. The Donies lived in a single-unit shelter near Mr. 

Ramírez (see map 5, housing # 6). Armond, Jr., who was known in the camp as 

“Pancho,” was Mr. Ramírez’s best friend. Mr. Ramírez recalled that the Donies were a 

family that “saw no color,” but racial restrictions outside the camp community reminded 

him of their difference. Speaking of his experience at the Cascade Pool, he recalled, “I 

had to wait for them outside the fence, while their family had their fun jumping around, 

because I couldn’t go in.”312 Despite the fact that the Donies were from the camp, Mr. 

Ramírez stated that it was unheard of to see families like those at the Cascade Pool 

swimming around in the canals. In this way, Mr. Ramírez noted a social distinction that 

he believed existed between camp residents and the surrounding community in both class 

and racial terms.  

                                                
Laffoon, the Harlingen camp manager, would take them in his truck during the summer to Boca Chica on 
the Mexican Gulf Coast. 
311 As discussed briefly in Chapter 3, segregation in Texas was an institutionalized practice that affected 
both African and Mexican Americans, particularly in the realm of education, housing, and access to public 
facilities. Discrimination and segregation against ethnic Mexicans was based mainly on social custom and 
not legal sanctions, as was the case for African Americans. 
312 Herón Ramírez, interview by author, Pharr, Texas, July 18, 2008. 
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Ramírez also indicated how social pressures and norms that existed outside of the 

labor camp space often challenged the community relations that were shaped within it.313 

Indeed, migrants did not view all communal relations and conditions within the camps in 

positive terms. While the camps’ close living quarters fostered migrants’ social bonds, it 

also contributed to moments of tension and conflict. Socio-economic and racial 

distinctions among camp residents, for instance, often complicated the spirit of 

collectivism federal officials hoped they would establish. Many, for example, recall that 

there was some degree of friction and lack of interaction among the ethnic Mexican and 

Anglo families in the camps. The camps’ social programming and built environment 

frequently reinforced miscommunications and separation. Monthly reports from various 

camps indicate that it was not uncommon for camp meetings and social functions to be 

divided between the more permanent families living in the labor homes—most of whom 

were Anglo—and camp residents occupying the more temporary shelters—the majority 

of who were ethnic Mexican. FSA officials in Texas noted that such divisions were 

mostly due to language, with labor home residents more likely to participate in the 

English workshops and temporary migrants preferring the Spanish demonstrations.  

Regardless, social distinctions based on racial or cultural differences were present 

among camp inhabitants.314 Herón Ramírez provided an example of this when describing 

the case of several families who lived near him in the McAllen camp: 

                                                
313 For further discussion on the social tension existing between camp inhabitants and the surrounding local 
community, see Chapter 6 on civil rights, education, and the meaning of migrant citizenship. 
314 An example of this situation can be found in the Monthly Narrative Report for Harlingen dated May 8, 
1942. Dell Caver, the HMS, writes: “The Mothers’ meetings on Friday afternoons did not work out 
satisfactorily, and they have decided to work in two separate groups—Latin-Americans meet on the second 
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These ladies were Anglos [points to # 13 on his map where the Chappell family 
lived]. They were completely anti-Mexicans. It was all girls. They were very 
aloof. They didn’t want anything to do with us. It was the thing to do. It wasn’t 
anything with us. They just didn’t mess around with us. They didn’t even talk to 
us. But, a very crazy family lived here [points to #14 on his map where the Rosas 
family lived]. She [Ms. Julia Rosas] didn’t like gringos.315  
 

Describing a similar situation at the Weslaco camp, Minnie Suárez stated:  

You know, I remember some tension. Because we associated with the Thomas’s 
[Charles’ family], the Reynolds—we knew no discrimination. But there were 
people in the camp that saw us as traitors. You know, they would see us as, “oh se 
juntan con los Ang [stops herself from saying Anglo] los gringos. Se crée que es 
gringa.”316 

 
Aida Hinojosa responded to Ms. Suárez’s comment stating, “Yes, but I don’t think that’s 

terribly important. I think what’s important here is that there was a racism here [in the 

Rio Grande Valley] that just wouldn’t quit.”317 Ms. Hinojosa’s remark implied that while 

racial antagonisms existed in the labor camps, they were not as explicit or prevalent as 

they were outside. For instance, she spoke of the harsh racism that occurred in the 

“Mexican school” (i.e., the segregated grade school) they attended outside the camp. Ms. 

Hinojosa’s perspective exemplifies the way migrants envisioned the camp community as 

                                                
and fourth Mondays and Anglo-Americans on the first and third Mondays; they are meeting in the homes; 
this arrangement seems to wkr (sic) better as the Anglo-Americans became tired while someone interpreted 
to the Latin-Americans—and vise versa.” Caver also noted that, “separate canning schools are planned for 
Anglos vs. Latin-Americans because again the problem of interpretation entered in; also a simpler 
demonstration will be given for the Latin-American women because of their lack of experience in 
canning.” Dell M. Caver, HMS, MNR, Harlingen, Texas, May 8, 1942, box 486, folder “RP-TX-36-183-01 
Monthly Narrative Report of Home Management—Sept. 1941,” RG 96, FSA, NARA. 
315 Herón Ramírez, interview by author, Pharr, Texas, July 18, 2008. 
316 “You know, they would see us as, ‘oh they get together with the Ang [stops herself from saying Anglo], 
the gringos. She thinks she’s a gringa [i.e., white].’” Minerva Suárez, interview by author, Weslaco, Texas, 
May 2, 2008. Ms. Suárez’s decision to use the term “gringo” instead of “Anglo,” demonstrates her 
intention to highlight the racialized nature of this social conflict. 
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fostering its own social relations separate from, although perhaps influenced by, larger 

societal pressures. 

 The camps’ material space also shaped migrants’ association of the camp 

community in contentious terms by representing the socio-economic divisions existing 

among them. In other words, class differences were evident in the built structure itself. 

For example, Alcario Samudio spoke humorously of the two-story multi-family 

apartments in the Weslaco camp (e.g., see Chapter 2, fig. 7) as the “high-rises.” He 

recalled that, “what few Anglos lived in the camp, lived in the high-rises.” He and his 

family lived in the single dwellings (i.e., one-unit shelters) located on the Westside of the 

labor camp. The “high rises” were the same structures that Minnie Suárez, after some 

teasing from both Charles Thomas and Aida Hinojosa, described as the “moving up” 

place after her father was hired as the camps’ foreman. This was a notable event since 

Minnie’s close friends in the camp, including Charles and Aida remained living in the 

more temporary single-unit section. Ms. Hinojosa provided a further example of the 

distinction she remembered among the various housing structures, when she referred to 

the manager’s dwelling as, “the mansion.” Individuals’ representation of the camps’ 

housing in terms that clearly recall a class difference between its inhabitants, reveals one 

way they, as migrant residents, understood and gave meaning to the camps’ built 

environment. 

                                                
317 Aida Hinojosa, interview by author, Weslaco, Texas, May 2, 2008. 
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 Privacy represented another manner in which the camps’ material space affected 

and perhaps even fueled social conflict among camp occupants. This is what most upset 

Mr. Samudio when recalling the shared living conditions in the camps: 

 

I didn’t like the bathrooms because they were shared and there was no privacy. I 
hated that! Even in the showers, no privacy—nada [nothing]! There were washing 
facilities in between the men and women’s showers, but everybody had to go to 
those showers from all the single dwellings. Except for the high-rises they had 
their own individual showers [and toilets]. The toilets were also shared they were 
in the middle of the quadrant. There were something like eight seats for men and 
eight for women, but there were no doors or anything! Now that I’m all grown up 
and very smart [he says this while laughing], I remember how inhumane that 
could have been, or was.318 

 

Redefining his experience and recollection in positive terms, Mr. Samudio ended his 

statement with the following comment: 

I remember the showers were like maybe 50 feet or maybe even 75 feet long [i.e., 
the area] where all the showers would be. As boys we would wet the floor and 
we’d go sliding on our bellies. The cement was that smooth! I remember that like 
it was yesterday. 

 

As this observation demonstrates, the camps’ communal structure that sought to cultivate 

and strengthen migrants’ social relations at times discouraged a feeling of mutual 

understanding and comfort. Although migrants made the most of their circumstance, and 

                                                
318 Alcario Samudio, phone interview by author, Austin, Texas, May 13, 2008. 
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no doubt enjoyed the friendly relations nurtured in the camps, they were still affected by 

the personal compromises that came with living there.319 

 The migrants’ sense of privacy, for example, was further limited by camp 

practices that aided and condoned a monitoring of each other’s actions. Camp 

newspapers, produced by migrant residents, demonstrate how migrants’ personal and 

domestic affairs became a public matter facilitated by the camps’ spatial arrangement and 

“self-government.”320  Gossip columns—such as “the Snooper Speaks,” “Among Our 

Campers,” “Ins and Outs,” Snoop or Stupe,” and “All around the Camp”—printed 

intimate details relating to migrants’ daily lives and warned fellow campers about any 

residents who might “bear watching.” In the camp paper one could find out, for instance: 

who was dating whom; who was sick and with what; who was going out of town and 

where; who was a good dancer; who owed money to the camp fund and how much; who 

failed to attend a camp meeting; who had been out drinking too much and very late; who 

was fighting with their spouse; and who needed to clean up around their home. While it is 

unclear to what extent migrants were compelled by camp officials to report on one 

another, there is no doubt the FSA benefited from “watch-guards” who policed the camp 

on their behalf.  

                                                
319 According to Herón Ramírez, it was the lack of privacy at the McAllen Camp that similarly convinced 
his parents to send his younger sister (their only daughter) to live with her grandparents in Fronton, Texas.  
320 Migrant camp newspapers are disbursed throughout the FSA’s archival holdings. For the largest 
concentration of papers, however, see boxes #16-17, RG 96, Farmers Home Administration (FHA), NARA. 
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All in all, the camps provided its residents opportunities to shape their 

surroundings in ways that reflected their interests, welfare, and needs. This somewhat 

independent behavior, however, was circumscribed by camp rules and other regulatory 

practices. Such practices further reveal how migrants’ participation in the camp program, 

and their decision to be a part of the camp community required that they negotiate their 

interests with official policies and protocol. While close proximity within the camps’ 

domestic space could lead to important social networks and collaborative efforts, it could 

just as easily produce tension and conflict that undermined the foundations of community 

formation.  

 
Migrants’ Understanding of Community Beyond the Camps 

Analyzing how migrants’ understanding of community was shaped by the 

government’s careful architectural and spatial planning, as well as their own use of the 

camps’ built environment, is important for evaluating the broader impact the labor camp 

program had in migrants’ domestic lives. Even so, migrants concurrently situated their 

understanding of community in ways that both physically and conceptually transcended 

the camps’ parameters. The FSA’s definition of migrant families as displaced people in 

need of domestic environments that fostered a collectivist spirit, negated migrants’ deep 

connection to communities they maintained outside of the camps.321 Migrants contested 

                                                
321 In this analysis I have benefited greatly from scholarship on Diaspora Studies. Within this body of 
work, scholars have demonstrated the means by which individuals have maintained a strong sense of 
communal identity despite physical dispersement due to migration in response to war, persecution, 
economic necessity, and natural disaster. They have also theorized the role of interstitial spaces and 
“borderlands”—places not linked to a territorial identity necessarily. See, for example, Gupta Akhil & 
James Ferguson, “Beyond “Culture:” Space, Identity, and the Politics of Difference,” Cultural 
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and blurred those limits the government’s notion of community imposed when, for 

example, they invited their friends, relatives, and interested parties from the surrounding 

area to participate in a host of social and cultural activities, dances, and celebrations at 

the camp. They also did this when they utilized the camps as a space in which to organize 

for more extensive political, economic, and social purposes—causes that quite often 

transcended the interests of the labor camp program.  

Several activities sponsored by migrants residing in the camps convey how they 

imagined their community in socio-cultural terms that crossed the camps’ boundaries into 

the surrounding area and across national borders. For example, camp reports describe 

gatherings, most often in the community center building, for the occasion of: piñatas and 

quinceañeras (birthdays), “Latin American weddings,” “Latin American dances,” 

“Mexican dinners,” Cinco de Mayo, Diez y Seis de Septiembre, Día de Guadalupe, and 

Día de San Juan.322 Such cultural events undermined the kinds of migrant communities 

that the federal planners envisioned. The planners were highly influenced by a particular 

view of community as a nation-state identity, meaning an “American” identity.323 

Migrants’ claims to their identity and rights as Americans (even if not formal citizens) 

                                                
Anthropology 7, no. 1 (October, 2004): 6-23; Gloria Anzaldua, Borderlands (La Frontera): The New 
Mestiza (San Francisco: Aunt Lute Books, 1987); and Emma Perez, The Decolonial Imaginary: Writing 
Chicanas into History (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1999).  
322 One festivity was reported as follows: “The sixteenth of September is a national holiday in Mexico 
celebrating the day Mexico won it’s independence from Spain. The day is always celebrated by the 
Mexican population of Crystal City. This year the only celebration in town was the one held at the 
Community Center Hall [in the FSA camp]. The hall was decorated with crepe paper of Mexico’s colors 
and those of the United States. The stage was decorated with flags of Mexico and the Unites States. The 
celebration was held at night. There were speeches and a program followed by a dance (with an orchestra). 
The attendance was large with many guests from town present.” Genevieve A. Rhodes, HMS, MNR, 
Crystal City, Texas, September 2, 1941, box 487, folder “RP-TX-38-183 Reports,” RG 96, FSA, NARA. 
323 For further discussion of this topic, see Chapter 6.  
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linked to trans-regional and transnational communities, economies, and cultures, forced a 

re-conceptualization of these terms in the minds of federal officials.  

One example of the contention between FSA officials and migrants that emerged 

over the question of community and identity occurred in Crystal City on the issue of 

cooperative farming. Federal administrators hoped migrants could learn about the 

usefulness of cooperative farming and gardening while residing in the camps and 

frequently spoke about the importance of developing cooperative enterprises as a means 

of reinforcing American democratic principles. Migrants at the Crystal City camp aimed 

to uphold these ideals when in 1941 they petitioned the FSA for a loan to establish a 

large-scale subsistence-farming project—complete with a poultry plant, a dairy, a citrus 

project, and a truck garden. As they stated in their appeal: 

The products of these projects, together with what little we earn on the outside, 
would fit us to meet our conditions better, and so many of us would be getting 
things really good for us. Our wives and our children would help us at this too. It 
would mean much to a family thousand miles away picking beets to know that 
somewhere there is a little house, and a milk goat of their choice, and fresh eggs, 
and meat, and other things waiting for them when they come…[the additional aid 
such an enterprise would bring is necessary] if a family is to meet modern 
commercial needs like cars, picture shows, and clothing.324 
 

The migrants’ proposal embodied the American ideals to which the camp program 

aspired by asserting, for example, that it was their desire to have land (a place) that 

through hard work and initiative could produce the fruits of security and prosperity, 

                                                
324 Correspondence concerning, “Resettlement—Proposal from Camp Council—Crystal City Migratory 
Labor Camp,” dates include May 3, 5, 8, and 9 (1941), box 487, folder “RP-M-88-49-38-060 1941 Crystal 
City Mig. Labor Camp Projects,” RG 96, FSA, NARA. 
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allowing a man to properly care for his family. Rather than simply defining their 

endeavor in normative American terms, however, the Crystal City Camp Council—

consisting of Andres de Santiago (chairman), Matilde Cardenas, Elvin A. Parker, Antonio 

de Leon, and Samuel Abiles—was careful to note the camp population’s experience with 

cooperative farming through the Mexican “ejido system.”325 In other words, they sought 

to situate their knowledge of cooperative farming within the FSA’s labor camp program 

in notably Mexican terms as well.  

Ignoring the migrants’ expertise, William A. Cannon, the FSA Assistant Regional 

Director, responded to the council’s request by stating that, “in the past cooperative 

associations, through a lack of educational planning, have sometimes assumed 

obligations which later proved to be very burdensome.” For this reason, “small 

beginnings are preferred to large initial outlays.”326 Implying they did not fully 

understand their proposal, nor that they had the proficiency by which to carry it out, 

Cannon recommended they develop a “workable plan,” that is, get better aquatinted and 

organized with the details of such an operation, before the FSA considered it further. 

Despite the fact their petition was ultimately dismissed, by calling attention to their 

Mexican-based experience, the Crystal City migrants were nevertheless successful in 

                                                
325 The ejido system was a process by which the Mexican government allotted the use of land (often in the 
hands of wealthy private owners) to landless people for the cultivation of community/collective farming. It 
was enacted in 1934 by president Lázaro Cárdenas; of course, many rural Mexicans had long been engaged 
in the practice of communal farming.  
326 Emphasis in quote added by author. Correspondence concerning, “Resettlement—Proposal from Camp 
Council—Crystal City Migratory Labor Camp,” dates include May 3, 5, 8, and 9 (1941), box 487, folder 
“RP-M-88-49-38-060 1941 Crystal City Mig. Labor Camp Projects,” RG 96, FSA, NARA. 
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questioning how camp officials defined their programming objectives in strictly 

American terms. 

 Migrants’ activities and camp-related networks took special meaning when they 

appropriated the camp space to mobilize around broad social concerns, including health, 

diplomacy, racial discrimination, and labor. For example, in May of 1943, 

Raymondville’s Willacy County News reported the occasion of a “gran baile” (big 

dance) held at the community center of the FSA camp. The League of United Latin 

American Citizens (LULAC) sponsored the event to raise funds for the Tubercular 

Association. An orchestra, “Johnny Barry y Sus Díez Músicos,” entertained the men and 

women dancing in formal attire. While a class distinction almost certainly existed 

between those invited to attend the baile (by the LULAC Council) and the migrant 

families residing at the camp, the event unified the two groups since a large portion of the 

ethnic Mexican community in the region (including some residing in the FSA and 

surrounding labor camps) suffered from severe cases of tuberculosis.327  

Noting the political power that ethnic-based associations like LULAC maintained, 

migrants at the El Rio, California, camp sought to organize along similar lines to combat 

their experiences of racial discrimination and injustice. In 1941, El Rio Camp residents 

consisted entirely of ethnic Mexican families who had been evicted from local grower-

                                                
327 Citizenship was not a divisive issue between LULAC members and camp residents since most of the 
camp residents in Texas up to the mid-1940s were U.S.-born. For further discussion on the topic of 
tuberculosis and other health issues affecting migrant families residing in the camps, see Chapter 5. “Gran 
Baile el 11 de Junio en el Labor Camp,” May 27, 1943 and “Johnny Barry Con Sus Diez Musicos en el 
Baile LULAC,” June 3, 1943. Appearing in the “Sección en Español” of the Willacy County News, 
Raymondville, Texas. Raymondville, Willacy County News, 1941-1944, Center for American History, 
Newspaper Collection, The University of Texas at Austin. 
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supplied housing due to a strike against the Ventura Lemon Growers’ Association. The 

FSA had intervened to offer shelter mostly to avoid a larger problem of public relief, 

since a majority of the strikers were U.S. citizens and permanent state residents.328 

According to Mr. Augustus Martínez, a member of the Camp Council, efforts to mobilize 

in the camp were not just about securing “a little bit better wages,” but also about 

“hav[ing] some decent feeling [and] to be respected.”329 For example, Mr. Martínez 

spoke of migrants’ efforts to organize a “kind of Americanization classes” to unite the 

young folks in the camp and earn respect from society. The purpose of such meetings, 

according to Martínez, was to “show [the camp youth] what an American citizen’s 

privileges are and how he can use them.” “At the same time,” he noted, “it gives us a 

more powerful arm so we can defend ourselves.” The political practices of migrants at 

the El Rio Camp offers an especially fitting example of how families used the federal 

camps as a space to organize around issues that went beyond labor-specific concerns. 

Even as “striking lemon pickers,” in other words, migrants at the El Rio camp challenged 

the FSA to consider how the camps might serve the broader needs of their (in this case, 

ethnic-based) extended community.330 

The Second World War brought about an added dimension to migrants’ efforts on 

behalf of their community, calling into question the character of American identity, 

                                                
328 Emil Watchel, FSA Assistant Labor Relations Advisor, to Dr. Omer Mills, FSA Regional Labor 
Relations Advisor, Subject: “Ventura County Lemon Pickers Strike,” February 28, 1941, box 8, folder 
“RP-M-121-02 Reg. 9 1941 Lemon Pickers Strike—Ventura, C.,” RG 96, FHA, NARA. 
329 Oral History Interview with Augustus Martínez. Voices from the Dust Bowl, Library of Congress, 
Digital ID: AFCTS 5146b1. 
330 Further discussion concerning the El Rio Camp can be found in Chapter 1 (with regard to the labor 
strike) and Chapter 6 (concerning camp resident’s claims to the rights of American citizenship). 
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democracy, and citizenship upon which the labor camp program was founded. Although 

further research is needed for a more complete analysis, a cross-regional and comparative 

ethno-racial perspective offers insight into how migrants’ experiences of community 

organization varied nationwide. This is important because although New Deal 

administrators may have planned the “farm worker communities” (i.e., labor camps) 

based on a number of standard principles—for example, providing housing, schooling, 

recreation, and other conduits for communal relations—migrants experienced and defined 

community in diverse ways depending on their own particular “locations” within and 

outside the camp program.  

In Arizona, for example, wartime conditions encouraged ethnic Filipino migrants 

to utilize the community center at the Yuma camp to organize “a mass meeting of 

Filipinos”—including individuals from surrounding localities—in an effort to “help their 

country in an hour of need.”331 At their meeting, migrants passed a resolution to collect 

funds from voluntary contributions and organized events (such as regular dances) that 

would be sent to the Philippines as a measure of wartime aid. In a call to action posted in 

the camp’s newspaper, A.S. Baptista, Committee Secretary for this association, wrote: 

Members appeal to all true, loyal citizens of the Philippines to give a hand to this 
noble venture. We cannot just sit around and let our folks—parents, brothers, 
sisters and friends—suffer. “We’ll fight to the last man,” is the word from our 
folks back home! Have we anything to offer to that? Most emphatically YES, so 
let’s give, give till it hurts! It’s Action there! Let’s show Action here, too.332 

 
                                                
331 “Migrant Mike,” Newspaper of the Yuma, Arizona, Farm Workers Community, January 2, 1942, vol. 3 
no. 1, p. 7, box 97, folder “RP-AZ-11 (000-900) Yuma Migratory Labor Camp,” RG 96, FSA, NARA. 
332 Ibid. 
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By mobilizing around issues affecting their distant homeland, what some still defined as 

“their country” despite their status as American citizens, ethnic Filipino migrants clearly 

situated their community beyond the labor camp space. In the process, they demonstrated 

a more complicated transnational identity politics.  

For ethnic Japanese families, the FSA labor camps represented a unique place to 

escape the conditions and pressures of WWII internment and to assert their identity and 

rights as American citizens. Under the 1942 Farm Labor Agreement selected “evacuees” 

living in “relocation centers” maintained by the U.S. War Relocation Authority were 

given the opportunity through formal “leave programs” to perform agricultural work as a 

way to prove their worthiness and loyalty to the rest of the nation. Through this program, 

hundreds of Japanese American families—coming mainly from the Manzanar, Minidoka, 

and Tanforan “relocation centers”—moved to FSA labor camps located in Oregon and 

Idaho. A reading of the migrant newspaper for the Rupert, Idaho, camp, entitled the 

Rupert Laborer, offers an important glimpse into Japanese American’s daily activities 

and organizing practices under these conditions. For example, the paper reveals how 

Japanese American families organized by establishing cooperative gardens and a store, 

camp committees and clubs, various recreational activities (including fishing trips, 

picnics, baseball games, and dances), as well as their own “special police force” in charge 

of securing the camp and its residents.333 While this was not too different from what 

migrants had developed in other FSA camps, Japanese Americans’ legal status as “alien 

                                                
333 “Rupert Laborer,” Newspaper of the Rupert, Idaho, Farm Workers Community, September, 15 1942, 
vol. 1 no. 2, box 13, “General Correspondence (FHA),” folder “MA-163-91-,” RG 96, FHA, NARA. 
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enemies,” who had by and large been restricted the most basic democratic and civil 

rights, signified that such actions carried particular significance.  

Leaving behind the material environment of the internment camps, Japanese 

Americans residing in the labor camps understood the potential power in earning wages 

as “emergency farm laborers” (even though many had never been field workers) while 

demonstrating their commitment to America and the war effort. While it was impossible 

to completely escape the forces of internment, since even in the labor camps “evacuees” 

were subject to strict federal supervision, their daily activities nevertheless blurred the 

boundaries of their legal status. In Nyssa, Oregon, for instance, the FSA’s photography 

division captured several images of Japanese American “evacuees” shopping and eating 

in town as well as dancing at a local Japanese American farmer’s home with Japanese 

Americans from the surrounding area in attendance. Since the Japanese American 

community in Oregon was not forced to evacuate, the individuals at the dance would not 

have been under similar legal restrictions despite their shared identity.334 

At the Twin Falls, Idaho, camp the politics of internment were similarly 

complicated since Japanese American “evacuees” worked and lived alongside an equally 

sizable population of “Caucasian” families. While their legal status differed, camp 

documents suggest that migrants’ daily camp activities did not. Even as “evacuees,” in 

                                                
334 Photo captions read: “Japanese-Americans who live at the FSA camp shopping in Nyssa. Local 
merchants say Japanese-Americans are heavy spenders and have practically bought the town out.” Russell 
Lee, LC-USF-34 (73362-D), 1942, FSA-OWI Photographic Collection, LOC. Also, “Japanese-Americans 
who were evacuated from the Coastal Area and now live at the FSA camp attending a dance given by a 
local Japanese farmer. There are some Japanese-Americans who are permanent residents of this section of 
Oregon; they were not subject to evacuation orders. These permanent residents naturally have retained 
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other words, Japanese American families were encouraged by the FSA to participate in 

the camps’ programming activities and make the most of camp life. While certainly the 

privileges and entitlements of American citizenship remained limited for these families, 

the labor camps represented an important alternative to internment. They allowed 

Japanese American “evacuees” a place to exercise some degree of autonomy, and 

provided an opportunity to highlight the severe contradictions existing in the American 

ideals (e.g., of democracy and model citizenship) the labor camp program claimed to 

uphold.  

 
Conclusion 

 Through their collaborative efforts, organizational initiatives, and varied uses of 

the camps material space, migrants appropriated and gave meaning to the camps’ built 

environment and in the process shaped its spatial dynamics. The social networks migrants 

maintained within and outside the camps played a central role in manipulating the 

structural forces the camp space produced. Analyzing how migrants’ imagined and 

utilized the labor camp space demonstrates how they were sites where domestic relations 

rendered important resources for mediating migrants’ daily circumstances and for 

negotiating broader socio-economic and political objectives.  

Migrants’ mental maps illustrate how they constructed and laid claim to the 

camps as a site of community and a place to call home. Sometimes this occurred in very 

tangible ways. This can be seen, for instance, in Ms. Temeyosa’s effort to plant flowers 

                                                
complete freedom, while the Japanese-Americans living in the FSA camps are under certain restrictions.” 
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outside her residence (even if only a temporary shelter) and throughout the Harlingen 

camp. Similarly, in the Crystal City camp’s desire to establish a cooperative farm so that 

migrants would have a place to dream of while they were working away in distant fields. 

More often then not, however, it was through daily camp relations and activities that 

migrants engaged in a process of community formation. As migrant families supported 

each other financially and emotionally, celebrated cultural events and other festivities, 

and mobilized around matters concerning their extended communities, they established 

essential and enduring relationships that were critical to negotiating their status as 

migrant farm workers. These relationships and activities also served to define the camp 

space in migrants’ own terms. A matter that involved expanding the FSA’s understanding 

of the camp community to include people, places, and issues located outside of the 

camps’ built environment and elaborate social programming.  

Through this process migrants were agents in constructing their own experience 

in the labor camp program and not simply subjects of the camps’ material and discursive 

forces. Migrants’ self-determination and autonomous actions demonstrated that there 

were limits to the extent in which they would be integrated into, or controlled by, the 

dominant systems constructed by federal planners and architects in the camps’ material 

space. 

 

 

                                                
Russell Lee, LC-USF-34 73591-D, 1942, FSA-OWI Photographic Collection, LOC. 
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Chapter 5                                                                                                       
Cleaning up the “Dirty Rivas”:                                                                       

Health, Hygiene, and the Modern Migrant 

 

Introduction 
 

In 1941, Joseph N. Cowen, camp manager for the federal labor camp in Sinton, 

Texas, reported his findings on whether or not migrant families received any permanent 

educational values from residence in the Farm Security Administration (FSA) camps. To 

show that migrant families were learning important standards and codes of behavior that 

would influence their lives, Cowen included the following transcript from a conversation 

he had with one of the migrants residing at the camp: 

[Cowen:] Emilio, do you think that your people learn very much, get any 
permanent good or education from living in these camps? That is, do you think 
they change their habits any? 

[Emilio:] Well, there is two Rivas families [in the camp]. When the dirty Rivas 
first came here, they were called the Dirty Rivas. We had them clean up. Now, the 
Dirty Rivas is the Clean Rivas, and the clean Rivas [a family who had been 
considered clean on arrival] is the Dirty Rivas. [Meaning, that the new Rivas had 
surpassed them in “cleanliness” with the camp’s help.]335 

                                                
335 Monthly Narrative Report (MNR), Sinton, Texas, August 1, 1941, Record Group (RG) 96, FSA, 
National Archives and Records Administration (NARA), Southwest Region, Fort Worth, Texas. The focus 
on “cleanliness” emerged as a major issue in the medical profession during the late eighteenth century 
when medical books increasingly argued that “cleanliness [was] not only a moral virtue, but [had] an 
extensive influence on the preservation of health.” At this time, “the values compounded in cleanliness,” 
were further considered an accurate measure of “society’s [or an individual’s] rank on the scale of 
civilization.” During the Progressive Era, cleanliness again developed as a major concern among American 
middle-class reformers. Campaigns to “clean up” the environment, the home, and the body (i.e., personal 
hygiene) gained increasing attention, particularly among immigrants and the urban poor. Such efforts were 
tied to health concerns and improvements of personal “respectability.” Richard L. and Claudia L. Bushman, 
“The Early History of Cleanliness in America,” Journal of American History, 74, no. 4 (March 1988): 
1213-1238. Susan L. Smith, Sick and Tired of Being Sick and Tired: Black Women’s Health Activism in 
America, 1890-1950 (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1995), 47-48. 
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Emilio’s response, and Cowen’s decision to use it as an affirmation of the positive impact 

the labor camp program was having, reveals the transformation public officials hoped 

would take place inside the camps. That the camps served as a site in which the practice 

of “cleaning up” the “Dirty Rivas” occurred, underscores the dramatic role the FSA 

played in shaping migrants’ lives beyond standard labor and economic concerns. The 

emphasis on hygiene demonstrates how the camps functioned as domestic spaces where 

federal officials aimed to regulate and transform what they considered migrants’ 

transgressive cultural practices. 

 This chapter examines the FSA’s Migrant Medical Program, and the broader 

discourse that emerged around public health in the camps, in order to understand why and 

how migrant families were encouraged to “change their habits.” As the case of the “Dirty 

Rivas” suggests, migrants’ bodies represented a critical site upon which the government 

sought to enforce dominant notions of appropriate domestic practice, to mold healthy 

workers, and ultimately to make the camp program appear to be addressing the interests 

of both agribusiness and civil society.336 In this effort, the FSA collaborated with U.S. 

                                                
336 This analysis builds on Michel Foucault’s theories on biopower and governmentality in which he 
describes the state’s role in managing the life and health of individual bodies, including their production 
and reproduction, for the sake of protecting the interests, welfare, and longevity of the composite body  
(i.e., the nation). The technology of power employed in biopolitics, according to Foucault, positions the 
body as a machine, thus, allowing for “its disciplining, the optimization of its capabilities, the extortion of 
its forces, the parallel increase of its usefulness and its docility, [and] its integration into systems of 
efficient and economic controls.” While the regulatory nature of the FSA’s health program is apparent in 
many of the practices the agency instituted, I am cautious to analyze these actions in absolute terms of 
“discipline” and “control.” Rather, I see the government’s health measures, and migrants’ responses to 
them, in the more complicated terms of “negotiation” and “contestation” involving both decisions and 
expressions that cannot simply be read as examples of state control and/or migrant resistance. Michel 
Foucault, “Governmentality,” in The Foucault Effect: Studies in Governmentality ed. Graham Burchell, 
Colin Gordon, and Peter Miller (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1991), 100-103; Michel Foucault, 
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public health personnel, local doctors, and domestic science specialists to instruct migrant 

families on matters of medical care, sanitation, nutrition, and home management. While 

migrants ordinarily viewed the camps’ lessons in health and hygiene, the access to 

medical attention, and the provision of food commodities in positive terms, they also 

recognized how the government’s health benefits compromised their bodily autonomy, 

personal beliefs, and cultural customs. For migrant women who were the primary target 

of the camps’ health education efforts, mediating these pressures was especially difficult 

and complex. 

 To understand the government’s role in providing migrant families 

comprehensive medical care, this chapter also explores how the FSA legitimized its 

health interventions and how migrants responded to such actions. One of the FSA’s major 

claims was that medical care provisions, including preventive health services and 

education, were central to their overall objective of rehabilitating rural families. Camp 

officials spoke of “tangible rehabilitation” in terms of improving migrants’ sanitary 

conditions, regular nourishment, and physical strength and well-being so that they would 

be less susceptible to chronic illness. “Financial rehabilitation,” they noted, helped 

migrants “maintain life from time to time,” but more permanent gains could only be 

achieved through the government’s regular involvement via the camp program 

                                                
The History of Sexuality, vol. 1, trans. Robert Hurley (New York: Pantheon Books, 1978), 135-145. I have 
also benefited from reading Giorgio Agamben, Homo Sacer: Sovereign Power and Bare Life (Stanford: 
Stanford University Press, 1998). 
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particularly because, in their view, migrants in the camps learned to eventually take care 

of themselves.337  

 The same statistics the FSA used to demonstrate how migrants’ poor health 

contributed to their destitute condition also allowed officials to contend that migrants 

posed a serious danger in the spread of disease because of their frequent travel. This 

constituted a second major claim justifying the FSA’s medical program. To highlight 

migrants’ health deficiencies, the FSA utilized national health surveys conducted by the 

U.S. Public Health Service (USPHS) and other medical organizations. For instance, in the 

border area of Hidalgo County, Texas, where migrant families made up a significant 

portion of the general population, studies found that tuberculosis rates were 

approximately eight times higher than the national median during the 1930s, “averaging 

nearly 400 cases per 1,000 residents compared with 51 cases per 1,000 nationally.” In 

general, migrants’ mortality rate from tuberculosis was almost two hundred times higher 

than among the total U.S. population.338 For this reason, the FSA contended that 

improving migrants’ socio-economic standards through the development of the camp 

program—including sanitary housing, clean water, toilets, and a steady diet—was critical 

to protecting the health and welfare of communities across the nation. 

                                                
337 FSA report, “United States Department of Agriculture, Farm Security Administration, Proposed 
Migratory Labor Camps Region XI, Washington, Oregon, Idaho,” July 29, 1938, box 14, no folder, RG96, 
Farmers Home Administration (FHA), NARA. 
338 Few changes in these statistics had occurred by the mid-1940s. According to the State Health 
Department the tuberculosis rate in Texas during 1944 was as follows: “31 per 100,000 for Anglo 
Americans, 95 per 100,000 for Negroes, and 209 per 100,000 for Latin Americans.” As quoted in, Pauline 
Kibbe, “Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs Spanish Speaking People in the United States. Report of the 
Executive Secretary to Members of the Good Neighbor Commission, Austin, Texas, December 29, 1944,” 
Manuscript No. 224/58/7, Ernesto Galarza Collection, Special Collections, Stanford University. 
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Considering how broader national public health concerns and the 

professionalization of medicine shaped the FSA’s migrant health efforts is also critical to 

this analysis. As several scholars of public health have demonstrated, the Progressive Era 

witnessed a notable rise in awareness of the dangers of disease and attention to the 

measures by which to manage and improve one’s health.339 Medical “experts” gained 

considerable authority, based on the science of germ theory, to determine the causes and 

consequences of various pathogens. With this authority came the power to define how 

people should regulate their body, daily practices, and surrounding environment 

(especially their home), so as to avoid contacting and spreading harmful contagions.340 

During the 1930s and 1940s the FSA advanced these ideas in modifying migrants’ health 

resources and customs. For example, in their effort to ensure that families received 

competent medical care, they included only licensed allopathic physicians (i.e., doctors 

professionally trained in modern and Western-based medicine) in its medical care 

plans.341 The midwives and local healers, upon which many rural communities 

traditionally relied, were excluded from participation in the government’s health 

                                                
339 The following work has been particularly helpful to this study: Charlotte G. Borst, Catching Babies: 
The Professionalization of Childbirth, 1870-1920 (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1995); Michael 
R. Grey, New Deal Medicine: The Rural Health Programs of the Farm Security Administration (Baltimore: 
The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1999); John McKiernan-Gonzalez, “Fevered Measures: Race, 
Contagious Disease and Community Formation on the Texas-Mexico Border, 1880-1923” (PhD diss., 
University of Michigan, 2002); Richard A. Meckel, Save the Babies: American Public Health Reform and 
The Prevention of Infant Mortality 1850-1929 (Baltimore: The John Hopkins University Press, 1990); 
Natalia Molina, Fit to be Citizens? Public Health and Race in Los Angeles, 1879-1939 (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 2006); Frederick D. Mott, M.D. and Milton I. Roemer, M.D., M.P.H., Rural 
Health and Medical Care (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1948); Nayan Shah, Contagious 
Divides: Epidemics and Race in San Francisco’s Chinatown (Berkeley: University of California Press, 
2001); Susan L. Smith, Sick and Tired; and Alexandra Minna Stern, Eugenic Nation: Faults and Frontiers 
of Better Breeding in Modern America (Berkeley: University of California, 2005).  
340 Shah, Contagious Divides, 4; Smith, Sick and Tired, 40. 
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program. Folk remedies were also denied coverage since payment was only granted for 

medicines listed in the U.S. Pharmacopoeia or National Formulary.342  

 Examining the dominant discourse on public health prevalent at the time is also 

necessary for recognizing how the FSA’s medical program supported practices that 

pathologized migrants’ socio-cultural customs and beliefs as menacing to the well-being 

of their families and communities. Characterizing migrants as “unfit”—that is, as unable 

or unwilling to meet the nation’s developing health standards—constituted a threat to 

their social membership as American citizens. As Nayan Shah and Natalia Molina have 

convincingly argued, health and hygiene became increasingly accepted at the start of the 

twentieth century as fundamental characteristics of American identity.343 As the FSA and 

public health officials worked to “clean up,” transform, and modernize migrants’ bodies 

and daily cultural practices, they claimed to restore migrants’ civic virtue and 

demonstrate migrants’ worthiness for citizenship to the rest of the nation. With the onset 

of WWII, and increasing attacks on the New Deal’s liberal programming, the FSA’s 

concerns in this regard expanded to reveal how migrants’ healthy bodies were essential to 

agricultural production and the war effort. 

                                                
341 Grey, New Deal Medicine, 7, 60, 65-66.  
342 Ibid., 92. 
343 Shah, Contagious Divides, 12; Molina, Fit to be Citizens?, 2. In a similar manner, Alexandra Stern and 
John McKiernan-Gonzalez demonstrate how “medicalization,” as both a cultural and scientific phenomena, 
was critical to the formation of U.S. imperialist and nation-building discourses and practices, particularly 
along the U.S.-Mexico border during the early twentieth century. McKiernan-Gonzalez, “Fevered 
Measures,” and Alexandra Minna Stern, “Buildings, Boundaries, and Blood: Medicalization and Nation-
Building on the U.S.-Mexico Border, 1910-1930,” Hispanic American Historical Review 79, no. 1 (1999): 
41-81. 
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The Camp as a “public barrier to the spread of disease”  

 FSA officials relied heavily on health-related arguments to legitimize their 

interventions in farm labor relations and gain public support for the Migratory Camp 

Program. Federal investigations into migrant conditions during the later years of the 

Depression found that, “the horde of migrants [traveling throughout the U.S.] created 

grave health, housing, and economic problems.”344 According to the FSA, although some 

growers furnished adequate housing for their workers, migrants were often “forced to 

pitch their tents on the road-side, on ditch-banks, or in vacant lots on the outskirts of 

small towns” where crowded and makeshift conditions created a “constant danger of 

small-pox, typhoid, and scarlet fever epidemics.”345 A study conducted in 1938 by the 

Council of Women for Home Missions, an interdenominational and nation-wide 

progressive-based organization, similarly found that “impure and inadequate water 

supply, unsanitary toilets, overcrowded housing, lack of ventilation, excessive dampness, 

lack of screening, and scanty and unbalanced diet, [were] all characteristic of life in most 

migrant camps.”346 These conditions were exacerbated, the FSA contended, by the fact 

that migrants’ did not typically qualify for local public relief, mostly because of strict 

state residency requirements. Inadequate medical care also resulted from migrants’ 

                                                
344 FSA, Migrant Farm Labor: The Problem and Ways of Meeting It, December 1939, box 8, folder “AD-
124 Migratory Labor All Regs. General 1939,” RG 96, FHA, NARA, 3. 
345 Ibid. 
346 Edith E. Lowry, They Starve That We May Eat: Migrants of the Crops (New York: Council of Women 
for Home Missions and Missionary Education Movement, 1938), 33, box 17, folder “RP-M-169 1940 
Publications,” RG 96, FHA, NARA. This report was largely based on data collected by the FSA as well as 
studies conducted and published by Paul S. Taylor, Professor of Economics at The University of California 
at Berkeley and an active spokesperson for the development of the labor camp program.  
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inability to pay for medical expenses, and from their constant mobility, which did not 

allow for prolonged medical attention. 

Building on the fears of local citizens, FSA officials insisted that migrants carried 

various contagions when they traveled throughout different communities, creating a 

serious health hazard to more than just themselves. To make this claim clear, Baird 

Snyder, FSA Chief Engineer, requested that his team of Sanitary and Public Health 

Engineers collect “additional data on pathogenic disease along the streams of migration, 

with special emphasis on those loci at which [the FSA had] erected these public barriers 

[the migrant camps] to the spread of disease.” According to Snyder, this particular 

enterprise would allow the FSA to “evaluate, as time wears on, the actual public health 

value of a migratory camp against pathogenic disease.” Snyder was confident that 

overtime the FSA would prove that the federal migrant camps were “worth to the public 

health alone all that they cost.” 347  

The engineers’ preliminary findings in Texas demonstrated how closely 

pathogenic diseases and agricultural labor migration were tied together. As Karl Buster, 

District 5 Engineer, noted: 

The geographical lines of incidence of typhoid closely follow the geographical 
lines of migration of casual farm labor…disease does follow the lines of 
communication. Typhus fever has been followed across the state from the western 
portion to the eastern portion. The dreadful influenza epidemic followed 
transportation lines through the state. Dysentery and typhoid epidemics follow the 
cotton pickers in their migration to new fields. We know the line of migration of 
cotton pickers originates in the southern portion of the state and extends north 

                                                
347 Baird Snyder, FSA Chief Engineer, to Karl Buster, FSA District 5 Engineer, November 6, 1939, box 
10, folder “AD 124 R-8 Migratory Camps Medical Care,” RG 96, FHA, NARA. 
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through the central and eastern portion, thence northwest and terminating in the 
area around Lubbock.348  

 
Snyder recognized the great value this information had both for the FSA and to public 

health studies throughout the country. The proof of widespread disease among migrant 

workers allowed the FSA to argue that the construction of camps would be an asset to 

local communities, and not a social and economic liability as many contended. To garner 

support for the establishment of the camp program in South Texas, for instance, Ernest 

Wilson, FSA Field Supervisor, told the Kiwanis Club in Sinton: “Children will go to your 

schools free of communicable diseases and with clean bodies.” Moreover, “workers 

having better living conditions and medical care will be able to render a much better 

service to the farmers for whom they work.”349 Although the FSA may have been 

genuinely interested in improving migrants’ health and socio-economic status, they still 

claimed communities needed protection against the menace of migrant’s poor health.  

The FSA’s Medical Health Plans for Migrants 

Soon after the labor camp program was established in California and Arizona, the 

FSA claimed that although the camps had done much to check the spread of disease, 

                                                
348 Karl Buster to Baird Snyder, November 22, 1939, box 10, folder “AD 124 R-8 Migratory Camps 
Medical Care,” RG 96, FHA, NARA. The high tuberculosis rates among ethnic Mexicans in Texas—at 
eight times higher than the national average in 1930—were of particular concern to U.S. health officials. 
For example, in 1937 the Department of Public Health in Michigan discovered that ethnic Mexican sugar 
beet workers, mostly from Texas, accounted for over a quarter of the state’s tuberculosis cases. As a result, 
the USPHS joined forces with the Beet Grower’s Employment Committee (a grower’s association) to 
sponsor medical examinations at farm labor recruitment stations in San Antonio, Texas. Migrants were 
charged twenty-five cents for the examination and given a labor contract if they proved healthy. Carey 
McWilliams, Ill Fares the Land: Migrants and Migratory Labor in the United States (New York: Little, 
Brown and Company, 1942), 262. 
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migrants’ serious health problems could not be solved by this effort alone. Disqualified 

from most public assistance, and unable to afford even the most minimum medical care, 

the FSA argued that migrants were the victims of “much needless suffering and many 

preventable deaths.”350 FSA officials believed that if local agencies were unwilling or 

incapable of addressing migrants’ medical needs, it was the governments’ responsibility 

to establish a comprehensive national health care program for them.351 For those not 

convinced that the agency’s compassion for migrants’ welfare was reason enough to 

establish a large-scale medical program, the FSA insisted that a migrant health plan also 

made simple economic sense. Based on their estimates, “nearly half of all loan defaults 

[to rural families] were attributable to sickness.” If low-income farmers and agricultural 

workers were ever to be rehabilitated, FSA agents claimed, something had to be done to 

improve their health.352  

Prior to the mid-1930s, the American Medical Association (AMA), by far the 

most powerful organization of medical professionals, opposed the idea of government 

                                                
349 “Migratory Labor Camp Near Completion,” The Weslaco News, Weslaco, Texas, December 7, 1939. 
350 FSA, Migrant Farm Labor: The Problem and Ways of Meeting It, December 1939, box 8, folder “AD-
124 Migratory Labor All Regs. General 1939,” RG 96, FHA, NARA, 7. 
351 In some cases the state health department and progressive public and private welfare agencies, such as 
the Council of Women for Home Missions, were sympathetic to the migrants’ medical concerns and 
provided health care. As Grey argues, however, most welfare organizations deferred to local practices and 
avoided involving themselves too closely in ways that appeared to many growers as interfering in their 
affairs. Grey, New Deal Medicine, 27, 202. For further examination of the Home Missions’ involvement in 
matters of migrant health, see Lowry, They Starve That We May Eat. 
352 Grey, New Deal Medicine, 5, 52. Mott and Roemer, Rural Health, 392-405. Although they 
complemented each other, the FSA’s cooperative health plans for rural farmers (specifically the agency’s 
rehabilitation clients and borrowers) and the FSA’s migrant medical plans (for agricultural workers) were 
coordinated as separate entities within the FSA’s Health Services Branch. The FSA developed three major 
health care programs: the medical care cooperative program beginning in 1935, the migrant health plans 
starting in 1936 (which began as individual agreements between the FSA and county medical societies), 
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involvement in health care delivery. In general, organized medicine was wary of “third-

party intervention” in traditional patient-doctor relations, and feared the possibility of a 

compulsory national health insurance plan where they would have little control over its 

application.353 During the Depression, however, the AMA increasingly accepted the 

FSA’s medical programs as part of a broader emergency measure that would not only 

improve the health conditions of destitute migrants, but also contribute to the economic 

stability of rural doctors who were pressuring the AMA for support. 354 Moreover, the 

FSA’s willingness to accommodate the concerns and suggestions of medical leaders 

throughout the country by enlisting their close participation in the formulation and 

execution of the government’s health plans appeased the physicians’ fears of government 

control (i.e., “socialized medicine”) and convinced them that they stood to gain from the 

program’s legitimization of their profession.355 

 Although local variations existed between the seven Agricultural Workers Health 

and Medical Associations (AWHA) eventually developed by the FSA, the government’s 

                                                
and the experimental health plans (which expanded to farm families that were not rehabilitation clients) in 
1942. Grey, New Deal Medicine, 17. 
353 Grey, New Deal Medicine, 7-9, 13. 
354 Grey notes that rural doctors were especially reluctant to help migrant families because many of them 
left town before they could complete payment or treatment. Under the government’s health plan doctor’s 
dues would be ensured, allowing for an economic recovery of their own. Ibid., 30. 
355 Ibid., 15. The meetings and precautions taken in preparation for the health program that would serve the 
labor camps in South Texas provide a good example of the FSA’s efforts to include local medical 
physicians and health specialists in the formation of its migrant medical plans. Before an agreement was 
reached as to how the plan would work in the area, regular meetings were held (in different locations) 
between FSA representatives and local physicians, several conferences were organized with the president 
or secretary of the local county medical society, and regional health specialists were consulted. Such 
meetings went a long way in addressing the medical experts’ concerns over the government program. R.C. 
Williams, FSA Chief Medical Officer, to Dr. W.W. Alexander, FSA Administrator, April 3, 1940, box 10, 
folder “AD 124 R-8 Migratory Camps Medical Care,” RG 96, FHA, NARA.  
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health care program remained fairly consistent throughout the country.356 The principle 

objective of the program was to serve low-income agricultural workers who were 

otherwise unable to obtain medical assistance from welfare agencies because of residency 

requirements or lack of funds. Migrants were encouraged to visit one of the associations’ 

participating clinics and offices (most often an FSA camp or “mobile clinic”) where they 

could receive “on the spot treatment” and/or be referred to a participating local physician 

for additional care.357 The program entitled migrants to full medical, surgical, hospital, 

and dental care, including coverage for medications and any “special diet requirements” 

prescribed by the doctor.358 Patients were expected to pay as much as they could for the 

treatment they were provided, but for the most part all expenses were billed to the 

corresponding AWHA, which was subsidized by the FSA.359 The FSA’s medical records 

suggest that the most common conditions for which migrants sought treatment included 

problems associated with malnutrition, the respiratory and digestive system, general 

infections, and obstetrical care (e.g., see appendix, table 3). 

                                                
356 At a 1941 conference in which the medical program was discussed at length, FSA officials agreed that, 
“whenever possible the base should be broadened so that the farm workers not in the migratory stream can 
have the services of the program. The benefits of the medical association should not be confined to the 
occupants of the Migratory Labor Camps.” FSA Report, “Conclusions and Recommendations of the 
Standing Committee on Farm Labor,” Resettlement Division Personnel Conference, New Orleans, 
Louisiana, January 27—February 6, 1941,” box 8, folder “RP-M-124 Housing,” RG 96, FHA, NARA. The 
FSA’s guidelines eventually stated that medical care would be provided to all migrants who were ineligible 
for county, state, or private assistance and earned an annual income below $1,200. Most migrants met these 
requirements easily. Grey, New Deal Medicine, 85-86. 
357 FSA, “A Medical Clinic on Wheels—the FSA Mobile Camps and Clinics for Migratory Workers,” box 
78, folder “Farm Security 3-2 Migratory Labor Camps,” RG 16, Office of the Secretary of Agriculture 
(OSA), NARA. 
358 R.G. Leland, “Medical Care for Migratory Workers,” Journal of the American Medical Association 
114, no. 1 (January 1940), 49. 
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The services provided under the AWHA were not restricted to migrant workers 

residing in the camps. Nurses on staff in the federal camps, for instance, regularly visited 

surrounding grower-owned and independent migrant settlements to conduct 

immunization campaigns and encourage migrants to visit the camp clinic for medical 

treatment. The population served by the camps’ medical staff, therefore, far exceeded the 

number of migrants residing in the camps. In Region 8, which included most of the state 

of Texas and Oklahoma, Dr. Ralph C. Williams, a U.S. Public Health Service 

Administrator and Chief Medical Officer for the FSA, estimated that approximately 

45,000 families of migratory laborers, or 225,000 persons, were eligible for coverage 

based on inquiries made in 1939.360 Certainly not all of the migrants that qualified under 

the Texas Farm Laborers Health Association (TFLHA), created in 1941, or other 

government health plans made use of its services; still, the FSA’s readiness to extend its 

medical provisions across vast realms was unprecedented, and a contrast to other New 

Deal components.  

Each of the AWHAs was headed by a board of directors consisting of four FSA 

officials and three medical professionals—one from the State Medical Association, 

another from the State Health Department, and the third from the area where the labor 

camps were located. Usually, a panel of local physicians served the camp clinic(s) in their 

                                                
359 FSA representatives reported that many migrants sent in a few dollars at a time as they found temporary 
jobs and saved up a little cash. FSA, Migrant Farm Labor: The Problem and Ways of Meeting It, December 
1939, box 8, folder “AD-124 Migratory Labor All Regs. General 1939,” RG 96, FHA, NARA, 7. 
360 R.C. Williams, FSA Chief Medical Office, to W.W. Alexander, FSA Administrator, Dec. 15, 1939, box 
10, folder “AD 124 R-8 Migratory Camps Medical Care,” RG 96, FHA, NARA. At its peak, in 1942, the 
FSA’s Medical Care Plans covered 117,000 farm families, or over 600,000 persons, and extended into over 
one-third of the counties in the nation. Mott and Roemer, Rural Health and Medical Care, 393, 396-397. 
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region on a rotating basis. The doctors arranged to work on either alternate days (for 

about one or one and a half hours) or for one week or one month at a time, earning 

approximately $10.00-$12.00 per day plus additional compensation for home visits or 

special cases.361  

A trained nurse, responsible for the majority of immediate medical cases, daily 

health services, and preventative educational efforts, managed the camp clinic on a 

regular basis. Nurses—such as Lois L. Sims, Anna B. Price, Margaret P. Works, and 

Mirabel Mangum who worked at the Robstown, Sinton, Weslaco, and Raymondville, 

Texas, camps respectively—lived on-site in one of the camps’ labor homes and earned an 

annual salary of $1440.362 Typically recruited from the USPHS, or through local 

referrals, the FSA’s nurses were essential to the success of the migrant medical program. 

Working through the week, often for very long hours, the nurses practiced considerable 

clinical and administrative authority over day-to-day medical decisions and services in 

the labor camps.363 Indeed, the power FSA nurses exercised in managing the 

                                                
361 A survey of the FSA’s medical records, along with photographic documentation of the camp clinics, 
suggests that the FSA’s medical staff (including doctors, nurses, and home management supervisors) was 
primarily white. Exceptions existed at the FSA camp in Bridgeton, New Jersey where all of the staff was 
African American as were the majority of the migrant inhabitants. At the Okeechobee FSA camp for 
African American migrants in Belle Glade, Florida, the nurses were African American, but it appears the 
doctors where white. In a remarkable case, the FSA’s mobile dental clinic in the state of Idaho was staffed 
during WWII by a Japanese American dentist who the FSA had recruited from an internment camp. The 
FSA had the dentist commissioned a “captain in the Public Health Service,” which they acclaimed as a real 
accomplishment. Grey, New Deal Medicine, 205.  
362 Ibid. “List of Migratory Labor Camp Personnel.” Also, see Lois L. Sims, R.N., August 25, 1940, box 
484, folder “RP-183 TX 32 Health Reports,” RG 96, FSA, NARA and “Present Personnel,” box 484, folder 
“RP-TX-32 (000-900) Raymondville Mig. Labor Camps,” RG 96, FSA, NARA. 
363 Grey, New Deal Medicine, 93. For example, at the Raymondville camp the clinic served 500 persons 
with hours posted as follows: Nurse’s Clinic—Mon., Tues., Wed., Sat., and Sun. from 10 a.m.-12 noon and 
1 p.m.-3 p.m.; Thurs. only from 10 a.m.-12 noon and Friday closed (except for emergencies which were 
“answered day or night”). Doctor’s clinic—Thurs. and Sat. from 1 p.m.-2 p.m. Of course, these hours do 
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government’s migrant health care initiative was remarkable. Their responsibilities 

included, for example: conducting thorough health examinations of each migrant seeking 

residence inside the camp; deciding whether migrants required isolation, hospitalization, 

or a referral to an outside doctor; and providing minor medical or surgical treatment or, in 

emergency cases when a doctor was unavailable, triage care. Nurses also prescribed 

treatment plans and, with the doctor’s approval, dispensed medications. Furthermore, 

they followed-up with sick patients, sometimes visiting their home daily, and also 

organized regular inoculation campaigns for the camp and surrounding region. In 

addition, they planed and facilitated nutrition classes and well-baby clinics for camp 

inhabitants. Nurses were also expected to maintain a detailed record of all health-related 

activities in order to submit a monthly medical report to the corresponding AWHA and 

FSA regional office.  

As this activity attests, public health nurses were important mediators between the 

FSA’s medical program, including doctors, and the migrant families it sought to “clean 

up.”364 Nurses’ daily relations with camp inhabitants typically fostered mutual trust and 

even admiration. For example, when Miss Shelton, the nurse in the Crystal City camp, 

was transferred to the Robstown camp, the migrant’s newspaper for the Crystal City 

                                                
not account for the work nurses performed outside of the camp clinic, including visiting family’s homes for 
follow-up treatment, providing medical aid or vaccinations to migrant families off-site, and meeting with 
other agencies or organizations concerned with matters of migrant health. Memorandum by Lois L. Sims, 
R.N., August 25, 1940, box 484, folder “RP-183 TX 32 Health Reports,” RG 96, FSA, NARA and “Present 
Personnel,” box 484, folder “RP-TX-32 (000-900) Raymondville Mig. Labor Camps,” RG 96, FSA, 
NARA. 
364 Several scholars have written about the significant role played by public health nurses. See, for 
example, the excellent discussion on African American nurses in Smith, Sick and Tired, 13, 103-107, 121-
148. On the issue of nurses’ autonomy, see Susan Gelfand Malka, Daring To Care: American Nursing and 
Second-Wave Feminism (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 2007). 
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camp, Spotlight, published the following lament: “Everybody hates to see you go Miss 

Shelton and we hope you will be back soon!”365 Despite the pressure and burden camp 

nurses employed in migrants’ lives—for instance, by visiting their homes daily to ensure 

sanitary conditions—migrants generally viewed them as beneficial (see fig. 23).  

 

 

 Figure 23: “Young Patient Treating Injury Under Supervision of Nurse,” 
FSA Labor Camp, Robstown, Texas (Jan. 1942). (Photograph by: Arthur 
Rothstein. Courtesy of The Library of Congress, Prints & Photographs Division, FSA/OWI 
Collection photo no. LC-USF34-024914-D.) 

 

The Role of Health Education and Home Management in Preventative Care 

Although much of the migrant health program focused on traditional allopathic 

medical attention, the FSA’s most radical and far-reaching efforts occurred in the realm 

of preventative care. Officials within the Health Services Branch believed that while the 

labor camps and the AWHAs provided a critical and direct response toward ameliorating 

                                                
365 Spotlight, Crystal City, Texas, FSA Camp Newspaper, September 12, 1941, p. 6, box 17, folder “RP-M-
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migrants’ serious health conditions, a long-term improvement in migrant health could not 

be achieved unless something was done to address the issue from a socio-economic as 

well as cultural standpoint. To this end, the camp program incorporated elaborate 

measures in health education to teach migrant families about nutrition, sanitation, 

personal hygiene, prenatal and postnatal care, and more general aspects of “healthy” 

home-management and self-conduct. In the process, FSA medical representatives and 

public health officials diagnosed migrants’ transgressive health practices as a leading 

cause in their predisposition to illness.  

Contemporary studies frequently characterized migrant families as completely 

ignorant of the factors that caused and contributed to the diseases in their bodies and 

environment. Influenced by broader racial and class-based anxieties exacerbated during 

the Depression, these analyses questioned migrants’ ability to act as responsible citizens 

based on their “unhealthy” cultural practices, domestic behavior, and medical choices.366 

Demonstrating this opinion, the Council of Women for Home Missions, an organization 

actively involved in several of the FSA camps, reported in 1938 that one of the factors 

contributing to high IMRs among Mexican migrant families was the “ignorance of the 

mother.”367 To support their claim the organization included the following story in their 

report: 

                                                
163-1941 Newspapers and Magazines,” RG96, FHA, NARA. 
366 For further discussion of the racialized aspects of public health discourse during the Depression, see 
Molina, Fit to be Citizens? 
367 In Harlingen, Texas, Reverend and Mrs. Waite, representatives of the Home Mission Council from St. 
Louis, Missouri, came to the camp one or two days a week to carry on a religious and recreational program 
and to help out with the Nursery School. They were also active in the surrounding camps at Weslaco, 
McAllen, and Raymondville. MNR for the month of December 1941, submitted by Dell M. Caver, Home 
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When the Martinez twins came, the mother was rushed to the hospital in an effort 
to save her life and that of her children. In ten days the mother was back in camp 
[a non-FSA facility]. A few more days and she was in the cotton fields again, the 
mites cuddled in a box at her side. In six weeks all that was left to her was a 
memory and two nameless graves in a field.368  

 
As a final remark the authors exclaimed, “Sometimes the struggle is longer but the end is 

too often inevitable.”  

Although the CWHM also pointed to the unsanitary environment, constant 

moving, and insufficient wages as matters that likewise “spelled tragedy for the [migrant] 

baby,” by attributing the infants’ “inevitable” death to the mother’s poor judgment, they 

affirmed that socio-economic conditions were not entirely to blame for migrants’ 

detrimental health status. Such claims were representative of the movement in public 

health reform and social welfare (aimed primarily at immigrant families) underway in the 

United States around this time. As Richard Meckel demonstrates in his analysis of infant 

morality prevention, the 1920s and 1930s saw a significant shift away from focusing on 

the environment and privation (i.e., external conditions and poverty) as the causes for 

disease, toward faulting the individual (particularly mothers) and social behavior. To 

improve immigrants’ prospects for living a healthy life, reformers believed that 

immigrant mothers had to be taught the science of home management, involving 

nutritious cooking, domestic sanitation, and hygienic care of children. 369 

                                                
Management Supervisor, Harlingen, Texas FSA Camp, box 486, folder “RP-TX-36-183-01 Monthly 
Narrative Report of Home Management—Sep. 1941,” RG 96, FSA, NARA. 
368 Adela J. Ballard, Council of Women for Home Missions, “The Mexican Migrant,” as cited in Lowry, 
They Starve That We May Eat, 36, 
369 Meckel, Save the Babies, 99, 121. 
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Several photographs taken by the FSA’s documentary division demonstrate the 

extent to which migrants’ domestic realm remained a focal point for the agency’s health 

reform and cultural redevelopment efforts during the late 1930s and early 1940s. For 

example, Russell Lee’s images of ethnic Mexican farm workers’ living conditions in 

Crystal City, Texas, taken in 1939, included the following photographs and 

accompanying captions:  

 
 

 
 

 Figure 24:  “Mexican Mother and Child in Home. This Woman Had Given 
Birth to Baby on Bed While She Had an Advanced Case of Gonorrhea. The 
Baby at Time Picture was Taken was Ten Days Old. The Baby Slept in the 
Same Bed with the Mother and She was Caring for Both It and the Small 
Child by Her Side.” (FSA/OWI Photographic Collection, LOC, LC-USF34-032352-D) 
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 Figure 25: “Mexican With Advanced Case of Tuberculosis. He Was at 
Home With Other Members of the Family Sleeping and Living in the Same 
Room.” (FSA/OWI Photographic Collection, LOC, LC-USF34-032401-D) 

 

 
Lee observed that Mexicans were unaware of the health risks they posed to their families 

and communities and thus were partially responsible for the social and health-related 

problems in their lives.370 Photographs by chroniclers like Lee, however, concealed, even 

as they highlighted, the structural poverty and racial inequality affecting ethnic Mexican 

migrants in order to draw the viewer’s attention (through the explicit caption) to the 

subject’s lack of health awareness.371 While the national dispersal of these representations 

had dangerous implications for pathhologizing ethnic Mexican’s domestic practices, the 

                                                
370 For further examples, see the following images: LC-USF34-032363-D; LC-USF34-032376-D; LC-
USF34-032375-D; LC-USF34-032393-D; LC-USF34-032402-D; LC-USF34-032405-D; and LC-USF34-
032494-D. FSA/OWI Photographic Collection, LOC. 
371 Unlike the FSA’s more iconic imagery of the Dust Bowl migrants—which worked to depict white 
migrants as victims of their social circumstances, and feature their poverty as an object of sympathy—the 
ethnic Mexican migrants in Lee’s images were faulted for their condition. Although in both contexts the 
images were utilized to garner support for the FSA, the agency drew upon distinct (and notably converse) 
race and class discourses in their efforts to do so. For a discussion of the FSA’s role in reinforcing 
traditional notions of gender relations and nationalism through photography, see Wendy Kozol, “Madonnas 
of the Fields: Photography, Gender, and 1930s Farm Relief,” Genders, 2 (Summer 1988): 1-23. 
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images served to justify the FSA’s intervention in matters of preventative health 

education and socio-cultural reform. The photographs of diseased ethnic Mexican bodies, 

in other words, called for intervention that reassured the viewer (mainly middle-class 

Americans) that their concerns and fears would be met.372  

A study of the workshops, lessons, and committees facilitated by the camps’ 

Home Management Supervisors (HMS) illustrates the degree to which federal officials 

sought to impose new practices of domestic behavior, institute new standards for proper 

medical care, and transform migrants’ cultural and traditional values—or as Cowen put it, 

“change their habits”—to better meet the notion of good health and citizenship the FSA 

desired.373 In this process, the FSA aimed to acculturate migrant families to better meet 

American middle-class ideologies and normative practices of health and hygiene, 

respectable domesticity, morality, and modernity. Although most of the migrants who 

initially occupied the labor camps were U.S.-born, their socio-economic position and 

identity as migratory workers, and (in most cases) as non-whites, made them susceptible 

                                                
372 Russell Lee was hired again in the late 1940s to photograph the “Spanish Speaking People in Texas” for 
a study conducted by Dr. George I. Sánchez, a University of Texas professor and former president of the 
League of United Latin American Citizens (LULAC). The study intended to show the discriminatory 
treatment and destitute living conditions of ethnic Mexicans in the state. Domestic space again became the 
primary site by which to show the “personal and social disorder” ethnic Mexicans were experiencing. For 
more, see Verónica A. García, “Hegemonic Constructions of Tejana/Mexicana Domesticity & Social 
Space: Reading Russell Lee’s Photographs of Texas Mexican Women, 1948-1950, for Signs of Race, 
Class, and Gender,” Research Paper in Papers of Tomas Ybarra Frausto Research Material on Chicano 
Art, box 11, Galeria de La Raza, Studio 24-Garcia-File 11.35, Smithsonian Institution of American Art. For 
further discussion concerning how health officials contributed to public perceptions of Mexicans as 
inferior, especially by depicting their living standards as deficient, see Natalia Molina, “Illustrating Cultural 
Authority: Medicalized Representations of Mexican Communities in Early Twentieth Century Los 
Angeles,” Aztlán 28, no. 1, (Spring 2003): 129-143. 
373 Like most of the FSA’s medical staff, the HMS were predominantly white and middle-class. These 
women were typically college educated in the field of “domestic science” and earned an annual salary of 
$18,000 for their work in the FSA camps. Like the nurses, the HMS lived at the camp year-around. 
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to a process of Americanization—touted in both class and racial terms of rehabilitation, 

uplift, and progress.374  

The FSA concentrated its home management and health education efforts almost 

exclusively on the women and, to a lesser extent, the adolescent girls. Not unlike earlier 

progressive reformers, the HMS believed that migrant women, particularly those that 

were mothers, had the ability to transform their family’s traditional practices by adopting 

and teaching their husbands and children modern American standards of health, hygiene, 

and personal care.375 As participants in the camps’ workshops and committees—which 

they were strongly encouraged, if not required, to take part in as a part of their civic 

                                                
“Personnel Information, Migratory Labor Camp, Crystal City, Texas,” box 487, folder “RP-Crystal City 
Farm Workers Camp TX-38 000-900,” RG96, FSA, NARA. 
374 While it is important to recognize the different cultural and racial dynamics affecting white and non-
white or foreign-born migrants with regard to the FSA’s social programming, white migrants were also 
subjected to an intense process of socio-cultural transformation within the labor camp program. As several 
scholars have demonstrated, despite a more ready recognition of their status as Americans and their 
position (prior to the Depression) as landowners and/or farmers, white migrants were frequently 
characterized as culturally backward and in need of government intervention to improve their social 
condition. In fact, some FSA officials suggested that Anglos families were in even greater need of the camp 
programs’ reform measures. As the Raymondville, Texas, camp manager stated in the late 1940s, “it is a 
disturbing fact that neither the Negro nor Mexican worker ever falls as low as the Anglo once he starts on 
the downward patch.” The nurse at Raymondville conferred, “even the wetback has more initiative than 
your average Anglo migrant.” It was agreed by both that they were “migrants of the very lowest type 
because they did not carry out the nurses directions and resented her advice.” Agnes E. Meyer, “Rio 
Grande Problem: Migrant Mexicans and Anglo Labor,” The Washington Post (1877-1954); April 23, 1946; 
Pro Quest Historical Newspapers The Washington Post (1877-1990), 3. For further discussion on the 
discrimination affecting Anglo migrants during the depression, see Neil Foley, The White Scourge:  
Mexicans, Blacks, and Poor Whites in Texas Cotton Culture (Berkeley: University of California Press, 
1997); James N. Gregory, American Exodus: The Dust Bowl Migration and Okie Culture in California 
(New York: Oxford Press, 1989); Walter J. Stein, California and the Dust Bowl Migration (Westport: 
Greenwood Press, 1973). 
375 For further reading on Americanization efforts targeting Mexican origin families, see Sarah Deutsch, 
No Separate Refuge: Culture, Class, and Gender on the Anglo-Hispanic Frontier in the American 
Southwest, 1880-1940 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1987); Susan Yohn, A Contest of Faiths: 
Missionary Women and Pluralism in the American Southwest (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1995); 
Vicki L. Ruiz, From Out of the Shadows: Mexican Women in Twentieth-Century America (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1998); and George Sanchez, “‘Go After the Women:’ Americanization and the 
Mexican Immigrant Woman, 1915-1929,” in Vicki L. Ruiz and Ellen Carol DuBois, Unequal Sisters: A 
Multi-Cultural Reader in U.S. Women’s History, 2nd ed., (New York: Routledge Press, 1994): 284-297. 
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responsibilities to the camp community—migrant women were responsible for instituting 

those changes toward “better health” that federal officials promoted. In this sense, they 

were key mediators in negotiating the pressures associated with the FSA’s medical 

program.  

According to an FSA guide compiled by the HMS staff, the educational 

program’s principal aims included teaching migrants about the fundamental relationship 

between personal health and “cleanliness habits.” This would help build a basic 

understanding of the principles of prevention and control of disease, the staff argued, and 

thus lessen their transmission and ill effects. The FSA also wanted migrants to develop a 

practical knowledge of how best (i.e., both safely and efficiently) to handle simple 

illness, and even medical emergencies, at home and on their own. In the realm of 

nutrition and food preparation, the HMS claimed that regular lessons and demonstrations 

would go a long way towards building “stronger, healthier, and happier American farm 

workers.”376 As these objectives suggest, public health specialists considered preventative 

care to be foremost in ensuring the success of the FSA’s medical program. Treating 

migrants’ immediate health needs was important, but to have a greater and more lasting 

effect, it was critical for migrants’ to learn to better care for themselves. 

                                                
376 “War Weapons for War Workers: Based on An Educational Program for Farm Laborer Families” July 
1942, assembled and organized by Iva M. Caldwell, Associate Home Management Specialist, and A.E. 
Scott, Jr., Chief County and Family Services, with contributions by HMS employed in the South Texas 
FSA camps—May Eichblatt, Robstown; Charlotte Tompkins, Sinton; Genevieve Rhodes, Crystal City; 
Laura Underwood, Raymondville; Juanita Curtis, Weslaco; and Dell Caver, Harlingen. This sixty page 
publication includes an lengthy list of teaching aids, illustrative material, references, and suggestions for 
different teaching approaches based on a variety of topics related to health, hygiene, home management, 
and recreation. Box 17, folder “RP-M-88-163 Newspapers and Magazines,” RG 96, FHA, NARA. 
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In an effort to meet their goals, the HMS collaborated with the nurses in offering 

lessons and leading discussions on numerous topics, including “Questions About Your 

Teeth,” “Posture and Gait,” “Typhoid and the Fly,” “Home, Hygiene and Care of the 

Sick,” “Keep[ing] Fitness With the Right Foods,” “Better Meals for Less Money,” and 

“Diets to Fit the Family Income.” In these classes, migrant women were taught how to 

make soaps, shampoos, and toothpaste, to can foods and make budgeted grocery lists, to 

prepare recipes for “a well balanced diet,” to keep dangerous pests and disease carriers 

out of their homes, and to select good clothing, shoes, and even appropriate hosiery 

depending on the occasion and their needs (see fig. 26).377  

 

 

 Figure 26: “Health and Sanitation Committee Meeting” Robstown, Texas, 
FSA Migratory Labor Camp (1942) (Photograph by: Arthur Rothstein. FSA/OWI 
Photographic Collection, LOC, LC-USF34-032401-D) 

                                                
377 In some cases the home demonstration workshops and women’s meetings were divided along ethno-
racial and/or class lines. For example, at the Harlingen, Texas, camp, separate “canning schools” were held 
for Anglo-Americans and Latin-Americans “because of the problem of interpretation,” and also “because 
of [Latin-American Women’s] lack of experience in caning.” FSA documents also suggest that migrant 
women from the Labor Home section of the camps often met apart from those residing in the more 
temporary shelters. While this may have simply been due to their more long-term investment in the camps’ 
social welfare, it is nevertheless indicative of the disparity that may have existed in some of the camps. 
MNR, Harlingen, Texas, FSA Camp, April 1942, box 486, folder “RP-TX-36-183-01 Monthly Narrative 
Report of Home Management—Sept. 1941,” RG96, FSA, NARA. 
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 To further inculcate the ideas introduced in the home management workshops, 

camp officials encouraged migrant women to participate in various “women’s 

committees” responsible for maintaining and instituting appropriate measures of health 

and sanitation within the federal camp. In this regard, migrant women were given some 

authority to facilitate and regulate their peers’ adoption to the guidelines and 

recommendations the FSA’s health program promoted. For instance, in the Crystal City 

camp, an “Inspection Committee” accompanied the camp nurse, Miss Chandler, in 

making a weekly examination of the more temporary residents’ living environment. In an 

ironic outcome, the camp section or district having the cleanest shelters, comfort stations, 

and shared grounds received one bar of soap for each family in that section.378 A similar 

competition was held at the Princeton camp, where after some trouble with maintenance 

of the privies and showers, a “Health and Sanitation Committee,” selected from the 

“Women’s Central Committee,” instituted a “clean-up campaign” in which the cleanest 

camp district was awarded a No. 1 white flag, the next cleanest a No. 2 white flag, etc. 

The worst district was assigned a black flag and all flags were posted until the next 

inspection the following week.379  

                                                
378 Genevieve Rhodes, HMS, MNR, Crystal City, Texas FSA Camp, November 1941, box 488, folder 
“RP-TX-38-183 1941 Crystal City Mig. Camp, Camp Population Report,” RG 96, FSA, NARA. 
379 In respect to the inspection process, the HMS explained that “one of her cardinal points in home visits 
was to stress community cleanliness and sanitation and cooperation in this endeavor.” In general, the FSA 
argued that, “the cleanliness and sanitation of the camp rests first of all upon its residents.” By motivating 
residents to take responsibility for organizing themselves to keep the camp clean, the FSA claimed it was 
providing the best educational value. MNR, Princeton, Texas, FSA Camp, September 1941, box 488, folder 
“RP-TX-39-183 Weekly Activities Report,” RG 96, FSA, NARA. Also, see Paul Freier, Acting Camp 
Manager, Princeton, Texas, FSA Camp, to W.A. Canon, FSA Assistant Regional Director, February 25, 
1942, box 488, folder “TX-39-126-01 Project Inspection Report,” RG 96, FSA, NARA.  
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 Perhaps aware of the extent to which migrant mothers may have been more 

reluctant to “change their habits,” the FSA’s health program also focused considerable 

attention on the camps’ adolescent girls. Through the formation of various “girls clubs,” 

which functioned partially for recreational purposes, the FSA’s nurses and HMS taught 

early lessons on domestic responsibility and female morality, in addition to health and 

hygiene. At the Sinton camp, for example, Miss. Charlotte M. Tompkins, the HMS, 

instructed ethnic Mexican teenage girls on how to spend money wisely, choose good 

companions and friends, develop appropriate boy-girl relationships, maintain a neat and 

attractive appearance, and share in the responsibility of keeping a clean and happy 

home.380 The “Sunshine Health Club” (for girls ages six to sixteen) at the Harlingen camp 

received similar lessons concerning their domestic duties. For instance, the girls were in 

charge of making weekly sanitation inspections throughout the camp and reporting their 

findings to the Camp Council (i.e., the camps’ self-governing body). The Sunshine Club 

also volunteered in the camp’s nursery school where they helped prepare meals and care 

for the camp’s infant children.381 In conjunction with the home management workshops 

and committees sponsored for migrant women, the girls’ lessons and activities reinforced 

middle-class American views of appropriate female behavior while also situating 

women’s contributions exclusively within the domestic terrain.  

                                                
380 Charlotte M. Tompkins, “Social Problems of Girls in Migratory Labor Camps in South and Central 
Texas,” M.A. Report, Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College in Fort Collins, Colorado (1948).  
381 Dell Caver, HMS, MNR, Harlingen, Texas, FSA Camp, May 1942, box 486, folder “RP-TX-36-183-01 
Monthly Narrative Report of Home Management—Sept. 1941,” RG96, FSA, NARA.  
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The Migrants’ Responses to Federal Health Reform 

Camp documents make it difficult to evaluate to what extent migrant families 

appreciated the services the FSA’s health program provided. For instance, while migrant 

women attended the home management and health education workshops in large 

numbers, this alone is not indicative of their support for the program since participation 

in these classes was basically mandatory. To be certain, some women were probably 

grateful for the practical lessons in health and hygiene, the medical attention, financial 

assistance, and even female camaraderie that the camps’ health program afforded. Since 

women had to balance their work in the fields with their work at home and for the camp, 

the health program provided a valuable service and source of relief. As Agnes Meyer 

noted of the advantages offered by the Robstown camp, “The opportunity to keep their 

families clean was one of the features most appreciated by these hard-working women.” 

Among the camps’ mostly ethnic Mexican population, Meyer found “a general sense of 

well-being, self-confidence, and stability.” The “amazing improvement in moral and 

behavior,” according to Meyer, demonstrated “what the country would gain if the social 

influences of the camps were more widely felt.”382  

Not surprisingly, HMS made similar claims regarding the benefits of the camps’ 

educational and social programming efforts. In describing the success of the nursery 

school program at the Princeton camp, for instance, Bess Kolaja reported that since the 

nursery school had been in operation, “dysentery, and other stomach disorders, 

                                                
382 Agnes Meyer, “Life on the Rio Grande,” The Washington Post, April 22, 1946, ProQuest Historical 
Newspapers The Washington Post (1877-1990). 
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pediculosis, sore eyes, and some of the chronic cases of colds [had] been eliminated.”383 

At the Harlingen camp, Dell Caver similarly noted a marked improvement in the health 

and demeanor of the camps’ migrant children. After several weeks of working with a 

group of parents who were reluctant to send their children to the nursery school on a daily 

basis, Caver reported that, with more regular attendance, the children were now eating 

better and learning to like the food, gaining weight, becoming less indolent, and 

beginning to talk some English. As a result of this transformation, she declared, “the 

parents are praising the Nursery School.” “They can see the improvement in their 

children and have learned about feeding them and that there are other ways of handling 

behavior problems besides ‘whipping.”384 

Supporting the HMS claims that the camps’ amenities and programs were 

beneficial to migrant families, Ofilia Ramirez stated that life at the camp in McAllen, 

Texas, had definitely made things easier for her and her family. As Ms. Ramirez recalled: 

Las casas estaban bien acabadas. Había agua y tambíen luz para planchar.   
Todo era moderno, no como en el rancho. Por eso nos gustaba.385 

 

                                                
383 Bess Kolaja, HMS, MNR, Princeton, Texas FSA Camp, November 1941, box 488, folder “RP-TX-39-
183 Weekly Activities Report,” RG 96, FSA, NARA. 
384 Dell Caver, HMS, MNR, Harlingen, Texas FSA Camp, December 1941, box 486, folder “RP-TX-36-
183-01 Monthly Narrative Report of Home Management—Sept. 1941,” RG96, FSA, NARA. In Texas, 
camp nurses and home management supervisors were able to “introduce a steady diet” into the camps’ 
nursery schools with donations made by the Texas Farm Laborers Health Association (the FSA’s regional 
AWHA) as well as through surplus commodities donated from the Department of Agriculture. Genevieve 
Rhodes, HMS, MNR, Crystal City, Texas FSA Camp, May 1942, box 488, folder “RP-TX-38-183 1941 
Crystal City Mig. Camp, Camp Population Report,” RG 96, FSA, NARA. 
385 “The homes were well-built. There was running water and electricity for ironing. Everything was 
modern, not like at our ranch. That’s why we liked it.” Ms. Ofilia Cantu Ramirez, interview by Victor 
Ramirez (her son) on behalf of author, Roma, Texas, July 27, 2008. 
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Ms. Ramirez was careful to assert, however, that as migrants, it was their responsibility to 

keep camp accommodations well maintained. As she noted: 

Pero teníamos que tener todo muy limpio. Por si había inspección o algo, estar 
listos.386                    

 

Herón Ramirez (Ms. Ofilia’s nephew) also remembered that his mother was fairly 

receptive to the ideas and lessons promoted by the HMS at the McAllen camp. About 

matters related to cooking and nutrition, for example, he exclaimed: 

When it came to the food, we experimented! My family would eat spinach and 
artichoke, and roast turkey and things we had never had before because they told 
mom it was good for us. If the nurse or those lessons told you it was good for 
your brain and that sort of thing; we ate it.387 

 

Although most of the people I interviewed as part of this research were children 

when they lived in one of the federal camps, they remembered vividly the program’s 

varied health measures. Aida Hinojosa, Minerva Capello, and Charles Lee Thomas, for 

example, recalled having DDT sprinkled over their head regularly while living at the 

Weslaco camp.388 Ms. Hinojosa also described how she dreaded lining up for a frequent 

dose of cod-liver oil, as well as for painful typhoid shots. Alcario Samudio, who likewise 

                                                
386 “But we had to keep everything very clean. In case there was an inspection or something, we would be 
ready.” Ibid. 
387 Mr. Herón Ramirez, interview by author, Pharr, Texas, July 18, 2008. 
388 Ms. Mildred Bennett, who ran the nursery school at the Harlingen, Texas, camp recalled that they kept a 
saltshaker with DDT in the nursery school. Before the kids went home each evening, she or another staff 
person would often sprinkle the top of their heads with it. Their hope was that the children would then go 
home and some of the DDT would sprinkle there as well. Ms. Mildred Bennett, interview by author, 
Harlingen, Texas, July 31, 2008 and May 3, 2008. Ms. Aida Hinojosa, Ms. Minerva Capello, and Mr. 
Charles Thomas, interview by author, Weslaco, Texas, May 2, 2008. 
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resided at the Weslaco camp, remembered lining up one day to have his tonsils removed 

at the camp clinic. As he described it: 

There was this one day that there was a whole line over there [by the clinic], and I 
went to check why that line was there. I thought they were giving something 
away. But no, they were taking tonsils out! And they were gonna give free ice 
cream and comic books, so my brother and I both got in line. There was a whole 
line of kids! We had no problem.389 

 
 
In a similar manner, Mr. Samudio stated that the nurse would sometimes line everyone up 

to give them shots “for this and that,” and he would think “ah, what the hell, I might as 

well do it.” Most of the individuals I spoke with—all children at the time—recalled 

having mostly “no problem” with the camps’ medical and health procedures.  

However, what little historical record exists documenting migrants’ perspectives 

suggests that their responses to the FSA’s medical and social welfare reform measures 

were varied and complex. While they most often cooperated with the HMS and nurse’s 

requests, and even advocated for the camps’ health services, migrants maintained and 

regularly expressed their own health ideas, practices, and customs. For example, at the 

Harlingen camp Dell Caver, the HMS, reported that there was a problem with several 

“Latin American” families not wanting to send their children to the nursery school. In 

one case the father thought his child belonged at home. In two other cases, the children 

refused to go because they did not want to take the daily dose of cod-liver oil the staff 

                                                
389 Alcario Samudio, phone interview by author, May 13, 2008. 
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prescribed. Their mothers, according to Caver, agreed the oil was unnecessary and, thus, 

they kept their children home.390  

Practicing alternative approaches to family management and health care was a 

real risk in the camps given that migrants depended on the housing and services the FSA 

provided. In cases where mothers failed to cooperate or conform to the medical 

program’s standards, the nurse and/or HMS took active measures to try to change their 

minds or, if the situation was serious, requested that the families be evicted from the 

camp on account that they threatened the health of the rest of the camp community. 

While the decision was apparently up to the Camp Council (i.e., fellow migrants), several 

FSA reports indicate that the medical staff along with the camp manager regularly 

determined if this was necessary.  

The Struggle Over Reproductive Health 

 The FSA’s effort to modify migrants’ health practices beyond simply providing 

medical attention and treatment contributed to migrants’ apprehension toward the health 

program and its personnel. In general, the burden of daily health inspections and regular 

sanitation and nutrition meetings created considerable pressure on migrant women to 

maintain the program’s high standards and expectations. The invasive and personal 

nature of these demands compounded the effect the medical program had in shaping 

migrants’ everyday lives. The authority the FSA administered over pregnant women 

residing in the camps offers a revealing example of the way health officials aimed to alter 

                                                
390 Dell Caver, HMS, MNR, Harlingen, Texas FSA Camp, December 1941, box 486, folder “RP-TX-36-
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more intimate matters of migrants’ health customs and practices. It also provides further 

insight into the contention that occasionally unfolded as a result of the government’s 

reform programs. 

 Attention to reproductive health—in particular, infant, child, and maternal 

mortality rates—had been a central concern of social welfare activists and health 

reformers since at least the mid-nineteenth century. According to Richard Meckel, by 

1870 there was a clear consensus among USPH officials that the rate of mortality 

suffered by children under the age of five was an accurate way to measure the overall 

quality of sanitary and health conditions in communities.391 For this reason, public health 

specialist became particularly alarmed during the 1930s when several studies suggested 

that infant mortality rates (IMRs) were escalating throughout the country for the first time 

in decades.392  

Investigations compiled by the Tolan Committee—a Congressional committee 

organized in 1940 and 1941 to “investigate the interstate migration of destitute 

citizens”—showed disturbing trends among migratory families concerning infant and 

child mortality. In one county in the San Joaquin Valley of California, for example, fifty 

babies (all children of migratory workers) died from diarrhea and/or enteritis in a single 

picking season in 1937. That same year, Tulare County in the Central Valley of 

California reported children dying at the rate of two a day, with ninety percent of the 

mortality among migrant families. Although the Depression had seriously worsened 

                                                
183-01 Monthly Narrative Report of Home Management—Sept. 1941,” RG96, FSA, NARA. 
391 Meckel, Save the Babies, 27. 
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existing socio-economic conditions, most reports suggested that migrant farm workers 

had long been subject to higher IMRs (and poor health in general) because of their 

meager and unsteady income, their unsanitary domestic environment, and lack of medical 

attention. A public health study in Colorado from 1920-1930, for instance, found that 

IMRs were “shockingly high” among ethnic Mexican sugar beet workers. In 1930 alone, 

a group of 140 ethnic Mexican families had lost 308 children.393 These conditions had not 

improved by the mid-1940s. Health officials in Hidalgo County, Texas, for instance, 

reported that the average mortality rate per live births was “98.3 per thousand, nearly two 

and a half times that of the national average.”394  

Although public health officials during the late 1930s understood that migrants’ 

poverty, poor labor conditions, and substandard housing contributed to their varied 

maladies, they argued that many infant deaths could be prevented if only migrant women 

had access to prenatal and postpartum care and, more importantly, if they delivered their 

babies in a hospital under the supervision of a licensed physician.395 By the 1930s, health 

reformers, including those who came to work for the FSA, placed increasing 

responsibility on migrant mothers to better care for themselves and their babies as a way 

                                                
392 Grey, New Deal Medicine, 33. 
393 Highlighting the gravity of migrant’s poor health conditions, Carey McWilliams noted in 1939 that an 
entire volume could be compiled with documentation on this subject alone. McWilliams, Ill Fares the 
Land, 118, 160, 245, and 286; McWilliams, Factories in the Fields: The Story of Migrant Farm Labor in 
California (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1939), 317-318. 
394 Agnes E. Meyer, “Good Housing Attracts Best Workers in Valley,” The Texas Spectator, June 14, 
1946. 
395 Grey, New Deal Medicine, 33. A public health study conducted in 1937 found that there were 864 rural 
counties in the U.S. in which no live births had occurred in hospitals, yet nearly 200,000 live births took 
place in these counties that same year. McWilliams, Ill Fares the Land, 365. 
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of improving the problem of infant mortality.396 In addition to hosting lessons on 

sanitation and nutrition, therefore, both nurses and HMS frequently instructed the camps’ 

migrant women on matters related to sex education, family planning, birth control, and 

parenting.397 They also required that all migrant mothers attend regular prenatal and 

postpartum clinics. To make sure they complied, the camps’ health personnel carefully 

monitored women’s attendance. At the Crystal City camp, for example, the nurse 

frequently publicized a list of names expected at the “baby clinic” in the camp 

newspaper.398 When migrant mothers failed to adhere to the program’s expectations, 

camp nurses or the “women’s committee” paid the family a visit to their home. 

According to the FSA, “constant supervision” by the nurses and doctors was necessary 

for a “well baby” (see fig. 27).399  

 
 

                                                
396 Meckel, Saving Babies, 6, 122, 136. 
397 For example, information concerning “Preparation for Pregnancy,” “The Question of Sexual Relations,” 
“Step by Step in Sex Education,” “Preparing for Marriage,” and “Feeding the Child for Health,” was given 
to migrant women as part of this effort. FSA, “War Weapons for War Workers,” box 17, folder “RP-M-88-
163 Newspapers and Magazines,” RG 96, FHA, NARA. Joseph Cowen, Camp Manager Sinton, Texas, to 
W.A. Canon, FSA Assistant Regional Director, March 9, 1942, enc. “Parent Education Unit,” RG 96, FSA, 
NARA, Southwest Region, Fort Worth, Texas.  Grey, New Deal Medicine, 97. 
398 Spotlight, Crystal City, Texas, camp newspaper, September 12, 1941, p. 6, box 17, folder “RP-M-163-
1941 Newspapers and Magazines,” RG96, FHA, NARA. 
399 Migrant Mike, Yuma, Arizona, camp newspaper, November 28, 1941, box 97, folder “RP-AZ-11 (000-
900) Yuma Migratory Labor Camp,” RG96, FSA, NARA. Although the FSA could not practice the same 
kind of supervision over migrant women outside of the camp structure, it was not uncommon for nurses to 
visit migrants in grower-owned or private settlements to encourage pregnant women to come to the camp 
for the educational classes and/or prenatal and postpartum care through the clinic. Grey, New Deal 
Medicine, 94. 
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 Figure 27: “Clinic Examination” Harlingen, Texas, FSA Migratory Labor 
Camp (1942) (Photograph by: Arthur Rothstein. FSA/OWI Photographic Collection, 
LOC, LC-USF34-024930-D) 

 

The most coercive measure the FSA practiced over expectant mothers in the labor 

camps was probably the insistence that a physician be present when migrant women gave 

birth. According to Michel Grey, an expert on New Deal medicine, this demand 

“represented an unusually explicit government effort to monitor and modify medical 

practice for that period.”400 The FSA’s medical program, however, reflected broader 

public health attitudes seeking to transform obstetric care into a practice exclusive to 

licensed physicians (or professionally trained midwives) and confined to modern clinics 

and/or hospitals and services. In 1940, studies found that 71% of non-white women in the 

U.S. were still delivering their babies with the help of a midwife.401 Health reformers 

believed that considerable gains would be made to combat infant and maternal mortality 

if an intervention was made to alter this trend. Only two years after developing the first 

                                                
400 Grey, New Deal Medicine, 86. 
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AWHA, R.C. Williams, Chief Medical Officer for the FSA, reported great improvements 

concerning the government’s effort in San Miguel, California: 

During the first year of the medical service plan, 31 confinement cases were cared 
for. Not one mother or baby died. Eighteen of these mothers were Spanish 
women. Only three of these eighteen had ever had a physician attend them at 
birth; 6 of these mothers had lost babies at birth; 2 had each lost 4 babies…but all 
18 Spanish mothers have healthy FSA Medical Service babies now…It seems that 
our plan has had some effect already on the terribly high infant mortality rate in 
this county.402  

 

The tragic case involving a migrant woman from the Robstown, Texas, camp 

illuminates why migrants’ non-physician attended births represented such a problem 

according to the FSA. Despite having access to the FSA’s medical staff, the woman died 

while giving birth to her child with the help of a curandera (i.e., local healer) outside of 

the camp.403 A journalist from The Washington Post investigating the case, Agnes Meyer, 

concluded that the curandera’s practices were primitive, unsanitary, and basically 

inferior, particularly in light of the camps’ “first-rate medical facilities.” “The dirty 

                                                
401 Borst, Catching Babies, 157. 
402 FSA, “Annual Report of the Chief Medical Officer for the Fiscal Year, July 1, 1939 to June 30, 1940,” 
(Washington, D.C.: GPO, 1940), as cited in Grey, New Deal Medicine, 86. A similar statement was made a 
couple of years later by Dr. Frederick Mott, who followed Williams as Chief Medical Officer. Commenting 
on the changes that had been accomplished among the “Spanish-American” rural population in Northern 
New Mexico through the Taos County Cooperative Health Association (established by the FSA in 1942), 
Mott noted: “In this bypath of America, where once nearly all maternity cases were handled by 
superstitious midwives, today we see every maternity case in the association hospitalized, and a full-scale 
attack being made on what was once the worst infant mortality rates in the nation—over 100 infant deaths 
for every 1,000 live births.” Mott and Roemer, Rural Health, 403. 
403 The story was reported as follows: “She could have had her baby delivered without charge through the 
camp arrangements with the local physicians. But this poor creature had more confidence in the mid-wives 
to which she had always been accustomed. She slipped out of camp when she felt the baby coming, to an 
old hag who acts not only as midwife but as curandera or curer of all ills, natural or supernatural. As the 
woman’s placenta would not separate from the uterus, the midwife pulled at it until she had turned it inside 
out. When the distracted husband summoned help, rigor mortis had already set in but the midwife still had 
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hovel’s rickety cabin was a litter of rags, unmade beds, holy pictures,” she noted, “which 

are used for unholy purposes, and tawdry junk of every description,” Undoubtedly 

influenced by the perspective of Dr. Lee Janice, the FSA Field Medical Officer who she 

accompanied in the inquiry, Meyer argued that this explained why the Mexican town in 

Robstown had such a “staggering infant maternity death rate, whereas the camps where 

housing [was] clean and medical facilities first-rate [had] conquered even the all-

prevalent intestinal afflictions to a point where not a single infant [had] succumbed to 

them.”  

The fact that the FSA did not support traditional birthing practices explains why 

the woman had to “slip out” of the camp to seek the help of a midwife and local healer.404 

But given that the FSA taught migrant women about the benefits of delivering their 

babies with doctors in medical facilities, and considering that she paid $35 for the 

services of the curandera when the camps’ doctor was covered by the TFLHA, why did 

the mother make such a costly decision? 

 Although it is impossible to know for sure what influenced the Robstown 

woman’s choice, a few important possibilities can be suggested. One explanation could 

be that a language barrier might have existed between the medical staff and the migrant 

                                                
the bloody mess in her hands.” Emphasis in quote added by author. Agnes E. Meyer, “Camps Aid to Valley 
Workers: Projects at Robstown are Transformation for Migrants,” The Texas Spectator, May 5, 1946, p. 3. 
404 While Meyer referred to the local healer as both a midwife and curandera, distinct persons typically 
performed these roles in ethnic Mexican communities. A midwife or “partera” was usually a woman who 
specialized specifically in the practice of childbirth, whereas a “curandera/o” or local healer could be 
either male or female and performed health treatments for a wide variety of ailments. It is possible that the 
woman who attended to the Robstown migrant was in fact both a partera and curandera, as Meyer 
suggested, however, acknowledging the distinction between these practices is central to recognizing the 
“medical knowledge” these individuals maintained.  
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woman and her family. By the early 1940s federal officials were aware that this was a 

serious matter affecting migrants’ willingness to participate in the medical program, 

particularly in regions like South Texas where a majority of the migrants were Spanish 

speakers. For this reason, R.C. Williams noted that, “a working knowledge of Spanish as 

spoken by the average Mexican [was] important for the camp nurses.” “Should they not 

have a working knowledge of Mexican-Spanish [at the time of employment],” he 

suggested that they be “required to begin a study of this language at once.”405 FSA 

officials usually reasoned that if the medical staff spoke some Spanish, it would appear 

they were more “sympathetic to [ethnic] Mexican migrants,” making migrants more 

likely to trust in their health services versus those they traditionally relied on.406 

Another reason could have been that the Robstown woman preferred the 

assistance of a female partera (midwife), whose traditional birthing practices were 

perhaps more familiar and comforting than a male physician and clinic, where parturition 

was treated solely as a medical (not cultural) practice. Unlike the male physician, 

parteras customarily provided both emotional and physical care, including abdominal 

massages and various herbal tea remedies pre- and post-delivery. In most cases, parteras 

                                                
405 R.C. Williams, FSA Chief Medical Officer to C.M. Evans, FSA Regional Director, “Suggestions with 
Reference to the Medical Care Program for the Migratory Labor Camps,” March 26, 1940, box 10, folder 
“AD 124 R-8 Migratory Camps Medical Care,” RG 96, FHA, NARA. 
406 Will W. Alexander, Head Administrator for the FSA, insisted that care be taken to find doctors and 
nurses for the Rio Grande Valley camps that spoke Spanish and were known to be “sympathetic to Mexican 
people.” On this point, Dr. Alexander stated: “I speak with some conviction because I once made a study of 
personnel on Indian reservations. I arrived at one of the well known reservations in the west just at a time 
when an epidemic of measles was raging in the community. The nurse, who spoke not a single word of the 
language of the Indians, told me that when the epidemic was at its height she lost all her patients to the 
medicine woman and could do nothing about it. I am sure if she had been able to speak the language her 
position would have been much stronger.” Dr. W.W. Alexander, FSA Administrator to R.C. Williams, FSA 
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also allowed the woman’s relatives to assist in the birth, possibly explaining the presence 

of the so-called “distracted husband” in Meyer’s account, and engaged in traditional 

rituals such as saving the placenta and umbilical cord for special treatment according to 

custom.407 Recognizing the distinction between the clinic’s and the partera’s birthing 

practices is important, for although some members of the medical staff in the Texas’ 

camps may have been bilingual, the government’s health program was in no way 

bicultural. In fact, there was no apparent effort made to hire ethnic Mexican nurses or 

doctors who, in addition to speaking Spanish, may have had more awareness of the 

traditional health customs and cultural practices that ethnic Mexican migrants relied on 

and trusted.408 Had they been more cautious about these issues, FSA medical personnel 

would have been further aware of other possible reasons explaining why the migrant 

woman may have chosen to go to the partera, including an apprehension over the FSA’s 

birth control and pre/post-natal programs. 

                                                
Chief Medical Officer, May 7, 1940, box 10, folder “AD 124 R-8 Migratory Camps Medical Care,” RG 96, 
FHA, NARA.  
407 According to interviews conducted with parteras in South Texas during the late 1970s, women 
customarily buried the placenta and umbilical cord because of the belief that if they were simply thrown 
away the womb would become cold and the mother would have trouble having more children. Some 
believed that they should be buried while they were warm so that the mother would not experience any 
post-partum pain. Others suggested that if the baby was a girl it should be buried close to home 
(presumably so that she would grow-up close to her family). Loralee Lewis Philpott, “A Descriptive Study 
of Birth Practices and Midwifery in the Lower Rio Grande Valley of Texas” (PhD diss., The University of 
Texas Health Center Science Center at Houston School of Public Health, 1979), 28, 178. Benson Latin 
American Library Collection, University of Texas at Austin, Catalogue No. 8010910, Film 19,223LAC. 
For more information on this topic, see Aída Hurtado, “A View From Within: Midwife Practices in South 
Texas,” International Quarterly of Community Health Education 8, no. 4 (1987-88): 317-339. 
408 This point is particularly notable since among the Jim Crow camps located along the Atlantic Coast—
including those in Bridgeton, New Jersey, and Belle Glade, Florida, for example—the FSA was careful to 
assign African American doctors, nurses, and home management supervisors to work with African 
American migrants. While this may suggest something about where the agency considered ethnic 
Mexicans’ racial status within the black/white binary, it is important to regard the fact that the FSA was 
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 While any or all of these factors may have influenced the Robstown woman’s 

decision, what is nevertheless most suggestive of her choice to deliver her baby as she 

preferred and not as federal officials saw fit, is that that it demonstrates how migrants 

found ways to negotiate the pressure to conform to the customs and standards federal 

officials imposed within the camps. In other words, it shows that although the 

government compelled migrants to participate in the camps’ medical and social welfare 

reforms in exchange for housing and other amenities, migrants continued to practice their 

own approaches to family management and health care. The Robstown woman’s 

experience suggests that migrant women (and, more generally, ethnic Mexicans) were not 

simply “ignorant” victims of their superstitious beliefs and health practices as public 

health officials involved in the medical program claimed, and Meyer suggested in her 

report. They were conscious actors making responsible choices for themselves and their 

families based on their own convictions and knowledge.409  

 

                                                
still explicit in framing ethnic Mexicans’ cultural practices as oppositional to standard American (i.e., 
Anglo) norms. 
409 In her study on the experiences of ethnic Mexican women who participated in the Rose Gregory 
Houchen Settlement Project in El Paso, Texas between 1920-1960, Vicki L. Ruiz makes a similar claim 
with regard to the choices women made in response to the Americanization efforts employed by the 
missionary reformers coordinating the project. Vicki L. Ruiz, From Out of the Shadows, 35. Ruiz also 
raises an important point about the methodological difficulty of finding unfiltered evidence of women’s 
opinions and experiences under the context of Americanization. This point is significant to my argument 
concerning the Robstown woman.  Other than a few minor examples, I found no other evidence (certainly 
not as dramatic) that spoke to the way families resisted the FSA’s medical program. The fact that I did not 
locate these examples may suggest that migrants were accommodating and happy to receive these services. 
But, it also points to the efficiency of the FSA to manage opposition, and the need for workers to be more 
covert about these actions. The lack of evidence, in other words, does not mean that migrants did not 
object, and that the program was not problematic in the way that it was designed to Americanize families’ 
medical practices. To draw additional light on this issue, I plan to conduct further research within the 
FSA’s health archives.  
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“Weapons against Sickness and Disease:” Migrant Bodies and Defense Labor 
 
Situating the FSA’s camp program within a broader objective of national defense 

during World War II, home economist specialists from the Texas migrant camps, along 

with representatives from the TFLHA and Community and Family Services (a social 

welfare agency), published a sixty-page “educational program” in July 1942 to be used in 

the production of “healthier happy families who could make a greater contribution to the 

democratic way of life.”410 The principle objective of “War Weapons for War Workers,” 

according to its authors, was to “develop an awareness among low-income farm worker 

families of the need for good health habits, sanitary environment, and adequate personal 

skills and weapons against sickness and disease.” In their fight to improve the social 

condition of migrant workers, camp officials and their allies argued that the “practical” 

skills or “weapons” farm workers would gain from these educational programs could be 

used to “attack the mental and physical disabilities which may prevent his attaining 

maximum usefulness as a producer and processor of essential war materials.”  

 For FSA officials committed to maintaining the legitimacy of the migratory labor 

camp program—particularly in the face of increasing attacks by conservative politicians, 

resentful growers, and critical medical organizations—transforming the rhetoric 

surrounding its New Deal social welfare agenda to better reflect the agency’s essential 

contribution to the war effort became critical. Although the socio-economic conditions of 

the Depression Era had generally improved, the FSA insisted that the services it provided 

                                                
410 FSA, “War Weapons for War Workers: An Educational Program for Migratory Farm Workers,” Region 
8, July 1942, box 17, folder “RP-M-88-163 Newspapers & Magazines,” RG 96, FHA, NARA. 
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migrants through the labor camp program remained imperative since they directly 

affected the nation’s probability for winning the war. In the context of the medical 

program, for instance, the FSA claimed that inasmuch as food production was central to 

the war effort, and migrants were central to food production, then migrants’ improved 

health was vital to national defense.411 Moreover, FSA representatives insisted that the 

migrant camps addressed escalating concerns over farm labor shortages by providing 

growers a site in which to recruit readily available and healthy workers. In this sense, the 

FSA focused less on depicting migrants as a population in dire need of medical attention, 

rehabilitation, and health care reform, to promoting migrants as a workforce whose well-

being was indispensable to their “maximum usefulness as producer and processor.”412  

 As the home economic and health education classes reflect, FSA officials went to 

great lengths to ensure that migrant families residing in the camps maintained a healthy 

standard of living, thus, improving their labor potential. Upon entering the camp, for 

instance, each family was required to pass a thorough health examination at the medical 

clinic and take a series of vaccinations, primarily for typhoid, smallpox, diphtheria, and 

                                                
411 Migrants were specifically told, “Do your part in this National Defense of our Country by keeping in 
good health.” Migrant Mike, Yuma, Arizona, camp newspaper, November 28, 1941, box 97, folder “RP-
AZ-11 (000-900) Yuma Migratory Labor Camp,” RG 96, FSA, NARA. 
412 FSA administrators also made several more circuitous arguments concerning the need for the medical 
program in the FSA labor camps during the war. In the South, for example, the FSA’s Health Services 
Branch collaborated with the USPHS and the U.S. Army to carry out a “venereal disease control program” 
within the federal labor camps where notable outbreaks of syphilis had been identified. Part of the 
reasoning was that male army recruits isolated in army camps throughout the South were “going to the 
same whore” as the men in the farm labor camps and thus were “pick[ing] up the organism and spread[ing] 
it around.” The program, it was contended, would go a long way in protecting the health of both essential 
war workers and servicemen. As cited in Grey, New Deal Medicine, 135-136. For a broader discussion 
concerning the federal effort to combat venereal disease during this period, see Allan M. Brandt, No Magic 
Bullet: A Social History of Venereal Disease in the United States Since 1880 (New York: Oxford 
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whooping cough. During peak season, it was not uncommon for the camp nurse and 

doctor to conduct well over a hundred medical examinations in one week.413 According 

to the program’s health administrators, incoming residents were subjected to medical 

screenings in order to identify any illness “likely to endanger the health of other camp 

occupants, or chronic conditions likely to render the applicants ineligible for camp 

residence.”414 Even after residing in the camp for a period of time, migrants were 

expected to have regular examinations and keep up with the required immunizations.415 A 

report on the Robstown camp concluded that “these precautions kept some of the most 

backward migrants from using the labor centers,” resulting in “a phenomenal health 

record for young and old alike in a countryside haunted by tuberculosis and intestinal 

diseases.”416 

 In light of the clinics’ intended purpose to provide medical services to migratory 

workers in need of assistance and without a service provider, the FSA’s health standard 

of turning away migrants who were too sick, or expelling from the camps those who 

eventually became to sick, was quite a contradiction. This did not fail to go unnoticed by 

several health officials involved in the FSA’s medical program who, when presented with 

                                                
University Press, 1987). For more on the state’s role in migrants’ transformation “from diseased bodies to 
desired laborers,” see Alexandra Minna Stern, “Buildings, Boundaries, and Blood.” 
413 Owen H. Eichblatt, Camp Manager, MNR, Princeton, Texas, FSA Camp, May 1942, box 488, folder 
“RP-TX-38-183-01 Monthly Narrative Report,” RG 96, FSA, NARA. 
414 As cited in Grey, New Deal Medicine, 94. 
415 A “medical record card” identifying what inoculations or conditions migrants had been treated for by 
the FSA camp clinics was typically assigned to each patient, including those who did not reside in the 
federal labor camps. G.B. Herington, FSA Labor Relations Representative, to Walter Duffy, FSA Regional 
Medical Director, January 7, 1941, box 13, folder “AD-124 Region XI Migratory Labor General 1941,” 
RG96, FHA, NARA. 
416 Meyer, “Life on the Rio Grande.” HMS in Texas supported this claim by frequently noting the camps’ 
remarkable health conditions in their monthly narrative reports.  
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the reality of migrants’ serious health needs, questioned the administration’s intended 

purpose in this regard.  

After a visit to the FSA camps in the Lower Rio Grande Valley in 1940, for 

example, F.V. Meriwether, Senior Medical Officer for the USPHS, reported what he 

found to be an “alarming condition” of tuberculosis cases requiring “an enormous amount 

of medical care” at the Weslaco camp. The camp’s inhabitants were “95 percent white,” 

he acknowledged, although farm labor in the surrounding region was “90 percent 

Mexican.” He explained the situation as follows: 

There are 25 cases of active tuberculosis in the camp at the present time. In 
addition there are 15 suspected cases in which examinations have not been 
completed. The condition to me is alarming. I am inclined to believe that the 
white people of this section are more or less looking on our camp as a 
tuberculosis sanitarium in the Southwest. I am also inclined to believe that this is 
only the beginning and unless we take active steps to prevent it we are going to 
have this camp full of tuberculosis in the near future.417 

 

Adding to Meriwether’s concern was the fact that there were no facilities in the Valley 

for the care of tuberculosis cases, even though studies had found that tuberculosis rates 

were “three times higher in the region than in the rest of Texas.” After discussing the 

matter with Dr. Cox, State Health Officer, whose first reaction, despite acknowledging 

the lack of state services, was that the FSA should “kick them out,” Meriwether posed the 

following dilemma: “this is the type of people that these camps were organized for, and 

in organizing them we promised the people of this section to remove [unhealthy 

                                                
417 F.V. Meriwether, USPHS Senior Medical Officer, to R.C. Williams, FSA Chief Medical Officer, 
November 4, 1940, box 10, folder “AD 124 R-8 Migratory Camps Medical Care,” RG 96, FHA, NARA. 
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migrants] from the environment.”418 R.C. Williams, FSA Chief Medical Officer, 

recognized Meriwether’s concern; however, in his response he upheld the fact that “these 

camps were set up for migratory agricultural workers not to furnish persons who 

primarily come to that region because of tuberculosis.”419 In this declaration, Williams 

characterized the ill migrants as “health seekers,” not farm laborers, even though most 

had confirmed that they worked in the fields when they were well.420 

By the early 1940s, it was increasingly clear that the FSA’s Migrant Medical 

Program existed within the camps, not only to keep migrants healthy, but, more 

importantly, to keep them working. Exemplifying this concern, The Dawson County 

Courier exclaimed in a story published on October 30, 1941, that the medical service was 

given at the Lamesa, Texas, camp, “to improve the health and therefore increase the 

working days of farm laborers in the area.”421 On a similar note, in a 1944 speech before 

the annual convention of the American Public Health Association, Dr. Frederick D. Mott, 

the Acting Chief Medical Officer for the FSA, proudly announced that, “the FSA camps 

had only a 1.5 percent loss of available man-days due to illness-related absenteeism,” a 

                                                
418 At the Robstown, Texas, camp a similar situation occurred in which a large number of tubercular 
“Latin-American” migrants had to be turned away from medical service and residence at the federal camp. 
In a remark analogous to Meriwether’s statement, the Robstown camp manager reported, “to have to turn 
people carrying infectious tuberculosis back on the people at large after discovering this condition seems 
almost to be dereliction of our duty toward the general public.” MNR, Robstown, Texas, camp, November 
1941, box 486, folder “RP-TX-36-183-01 Monthly Narrative Report of Home Management—Sep. 1941,” 
RG 96, FSA, NARA.  
419 R.C. Williams, FSA Chief Medical Officer, to C.B. Baldwin, FSA Head Administrator, November 12, 
1940, box 10, folder “AD 124 R-8 Migratory Camps Medical Care,” RG 96, FHA, NARA. 
420 The term “health seekers” is borrowed from Natialia Molina’s discussion of white migrants who, prior 
to the 1930s, traveled from the northeastern part of the U.S. westward in search of care for their tubercular 
condition. See Molina, Fit to be Citizens?, 133. 
421 “Report on Lamesa Farm Workers Community Historic District, 1991,” 13. Lamesa File, Texas 
Historical Commission (THC). 
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figure that compared quite favorable to the “national average for industrial workers 

[which was at] about 3.7 per cent.”422 According to Mott, this data reflected the 

“effectiveness of the volume of services” delivered through the migrant medical program. 

Growing pressure by conservative politicians, medical organizations, and 

commercial farm groups—intent on curtailing (if not eliminating) government regulation 

and intervention in traditionally private affairs—also influenced the FSA’s position on 

the migrant health program in the early 1940s. At the onset of World War II, the FSA, 

like most New Deal agencies, found itself under incredible scrutiny. A series of 

congressional investigations, political attacks, and cutbacks in budgetary allocations, 

significantly limited the FSA’s operational and programming authority. Generally, critics 

of the FSA argued that the nation’s economic recovery indicated there was no longer a 

need for the FSA’s benevolent welfare services, that the government’s resources should 

be directed mainly to the war effort, and that the agency’s expansion into matters of 

public health, housing, and education had gone too far. Central leaders within the 

organization were also labeled dangerous radicals and possible communists, and 

pressured to resign.423 

Particularly detrimental to the FSA’s Health Services Branch was the role that 

physicians, participating in the government’s migrant medical program, played in 

precipitating these controversies. In a letter to Congressman Harold D. Cooley dated 

                                                
422 Grey, New Deal Medicine, 205; Mott & Roemer, Rural Health, 429. 
423 For a broader overview on the FSA’s demise, see Sidney Baldwin, Poverty and Politics: The Rise and 
Decline of the Farm Security Administration (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 1968).  
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September 11, 1943, for instance, the surgical panel doing service at the Sinton camp in 

South Texas declared: 

We, the signers of this letter…feel as though this [the medical clinic] is another 
form of socialized medicine that some of the socialist-minded bigwigs are trying 
to cram down our throats…[T]here may have been a time when these people 
should have had their medical services paid for and it may come again, but for the 
past 2 years it has been a crying shame that these people have been cared for by 
the Government on a free basis, like charity, when they all made good money and 
always have money in their pockets, when they will work.424 
 

The Sinton doctors were evidently resentful of the benefits the FSA clinic made available 

to the camp population, which they explained, was “inhabited mostly by peon Mexicans” 

who were “just like children [in that] the more you do for them the less they are willing to 

do for themselves.” In suggesting that “these people”—in this case, ethnic Mexican 

migrants—did not merit the FSA’s liberal medical provisions, the doctors were posing a 

larger question concerning the government’s responsibility to migrant farm workers. That 

a group of physicians would be calling attention to this issue is especially revealing. 

While one might assume they should have been most concerned with raising awareness 

as to the large number of medical cases affecting ethnic Mexican migrants at the camp, 

the doctors found it more important to stress in their letter how these migrants were 

taking advantage of the services they offered and using their illnesses as an excuse not to 

work.425  

                                                
424 Emphasis in quote added by author. Select Committee to Investigate the Activities of the Farm Security 
Administration, Hearings on H. Res. 119, 78 Cong., 1st sess., Part 4, 1598-1590.  
425 According to their letter, “Mexicans can lay around camp, complain of illness or inability to get work, 
and get the Government grants to live on.” Ibid. In some cases, FSA officials also expressed a sense of 
distrust toward the physicians participating in its migrant medical program, indicating that the relationship 
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In their protest, the Sinton doctors represented a broader critique emerging from 

the political alliance between the American Medical Association (AMA) and powerful 

growers’ associations, such as the Grange and Farm Bureau. By 1942 both organized 

medicine and organized agriculture had become exceedingly intolerant of the FSA’s 

activities in matters they viewed beyond the agency’s original mandate of emergency 

relief. The AMA, for example, feared the possibility of a compulsory national health 

insurance plan, which the FSA publicly supported and promoted despite a clear 

opposition by leading medical groups, some rural physicians, and most county medical 

societies.426 The nation’s farm bloc, on the other hand, had been arguably the FSA’s most 

formidable adversary throughout the agency’s existence. Growers were especially 

concerned the FSA’s programs undermined their authority in farm labor relations by 

encouraging workers self-sufficiency and mobilization. As these forces united to pressure 

Congress into curtailing the activities of the FSA, the agency responded by emphasizing 

its commitment to the war effort. 

The transfer of the FSA’s farm labor activities under the aegis of the Food 

Production Administration (1942) and eventually War Food Administration (1943), 

within the U.S. Department of Agriculture, symbolized the shift the FSA underwent in 

                                                
may have been increasingly fraught in both directions. For instance, camp documents offer examples where 
the FSA questioned unreasonable clinic expenditures, or the doctor’s referral for further treatment and/or 
surgery, implying a possible attempt to seek further compensation. See F.V. Meriwether, USPHS Senior 
Medical Officer, to R.C. Williams, FSA Chief Medical Officer, November 4, 1940, box 10, folder “AD 124 
R-8 Migratory Camps Medical Care,” RG 96, FHA, NARA. Also, see Grey, New Deal Medicine, 102. 
426 Dr. Fredrick Mott, FSA Chief Medical Officer, suggested that the agency’s medical care programs had 
basically served as a rehearsal for national health insurance. To counter the movement in national health 
insurance, and serve as an alternative to the government’s medical plans, the AMA and the farm bloc 
sponsored several voluntary private and physician-based group insurance plans. For further discussion on 
this topic, see Grey, New Deal Medicine, 152-167.     
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readjusting its rationale to accommodate the demands of wartime America.427 Despite 

these bureaucratic changes, however, the Health Services Branch experienced an upsurge 

in activity in 1942, due mostly to the FSA’s role in administering the Emergency Farm 

Labor Supply Program. Under this task, the FSA’s medical personnel, many of whom 

were affiliated with the USPHS, became responsible for physically examining the 

nation’s imported farm labor.428 In the context of the Bracero Program, for example, the 

FSA conducted thorough medical exams on contracted workers both at labor recruitment 

stations in Mexico and inside the federal labor camp clinics. Individuals were inspected 

for signs of dangerous pathogens, inhibiting ailments, or a weakened condition (including 

mental) that might affect their ability to work.429 To assist in this process, Dr. Mott, the 

FSA’s Chief Medical Officer, provided federal agents engaged in the recruitment of 

foreign-born laborers “practical and simple suggestions” to aid in better “eliminating 

workers who [were] unfit” and “rejecting workers who [couldn’t] stand the ‘gaff.’”430  

                                                
427 In 1946 the FSA was abolished and a new agency, the Farmers Home Administration (FHA), was 
established in its place. Unlike the FSA, the FHA’s mandate was much more limited and in line with 
traditional agricultural interests and conservative farm policies. For more information on this transition, see 
Baldwin, Poverty and Politics, 401-404. 
428 In 1942 the FSA established the Emergency Farm Labor Supply Program, also known as the Labor 
Importation or Transportation Program, to recruit foreign contract-workers for U.S. agriculture. Labor 
agreements were signed with the governments of Mexico, Jamaica, Canada, the Bahamas, and British 
Honduras. Under these efforts, Puerto Rican laborers were also recruited in notable numbers.   
429 “Farm Labor Importation Program (September 4, 1942-Deccember 15, 1942),” folder “Migratory 120-
General-.” Also, Telegram “Public Health—for Duty in Connection with Mexican Workers,” November 9, 
1942, folder “Migratory-92-120”; “Agreement between U.S. and Mexican Governments on Use of 
Mexican Labor in the U.S.,” folder “Foreign Labor Migratory”; and “Problems to be Learned From the 
Transportation Program,” especially the section entitled “Are Not Physically Suited to Do the Work,” 
folder “Labor general M-120 Migratory Vol. 1 1942,” All preceding documents and folders in box 6, RG 
96, FHA, NARA.  
430 Mason Bar, FSA Director, Management Division (of Transportation Program), to Walter L. Cline, 
November 10, 1942, box 6, folder “Labor General M-120 Migratory Vol. 1, 1942,” RG 96, FHA, NARA. 
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The FSA’s concern with the medical condition of imported farm laborers was not 

only to ensure their ability to perform as essential war workers, but also to guard against 

the burden of caring for these individuals if they became sick. The health requisites 

outlined in the bi-national agreement between Mexican and U.S. government officials, 

guaranteed (among other amenities) adequate public health services and emergency 

medical care at no cost to the worker. By 1943, legislative cuts reducing federal support 

for the migrant health program restricted coverage to farm laborers who had been 

“recruited, transported, or placed by the War Food Administration.”431 While these 

measures potentially limited the FSA’s ability to provide services for domestic farm 

workers who arrived at the camp clinics on their own, health officials maintained 

committed to improving migrants’ health standards and medical practices. This was 

especially the case in Texas, where the Bracero Program did not begin until after the 

labor camp program ended, in 1947.432  

 Conclusion 
 
Although the FSA may have identified migrants inhabiting the camps as workers, 

and sought to improve their overall condition so as to ensure their labor potential, the 

measures they employed had implications that were far more profound and far-reaching. 

In the camps’ interconnected labor and domestic space, struggles over labor blur into 

                                                
431 Grey, New Deal Medicine, 137. 
432 Texas was excluded from participating in the Bracero Program—the labor agreement FSA officials 
coordinated with the Mexican government—until 1947. The Mexican government prohibited Texas 
growers from contracting bracero workers until the state could demonstrate improved labor and social 
conditions for Mexican nationals. 
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complex negotiations about culture, identity, community, and citizenship. To be 

considered “good workers” and “good citizens,” for instance, migrants had to learn 

appropriate practices for home management, sanitation, nutrition, hygiene, and medical 

care. 

While in most instances migrants chose to cooperate with the FSA’s health 

programs because they perceived considerable benefits in doing so, this was not without 

contention. As the story of the Robstown woman suggests, migrants’ responses to the 

powerful forces of the state, dominant culture, and capital, as they existed within the 

camp program, were complex. When the woman and her husband selected to use the 

curandera’s services, they demonstrated how the social, cultural, and medical reforms the 

FSA promoted could be negotiated. Her story reveals how migrants found ways to 

mediate the government’s efforts to regulate their lives, their bodies, and (in this case 

quite literally) their labor.  

By viewing the federal camp program in standard labor terms, scholars have 

overlooked the significant negotiation that took place between FSA officials and migrant 

families regarding health and hygiene and their fundamental relationship to broader 

concerns over migrants’ cultural accommodation and adaptation to U.S. middle-class 

expectations and standards for citizenship. A study of the FSA’s medical program, 

reveals how state measures aimed at restructuring migrants’ lives as workers and citizens, 

continued well beyond the Progressive and early New Deal Eras and outside of the 

context of urban related liberal reform.  
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As the FSA engaged in broader public health discourses and medical debates 

throughout the 1930s and 1940s, it transformed the practice of health care delivery in the 

United States by creating a nationwide program that had the potential to offer medical 

benefits to one of the country’s most impoverished populations while altering those 

conditions it believed predisposed them to poor health. In this manner, the critical 

negotiations and struggles that took place surrounding the FSA’s Migrant Medical 

Program extended far beyond the concerns of migrant families and FSA Health Service 

Branch officials. Involved in these debates were also a diverse group of medical 

professionals, public health officials, local experts (including healers), liberal reformers, 

civic leaders, and community representatives. Regardless of their perspective, all 

recognized the extensive and critical role the FSA played in the realm of medical care, 

health reform, and home management. The implications of such programming 

represented an extraordinary and radical manifestation of the government’s ability to 

affect people’s daily lives. 
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Chapter 6                                                                                                              

“An Experiment in Democracy”: Civil Rights, Education,                             
and the Contested Meaning of Migrant Citizenship 

 

Introduction 
 
 In 1941, Charles Todd and Robert Sonkin recorded a conversation with José 

Flores, a twenty-year old Mexican American migrant worker residing in the El Rio FSA 

camp, located in Ventura County.433 After a brief discussion concerning the apparent 

cultural differences between Mexican and U.S. styles of family management, the problem 

of racial discrimination against ethnic Mexicans in the United States, and the attendant 

racial tension in the surrounding area, the following conversation ensued on the topic of 

citizenship and the federal camps’ role in its formation:  

[Todd:] Do you think [American-born migrants in the camp] are getting all the 
benefits that Americans are supposed to get? 

[Flores:] No...and the only way I feel they could make good citizens out of 
Mexican people, [is by] treating them like American citizens. 

[Todd:] Do you think they’d make good citizens? 

[Flores:] Oh absolutely, they sure will. I know they will make good citizens, if 
they’re just treated the right way. 

                                                
433 Todd and Sonkin were conducting ethnographic field research on life in California’s Farm Security 
Administration (FSA) labor camps. One year after this interview, Todd became Camp Manager for the FSA 
labor camp in Tulare, California. Interview with José Flores, Voices from the Dust Bowl, The Charles L. 
Todd and Robert Sonkin Migrant Worker Collection, Library of Congress, American Folklife Center, 
Digital Identification: AFCTS 5144a1. 
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[Todd:] Do you think a project like this camp that we’re in can be any help in 
training people to be good citizens? 

[Flores:] I feel that it does a lot of good to the people. And a camp like this will do 
a lot of good to become good citizens…This camp the good that it’s doing is 
through education mostly, and showing the people that by getting together they 
can get somewhere. 

[Sonkin:] Have they ever been in a council like this before, in self-government? 

[Flores:] No. They’ve never had a self-government council like this before. 

[Todd:] Do you think the democratic process is good in educating them? 

[Flores:] There is one good thing in educating, it gives the democratic point of 
view at least, because everyone has the right to vote and make decisions.434 

 
 

The exchange between Flores, Todd, and Sonkin illuminates several of the 

contradictions in the FSA’s labor camp program with regard to the question of migrant 

citizenship. The first, stems from an official claim that the camps’ programming 

activities, particularly its “self-government” council, served as a critical tool in 

“educating” or “training” ethnic Mexican migrants to become “good citizens.” Although 

Flores previously explained that most of the migrants in the camp were U.S.-born, the 

ethnographers’ nevertheless inferred that the campers’ citizenship status was still in 

process—asking, for instance, “do you think they’d make good citizens?” Moreover, in 

their inquiry as to whether or not the Mexican American migrants had any previous 

experience with self-government, Todd and Sonkin offered a perspective typical among 

FSA officials involved in the planning of the camp program. They assumed that most 

migrants in the camps, particularly if they were non-white or foreign-born, were 

                                                
434 Ibid. 
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unfamiliar with the “democratic process” and, as one administrator put it, with the 

“advantages that should be theirs under a democratic form of self government.”435 While 

Flores’ discussion with the interviewers focused on the discriminatory treatment Mexican 

Americans experienced as second-class citizens in the United States, and on the labor 

strike currently underway among the workers residing at the El Rio camp, Todd and 

Sonkin failed to recognize the irony in alluding to how the migrants could benefit from 

the camps’ lessons in democracy.436 Flores, however, underscored that migrants’ self-

organization and collective action were equally important in shaping their identity and 

claims to citizenship. As he argued, the strongest factor contributing to migrants’ 

citizenship status was the camps’ ability to “show the people that by getting together they 

could get somewhere.” 

This chapter examines how the FSA camps represented, in the words of one 

official, “an experiment in democracy.”437 As more than just labor centers, the camps 

were mechanisms for achieving a broader social, cultural, and political transformation 

among rural families. By teaching migrants core democratic values and principles, based 

on dominant American conceptions, the “self-governing” system organized within the 

                                                
435 Arthur E. Scott, Jr., Acting Assistant Regional Director, to Mr. Estel H. Yetter, Regional Personnel 
Adviser, November 6, 1941, box 16, folder “RP-M-88-132-01 Standard Personnel Classifications,” Record 
Group (RG) 96, Farmers Home Administration (FHA), National Archives and Records Administration 
(NARA). 
436 As discussed in Chapter 1, most of the migrants inhabiting the El Rio camp at the time of this interview 
had been evicted from nearby grower-owned housing due to a lemon labor strike over wages. 
437 Thomas Garland Moore, FSA Regional Supervisor. As cited in Michael R. Grey, New Deal Medicine: 
The Rural Health Programs of the Farm Security Administration (Baltimore: John Hopkins University 
Press, 1999), 174. Writing in 1938, John Steinbeck similarly noted: “As experiments in natural and 
democratic self-government, these camps are unique in the United States.” John Steinbeck, Their Blood is 
Strong (San Francisco: Simon J. Lubin Society of California, 1938), 16. 
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camps sought to convert migrants into “model citizens of a model community.”438 FSA 

officials argued that migrants were more likely to experience long-term rehabilitation and 

social advancement once they learned the necessary traits to be ideal citizens—including 

a cooperative spirit, a democratic sense of responsibility, and self-discipline. 

Building on the work of ethnic studies scholars engaged in theoretical discussions 

concerning the practices of cultural citizenship, this chapter also considers how migrant 

workers and their families negotiated the different and dominant conceptions of 

American identity, citizenship, and democracy promoted by FSA officials.439 Central to 

this investigation is the work of the Camp Council, the governing committee in all the 

camps that was made up of migrant residents. Although the primary responsibility of the 

Camp Council was to act as the liaison between the residents and administrators, it was 

also responsible for enforcing camp rules and maintaining discipline in the camp, 

cooperating with health and public officials, as well as planning community activities and 

managing the camps’ cooperative fund. The camps’ “self-governing” democratic system, 

as exemplified by the Council and other formal camp committees, was a critical element 

in the state’s broader project of molding model citizens out of the camps’ migrant 

                                                
438 Walter J. Stein, California and the Dust Bowl Migration (Westport: Greenwood Press, 1973), 167, 173. 
439 Camp officials defined “democracy” in classic liberal terms based on the principle that all citizens were 
equal before the law and had equal access to political power and representation. “Democracy” also granted 
individuals the right to certain freedoms, privileges, and liberties protected by the American Constitution. 
Their conception of “citizenship,” most often conceived in standard juridical terms, was rooted in the idea 
of membership and participation in a political community (such as the nation-state) and characterized by a 
philosophy of collective (or community-based) responsibility and behavior. For a critique of this idealized 
form of democracy, and proposition of a broader sense of cultural citizenship in the study of marginalized 
groups in U.S. society, see William V. Flores and Rina Benmayor, Latino Cultural Citizenship: Claiming 
Identity, Space, and Rights (Boston: Beacon Press, 1997). 
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population. According to the FSA, the camps’ “lessons in democracy” were to build a 

sense of community belonging and responsibility, both in local and national terms. 

In Texas, Mexican-origin migrants made use of the camp bureaucracy to 

challenge assumptions by the FSA that positioned them as “alien citizens” unfamiliar 

with the principles of American democracy.440 They drew upon a wide array of political 

influences and values, including ones representative of a transnational discourse, to 

organize both individually and collectively for equality and better socio-economic 

conditions. In the process, ethnic Mexicans disputed dominant notions of U.S. citizenship 

and claimed recognition, social membership, and rights as citizens within the United 

States on their own terms. In other words, they did not simply accept the FSA’s 

Americanizing influence, but often responded with their own kind of political identity.  

In affirming their sense of citizenship, migrants also maneuvered between 

contested notions of national and civic identity and belonging posed by federal officials 

and local communities. As the FSA worked to construct a citizen identity among 

migrants—by teaching them democracy, republicanism, and self-government—local 

communities denied them citizenship rights by, for example, restricting their access to 

education. Forced to negotiate their rights within this middle ground, and unwilling to be 

marginalized, migrants challenged prevalent assumptions about the construction and 

practice of American identity and of community membership. In the process, they 

                                                
440 The term “alien citizen” is borrowed from Mae Ngai’s discussion on the important relationship between 
juridical or legal and cultural citizenship. According to Ngai, it refers to a person who is an American 
citizen by virtue of his/her birth in the U.S. but whose citizenship is questioned and/or denied on account of 
racial identity, immigrant ancestry, culture, and/or politics. For further discussion, see Mae Ngai, 
“Birthright Citizenship and the Alien Citizen,” Fordham Law Review 75, no. 5 (April 2007): 2521-2530. 
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encouraged government officials and civic leaders to imagine new possibilities for 

defining citizenship and social membership in broader terms. 

The claim of national belonging that Mexicans generated achieves greater clarity 

when we consider the FSA’s role in housing Japanese American farm workers (recruited 

from U.S. internment camps) in labor camps during World War II. Positioning ethnic 

Mexican migrants’ political practices in relation to Japanese Americans’ experiences not 

only demonstrates how claims to U.S. citizenship varied, but also affirms that not all 

citizenships were equal. The differential reality of migrants’ socio-political status and 

ethno-racial discrimination further illustrates how the camps’ “experiment in democracy” 

was largely meaningless. While inside the camps the FSA touted the virtues of an 

idealized citizenship defined by American political systems, values, and practices, in 

mainstream society ethnic Mexicans and Japanese Americans confronted the harsh reality 

of alien and second-class citizenship, albeit on different terms.  

 
The FSA’s Promises of American Democracy and Ideal Citizenship 

James H. Martin, camp manager of the Princeton, Texas, camp stressed the 

significance of participating in the Camp Council in the in January 28, 1942 issue of the  

camp’s weekly newspaper: 

All of us have to know our Council better. It is foremostly one of the most 
important things about a community. It is our little side-bet against dictatorships 
and Hitlers. Next to giving housing to the depressed folks in agriculture we 
believe in giving democracy and health as the next most important items. Health 
and housing don’t mean much without democracy. It is through our Council that 
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we will get the most constructive work done for whatever we will try to do in the 
months to come. They are our government, and the manager will back them up in 
what they decide with the people’s consent and will.441 

 
As Martin suggested, the role of the Camp Council extended far beyond simply 

coordinating daily matters inside the labor camps. The Council served as the principle 

body in the camps’ self-governing system through which FSA officials aimed to develop 

a new practice of social and political behavior among migrants. According to federal 

officials, the collective responsibility and self-discipline that the Council’s democratic 

system promoted, would teach migrants to become ideal citizens ready to participate in 

the affairs concerning their community.442  

 To ensure that the camp program created the ideal citizen, FSA officials drafted a 

camp constitution under which the “republic,” or camp community, was expected to 

abide. Modeled after the U.S. Constitution, it read: 

WE, THE PEOPLE OF THE  ________ MIGRATORY LABOR CAMP, IN 
ORDER TO FORM A MORE PERFECT COMMUNITY, PROMOTE THE 
GENERAL WELFARE, AND INSURE DOMESTIC TRANQUILITY, DO 
HEREBY ESTABLISH THIS CONSTITUTION FOR THE _________ 
MIGRATORY LABOR CAMP.443 
 

                                                
441 Princeton Farm Workers Weekly, January 28, 1942, box 488, folder “RP-TX-39-163 Newspapers,” RG 
96, FSA, NARA. 
442 Writing about the early stages of the camp program in California, Stein argues that the self-governing 
system was one way FSA officials sought to do away with “the more individualistic facets of the Great 
Plains migrants’ personality.” Rexford Tugwell, who first headed the FSA, blamed rural Americans’ 
“rugged individualism” for the economic and social condition on Depression-Era farms and called instead 
for a more collectivist attitude in which people sacrificed personal needs for the general good of the 
community. For more on this topic, see Stein, California and the Dust Bowl Migration, 173. 
443 As cited in, Stein, California and the Dust Bowl Migration, 173.  
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The constitution noted guidelines and expectations based on agreements between migrant 

residents and camp managers. These included rules regarding general conduct, curfews, 

and other areas of social responsibility, as well as details concerning the process of 

government within the camps—such as, the number of representatives assigned to each 

camp section and the frequency of elections. Upon entrance into the camps, FSA officials 

(or a welcoming committee composed of fellow migrants) provided new families a copy 

of the camp constitution and encouraged them to participate in the regularly scheduled 

town hall meetings. 

Camp documents, including monthly narrative reports and weekly newspapers, 

offer insight into the Camp Council’s function and point to the significant role the 

governing body played in carrying out the resolutions in the camp constitution and in 

managing daily relations between migrants and federal administrators. For instance, in 

his report for November 1940, Clay L. Cochran, Camp Manager for the Weslaco, Texas, 

camp, informed chief administrators that close to three hundred people had attended a 

Council meeting and discussed the community fund (to which all migrants contributed), 

the cooperative store, and maintenance of the toilets and showers.444 Although only 

Council members had the power to vote on measures brought before the committee, all 

campers were encouraged to participate in the discussions. Typical of the resolutions that 

Council members passed were decisions to purchase supplies or equipment with the use 

of cooperative funds, to form sub-committees to address specific problems or needs 

                                                
444 MNR, December 14, 1940, Weslaco Files, RG 96, FSA, NARA Southwest Region, Fort Worth, Texas. 
The “Weekly Activities Reports” compiled by camp officials suggest that attendance at Council meetings 
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related to the community’s welfare, and to regulate use of camp property by migrant 

residents and outsiders.445 According to camp officials, the Council served as the 

“Legislature or Congress” of the camp republic, “assum[ing] the responsibility for many 

of the activities which would otherwise be the responsibility of the management” (see fig. 

28).446   

 

 
 

 Figure 28: “Sinton, Texas. FSA. Community Council Meeting” (Feb. 1942) 
(Photograph by: Arthur Rothstein. Courtesy of The Library of Congress, Prints & 
Photographs Division, FSA/OWI Collection photo no. LC-USF34-024943-D.) 

 

 
All men and women over the age of twenty-one were eligible to serve as 

representatives on the Camp Council.447 In most cases, the constitution called for a new 

                                                
was typically high. Officials encouraged migrants to attend, and when participation was low, it was not 
uncommon for the camp manager or Council members to reprimand migrants in the camp newspaper. 
445 Stein, California and the Dust Bowl Migration, 173. 
446 MNR, November 9, 1940, Weslaco Files, RG 96, FSA, NARA Southwest Region, Fort Worth, Texas. . 
447 Although women were allowed to serve on the Council, few actually did. As Mildred Bennett, who 
worked at the nursery school in the Harlingen, Texas, camp explained it, “I don’t think the men would have 
held still for that.” Records indicate that women generally served on more domestic-related committees that 
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election every three months to allow for a fluctuation in the camp population—which 

changed regularly depending on the availability of agricultural work in the area. Before 

elections were held, campers were encouraged to meet with members of their district 

(i.e., section of the camp) and discuss whom they desired to nominate and what 

ordinances they wished to see on the ballot. Each voter was provided a secret ballot that 

listed candidates and a variety of camp issues.448 To promote their candidacy, nominees 

had the opportunity to make public speeches and to publish their political platforms in the 

camp newspaper.449 Any resident over the age of twenty-one, or who was married, had 

the right to cast a ballot on Election Day.450 At least one delegate from each district was 

selected to serve on the Council. This allowed for equal representation in the camp’s 

governing body. In other words, it ensured that migrants from all sections of the camps—

regardless of race, socio-economic status, English language proficiency, or length or 

residency—had the opportunity to participate in the camps’ administration. 

                                                
addressed camp sanitation, welfare, and/or recreation. Mildred Bennett, interview by author, Harlingen, 
Texas, February 25, 2008. 
448 The Cornucopia, Ceres, California, FSA Camp Newspaper, November 25, 1941, box 255, folder “RP-
Ceres Migratory Labor Camp-CF-44,” RG96, FSA, NARA. 
449 For example, one week prior to elections, Mrs. Ed Johnson declared via the camp’s newspaper that “If 
the people in district 2 will vote to put me on the Council I will do my best to serve them as well as I know 
how. I would like to see the Council run by all of us instead of just two as it has been this last term. I also 
think that each representative of the district should be notified a day or two before Council meeting as to 
what is to be brought up so they can find out each person’s opinion instead of just using their own 
judgment at the meeting. In this way the council will be a council of the people. After all a democracy is 
what we stand for.” Spotlight, Crystal City, Texas, FSA Camp Newspaper, September 12, 1941, p. 4, box 
17, folder “RP-M-163-1941 Newspapers and Magazines,” RG96, FHA, NARA. Camp newspapers also 
published election results, including the number of votes cast for each candidate, the total number of 
migrants who voted, and a list of new measures to be included in the camp constitution.  
450 The last provision was included to “allow wives who are under twenty-one to express their choice.” 
Ibid. 
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In addition to acting as the camps’ principle legislative body, the Camp Council 

also served an important juridical role. It helped federal administrators maintain 

discipline and order within the camps by carefully regulating social behavior to guarantee 

“good citizenship” among fellow migrant residents. Besides passing ordinances and 

regulations, the Council acted as a court by mediating disputes between migrants, trying 

cases involving a violation of the camp constitution, and imposing a final decision that 

respondents had to respect or risk being evicted.451 Paul Freier, Acting Camp Manager 

for the camp in Crystal City, Texas, offered some insight into the court’s activities in his 

May 1941 report: 

Saturday afternoon court sessions have crowded the dockets, with seven 
prosecutions and one acquittal to date. All the cases were of the misdemeanor 
type such as wife beating, disorderly conduct, speeding, and street quarreling. 
Law and order continue to prevail, with all defendants bowing to the will of the 
court and its representative officers in the best tradition.452 

 

The authority Camp Council members had to determine what constituted good or 

bad citizenship may have appeared to fellow migrants somewhat arbitrary and an unjust. 

Camp residents were frequently brought before the court on suspicion of bad behavior, 

                                                
451 The threat of eviction was significant because it could result in a person (and their family) being 
“blacklisted” from residing in other federal camps. Stein, California and the Dust Bowl Migration, 175. In 
some cases the Council appointed representatives to act as jury members, although they might not be a part 
of the organization. For example, at the Crystal City camp, the court system operated in the following 
fashion: “A charge is brought to the Council, the Council selects court night at which the selected judge 
(tenure 1year) sits. The defendant is allowed a jury of 12, with privilege of disqualifying any juryman who 
is selected at random from a jury wheel. He is allowed his own defense, and the accuser must act as the 
prosecuting attorney. The verdict is acted upon by the judge, who reports the recommendation to the 
Council and the manager.” MNR, Crystal City, Texas, May 9, 1941, box 487, folder “RP-TX-38-183 
Reports,” RG 96, FSA, NARA. 
452 MNR, Crystal City, Texas, June 12, 1941, box 487, folder “RP-Crystal City Farm Workers Camp TX-
38 000-900,” RG 96, FSA, NARA. 
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for “disturbing the peace,” and for failing to cooperate or not having “the right 

attitude.”453 On one occasion, the Council requested the eviction of “an undesirable 

citizen and voluntarily took upon itself the control, education and discipline of a mentally 

inferior and very unsanitary housewife.”454 Just what constituted the actions of an 

“undesirable citizen,” or a “mentally inferior” and “unsanitary” person, were left to the 

Council’s discretion. This resulted in considerable power to monitor and regulate 

migrants’ everyday actions and domestic behavior. While Council representatives acted 

as they saw fit, they were also influenced by normative values—i.e., of respectable 

domesticity and gendered morality—which FSA officials imposed on migrant 

residents.455 This meant that “being intoxicated” (particularly in public) might lead to a 

family’s eviction, but “wife beating” constituted a “misdemeanor.” 456  

 FSA officials regularly celebrated the activities of the Camp Council and 

subsidiary camp committees—such as the “Women’s Committee,” “Sanitation 

                                                
453 A Monthly Narrative Report for the Princeton, Texas, Camp, noted, “Good citizenship is the practice of 
most everyone in Camp. There have been a few who did not have the right attitude. The council evicted one 
man for disturbing the peace.” MNR, Princeton, Texas, January 3, 1942, box 488, folder “88-TX-39 000-
900,” RG 96, FSA, NARA. 
454 MNR, Sinton, Texas, August 1, 1941, as cited in Jeffery B. McDonald, “Following the Harvest: 
Migrant Workers in Texas and the New Deal” (Unpublished Masters Thesis, Stephen F. Austin State 
University, 1993). Texas A&M University, Evans Annex Library, fiche C17489.  
455 This is not to suggest that migrants were not invested in these values, but rather to point out that the 
camps’ social programming and home management education efforts (discussed in Chapter 5) advanced 
gendered constructions of men and women’s domestic responsibilities and appropriate personal practices. 
On the importance of analyzing definitions of “respectability” outside of white middle-class notions, see 
Elsa Barkley-Brown and Gregg D. Kimball, “Mapping the Terrain of Black Richmond,” Journal of Urban 
History 21, no. 3 (March 1995), 102. 
456 Albert Short, Camp Manager in Raymondville, Texas, noted: “Three campers were asked to leave camp 
on account of being intoxicated. The campers agreed and moved.” MNR, Raymondville, Texas, December 
5, 1940, box 484, folder “RP-183 TX-32 Narrative Report,” RG 96, FSA, NARA. Several reports also 
testified to the decision by Council members to ask a family to leave on account of drinking. Cases 
involving domestic disputes, however, were rarely noted. When they were, migrants were mostly 
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Committee,” “Welfare/Mutual Aid Committee,” and “Social Committee”—as evidence 

that their lessons in democracy were successful.457 For example, in his April, 1941 report, 

Paul Freier, Acting Manager at the Crystal City camp, noted how “the staff had little time 

to devote to ideas or suggestions in regard to local government and order,” and therefore, 

“the initiative [had come] from the people themselves.” Convinced of the migrants’ self-

governing abilities, Freier further exclaimed, “the population resident in camp now, in so 

far as managing and directing the affairs of camp action and conduct, does not need a 

‘manager.’”458 Other camp officials similarly remarked on how “It would be impossible 

to run the camp without [the] Council,” and boasted about the practice of democracy 

within the camps as one of their main achievements.459  

Despite the notable position that the Camp Council and other committees played, 

the camps were never truly democratic. If migrant residents constituted the legislative 

and judiciary branch of the camps’ republic, it was FSA management who acted as the 

“executive branch,” possessing the final power to override any decisions camp delegates 

made in the Camp Council or different camp committees.460 Camp records indicate that 

                                                
reprimanded for “disturbing the peace.” Camp records do not contain evidence of a family’s eviction on 
account of domestic abuse. 
457 The role that these committees played in coordinating daily activities and managing day-to-day 
concerns within the camp was critical. Composed primarily of women, and in some cases adolescents, such 
groups provided the labor that facilitated and executed many of the mandates proposed by fellow campers 
and the Council for the betterment of the community. In some cases, elections were also held for leadership 
roles in these committees.  
458 MNR, Crystal City, Texas, May 9, 1941, box 487, folder “RP-TX-38-183 Reports,” RG 96, FSA, 
NARA. 
459 MNR, Weslaco, Texas, January 8, 1941, Weslaco Files, RG 96, FSA, NARA Southwest Region, Fort 
Worth, Texas.  
460 Clay L. Cochran, Manager at the Weslaco, Texas, camp, made this point when he reported to his 
supervisors that migrant residents had “amended the Constitution of the Community setting up a separate 
judiciary and relieving the council of that much work.” He noted, “The management felt that the 
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while federal officials supported migrants in “what they decide[d] with the people’s 

consent and will”—as the opening statement by James H. Martin suggests—they still 

regularly intervened in migrants’ affairs. It was not uncommon, for instance, for 

managers to monitor migrants’ expenditures of the camp fund, or suggest that migrants 

address a particular issue at one of their meetings, and reprimand migrants who did not 

act according to their expectations.  

At the Crystal City, camp, for example, the manager used the case of one juror 

who had “violat[ed] his sacred oath” by utilizing the court as “a place to settle personal 

grudges,” to scold camp inhabitants about their responsibility to act with “dignity, 

reverence, and decorum” when engaging the court. In the same letter, posted in the 

migrants’ newspaper The Spotlight, he proceeded to list all individuals who had failed to 

pay their camp dues or had over-due loans to the community fund. Although he stated, “if 

your name is on the list don’t feel bad at me—you don’t owe me, you owe the people in 

the community,” he remarked in a somewhat threatening tone that all listed names were 

going to be turned over to the “Prosecuting Attorney selected by [the] Council elected by 

[them].”461 Thus, while suggesting that this was a matter to be resolved among 

community members, the manager, nonetheless, made it clear that he had the power to 

                                                
establishment of a separate judiciary would be good training in democracy, as it makes our camp 
government more like our own Federal and State governments. The Council serves as the Legislature or 
Congress; the Management acts as the Executive branch; and now the judiciary serves as the third branch.” 
MNR, Weslaco, Texas, November 9, 1940, Weslaco Files, RG 96, FSA, NARA Southwest Region, Fort 
Worth, Texas. . On this point, also see Stein California and the Dust Bowl Migration, 174-178. 
461 Spotlight, Crystal City, Texas, FSA Camp Newspaper, October 3, 1941, p. 4, box 17, folder “RP-M-
163-1941 Newspapers and Magazines,” RG 96, FHA, NARA. 
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“turn people in,” and ultimately, to see that actions be taken against them in the camp 

court. 

The “self-governing” democracy practiced within the labor camps was less about 

empowering migrant farm workers to take control over their lives, and more about 

regulating what little power they had. As Walter Stein argues in his analysis of the camp 

program in California, “the FSA’s democracy was a sandbox democracy.” It was mostly 

a patronizing gesture to get migrants to think they were making powerful decisions, when 

in reality FSA administrators held authority over the camps.462 Surely a camp 

constitution, drafted in large part by migrant residents, allowed residents to feel as though 

they were a part of community with mutual obligations and responsibilities. But this 

practice of “democracy” also served to regulate behavior in ways that benefited the 

administration of the camps.  

Migrants were not unaware of the strict standards and guidelines they had to 

follow upon choosing to reside in one of the government’s camps. For instance, they 

were required to sign an occupancy permit and work agreement, or contract that 

committed them to perform two hours of work a week in lieu of rent, and to vacate the 

premises upon the request of FSA officials. On the back of this form, managers were 

encouraged to keep a “general record of the occupant.” Should a family or individual 

violate the agreements listed on the document, FSA managers had the right to expel them 

                                                
462 Stein, California and the Dust Bowl Migration, 178. Don Mitchell has similarly noted that democracy 
in the camps functioned as it does in American high schools, “as a paternalistic educative palliative given 
to win consent from people who posses little formal access to effective power and control, but who 
seemingly can become ‘irrational’ and threatening to existing power structures at any time.” Don Mitchell, 
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without the Camp Council’s consent.463 According to Mildred Bennett, who worked at 

the nursery school in the Harlingen camp, migrant families were fully aware of the camp 

manager’s authority.  As she noted, “He was el gerente (the boss). He said jump and 

they’d better jump or they were out! That was the deal you see.” Bennett suggested that 

officials used their authority to maintain discipline, “That kept down a lot of 

problems.”464 

Despite residing under federal government authority, migrants were still subject 

to the state’s statutory and common laws that existed outside of the camps’ built 

environment and beyond the FSA’s control. This resulted in one of the most notable 

contradictions in the camp program’s lessons in democracy. The democratic power and 

ideal citizenship FSA officials fostered inside of the federal camps could never be fully 

realized given the marginalization and disempowerment residents faced outside of the 

camps.465 

For non-white and foreign-born migrant workers and their families, the 

shortcomings and contradictions of the camps’ self-governing democracy and promises 

of model citizenship were especially obvious. This is not to suggest that Dust Bowl 

migrants, most of whom were white and U.S.-born, were not also subjected to significant 

socio-economic and cultural prejudice once they left the labor camps. However, at a time 

when ethno-racial discrimination and anti-foreign xenophobia was particularly high—i.e., 

                                                
The Lie of the Land: Migrant Workers and the California Landscape (Minneapolis: University of 
Minnesota Press, 1996), 186.  
463 “Occupancy Agreement,” or “Revocable Camp Permit,” folder “RP-M-150-01 1941 Procedure,” box 
16, RG 96, FHA, NARA. 
464 Mildred Bennett, interview by author, Harlingen, Texas, February 25, 2008. 
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through the Depression and World War II—non-white and foreign-born migrants faced 

additional challenges in their effort to better their status and establish stability and 

security in their lives. Prejudice and discrimination was evident in the daily relations 

between migrants and employers, local officials, or civic representatives, but these 

problems also appeared in the FSA’s own rhetoric and praxis within the camp program.  

In Texas, for example, FSA officials and fellow proponents of the camp program 

argued that the camps’ democratic lessons were of particular importance in aiding 

Mexican-origin migrants because they lacked a democratic understanding. Early in the 

program’s development in California, the emphasis had been on restoring Dust Bowl 

migrants’ sense of responsibility, dignity, and decency. For example, John Steinbeck 

wrote about how the camps’ self-governing system was critical to “Okie” migrants’ 

process of social and economic rehabilitation.466 The underlying assumption among 

government officials was that these white and unquestionably American migrants had 

known good standards of living and citizenship but were now simply down on their luck. 

When the program expanded to Texas during the early 1940s, the rehabilitating rhetoric 

surrounding the camps’ governing structure took on a more Americanizing tone, with an 

apparent concern for making better citizens of the state’s predominately ethnic Mexican 

farm worker population. 

Agnes Meyer of The Washington Post observed the camps’ Americanizing project 

during a trip to South Texas in the mid-1940s.  She subsequently reported that one of the 

                                                
465 Stein, California and the Dust Bowl Migration, 177; Mitchell, The Lie of the Land, 186. 
466 Steinbeck, Harvest Gypsies, 41.  
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most important functions of the camp program was its ability to make “valuable” 

American citizens of the ethnic Mexican migrants who resided there. Meyer claimed that, 

“the intense interest in self-government and education demonstrate[d] that the Spanish-

speaking migrant can become a valuable citizen if he gets a chance to take root.”467 Not 

unlike Todd and Sonkin’s questions posed to José Flores of the El Rio camp, Meyer’s 

report suggested that ethnic Mexican migrants had never experienced a sense of 

democracy. She claimed, for example, that the camps’ self-governing program was “the 

first contact with democratic living for most of these Latin-American families.”468  

Arthur E. Scott, Acting Assistant Regional Director for the FSA’s camp program 

in Texas, was just as direct in his assessment that ethnic Mexicans lacked a sense of 

democratic understanding and experience. He observed the following at the Robstown 

camp: 

The population of this camp is approximately 95% Latin-American who have 
never known the advantages that should be theirs under a democratic form of 
government. The educational process with this group of people is slow and 
tedious. They are very appreciative once they understand the purpose of the 
migratory labor camp program. This was clearly demonstrated recently after six 
or eight months of training in this camp when approximately 80% of the qualified 
persons voted in a community council election.469  

 

                                                
467 Agnes Meyer, “Good Housing Attracts Best Workers in Valley,” June 14, 1946, The Texas Spectator, 8. 
Emphasis in quote added by author.  
468 Agnes Meyer, “Camps Aid to Valley Workers: Projects at Robstown are Transformation for Migrants,” 
May 31, 1946, The Texas Spectator, 3.  
469 Arthur E. Scott, Jr., Acting Assistant Regional Director, to Mr. Estel H. Yetter, Regional Personnel 
Adviser, November 6, 1941, box 16, folder “RP-M-88-132-01 Standard Personnel Classifications,” RG 96, 
FHA, NARA. 
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According to Scott, ethnic Mexicans required “training” in the ways of democratic 

government before they could realize its “advantages.” Suggesting that the labor camp 

program offered this education, Scott noted that it sought to influence the migrants’ lives 

beyond strictly labor-related concerns. In addition to teaching them normative American 

customs and values, federal officials hoped to instruct them on the benefits of American 

citizenship. Commenting on this matter, Scott further stated: 

While [the “Latin-American” migrants] are legal citizens of this state, they have 
seldom exercised the privileges of franchise due largely to the fact that they have 
been a subdued people for generations and are not aware of their privileges under 
our Constitution.470  

 
Although camp official’s attitudes were obviously patronizing, they were shaped 

less by racial prejudice than a lack of cultural knowledge or recognition of ethnic 

Mexican’s political identity and activism. Even when they acknowledged the limitations 

that ethnic Mexican migrants faced—as in the case of Scott’s report, where he noted that 

most of the migrants at Robstown were “not able to pay the poll tax required by the state 

[of Texas] for a person to become a qualified voter”—federal officials generally 

concluded that they were ignorant of their rights as citizens. When the FSA did this, they 

appeared uninformed of the efforts that ethnic Mexicans made to assert their status and 

identity as Americans.  

Ethnic Mexicans had a long tradition of political organizing that influenced their 

participation in the federal camp program and their reaction to its Americanizing efforts. 

                                                
470 Ibid. 
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They were not destitute of political ideas and values, but were instead aware of political 

discourses affecting their community. In The World of the Mexican Worker in Texas, for 

example, Emilio Zamora describes the rich political activism in which Mexican-origin 

farm laborers engaged, sometimes through informal and spontaneous means, to organize 

for improved labor and social conditions throughout the early twentieth century. Zamora 

argues that the experiences ethnic Mexican farm workers shared—particularly in terms of 

poverty, discrimination, and inequality—contributed to a spirit of mutualism, which in 

addition to promoting the sharing of resources for survival and advancement, often led to 

collective protest and action.471 Mutualism, as Zamora explains, “incorporated such 

values as fraternalism, reciprocity, and altruism into a moral prescription for human 

behavior” and served as “a cultural basis for moralistic and nationalistic political action 

that was intended to set things right.”472 Moreover, mutual aid societies among working-

class ethnic Mexicans reflected a “Mexicanista” value that, as Zamora suggests, 

underscored the common cultural and homeland experience that defined a collectivist 

Mexican identity.  

Voluntary organizing activities in the camps reflect an appreciation for the 

principles of mutualism and a Mexicanista identity. Camp reports, for example, often 

describe efforts by migrants to provide one another with financial assistance and moral 

support during difficult times. This included working cooperatively to raise funds for the 

                                                
471 Emilio Zamora, The World of the Mexican Worker in Texas (College Station: Texas A&M University 
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472 Zamora, The World of the Mexican Worker, 86. 
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treatment of an ill person, organizing to collect material goods for a needy family, and 

sharing responsibility for the care of children whose parents worked away from camp—

sometimes for extended periods.473 Such efforts were not only fundamental to nurturing a 

community environment within the camps, but also demonstrated the migrants’ 

collectivist orientation. Had camp officials recognized this mutual aid tradition, they 

could have built on it to advance their self-governing objectives. Instead, they assumed 

that ethnic Mexicans lacked an appreciation or understanding of political and social 

values which they defined in strictly American (i.e., white) terms. 

Ethnic Mexicans challenged the FSA by demonstrating a pan-Mexican 

understanding inherent in the Mexicanista and transnational ideal evident in Zamora’s 

text. At the labor camp in Crystal City, for example, Paul Freier, the Acting Camp 

Manager, reported in April 1941 that the “leaders of the population [had] proposed a 

working democracy in their own language and in their own style.”474 In establishing the 

camp’s constitution, Freier noted that the migrants had not only adopted resolutions from 

other camp locations, but that they had also been influenced by the 1857 Constitution of 

Mexico as promulgated by Benito Júarez, a copy of which they had in their possession. 

While Freier’s report does not explain how the Camp Council utilized the 1857 

Constitution, several factors concerning this document suggest why it may have been 

inspirational. The policies outlined in the 1857 Constitution advanced the principles of 

                                                
473 For further discussion concerning migrants’ mutual aid activities, see Chapter 4 of this dissertation. 
474 Emphasis in quote added by author. MNR, Crystal City, Texas, May 9, 1941, box 487, folder “RP-TX-
38-183 Reports,” RG 96, FSA, NARA.  
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the Enlightenment and a more general moralistic and humanist philosophy.475 For 

instance, the Constitution guaranteed Mexican citizens civil liberties and equal rights—

including, freedom of speech, equal access to education, and protection of their land and 

labor from both the government and the Catholic Church. Juárez, a Zapotec Indian from 

Oaxaca who eventually became president of Mexico, was a heroic figure who carried out 

La Reforma, one of Mexico’s most progressive, liberal political, and social revolutions. 

Indeed, Zamora gives various examples of mutual aid societies, fraternal organizations, 

and other community-based associations named after Juárez, further suggesting how the 

Mexican and Mexican American working class remained inspired by his ideals.476 

By relying on their understandings of a liberal constitution that was based on 

Mexican systems of political organization, the migrants in Crystal City, most of whom 

were U.S.-born Mexicans, challenged assumptions that characterized them as ignorant or 

inexperienced in the practice of democracy. In the process, they also made their own 

claims to the meaning of American national identity in cross-border terms. Although they 

were not necessarily rejecting the FSA’s pressures to conform to a system of self-

government within the camp program, the Crystal City migrants expressed ideas that 

emanated from their own communities. 

Other examples suggest that ethnic Mexicans embraced the camps’ 

Americanizing rhetoric as a way to improve their social standing and gain federal support 

in their battle against racial discrimination. In 1940, for instance, the migrants residing at 

                                                
475 I am grateful to Marc Simon Rodríguez for bringing this to my attention. 
476 See, for example, Zamora, The World of the Mexican Worker, 78, 94, 101, 105. 
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the Raymondville camp insisted that the camp personnel refer to them as “Latin-

Americans” rather than “Mexicans.” As Albert Short, the camp’s manager, explained: 

Throughout all of this section [in the Rio Grande Valley] the Mexican is 
recognized mainly as one whose citizenship is still in Mexico. We have Latin-
Americans in this section whose complexion is as white as any of us and who 
somewhat resent the classification Mexican. We also have people from other 
Latin-American countries. It seems to me that it would be preferable for us to 
indicate what is called Mexican population on this registration sheet as Latin-
American. This term is preferable to the majority of this class of population 
because many of them are truly loyal American citizens.477  

 
By embracing a term that was at once hemispheric and an assertion of U.S. citizenship, 

migrants’ claims to being “Latin-American” demonstrated their awareness for the broader 

political implications involved in defining themselves apart from Mexican immigrants.478 

While they related to Mexican immigrants’ exploited condition as farm laborers, and 

remained culturally connected to their roots in Mexico, the Raymondville migrants 

nevertheless recognized the great importance of bringing attention to their status as “loyal 

American citizens” deserving of full and equal rights.479 At the onset of the Second 

World War, when civil rights activists increasingly questioned the value of American 

citizenship and democracy, the Raymondville migrants’ claims to “Latin-American” 

                                                
477 Albert K. Short, Camp Manager, to W.A. Canon, Chief Administrator, May 6, 1940, Raymondville 
Files, RG 96, FSA, NARA Southwest Region, Fort Worth, Texas.  
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identity revealed a profound understanding of their socio-economic and political 

condition for which FSA officials did not give them credit. 

 
The Limits of the FSA’s Democratic Ideologies 
 

A brief examination of the labor camps housing Japanese American farm workers 

during the early 1940s offers a revealing perspective on the limits posed by the FSA’s 

promises of democracy and model citizenship. Japanese Americans’ experiences in the 

camp program illuminate how despite the FSA’s efforts, the government could not 

guarantee migrants equal citizenship. Moreover, Japanese Americans’ status as “alien 

enemies” during WWII encourages a consideration of how camp residents’ assertions of 

national belonging varied depending on their socio-political status in the United States. 

For example, while ethnic Mexicans in Raymondville could demand civil liberties and 

entitlements based on their being “truly loyal American citizens,” Japanese Americans 

found it harder to convince U.S. society of such claims. 

The Japanese American families who lived in the FSA camps, mainly in Oregon 

and Idaho, arrived as a result of the 1942 U.S. Farm Labor Agreement, the same 

agreement that introduced hundreds of thousands of Mexican agricultural workers during 

the war. The agreement was intended to meet increasing wartime labor demands in 

agriculture. Japanese Americans were recruited for farm work from WWII internment 

facilities on the West Coast as part of formal “leave programs” which granted internees 
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an opportunity to prove their loyalty and commitment to America’s war effort.480 During 

the time they occupied the FSA camps, Japanese American “evacuees” participated in the 

same social programming and self-governing committees available to ethnic Mexicans in 

the other camps. In general, FSA officials contended that, “all persons residing in the 

[labor] camps [were] entitled to free enjoyment of legal rights, privileges, and civil 

liberties.”481 Although Japanese Americans were essentially citizens whose rights had 

been nullified by the process of internment, the FSA made no specific mention of the 

contradiction that their participation in the camp program exposed. Despite their status as 

“evacuees” and “alien enemies,” Japanese Americans were expected to participate in the 

camp’s assimilationist efforts and act like model citizens of a democratic republic.482 

In a featured story written by the FSA’s Information Division entitled “Calling 

Dachau—Little Nyssa Speaks!” officials explained that Japanese Americans were 

entitled to “elect [their] council and plan for [their] welfare and camp government” just 

like any other group residing in the federal labor camps.483 The purpose of the story was 

to illustrate how the U.S. government was empowering Japanese Americans by providing 

                                                
480 Lynne Horiuchi, “Dislocations and Relocations: The Built Environments of Japanese American 
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for the opportunity to “get back to work, earn some money, and help the war effort.” 

Moreover, FSA officials used the story to underline how unlike the concentration camps 

of Nazi Germany, the FSA labor camps were models of democracy. For example, the 

story stated how upon arrival at the Nyssa, Oregon, camp, the Camp Manager, Ormond 

Thomas, told the Japanese American families, “This is your camp and your community. 

America is a democracy. This FSA camp is a segment of that Democracy.” As they 

organized into Camp Councils and managed cooperative stores and other community-

based activities, FSA officials believed that Japanese American migrants practiced the 

principles of democracy and demonstrated their understanding of its meaning in 

American terms (see fig. 29).484  

 

 Figure 29: “Nyssa, Oregon. FSA Mobile Camp. Camp Council Meeting. 
The Japanese-American residents of the camp elect the Council members.” 
(July 1942) (Photograph by: Russell Lee. Courtesy of The Library of Congress, Prints & 
Photographs Division, FSA/OWI Collection photo no. LC-USF34-073658-D.) 

                                                
483 FSA Information Division, “Calling Dachau—Little Nyssa Speaks!,” August 27, 1942, submitted to 
C.B. Baldwin, Chief FSA Administrator, by Walter A. Duffy, Regional Director, August 28, 1942, box 
454, folder “Migratory-OR-26 000-900,” RG 96, FSA, NARA. 
484 For example, the story noted that despite concern over protest from surrounding communities, “folks 
[grew] accustomed” to the presence ethnic Japanese migrants because, “they worked well—they worked 
hard. They were orderly, quiet, and unbelievably clean...They aren’t like the Japanese of the Imperial Army 
of the Son-of-Heaven. They know what democracy is about.” Ibid. 
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What the FSA failed to discuss in their report, however, was the extent to which 

the notion of democratic power and idealized citizenship touted by the camp program 

was severely limited. Beyond the camps’ built environment, Japanese Americans were 

denied or restricted the most basic civil liberties. For instance, residents at the Nyssa 

labor camp were not allowed to go into town except for a few hours once a week and 

under strict supervision. Those who were granted federal authority over Japanese 

American “evacuees” in the region—i.e., the United States Employment Service, the 

sugar beet companies who hired them, and the FSA—were responsible for making sure 

they abided by these regulations. As a result, government officials and employers 

maintained close guardianship over Japanese American migrants’ daily activities.485 

Acknowledging the reality of Japanese American migrants’ socio-political status, 

and distinct forms of ethno-racial discrimination, would have revealed the fact that the 

camps’ “experiment in democracy” was to a large extent futile. Although the FSA viewed 

the labor camps as an important tool by which to shape migrants’ understandings of 

American identity, community, and democracy, they failed to recognize that most could 

not actually become “model citizens” simply by practicing and learning normative 

American systems and values. Without addressing the reality of alien and second-class 

citizenship, the camp program simply offered migrants a temporary solution to their 

socio-economic condition.  

                                                
485 Russell Lee, 1942, FSA-OWI Photographic Collection, Library of Congress, Identification Numbers: 
LC-USF34-073598-D and LC-USF34-073350-D (see photo captions). 
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Considered relationally, Japanese American and Mexican American’s experiences 

illuminate how migrants encountered the FSA’s promises of American democracy and 

citizenship in different terms. While the organizational elements of the camps’ self-

governing system may have worked similarly for both ethno-racial groups, the extent to 

which each was able to capitalize on the government’s democratic “training” varied 

significantly. In the context of WWII, Japanese Americans were “alien enemies” who had 

to prove their loyalty to U.S. mainstream society before they could make any claims or 

demands to their rights as American citizens. Mexican Americans, on the other hand, 

were able to use their more secure status as deserving Americans to pressure the FSA to 

intervene on their behalf to improve their civil rights.  

 
Claiming Civil Rights Through Education 

The FSA’s involvement in the fight for equal education represents one of the most 

remarkable examples of how the government intervened on behalf of ethnic Mexicans’ 

civil rights. In 1941, officials managing the Robstown, Texas, camp reported that after 

months of negotiations with local school representatives, they refused to accommodate 

the camps’ migrant children in their schools. The report explained: 

We know that the Farm Security Administration was not set up to build schools 
and school systems. All we can hope, I suppose, is that the school district will 
realize their error and do something to correct it. There is a tendency among Latin 
American children to quit school long before they have even begun to get any 
benefit from their study. This is largely due to the economic pressure under which 
these families live. However, we know of no segment of our American people 
who have a greater need for the opportunities offered by education. If we are ever 
to amalgamate the Latin-Americans among us and teach them the democratic way 
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of living we must begin with decent educational opportunities for these 
children.486 

 
 

According to John F. Manning, Superintendent of the Robstown Public Schools, 

the Bullard School for “children of Mexican extraction” was already “badly 

overcrowded,” operating with “fifty per cent necessary facilities” and under what he 

described as “unsatisfactory conditions.”487 The fact that the government decided to build 

a labor camp within the jurisdiction of the Robstown school district, and “encouraged 

[migrant children] to attend school,” had, according to Manning, contributed to making a 

bad situation worse. For this reason, Robstown district officials declared that they felt “no 

responsibility for the [education of] the labor camp children.”488  

That the community of Robstown would be debating the question of the 

educational rights of ethnic Mexican migrant children is perhaps not all that surprising. 

As several scholars analyzing the “Mexican educational problem” have demonstrated, the 

segregated and unequal nature of public schooling had become a serious issue at this 

time.489 By the early 1930s, for instance, LULAC had identified educational inequality as 

                                                
486 MNR, Robstown, Texas, December 12, 1941, box 486, folder “RP-TX-36-183-01 Monthly Narrative 
Report of Home Management—Sept. 1941,” RG 96, FSA, NARA.  
487 John P. Manning, Supt. Robstown Public Schools, to W.A. Canon, FSA Assistant Regional Director, 
May 30, 1941, Robstown Files, RG 96, FSA, NARA Southwest Region, Fort Worth, Texas.  
488 W.G. Hutson, Superintendent Robstown Public Schools, to Mr. W.A. Canon, FSA Assistant Regional 
Director, September 16, 1941, Robstown Files, RG 96, FSA, NARA Southwest Region, Fort Worth, Texas. 
The Robstown case represents only one example of the struggle with local communities regarding the 
educational rights of camp children. Although in some regions the dispute was more easily resolved, in 
almost all the locations that the government built a labor camp the “school problem” arose. 
489 The “Mexican educational problem,” as it was termed by school representatives during the first part of 
the twentieth century, usually suggested that ethnic Mexican children were backward, retarded, lazy, dirty, 
and generally apathetic, and thus required separate schooling before they could be fully incorporated into 
American society. For more, see Gilbert G. González, “Segregation of Mexican Children in a Southern 
California City: The Legacy of Expansionism and the American Southwest,” The Western Historical 
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one of their leading political issues in the fight against discrimination.490 What makes the 

Robstown battle notable, however, is the direct involvement of the FSA—a New Deal 

agency whose official task was to coordinate farm labor relations. The FSA’s 

involvement demonstrates how deeply migrants’ economic and social status was 

interconnected and highlights the extent to which the FSA was willing to intervene in 

matters they considered pivotal to migrants’ development as model citizens.  

FSA officials were invested in this struggle mostly because they viewed “decent 

educational opportunities” as a means to “amalgamating” the ethnic Mexican 

population—in other words, as a tool in the process of Americanization. In their disputes 

with school officials, FSA representatives insisted that educational development and 

citizenship formation went hand in hand. Ironically, this line of argument did not 

contradict the popular discourse concerning the segregation of ethnic Mexican school 

                                                
Quarterly 16, No. 1 (January 1985): 56; and Herschel T. Manuel, The Education of Mexican and Spanish-
Speaking Children in Texas (Austin: Fund for Research in the Social Sciences, University of Texas, 1930). 
On the topic of the Mexican American struggle for educational equality, I have also benefited from the 
following: Carlos Kevin Blanton, The Strange Career of Bilingual Education in Texas, 1836-1981 (College 
Station: Texas A&M University Press, 2004); Neil Foley, “Over the Rainbow: Hernández v. Texas, Brown 
v. Board of Education, and Black v. Brown,” Chicano-Latino Law Review 25 (2005): 139-152; Gilbert G. 
González, “The ‘Mexican Problem’: Empire, Public Policy, and the Education of Mexican 
Immigrants,1880-1930,” Aztlán 26, no. 2 (Fall 2001): 199-207; David Montejano, Anglos and Mexicans in 
the Making of Texas, 1836-1986” (Austin: The University of Texas Press, 1987), particularly the section in 
Chapter 8, entitled “Separate and Subordinate”; Guadalupe San Miguel Jr., “Let All of Them Take Heed”: 
Mexican Americans and the Campaign for Educational Equality in Texas, 1910-1981 (Austin: The 
University of Texas Press, 1987); and Richard Valencia, Chicano School Failure and Success: Past, 
Present, and Future (New York: Routledge Falmer, 2002).  
490 Founded in Texas in 1929, LULAC advocated for equal opportunity, justice, and an end to racial 
prejudice against ethnic Mexicans. The organization fought to integrate Mexican Americans into the 
dominant, mainly Anglo-American, political, economic and social institutions of the United States on the 
basis of their claims to American citizenship. For more information concerning LULAC’s activities, see 
San Miguel Jr., “Let All of Them Take Heed,” 69-74. 
LULAC believed that unless children of “Mexican extraction” received equal educational opportunities 
(compared to that of Anglos) they would never be able to improve their socio-economic and political status 
in the U.S., or be able to “measure up to the requirement of American standards.” San Miguel, “Let All of 
Them Take Heed,” 73-74. 
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children at the time. Civic leaders and school officials across the Southwest regularly 

defended segregationist policies by contending that ethnic Mexican children required 

special attention—such as English language instruction, a slower paced curriculum, and 

an introduction to American cultural practices—before they could be integrated into 

standard American (i.e, Anglo) schools.491 What appeared to be a matter of dispute 

between local officials and the FSA, thus, was not so much the fact that ethnic Mexicans 

needed democratic tutelage and/or Americanization—both viewed ethnic Mexican 

migrants as “foreigners” regardless of their actual citizenship status. Instead, what 

concerned federal officials and local civic leaders most, was the question of who was 

ultimately responsible for incorporating migrants into the realm of American citizenship 

and on what grounds. 

In this manner, migrant families in the labor camps were forced to mediate the 

struggle over representation, membership, and power emerging from their status as 

people in movement, living outside of the civic sphere. Although FSA officials sought to 

inculcate migrants with a sense of civic identity, duty, and entitlement, migrants 

struggled to locate the place where this promise of citizenship could be enacted. Much of 

the contention that resulted from efforts to grant camp children access to public 

schooling, for instance, occurred because compulsory school-attendance laws depended 

                                                
491 As one Texas school superintendent stated, for example: “These children need five or six years of 
Americanization before being placed with American children.” Wilson Little, Spanish Speaking Children 
in Texas (Austin: The University of Texas Press, 1944), 61. As cited in Blanton, The Strange Career, 70. 
Of course, such attitudes were shaped less by pedagogical concerns and more by social prejudices, which 
suggested that ethnic Mexican children, regardless of their level of acculturation, were mentally retarded, 
unclean, diseased, poverty-stricken, and lacked an appreciation for education, among other things. On this 
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primarily upon whether migratory children were considered “residents” or “citizens” of 

the community in which they were living temporarily. Variations in the law existed 

because in most cases states authorized school officials to determine the residency status 

of children in their district. This meant that even within the same state, different 

considerations could exist depending on the districts’ decision whether or not to account 

for migrant children and claim responsibility for their education.492 Such flexibility in the 

law permitted migrants’ educational rights to be vulnerable to local attitudes and 

prejudices. 

In Texas, for example, studies found that the state’s method of appropriating 

school money “afford[ed] an incentive to counties where prejudice exist[ed] to keep the 

Mexican-American children out of school and use the state funds for the education of 

other children.”493 As two school superintendents bluntly explained in a 1934 study 

published by Paul S. Taylor: 

The attitude towards the Mexicans is to be sure to get them on the school census 
to secure for the district about $17.50 per capita state aid. Mexicans in this district 
draw about $6000 state aid and we spend on them about $2000. This is true 
everywhere in Texas. We also have an $18,000 property tax and that all goes on 
the white school…Most of the schools here take the money out of the Mexican 
allotment and use it for the whites.494 

                                                
point, see Montejano, Anglos and Mexicans, 192; González, “Segregation of Mexican Children,” 56-57; 
and Blanton, The Strange Career, 71. 
492 Interstate Migration: Hearings Before the Select Committee to Investigate the Interstate Migration of 
Destitute Citizens, 76th Congress, 3rd Session, Pursuant to H. Res. 63 and H. Res. 491(U.S. Government 
Printing Office: 1940-1941), part 10. In particular, see “Excerpts From an Unpublished Report of the 
Secretary of Labor, 1936” and “Part II, Social Problems of Migrants and Their Families”—“Education of 
the Children,” pp. 4168-4170. 
493 Robert C. Eckhardt, “A Southwest Problem,” The Texas Spectator, June 23, 1947, 11. 
494 Paul S. Taylor, An American-Mexican Frontier: Nueces County, Texas (Chapel Hill: The University of 
North Carolina Press (1934), 200-201. 
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Additionally, Taylor found that “frequently the teachers of Mexican children receiv[ed] 

lower salaries than those in the white schools,” and that the more inexperienced teachers 

were usually assigned to the Mexican school. Communities engaged in such practices, 

therefore, recognized that there were both benefits and limits to the extent to which a 

migrant child of Mexican descent might be considered a “resident” or “citizen” entitled to 

certain scholastic rights.495 

Despite the obstacles posed by such practices, “there [was] a constant effort on 

the part of the camp personnel to keep children in public school,” according to George 

Hay, camp manager for the Raymondville facility. Although Hay argued that “it was a 

difficult matter to impress parents with the seriousness of the problem of at least an 

elementary education for their children,” he noted that the FSA continued to direct 

migrant families to send their children to local schools.496 In order to convince migrant 

parents of their obligation, camp managers maintained a thorough record of migrant 

children’s school enrollment, attendance, and withdrawal. When a child did not attend 

regularly, the camps’ home economist visited the family and made inquiries into the 

matter. At the Harlingen, Texas, camp, the manager went so far as to request that, “a 

                                                
495 In a dispute between FSA officials and the Pharr-San Juan School District over the education of the 
children in the McAllen, Texas, camp, FSA Regional Director, W.A. Canon tried to convince school 
representatives that they stood to benefit financially from the presence of the camp children. As he 
contended, the children were included in the school census but did not attend the school regularly 
throughout the year since they joined their families on the migrant trail. W.A. Canon, Acting Regional 
Director, to W.W. Alexander, FSA Administrator, May 7, 1940, McAllen Files, RG 96, FSA, NARA 
Southwest Region, Fort Worth, Texas. . 
496 MNR, Raymondville, Texas, May 10, 1941, Raymondville Files, RG 96, FSA, NARA Southwest 
Region, Fort Worth, Texas.  
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good reason be given to him every time a child missed [class],” suggesting that perhaps 

camp officials maintained a stricter attendance policy than the schools.497  

For some migrant families, regulatory measures on school attendance may have 

seemed excessive. However, in order to maintain their status as “good citizens” within 

the camp program, thus securing access to the amenities the camps provided beyond 

shelter, the families had to meet these strict standards. Still, this did not occur without 

some negotiation. Camp documents indicate that migrant families regularly complained 

about school conditions. For example, in Robstown a group of mothers confronted the 

camp manager stating that they refused to send their children to school because they had 

to “walk nearly two miles in the mud and water to get there” and afterwards they had to 

“sit in class with their feet wet” making them susceptible to serious illness.498 Migrant 

families more often complained of their social and economic condition. Many noted, for 

instance, that they were too poor to appropriately feed and clothe their school aged 

children, or that they were concerned about the discrimination their children encountered 

because of their race, migrant status, and their delayed education.499 

                                                
497 MNR, Harlingen, Texas, February 10, 1942, box 484, folder “RP-183-TX-32 Narrative Report,” RG 96, 
FSA, NARA. 
498 MNR, Robstown, Texas, December 12, 1941, box 486, folder “RP-TX-36-183-01 Monthly Narrative 
Report of Home Management—Sept. 1941,” RG 96, FSA, NARA. 
499 According to one account from South Texas, “[the migrant children] get discouraged sitting around in 
the first or second grades until they are 12 or 14 years old because of irregular attendance, lack of suitable 
clothing, or inability to understand English.” See Agnes Meyer, “Child Workers in Valley Lose Chance for 
Schooling,” The Texas Spectator, June 7, 1946. In Robstown, the camp manager, Henry Daniels, also 
reported that, “The [camp] children had not been in school for the last few years, and most of them did not 
rise above the third grade.” As he explained, “Most of them evince no great desire to return to school, their 
chief objection being their economic, social, or racial status.” MNR, Robstown, Texas, October 7, 1940, 
Robstown Files, RG 96, FSA, NARA Southwest Region, Fort Worth, Texas.  
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The FSA responded to such claims by allotting “school clothing grants,” using 

their association with other government agencies to find donations for school lunches, or 

providing transportation when school buses refused to pick up the camp children. Such 

measures, combined with the migrants’ own cooperative efforts to improve scholastic 

conditions—such as, organizing sewing workshops to make school clothing and 

volunteering to cook and can food for the school cafeteria in exchange for the children’s 

noon-meal—helped to increase school attendance among camp children and partially 

remedied the factors limiting migrants’ educational attainment.500  

Migrants’ educational problems, however, remained rooted in their grinding 

poverty and the need to supplement the family income with their children’s labor. For 

this reason, it was estimated that three-fourths of ethnic Mexican school children in Texas 

were not receiving a formal education beyond the third grade in the mid-1940s.501  This 

contributed to the “school problem,” as the FSA began to call it, because few 

communities were willing to see ethnic Mexican children beyond their role as laborers. 

As the Lamesa, Texas, Chamber of Commerce explained in their proposal to the FSA for 

the establishment of a government camp in their region: 

                                                
500 For example, at the Robstown camp, the manager reported that “on days during inclement weather the 
project truck takes in a load of children, and two trucks owned by the campers and three cars cooperate in 
getting the children to school.” MNR, Robstown, Texas, December 19, 1940, Robstown Files, RG 96, FSA, 
NARA Southwest Region, Fort Worth, Texas. Similarly, the manager at the Raymondville camp 
proclaimed that the camp personnel had “stimulated school attendance” by setting up an agreement with the 
school district where the camp would use its “facilities and labor” to can food for the school lunch program 
in exchange for the children’s noon-time meal.” MNR, Raymondville, Texas, March 10, 1942, box 484, 
folder “RP-183 TX-32 Narrative Report,” RG 96, FSA, NARA. 
501 Robert C. Eckhardt, “A Southwest Problem,” 10. 
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It is thought and agreement of the investigating committee that a camp here would 
create no school problems. In Arizona [where they conducted a comparative 
study] most of the transients are whites and their children must attend the public 
schools, which necessitates hiring of extra teachers for a few months…Locally 
most of our workers are Mexican cotton pickers…few or none of the children of 
these families ever go to school. They pick cotton too.502 
 

A primary factor influencing school policy towards ethnic Mexican children was, 

therefore, their status as agricultural workers. As several scholars have demonstrated, the 

growers’ need to secure and regulate farm labor heavily influenced school officials.503 As 

one superintendent of a segregated school district in Texas explained to H.T. Manuel, a 

University of Texas educational researcher: 

You have doubtless heard that ignorance is bliss; it seems that is so when one has 
to transplant onions…If a man has very much sense or education either, he is not 
going to stick to this kind of work. So you see it is up to the white population to 
keep the Mexican on his knees in an onion patch or in new ground. This does not 
mix very well with education.504 

 
In their resolve to deny the ethnic Mexican children access to the schools and equality, 

authorities made a distinction between their identity as laborers and citizens. Although 

they welcomed the agricultural work migrants performed, school officials rarely felt an 

                                                
502 Original emphasis in quote. “Proposal for Construction of Migratory Farm Workers Camp at Lamesa, 
Texas,” February 25, 1941, box 489, folder “AD-TX-41-703-01 Lamesa Migratory Labor Camp,” RG 96, 
FSA, NARA, 9. 
503 In many instances this occurred because growers held leading positions on the school board. On this 
topic, see González, “Segregation of Mexican Children,” 63; San Miguel, “Let All of the Take Heed,” 47-
50; and Montejano, Anglos and Mexicans, 191-195. 
504 Manuel, The Education of Mexican and Spanish-Speaking Children, 77. In the early 1940s, Paul Taylor 
recorded similar statements in Dimmit County, Texas. For instance, one “person connected with the 
educational system” explained: “No one cares whether the Mexican goes to school or not, neither the white 
men nor the Mexicans. Not 5 per cent of the Mexican parents will send their children to school if they can 
get their children to transplant onions…Educating the Mexicans is educating them away from the job, away 
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obligation to provide migrants with civic entitlements extended to other members of their 

community. This underscored a basic contradiction in the FSA’s efforts to incorporate 

ethnic Mexican migrants into U.S. society. Unless local communities were willing to see 

ethnic Mexicans beyond their role as exploitable workers, investments in the virtues of 

“good citizenship” would not guarantee their incorporation on an equal basis. 

 In their battles with local school officials, the FSA sought to demonstrate how the 

school districts were discriminating against the children and undermining their 

Americanizing project in the camps. School officials typically responded that the FSA 

was responsible for the problem of overcrowding so they (or another federal agency) 

should take action to alleviate it. A case in point is a letter by C.B. Cooper, 

Superintendent for Weslaco Public Schools, to the FSA’s Assistant Regional Director: 

It seems to me Mr. Cannon (sic), that the Government should not expect a local 
district to assume the burden of educating these unfortunate children [who he 
described as overage, unschooled, and badly undernourished] merely because the 
Government saw fit to select this particular location for its camp.  Our district is 
willing to cooperate, and we have attempted to absorb these children as well as 
we could. We want to help these little unfortunate victims of the life they have to 
live by doing what we can. However, I believe that the Federal Government 
should construct immediately suitable housing in the camp in order that 
opportunity classrooms [i.e., vocational schooling] may be established at the 
camp.505 
 

                                                
from the dirt. He learns English and wants to be a boss. He doesn’t want to grub.” Paul S. Taylor, Mexican 
Labor in the United States, Vol. I (New York: Arno Press, 1970), 441. 
505 C.B. Cooper to W.A. Canon, January 16, 1941, Weslaco Files, RG 96, FSA, NARA Southwest Region, 
Fort Worth, Texas. . For a similar argument also see, C.B. Cooper to Dr. J.W. Studebaker, Commissioner 
of U.S. Office of Education, January 24, 1941, box 486, folder “RP-88-49-35-934 Education,” RG 96, 
FSA, NARA. In an earlier letter to President Franklin D. Roosevelt, Cooper had warned that the 
construction of a camp in Weslaco would bring “a crushing blow to our already crowded school situation.”  
C.B. Cooper to President Franklin D. Roosevelt, January 22, Weslaco Files, RG 96 FSA, NARA Southwest 
Region, Fort Worth, Texas.  
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C.S. Hilton, Secretary for the Sinton Independent School District, expressed the same 

view to Congressman Richard M. Kleberg: 
 

We have a very crowded condition in the Mexican school [which has been] 
caused by the influx of Mexican People to our Labor Camp. We are writing this 
letter to you making a request that you do what you can to get the Department of 
Agriculture Farm Security Administration to give us some assistance in this 
matter.506 

 
J.C. Brandt, Superintendent of the Raymondville schools, likewise complained in a letter 

to Congressman Milton West, “that the children coming from the migratory labor camp 

have added an extra load,” so the FSA should help defray the costs of adding a new 

school building.507 

 In their response to such arguments, the FSA reminded school authorities that it 

was their responsibility to “provide equal educational opportunity to all school-age 

children who reside within their district.”508 C.B. Baldwin, Assistant Administrator for 

the FSA, was particularly bothered by the fact that “transient children [were] generally 

looked upon as outsiders” by local communities.509 This undermined the FSA’s 

democratic promises by revealing to migrants the limits of their civil rights. Writing to 

House Representative, John R. Murdock, Baldwin stated: “Frankly, I think that this is 

                                                
506 C.S. Hilton to Congressman Richard M. Kleberg, June 27, 1941, Sinton Files, RG 96, FSA, NARA 
Southwest Region, Fort Worth, Texas.  
507 Albert K. Short, Raymondville Camp Manager, to W.A. Canon, May 16, 1941, Raymondville Files, RG 
96, FSA, NARA Southwest Region, Fort Worth, Texas. . Also, C.M. Evans, Regional Director, to C.B. 
Baldwin, Chief FSA Administrator, June 13, 1941, Raymondville Files, RG 96, FSA, NARA Southwest 
Region, Fort Worth, Texas.  
508 H.H. Bushford, Acting Assistant Regional Director, to J.W. O’Banion, Assistant State Superintendent, 
January 19, 1942, Robstown Files, RG 96, FSA, NARA Southwest Region, Fort Worth, Texas. . 
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deplorable and that the local people must recognize a greater degree of responsibility for 

the migrant workers.”510 While the FSA acknowledged that they had exposed the 

problem of migrant schooling, they vehemently denied that they had made conditions 

worse. According to the FSA, the camps provided a considerable amount of social 

welfare and financial aid to local counties, now communities had to step-up and provide 

migrants the entitlements their position as residents and citizens in the community (even 

if only temporarily) warranted.511  

Efforts to convince school officials that migrant children were also members of 

the community were particularly meaningful in South Texas given that most of the 

migrants who inhabited the camps in that region were from the surrounding area. In other 

words, the ethnic Mexican migrants who encountered resistance to secure their 

educational rights based on their supposed position as “outsiders,” were not only 

American citizens, but Texas residents and typically from the immediate area. 

Surprisingly, FSA officials did not address this factor in their disputes with school 

authorities. Local communities continued to deny migrants the full rights and privileges 

of citizenship. Such actions served as a constant reminder that the FSA’s guardianship, 

intervention, and “experiment in democracy,” could only go so far. 

This is not to suggest that the FSA’s campaign to secure the educational rights of 

migrant children was insignificant. Federal efforts to contest the practice of unequal 

                                                
509 Ibid. Also, C.B. Baldwin, Assistant Administrator, to Honorable John R. Murdock, December 18, 1939, 
box 95, folder “AD-AZ-9 615 Arizona Migratory Labor Camps Payment in Lieu of Taxes,” RG96, FSA, 
NARA. 
510 Ibid. 
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schooling and culturally biased curriculum had rarely occurred on a national scale. The 

1940s witnessed largely ineffective but notable federal interventions in the battle against 

discrimination that included the formation of the Office of Inter-American Affairs 

(OIAA), and its Texas-based Good Neighbor Commission. The FSA’s involvement in the 

dispute over migrant education, thus, served as a precursor to later interventions.512 

Echoing the arguments made by FSA officials, for example, leaders within the OIAA, 

claimed that correcting discriminatory policies and practices within public education, 

particularly as they affected ethnic Mexican children, were not only critical to promoting 

the objectives of the Good Neighbor Policy, but also vital to incorporating ethnic 

Mexicans politically and culturally into “broader U.S. interests.”513 Gilbert González has 

pointed out that the OIAA was actually seeking “to assimilate the Mexican communities 

as quickly as possible, [and] this necessitated the termination of segregation.”514 The 

government’s actions, in other words, were less motivated by a benevolent concern for 

equal education, than by a desire to incorporate and acculturate ethnic Mexicans into the 

American mainstream. 

                                                
511 Laurence I. Hewes Jr., FSA Regional Director, to John J. Bugg, Pinal County School Superintendent, 
January 1940, box 95, folder “AD-AZ-9 615 Eleven Mile Corner, [Arizona],” RG 96, FSA, NARA. 
512 President Franklin Roosevelt established the OIAA in 1940 to promote improved economic, political, 
and cultural relations between the United States and Latin America especially Mexico. The effort was 
partly intended to counteract anti-American propaganda in Latin America that focused on the 
discriminatory treatment that ethnic Mexicans and other minority groups experienced in the United States. 
The Good Neighbor Commission (established in 1943) was funded by the OIAA and it sought to improve 
relations between Anglos and ethnic Mexicans for the purpose of convincing Mexico to send contract 
workers, or Braceros, to Texas. Although LULAC leaders criticized the state wartime agency for not doing 
enough, it investigated and settled some complaints of discrimination. For more on this topic, see San 
Miguel, Let All of Them Take Heed,” 91-112, Pauline R. Kibbe, Latin Americans in Texas (Albuquerque: 
University of New Mexico Press, 1946), and Zamora, Claiming Rights and Righting Wrongs in Texas. 
513 González, “Segregation of Mexican Children,” 75. 
514 Ibid. 
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The FSA’s actions on behalf of migrant laboring families were, nevertheless, 

limited. Although they highlighted the problems inherent in the education of ethnic 

Mexicans, in the end government officials did little to change the inquality. One 

explanation is that the FSA conformed to local biases and attitudes. In Robstown, for 

example, the FSA agreed to aid in the expansion of the Bullard School where the school 

district declared it would “emphasize vocational training and guidance” to offer a more 

“practical education” to the ethnic Mexican children in attendance.515 This meant that 

schooling would reinforce their unequal standing in the labor market. 

Even after FSA officials insisted that their organization was not responsible for 

providing assistance to local agencies, including school districts, they funded the 

expansion of numerous public schools and constructed separate educational facilities for 

migrant children within most of its labor camps. In these classrooms, typically situated in 

the camps’ community center building, Anglo teachers offered migrant children a 

rudimentary education. They also joined forces with other camp staff, such as the Home 

Management Supervisor, to provide vocational training that tracked migrant students into 

low-level and gendered occupations. In this manner it appears that the FSA’s approach to 

the education of migrant children did not differ significantly from that provided by local 

schools. Although they had the opportunity to advance their Americanizing efforts 

                                                
515 John P. Manning, Superintendent Robstown Public Schools, to W.A. Canon, Assistant Regional 
Director, May 30, 1941, Robstown Files, RG 96, FSA, NARA Southwest Region, Fort Worth, Texas. . 
Also, W.S. Gandy, President Robstown Independent School District, to W.A. Canon and C.M. Evans, 
Regional Directors, May 19, 1941, Robstown Files, RG 96, FSA, NARA Southwest Region, Fort Worth, 
Texas.  
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through the camps’ school curriculum, there is no evidence suggesting that this was the 

case (see fig. 30).516 

 

 

 Figure 30: “Third grade, elementary school, FSA camp Weslaco, Texas 
(Feb. 1942) (Photograph by: Arthur Rothstein. Courtesy of The Library of Congress, 
Prints & Photographs Division, FSA/OWI Collection photo no. LC-USF33-003656-M2.) 

One of the largest schools built by the FSA in South Texas, the Weslaco camp 
school consisted of “a four classroom building complete with lockers, heating and 
lighting, toilet facilities, lavatories, drinking fountains, blackboards and window 
shades.” The Weslaco Independent School District (WISD) agreed to operate the 
school as a unit of the WISD, to furnish all instructional materials and classroom 
supplies, and provide regular maintenance.517  

 

 
While the FSA’s Americanization objectives were not apparent in the classrooms 

they established for the camps’ children, educational efforts aimed at migrant adults 

                                                
516 Camp documents do not offer reference to the camps’ school curriculum. Nevertheless, former camp 
residents whom I interviewed did not recall anything extraordinary about the instruction they received in 
the camps. They did explain, however, that even after the government seized ownership of the labor camps 
during the 1950s, county officials continued to use the community center building to school migrant 
children during the first few grades. It was not until about third grade, that Alcario Samudio and Minnie 
Capello, for instance, remember being taken to the “Mexican School” in Weslaco called The North Ward. 
Alcario Samudio, phone interview by author, Austin, Texas, May 13, 2008. Minnie Capello, interview by 
author, Weslaco, Texas, May 2, 2008. 
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suggest something different. By the early 1940s, the Works Progress Administration 

(WPA) assisted the FSA in offering adult classes. At the Sinton and Crystal City camps, 

for example, the WPA sponsored bilingual classes in reading, writing, arithmetic, and 

government.518 While camp officials believed that these classes would improve migrants’ 

overall competence, they also noted how they would help ethnic Mexican migrants to 

“qualify better in passing their examinations for citizenship.”519 In this manner, the FSA 

claimed to prepare migrants’ for American citizenship by giving them the knowledge 

necessary to prove they deserved to be naturalized. Camp administrators also suggested 

that the adult education classes were contributing to the war effort by encouraging young 

men to join the military. In Sinton, for example, the FSA noted that the camp had 

approximately 335 residents who were ineligible for military service “because of their 

inability to read and write the English language.” If they “could be prepared for 

enlistment,” W.A. Canon argued, the FSA might be able to secure additional assistance 

from local agencies in funding the adult education program.520  

The few records that carry the voice of the migrants on the issue of schooling 

suggest that they mainly embraced the FSA’s efforts to improve their education and 

                                                
517 C.M. Evans, Regional Director, to C.B. Baldwin, Administrator, June 13, 1941, box 486, folder “RP-
88-49-35-935 1941 Weslaco Mig. Labor Camp School,” RG 96, FSA, NARA. 
518 MNR, Crystal City, Texas, December 1, 1941, box 488, folder “RP-TX-38-183 1941 Crystal City 
Migratory Camp, Camp Population Report,” RG 96, FSA, NARA. W.A. Canon, Assistant Regional 
Director, to Joseph N. Cowen, Sinton Camp Manager, March 9, 1942, Sinton Files, RG 96, FSA, NARA 
Southwest Region, Fort Worth, Texas.  
519 Robert L. Elliott, Camp Manager, to W.A. Canon, Assistant Regional Director, November 18, 1941, 
Crystal City Files, RG 96, FSA, NARA Southwest Region, Fort Worth, Texas. . Also, MNR, Crystal City, 
Texas, March 9, 1942, box 487, folder “RP-TX-38-183 Reports,” RG 96, FSA, NARA. 
520 W.A. Canon, Assistant Regional Director, to Joseph N. Cowen, Sinton Camp Manager, March 9, 1942, 
Sinton Files, RG 96, FSA, NARA Southwest Region, Fort Worth, Texas. 
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strengthen their skills. While migrants likely recognized how the FSA’s Americanizing 

promises were limited, they also understood that the government’s efforts represented a 

valuable opportunity to improve their socio-economic condition. In this manner, migrants 

often took initiatives over their own educational advancement rather than relying on the 

FSA, or another public agency, to provide resources on their behalf. The adult education 

classes, for instance, were made possible largely through school supplies provided by the 

Camp Council and migrants’ cooperative fund. In some cases migrants also organized 

their own classrooms for the camps’ children instead of waiting for local school officials 

to comply with the FSA’s demands that they be admitted. In Crystal City, for example, 

Mr. Andrés de Santiago and another migrant organized daily classes in English and 

arithmetic. Most of the students who attended had never been to school before. 

According to a camp report, the school was highly successful, “flourishing with 

practically 100% attendance.” As a result, the FSA received “numerous requests that the 

Latin-American children from town be given the opportunity to obtain their schooling” at 

the Crystal City camp as well.521  

Conclusion 
 
As migrant families, school officials, community representatives, and FSA agents 

struggled to define and secure the educational rights of migrant children, more 

                                                
521 MNR, Crystal City, Texas, July 15, 1941 and August 6, 1941, box 487, folder “RP-TX-38-183 
Reports,” RG 96, FSA, NARA. A long tradition existed in developing private community-based schools 
known as escuelitas. In these schools ethnic Mexican teachers provided an alternative to Anglo-dominant 
curriculum to reinforce cultural pride and awareness and to serve the general scholastic needs of ethnic 
Mexican children who often lacked access to public education. Teresa Palomo Acosta and Ruthe 
Winegarten, Las Tejanas: 300 Years of History (Austin: The University of Texas Press, 2003), 152-155. 
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fundamental questions over the meaning of migrant citizenship emerged. Within the labor 

camp program, federal officials sought to incorporate migrants into the realm of 

American citizenship in cultural, ideological, and even legal terms. In their battle over the 

“school problem,” however, FSA officials recognized what migrant families had always 

known—that local communities refused to define migrants as members and citizens of 

their communities. Through their actions, local communities made it clear they wanted 

laborers, not citizens demanding entitlements to public schooling and other social 

services. Where then were the democratic principles and lessons promoted by the FSA to 

be found?  

Camp residents were confronted with daily reminders of the limitations American 

identity, citizenship, and democracy posed for them as transients, farm workers, non-

whites, and “alien enemies.” While the Camp Councils and formal committees were 

intended to foster a sense of community, cooperation, and social responsibility among 

migrant residents, they were also a means by which to mold migrants into “model 

citizens.” Imbedded in the FSA’s rhetoric and practice concerning the camps’ self-

governing system, was the notion that migrants’ citizenship was still in process—

something to be acknowledged, cultivated, and eventually exercised.  

Even when migrants embraced the FSA’s Americanization objectives, either out 

of obligation or sincere investment, they encountered several obstacles in applying their 

democratic power. The regular presence of federal agents supervising migrants’ actions 

and decisions served as a constant reminder of their restricted position. Outside of the 

camps, the various forms of discrimination limited their rights as citizens. The realities of 
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alien and second-class citizenship also revealed the limited extent to which FSA officials 

could guarantee migrants’ equal rights. While the FSA fought to have local communities 

recognize and accept migrants’ status as citizens, they did so with the conviction that 

migrants should abide by, and assimilate to, dominant American cultural and ideological 

norms. In response, migrants found ways to mediate these pressures and claim 

recognition, social membership, and rights as citizens within the United States on their 

own terms.  
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Conclusion 

 
 
Although the Farm Security Administration (FSA) worked to accommodate the 

changing U.S. economic, political, and social climate through the Depression and World 

War II, it was not enough to save the agency from persistent public criticism and 

increasing Congressional opposition. By 1945, opponents argued more forcefully that the 

FSA’s farm labor policies and programs were no longer useful and that it was time to 

eliminate government interference in farm labor relations.522 The end came in April 1946, 

when President Harry S. Truman signed the Farmers Home Administration Act that 

abolished the FSA.523 In the following year, after a lengthy discussion about what would 

happen to the FSA’s projects and responsibilities, the labor camp program was officially 

terminated. On July 31, 1947 Congress approved Public Law 298, which allowed the 

Secretary of Agriculture to “dispose of any labor supply center, labor home, labor camp 

or facility…and any equipment pertaining thereto or used in the Farm Labor Supply 

Program.”524 By this time, the federal government had constructed close to a hundred 

permanent and mobile labor camps across the country, with accommodations for nearly 

                                                
522 This argument was ironic given that the United States was in the midst of a foreign labor importation 
agreement with Mexico and countries in the Caribbean, which would certainly be considered a heavy 
federal intervention in agricultural relations. 
523 Sidney Baldwin, Poverty and Politics: The Rise and Decline of the Farm Security Administration 
(Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 1968), 401. 
524 Public Law 298—80th Congress, Chapter 413—1st sess. Copy of law found in the George Mahon 
Papers, 1887-1986, Lamesa Camp Files, box 464, A226.4A, Southwest Collection, Texas Tech University, 
Lubbock, Texas.  
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twenty thousand families at any one time.525 With the cessation of the Migratory Labor 

Camp Program, the matter of migrant housing once again fell under the jurisdiction of 

local communities and employers who depended on the migrants’ labor. 

The discourse surrounding the end of the camp program reveals how the camps 

exceeded their roles as labor supply centers, a point that became a source of contention 

throughout the life of the program. One month prior to the program’s expiration, for 

instance, Agnes E. Meyer argued in an editorial for The Texas Spectator that the camps 

represented “more than just stop-over shacks for traveling migrants.”526  They were “real 

homes,” she claimed, where migrants had established a community and benefited from 

the amenities federal agents provided. For this reason, Meyer warned that unless 

Congress did something about it, “one of the only serious efforts ever put forth to help 

ease the plight of the Latin American migrant worker will be headed for the ash can.” 

With no public agency left in place to protect migrant labor, Meyer feared that conditions 

for farm-working families would deteriorate quickly. 

Congress did in fact consider a last-minute attempt to save the camps when in 

1947 Senator Arthur Capper and Congressman Clifford R. Hope, both of Kansas, 

introduced two bills calling for a permanent farm labor program and for the camps to be 

placed under the program’s administration. Rather than acting out of concern for the 

thousands of families who would soon be displaced, however, Meyer suspected the 

                                                
525 U.S. Congress, House of Representatives, Committee on Agriculture to Investigate the Activities of the 
Farm Security Administration, Hearings, Pursuant to H. Res. 119, Part 3 (1944), 1164-1167. 
526 Agnes E. Meyer, “A Look at Labor Camps,” June 30, 1947, The Texas Spectator, 6, 7, and 11. Meyer 
was a journalist for The Washington Post who had come to Texas to study farm labor conditions in the Rio 
Grande Valley.  
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politicians were speaking for Midwest growers who depended on ethnic Mexican farm 

labor from Texas. Since they typically faced more difficulties securing a steady stream of 

workers, these farmers may have seen the camp program as a way to insure a reliable 

labor supply. In the end, however, the bills did not garner sufficient support. 

Conservative politicians and the American Farm Bureau Federation (AFBF) lobbied 

heavily against them, arguing that with the end of the war, the government no longer had 

any reason to be involved in the recruitment and regulation of farm labor.527  

To understand the camp program’s immediate and long-lasting impact, the FSA’s 

interventions must be viewed beyond conventional conceptions of farm labor supply and 

management. Although historians have typically examined the camp program in standard 

Fordist labor terms of male head of household and family wage, the camps constituted 

“real homes” where entire families were present as both workers and community 

members, and where the struggles over labor control merged into more personal battles 

concerning migrants’ day-to-day lives. Through the camps’ social programming efforts, 

for instance, federal agents sought to alter migrants’ cultural customs, values, diets, 

medical practices, and beliefs about childrearing and family management. In other words, 

the labor-related politics and socio-economic struggles in which migrants, growers, local 

                                                
527 Baldwin argues that the decline of the FSA was due in large part to the AFBF who saw the FSA’s field 
activities and role in the USDA as “a threat to itself and its cliental partner, the Extension Service.” The 
FSA’s activities undermined the structure of power the AFBF had established at the local level. Even so, 
Baldwin suggests that the farmers’ organization was not solely responsible for the agency’s demise. He 
discusses other determining factors, including “significant ideological anxieties over FSA experimentation 
in social organization, Southern fears of New Deal reforms generally, the decline of the New Deal, rising 
congressional resistance to the president, partisan exploitation of FSA vulnerability, policy changes by the 
leaders of the FSA, a shift in public opinion, and dislocations flowing from WWII.” Baldwin, Poverty and 
Politics, 410-411. 
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communities, and government officials engaged were waged simultaneously in the 

domestic and cultural terrain. In the camps, migrants’ Depression-era struggles over 

improved wages, amenities, and sanitary conditions merged with significant contestations 

over health, education, acculturation, and citizenship. In this sense, farm workers’ 

housing, and the camps more specifically, represented a key battleground upon which 

U.S. race, class, and gender relations were negotiated during the 1940s.528 Only by 

disrupting the domestic/workplace binary that has dominated most analyses of migrant 

farm labor and the FSA camps do the camp program’s broader social, cultural, and 

political effects emerge clearly. 

In stating that the camp program represented one of the few serious attempts to 

ameliorate ethnic Mexican workers’ poor conditions, Agnes Meyer understood that the 

camps afforded migrants more than employment opportunities. As she noted, the camps 

promoted their self-respect and well-being in addition to improving their economic 

condition.529 The government’s commitment toward aiding ethnic Mexican migrants, 

although seemingly progressive, was not without contention, however. When the camp 

program began in the mid-1930s, the FSA’s rehabilitation efforts were aimed at 

alleviating white Dust Bowl migrants’ destitution, restoring their dignity and decency, 

and helping them reclaim their status as farm owners and tenants. Yet by the early 1940s, 

when the camp program developed in Texas among a mostly ethnic Mexican migrant 

                                                
528 Indeed, Thomas Holt has argued that housing, rather than employment or unionization, represented a 
critical site of major racial conflict in the Fordist Era beginning in the early twentieth century. Thomas C. 
Holt, The Problem of Race in the Twenty-First Century (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2000), 72-
76 & 105. 
529 Agnes E. Meyer, “A Look at Labor Camps,” June 30, 1947, The Texas Spectator, 6, 7, and 11. 
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population, the FSA promoted rehabilitation as an Americanization initiative alongside 

its labor-regulating activities. 

This is not to suggest that the early Dust Bowl families eluded the FSA’s cultural 

and social reform efforts, but rather to underscore that for ethnic Mexicans the FSA’s 

agenda to make them “good citizens” involved greater racialized assumptions about their 

cultural practices, values, social behavior, and standard of living. As the camp program 

evolved, FSA officials enacted an elaborate project to educate ethnic Mexican families 

about better domestic habits, social responsibility, and the promise of American 

citizenship and democracy. Many migrants embraced these overtures, and the camps’ 

services more generally, as a means of improving their poor and often destitute socio-

economic condition. Still, most recognized that residing in the camps involved a daily 

struggle to maintain their personal autonomy and self-identity while abiding by the FSA’s 

objectives and expectations.  

In my research, the material landscape at the old “farm workers community” in 

Lamesa, Texas, offered the first window into the camp program’s dynamic history.530 

Most of the original buildings constructed and trees planted by the FSA in 1941 are still 

visible when driving along the oval road that defines this site. Of the original 53 

buildings, 43 are still standing, with 32 retaining sufficient integrity in 1993 to be 

classified as contributing elements to the historic significance of the location.531 The 

                                                
530 Texas Historical Commission (THC), “Report on Lamesa Farm Workers Community Historic District, 
1991,” 15-16.  
531 Figure 10 in Chapter 3 illustrates which buildings (shaded in black) were considered as having enough 
historic integrity to be classified as contributing elements to the camp’s landmark designation. “Report on 
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contributing buildings comprise most of the original shelters for temporary workers, half 

of the labor homes for more permanent families, the community center, and the 

manager’s house. Upon further investigation into the Lamesa camp’s architectural 

history, I discovered that the unique arrangement of these buildings was not accidental. 

 FSA planners, architects, and engineers organized the camps’ physical layouts to 

support the agency’s broader socio-economic and cultural reform agenda. The camps 

provided more than housing for the laborers who were gathered for local farmers’ needs. 

They were also meant to be “model communities” intended to foster greater social-

responsibility, self-government, and collectivism among migrant residents. In other 

words, state forces aimed at restructuring the way migrants worked and lived their lives 

were deliberately embedded into the camps’ built environment. Through their designs, 

FSA planners sought to choreograph migrants’ daily practices—for example, by 

designating specific spaces for social interaction, learning, recreation, and domestic 

activities—to facilitate the process of social reform, regulation, and community building 

occurring inside the camps. The FSA’s objectives of community formation were, 

nonetheless, compromised by the fact that the camp designs also reflected and reinforced 

existing social, racial, and class-based divisions in agriculture and U.S. society more 

broadly.  

Despite the operative and conflicting forces evident in the camps’ topography, a 

study of migrants’ “mental maps” reveals how they assigned their own meaning to the 

                                                
Lamesa Farm Workers Community Historic District, 1991,” 1. Lamesa File, Texas Historical Commission 
(THC). 
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camps’ built environment, in the process shaping its spatial dynamics and challenging 

federal officials’ assumptions about the character of their community. The social 

networks migrants established in the camps, for instance, provided an important avenue 

for mediating the government’s programming objectives and for organizing around the 

broader circumstances of poverty and discrimination affecting their lives inside and 

outside the camps. These relationships were strengthened by the fact that oftentimes, as 

was the case in several of the South Texas camps, the migrant families knew each other 

prior to living in the camp because they worked together and/or were from the same 

region. These bonds, and the cultural, political, and social activities migrants organized, 

also made evident how camp residents defined themselves as members of communities 

that transcended the camps’ perimeters.  

An analysis of the FSA’s Migrant Medical Program further demonstrates how the 

camps represented significant sites of contestation where broader questions of 

domesticity, identity, culture, and community were disputed. The FSA’s interventions in 

the realm of medical care and preventive health education demonstrate the extraordinary 

role the agency played in shaping migrants’ personal lives. As part of their commitment 

to migrants’ rehabilitation, FSA nurses and home management supervisors instructed 

migrants (mainly women) on the advantages of better hygiene, nutrition, medical care, 

and family planning. The camps’ modern medical clinics, staffed with a full-time nurse 

and regular doctors and dentists, kept migrants’ bodies healthy with required vaccinations 

and examinations. In most cases, families residing in the camps cooperated with the 

government’s imposition of health measures. Many seemingly viewed these efforts as 
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crucial to the survival of their children. However, migrants also challenged the pressure 

to conform to these practices and standards by exercising alternative approaches to health 

care and family management when they chose to. 

While the struggles that took place between federal officials and ethnic Mexican 

migrants concerning health were partly shaped by concerns over labor efficiency, they 

were rooted in broader anxieties over migrants’ ability to meet U.S. middle-class 

expectations and standards for citizenship. Unless ethnic Mexican migrants adopted the 

dominant ideologies and normative practices of health, hygiene, and domesticity, as 

promoted by the camp program, they risked being excluded from social membership as 

American citizens. In touting the camp program, FSA officials relied on racialized claims 

and depictions of ethnic Mexicans as “outsiders” who were dirty, diseased, and 

disorganized. They positioned ethnic Mexican migrants as threatening by highlighting 

their role as disease carriers who were culturally ignorant of the dangers they posed to 

themselves, their families, and communities. The camps, officials claimed, would “clean 

them up” by providing sanitary housing, water, toilets, and a steady diet. They would also 

transform their transgressive health practices through education and “modern” medical 

attention. In this manner, the FSA underscored that the camps guaranteed growers a 

healthier and more productive workforce, protected the health of communities across the 

nation, and developed migrants into more ideal citizens. 

The FSA’s dedication to molding model citizens out of the camps’ migrant 

populations constituted a central concern within the agency’s program. Believing they 

needed democratic tutelage, federal officials sought to familiarize migrants with the 
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practice of self-government and the advantages of American democracy and citizenship. 

The Camp Council, made up of migrant residents, represented the main organizational 

system by which the FSA carried out these functions. Ethnic Mexican migrants, on the 

other hand, used the camps’ bureaucracy to contest the FSA’s conception of them as alien 

citizens unfamiliar with the principles of American democracy and to affirm their sense 

of citizenship. While they often claimed an American political identity in terms that 

corresponded with the FSA’s influences, they also drew upon other political models and 

values, including ones representative of a transnational understanding of citizenship and 

identity. Migrants’ responses to the camps’ “experiment in democracy,” in other words, 

frequently challenged dominant notions of U.S. citizenship and pressed for a broader 

understanding of social membership and civil rights.  

Migrants’ claims questioning the democratic power and idealized citizenship FSA 

officials promoted were strengthened by the reality of their marginalized status as 

second-class citizens outside of the federal camps. Even as migrants embraced the FSA’s 

promises of American citizenship and democracy, they were reminded of the limitation 

these categories posed for them in U.S. society as non-whites and migratory workers. 

Ethnic Mexicans’ struggle to secure equal education in the communities that surrounded 

the camps brought these contradictions to light. Although FSA officials responded to the 

“school problem” by attempting to secure migrants’ civic entitlement to public schooling, 

local communities refused to accept migrants beyond their role as laborers, effectively 

excluding them from membership in their communities. 
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Migrants’ own testimonies speak to the significance of the FSA program’s impact 

on their lives. The fact that federal agencies have been unable or unwilling to provide 

similar measures to aid migrants in more contemporary times also points to the 

importance of these efforts during the 1930s and 1940s. Nevertheless, the camp program 

ultimately did little to change common housing conditions for farm worker families, the 

abusive labor practices in agribusiness, or the discriminatory effects of alien and second-

class citizenship. The FSA recognized the insufficiency of its efforts and from the outset 

positioned the labor camp program only as a model of what could be done on a larger 

scale. Federal officials hoped local communities and employers would realize the 

incentives of good farm labor housing and make their own efforts to improve living 

conditions. While perhaps some advances were made, the nature of migrant housing and 

migrants’ socio-economic status remained poor long after the FSA’s camp program 

ended.  

Determining that the camp program’s overall accomplishments were limited does 

not mean that its influence was insignificant or inconsequential. As this study has shown, 

the FSA aimed to transform migrants’ lives in ways that not only regulated their labor, 

but also challenged their cultural, domestic, and political practices and ideals. These 

efforts influenced migrants’ sense of identity, social relations, and personal choices in 

dramatic and profound ways. The historical record concerning the program suggests that 

most migrants viewed the FSA’s interventions in relatively favorable terms. Even as they 

negotiated the FSA’s reform measures, migrants generally considered the camps a 
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valuable resource by which to improve their circumstances. The individuals I interviewed 

recalled their life in the camps along these lines.  

While they usually spoke of their experiences in relation to the community bonds 

they formed in the camps, they also acknowledged the unique impact the government 

program played in shaping their personal lives. Mr. Alcario Samudio, who lived at the 

Weslaco, Texas, camp as a young boy, provided one of the more notable examples of the 

camp program’s influence. Now semi-retired, Mr. Samudio began working as a paralegal 

for the Texas Rio Grande Legal Aid (TRGLA) in 1978. As part of his job, he has 

advocated against abuses in farm labor conditions, housing, and wages for migrant 

workers across South Texas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Tennessee, Kentucky, and 

Arkansas. His work in this regard began in Wisconsin, where in 1971 he was appointed 

State Supervisor of Migrant Programs. According to Mr. Samudio, within the first couple 

of years in this position, his office closed down over 500 migrant camps due to 

substandard conditions. In 1977, as Vice Chairman of the Governor’s Commission on 

Migrant Labor, he was also instrumental in passing Wisconsin’s “Migrant Labor Law,” 

which specified guidelines regulating the employment and housing of migrant workers, 

including the required inspection and certification of all migrant labor camps.532  

While it would be overstating the point to suggest that Mr. Samudio’s work was a 

direct result of his early experience in the camp program, he nonetheless spoke of its 

influence in terms of evaluating the government’s commitment to farm labor. In other 

words, he noted that the program was significant because it demonstrated a concern for 
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migrants’ interests that, despite its problems, afforded farm-working families certain 

protections, resources, and advantages. Today, he stated, migrant workers are still unable 

to secure the most basic amenities—fair treatment, health care, livable housing, and a 

living wage.533 Memories of camp life served to remind Mr. Samudio throughout his 

career of the possibility of government intervention to address and combat migrants’ 

exploitive working and living conditions. 

The camp program’s ideological legacy also conveys the significant effect of the 

FSA’s commitment to long-term social and economic development among migrant 

families. For example, to develop my theoretical understanding of the state’s efforts 

around citizenship construction, and link it more closely with federal projects through the 

Second World War and Postwar Period, I plan to conduct further research into the 

activities of the División de Educación de la Comunidad (DivEdCo) that existed in 

Puerto Rico from 1949 to 1991.534 DivEdCo was an educational government agency 

modeled directly after the FSA that sought to carry out a similar program of socio-

economic reform, mostly through cultural and artistic enterprises, among Puerto Rican 

rural families.  

In creating DivEdCo, Luis Muñoz Marín, Puerto Rico’s first elected governor, 

drew heavily on his knowledge of the New Deal and his friendly relationship with 

Rexford Tugwell, the FSA’s first chief administrator and Puerto Rico’s appointed 

                                                
532 Alcario Samudio, phone interview by author, Austin, Texas, May 13, 2008. 
533 Ibid. Victoria Hirschberg, “48 Local Migrant Workers Sue Indiana Firm: Say Subpar Treatment, 
Housing Greeted Them,” The Monitor, April 3, 2006. 
534 Division of Community Education. 
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governor from 1942-1946. Other central figures in the FSA, including photographers 

Edwin Rosskam and Jack Delano, also played a pivotal role in DivEdCo’s 

administration.535 According to Muñoz, DivEdCo was intended to teach the Puerto Rican 

community “the way of making use of their own aptitudes for the solution of many of 

their own problems of health, education, cooperation, [and] social life through the action 

of the community itself.”536 As various scholars have demonstrated, DivEdCo promoted 

the ideological basis of the Popular Democratic Party (PPD), the new commonwealth 

administration.537 Through a series of educational workshops, short films, booklets, 

posters, poems, and musical recordings, for instance, DivEdCo agents sought to instruct 

rural populations on how best to adapt to the changes brought on by industrialization and 

modernization and become a model democratic and participatory citizenry. The subject of 

these initiatives included “the self-management of health, nutrition, and family planning 

as well as self-reliance, and education.”538 In transforming people’s customs, values, 

culture, and civic identity to better meet the ideals of the developing state, DivEdCo 

represented a key battleground between Puerto Ricans’ desire to maintain an “authentic” 

                                                
535 Edwin Rosskam was DivEdCo’s director, Jack Delano headed the film division, and Jack’s wife, Irene 
Delano, was in charge of the graphic-arts section. Donald Thompson, “Film Music and Community 
Development in Rural Puerto Rico: The DIVEDCO Program (1948-1991),” Latin American Music Review, 
26, no. 1, (Spring/Summer 2005): 102-114; Cati Marsh Kennerley, “Cultural Negotiations: Puerto Rican 
Intellectuals in a State-Sponsored Community Education Project, 1948-1968,” Harvard Educational 
Review, 73, no.3, (Fall 2003): 416-448. 
536 Ibid., 420. 
537 In addition to the articles previously noted, see, for example, Arlene M. Davila, Sponsored Identities: 
Cultural Politics in Puerto Rico (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1997), 34-38. 
538 Ibid., 36. According to Kennerley, the agency’s “foundational” text also promoted “the optimism about 
the march of ‘progress’ towards the future, emphasis on manual labor and the importance of close 
community ties; and the story of the nation’s origin.” Cati Marsh Kennerley, “Cultural Negotiations,”431. 
On U.S. imperialism in Puerto Rico, also see Laura Briggs, Reproducing Empire: Race, Sex, Science, and 
U.S. Imperialism in Puerto Rico (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2002). 
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or traditional sense of self and the intense process of Americanization. Exploring these 

tensions and negotiations, and the activities of DivEdCo more broadly, will offer valuable 

insight into how the citizen-making projects the federal government practiced among 

farm worker families through the camp program were eventually modeled elsewhere.  

To examine how distinct national and cultural identities were constructed and 

maintained by the state through the application of the FSA’s camp program, I also intend 

to build on the research I have conducted concerning the experiences of Asian American 

and African American migrant families. Although camp records indicate that federal 

officials attempted to follow a standard administrative approach to the camp program, 

evidence suggests that they often employed different measures depending on migrants’ 

ethno-racial identity, gender, and the region in which they resided. For example, unlike 

the labor camps located in the West, those established along the Atlantic Coast—

including the ones built in Bridgeton, New Jersey, and Belle Glade, Florida—were 

officially segregated on the basis of race. Mainly to abide by social and racial norms in 

these regions, the FSA hired African American nurses, doctors, and home management 

supervisors to work with migrant families inhabiting the “negro camps.”  In Texas, there 

was no similar effort made to hire Mexican American staff members where ethnic 

Mexican migrants predominated. The reasons for this may be due to the fact that the 

camps in Texas were never officially segregated, that there were generally fewer efforts 

being made to train ethnic Mexicans in public health professions, and that federal 

officials (and U.S. society more broadly) constructed ethnic Mexicans’ racial identity in 

terms that reflected a closer relation to “whiteness.” Had the FSA made an effort to hire 
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Mexican Americans, however, it might have avoided some of the conflicts and 

misunderstandings that emerged between camp administrators and migrants on the basis 

of language, culture, and identity.  

Examining migrants’ camp experiences in more general comparative and 

relational terms allows for further consideration of how migrants’ different 

positionalities—such as their perceived racial status in U.S. society or their relationship 

to normative constructions of American identity and citizenship—challenged the FSA’s 

objectives and forced federal officials to adopt different approaches to the camp program. 

As this study has shown, FSA officials commonly positioned ethnic Mexicans’ cultural 

practices, standards, and beliefs as oppositional to dominant Anglo American norms, but 

to what extent were these constructions similar to or different from the way officials 

imagined African Americans’ participation in the camp program? In other words, given 

their diverse conditions, were all migrants being asked to conform to the same standards 

of cultural identity, domesticity, labor efficiency, American democracy and citizenship? 

By briefly examining Japanese Americans’ camp experiences this study has offered some 

indication of how migrants’ differential realities determined their responses to the camp 

program and their relationship to the state. To answer these questions more concretely, 

however, additional research is necessary. 

Determining how the camp program impacted migrant communities and families 

requires analyzing the government’s interventions beyond conventional labor terms. If 

we fail to see the camps as dual-purpose productive and reproductive spaces, we risk 

interpreting the FSA’s actions, services, and amenities as strictly measures by which to 
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accomplish a more effective labor supply and control effort. To grasp its full 

implications, the camp program must be discerned in terms that reveal the significant 

interplay between the state forces aimed at the economic development, social reform, and 

the acculturation of migrant families. This involves considering how the camp program 

was administered in domestic, cultural, and even spatial terms. Disrupting the 

labor/domestic divide that has constituted most studies on the camp program also allows 

for an analysis that accounts for the role entire families, not just adult male wage-earners, 

played in negotiating the FSA’s agenda and efforts. Moreover, it illuminates how 

government measures aimed at restructuring migrants’ lives spilled into realms outside of 

traditional notions of farm labor relations—including, home management, childcare, 

public health, education, and civil rights. Reframing our understanding of the camp 

program along these lines is not only essential for acknowledging the broader socio-

cultural effects it yielded, but also for recognizing migrants’ diverse strategies to mediate 

the forces of labor exploitation, racial discrimination, and acculturation they encountered. 

Positioning a history of migratory workers’ experiences in broader domestic and 

cultural terms has other important present-day implications as well. As the recent 

immigration debates have shown, U.S. mainstream society continues to view Latino 

migrants in limited one-dimensional labor terms. In other words, Latinos’ racialized 

status, social inequality, and condition of alien citizenship in the United States, even 

today, stems in great part from society’s refusal to see them beyond their role as workers. 

Certainly Latinos themselves have played a part in these constructions by situating their 

identity and claims to citizenship in the context of their labor contributions. To avoid 
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delimiting Latinos’ self-identity, however, and instead consider the complexity of their 

assertions, experiences, and demands as laborers and citizens—as evinced by the many 

immigrant rights marches held in 2006—we need to evaluate the broader socio-cultural, 

domestic, and political implications of these discourses and debates. A study of the FSA 

camp program suggests the importance of this multifaceted approach. It shows that 

migrants’ battles over labor have typically involved equally intricate, and often 

entangled, struggles over identity, community, and citizenship.  
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Appendix 

 
 

Table 1: Location of Farm Security Administration Migratory Labor Camps, July 1942 
 
* Information concerning camp locations appears here as it was reported by the FSA for 
this month. As a result, some variations may occur concerning the position of mobile 
facilities at different times in the year depending on harvesting seasons. 
 
 
Region I: 
Maryland     New Jersey 
(Mobile Camps)    (Mobile Camps) 

-Hebron         -Big Oak 
 -Pocomoke City        -Burlington 
 -Vienna         -Swedesboro 
 -Westover 
 
Region IV: 
Virginia 
(Mobile  Camps) 
 -Black Bay 
 -Lynnhaven 
 -Timberville  
 
Region V: 
Florida 
 Everglades - S Canal Point, State Highway 143  
 Okeechobee    (Belle Glade, Unit 2, Negro) -3.7 mi. S Belle Glade,  
   State Highway 25  
 Osceola  (Belle Glade, Unit 1, White) - ¼ mi. E Chosen on county  
   road NE Belle Glade, and ¾ mi. from State Highway 143  
   N Belle Glade 
 Pahokee -SE Canal Point, State Highway 194 
 Pompano -NW Pompano, U.S. Highway 1 
 
Region VI: 
Arkansas 
 Springdale -Off U.S. Highway 540 
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Region VIII: 
Texas 
 Crystal City -N Crystal City, U.S. Highway 83 
 Harlingen -S Harlingen, U.S. Highway 83 
 Lamesa -off U.S. Highway 87 

McAllen -NE McAllen, U.S. Highway 83 
 Princeton -SE McKinney, State Highway 24 
 Raymondville -2 mi. W Raymondville, U.S. Highway 96 
 Robstown -2 mi. N Robstown, State Highway 44 
 Sinton  -¼ mi. W Sinton, State Highway 44 
 Weslaco -at N end of town of Weslaco 
 
Region IX: 
Arizona 
 Agua Fria           -16 mi. W Phoenix, State Highway 77 
 Eleven Mile Corner  -3½ mi. E Casa Grande and ½ mi. N of  

          State Highway 84 
 Yuma            -12 mi. SW Yuma 

(Mobile Camps) 
-Friendly Corners   
-Gilbert 

 
California 
 Arvin  -17 mi. SE Bakersfield, U.S. Highway 99 
 Brawley -at N end of town of Brawley 
 Ceres  -at NW end of town of Ceres, 3 mi. SE Modesto, U.S. Highway 99 
 Firebaugh -at N end of town of Firebaugh 
 Gridley -3 mi. E Gridley 
 Indio  -1 mi. SE Indio, U.S. Highway 99 

Mineral King -43 mi. S Fresno on U.S. Highway 99, left on State Highway 198,  
3 mi. E Visalia 

Shafter  -1½ mi. NW Shafter and 19 mi. NW Bakersfield 
Thornton -at S end of town of Thornton 
Tulare  -4 mi. SE Visalia, State Highway 198 
Westley -at W end of town of Westley 
Windsor -1 mi. W Windsor 
Winters  -1 mi. NE Winters 
Woodville -7 mi. NW Porterville, State Highway 190  
Yuba City -1 mi. SE Yuba City 
(Mobile Camps) 

 -Brentwood  -Santa Maria 
 -Cupertino  -Sebastopol 
 -San Jacinto 
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Region XI: 
Idaho 
 Caldwell -2 mi. W Caldwell, junction Highways 18 and 20 
 Twin Falls -2 mi. S Twin Falls, Highway 26 

(Mobile Camps) 
 -Blackfoot  -Payette-Ontario 
 -Emmett  -Pocatello 
 -Jerome  -Rupert 
 -Marsing  -Shelley 

-Donnelly  -Sugar City 
 -Nampa  -Wilder 
  
Oregon 
 Yamhill -4 mi. S Dayton, Highway 223 (Dayton-Amity cutoff) 
     (Mobile Camps) 
 -Athena  -Nyssa 
 -Brewster  -The Dalles 
 -Coburg  -West Stayton 
 -Gresham 
   
 
Washington 
            Granger -2 mi. NW Granger, U.S. Highway 410 
            Walla Walla    -5 mi. SW Walla Walla, Oregon State Highway 11 (1 mi. N Oreg. 

Line) 
            Yakima -2 mi. W Union Gap on Ahtanum Road, U.S. Highway 410 
            (Mobile Camps) 

-Auburn  -Dixie 
 -Burlington  -Kennewick  
 -Dayton   -Wapato 
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
Source: FSA, “Camp Occupancy Report,” box 19, folder “AD-124 All Regs. 183 Migratory 
Labor Social Security Tables on Interstate Migrants 1937,” RG 96, FSA, NARA. Also, FSA, 
“Location of Migratory Farm Workers Camps,” box 8, folder “AD-124 Migratory Labor All 
Regs. Eastern Seaboard Report,” RG 96, FSA, NARA.  
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Table 2: “Aerial View of Harlingen, Texas, Migratory Labor Center.”  
Harlingen, Texas, Camp (1951) 

 

 

 

Original Caption: “Showing motel-type cabins where Mexican farm workers who come 
to help harvest United States crops are housed during processing period. In the right 
center are the Administrative buildings. The fence surrounds the dining tables. The 
kitchen is in left wing of Administration buildings.” 

 
 
Source: box 1453, folder “1453-5 Discriminación a Braceros,” AEMEAU (Archives of 
the Mexican Consul), Secretaría de Relaciones Exteriores (SRE). 

Main Entrance 

Community 
Center 

Community Showers 

Labor Homes for 
Permanent Families Community Toilets 

Harlingen/Rangerville Rd. 

Neighborhood 
where many 
Harlingen Camp 
residents eventually 
moved. 
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Table 3:  
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Source: R.G. Leland, M.D. “Medical Care for Migratory Workers,” The Journal of the 
American Medical Association 114, no. 1 (1940), 54. 
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